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GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
1.0. SCOPE. This document summarizes the function and elements of the Guidance and
Control (G&C) Subsystem. It defines the functions and the equipment make-up of each sub-
system performing guidance and control. The operation of the Subsystem is described in
the context of the mission.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
VC220SR101 - Design Characteristics
and Restraints
VC220FDlll - Accuracy Allocations
VC220FD101 - Trajectories and Guidance
VC220FDl12 - Flight Sequence
VC234FD102 - Spacecraft Attitude
Control Subsystem
VC234FD104 - Attitude Control Cold Gas
Jet Subsystem
VC234FD105 - A,:topi!ot Subsystem
3.0 DESCRIPTION. The G&C Subsystem is comprised of three equipment subsystems:
attitude control, cold gas jet, and autopilot. The relation between these three is depicted
in Figure 3-1. The electronic assembly of this subsystem is shown in Figure 3-2.
These subsystems maintain the spatialattitudeof the VOYAGER Spacecraft during the four
major mission phases: cruise, maneuver, guidance correction and orbital.
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Figure 3-1. Guidance and Control Subsystem Block Diagram
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3.1 Attitude Control. The attitude control subsystem acquires and stabilizes the
Spacecraft to the external attitude references from any initial attitude and rates up to 3 de-
grees per second. It then maintains the Spacecraft attitude relative to these references to
less than 3/4 degree during the heliocentric cruise and Mars orbital phases. It also maneu-
vers the spacecraft, by sequential rotations, to any arbitrary spatial attitude necessary to
perform velocity change or capsule separation maneuvers.
The attitude control subsystem consists of: optical sensors (Sun sensors in pitch and yaw and
star sensor in roll) to determine attitude deviations from the references; gyroscopes which
provide rate signals during acquisition of references and position signals during maneuvers;
and electronic circuitry which processes the sensor signals to operate the appropriate sole-
noid valves of the cold gas jet subsystem.
The subsystem has three basic functions or modes of operation: acquisition mode, cruise
mode, and maneuver (or inertial)mode.
3.1.1 Acquisition Mode. In the acquisition mode, the roll star sensor is initially locked out,
wide field of view sun sensors are used in pitch and yaw, and rate signals are provided by the
gyroscopes. The system acquires the sun reference in two axes in less than 20 minutes from
the start of acquisition. After this, the narrow field of view cruise sun sensors are switched
in, the Canopus sensor enabled, and the vehicle is made to roll about the sun line in search of
Canopus. When the star comes in the field of view of the sensor, acquisition is completed.
The Canopus search and acquisition can take up to 70 minutes.
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3.1.2 Cruise Mode. In the cruise mode, the cruise (narrow field of view) sun sensors are
controlling pitch and yaw axes and the Canopus sensor controls the roll axis. The gyros are
off and damping is obtained by derived rate.
3.1.3 Maneuver Mode. In the maneuver mode, the optical sensors are replaced by the gyros
operating in position mode. Gyros are torqued in sequence to produce a vehicle rate about
the desired axis. The time the gyros are torqued is controlled to yield the desired rotation.
This same basic mode is employed during an inertial hold except that the gyro torquers are
not energized.
3.2 Gas Jet Subsystem. The cold gas jet subsystem applies torques to the Spacecraft as re-
quired by the attitude control system to perform its function of acquiring and holding its ref-
erences and to maneuver the Spacecraft to desired attitudes.
The gas jet subsystem consists of tanks which contain the propellant (nitrogen), reg-ulators,
filters, fill valves, solenoid valves, and nozzles. The electrical signal which actuates the
solenoid valves is provided by the attitude control system.
3.3 Autopilot. The autopilot maintains the inertial attitude of the vehicle during propulsion
thrusting. Functionally this subsystem consists of gyroscopes, signal processing electron-
ics, jetvane and injection valve actuators, an accelerometer and switching logic. The mutual
operation of these components perform the autopilot function. The gyroscopes and the ac-
celerometer are functionally a part of the autopilot. Physically they are in the attitude con-
trol system and described as part of that subsystem. The jet vane and injection valve actu-
ators are physically a part of the rocket engines, and as such, provided by the propulsion
system. The specification and design of these actuators are dictated by the autopilot sub-
system.
The gyroscopes generate signals proportional to spacecraft angular position. These signals
are processed by lead networks and amplifiers in the autopilot electronics. Two basic proc-
essing channels with different gains and compensation exist. One channel is for operation
with the solid propulsion retrorocket and the second channel is for operation with the mono-
propellant midcourse engines.
3.4 Changes From The Task A Report. The G&C Subsystem synthesized during the Task A
_Ludy consisted of approach guidance and articulation subsystems in addition to the attitude con-
trol, autopilot and cold gas jet. As demonstrated in VC220FD101 the guidance accuracies
can now be met with an earth-based doppler system only. Approach guidance measurements
are therefore no longer necessary and have been deleted. The planet science platform is no
longer the responsibility of the spacecraft contractor; therefore, this articulation function has
been deleted. The antenna articulation system, which has very little control functions, has
been made part of the C&S and the engineering mechanics systems.
4.0 MISSION SEQUENCE. The operation of the G&C Subsystem can be summarized in the
context of the mission sequence. Shortly after separation from the Launch Vehicle, the attitude
control subsystem is energized. It goes into its acquisition mode and stabilizes the Spacecraft to
the Sun and Canopus. It is then in the cruise mode until the first midcourse maneuver which
occurs several days after separation from the Launch Vehicle. At this point the attitude
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control subsystem is put into the maneuver mode and the Spacecraft is rotated to the desired
attitude for executionof the midcourse maneuver. During rocket engine thrusting the maneu-
ver attitude is maintainedby the autopilot. After termination of thrusting, the attitude con-
trol subsystemgoes into its acquisition mode and reacquires the Sunand Canopus.
The system is then in the cruise modeand continues in this modeuntil the secondmidcourse
maneuver which may occur several weeks or months after the first. The sequenceof the
first maneuver is then repeated. At termination of that maneuver, the Sunand Canopusare
reacquired. Cruise proceedsuntil the maneuver mode is again assumedand the Spacecraft
is rotated to the appropriate attitude for the orbit insertion maneuver. During orbit insertion
as the rocket enginesare thrusting, the autopilot maintains the attitude of the vehicle. After
orbit insertion has beenaccomplished the attitude control system again reacquires the Sun
and Canopusand the system is in the steady state cruise Gr orbit mode.
When it is desired to separatethe Capsule, the attitude control system will be placed in the
maneuver mode and maneuveredto the attitude required for capsule separation.
Finally, during the orbital phaseof the mission, the references may be occulted by Mars.
Inasmuch as this event is anticipated and accurately predictable in time, the attitude control
system will be commandedto go into an occultation modewhich will permit the attitude con-
trol system to go to an inertial hold modewhile the references are occulted.
5.0 RELIABILITY. The G&C reliability estimates for the different mission phases are
given in Table 5-1.
TABLE 5-1.
Phase R,t'L tablLit v
I 0 9X0
3 0. 997
4 ] 0 994
I
RELIABILITY ESTIMATES
Acqulsitl,m cruise, and lnitlc,,ul_4¢y Ir;tj,_¢'t,,tW
c_,rrectlons t,, achiew the requirt.d inter-
inch.lin_ i_rf,,rnl_lncc c_l ,u-bit c,,rrcction
manvuvct
SpaL_t_craft Capsule separatil,n man_uwr
Orbital ,,pe_ath,ns l_,r L_ne re,ruth.
As part of the reliability study the Aeronau-
tical Division of Honeywell Inc., was asked to
perform a detailed Failure Mode and Effects
(FM & E) analysis. The objective of this
analysis was to identify the potential weak
links in the system as a first step toward
applying optimization techniques for achiev-
ing maximum probability of mission success
with minimum penalties in size, weight, cost,
etc. This FM & E analysis was performed at
the functional subsystem level for the cruise and orbit operating modes. The FM & E analy-
sis was accomplished by reducing the G&C into nine functional subsystems.
1. Pitch and yaw fine sun sensors
2. Roll sensor
3. Gyros and electronics
4. Gyros and accelerometer power supply
5. Pitch and yaw triple redundant axis electronics
6. Roll triple redundant axis electronics
7. Pitch, yaw and roll axis majority voters, moment producers and driver circuit
8. Attitude control electronic power supply
9. Cold jet gas storage system
4
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In Table 5-2, the most probable failure modes and/or degradedoutput states are identified
for each functional subsystem. The attributable failure causes are listed for each output
state together with the failure effects on the system. Backupfunctions, whenavailable,
are listed.
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ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
1.0 SCOPE. The VOYAGER 1971 Attitude Control Subsystem (ACS) controls the angular
orientation of the spacecraft at all times, except during "launch-to-initial-turn-on" and
rocket motor firing periods.
This functional description presents a delineation of the operation of the preferred design of
the Attitude Control Subsystem (ACS). In addition, compilations are presented of all ACS
interfaces and pertinent ACS performance parameters. Also presented are defined ACS
physical characteristics and the safety factors given consideration in formulating the ACS
operational procedures.
2.0 DOCUMENTATION. The following are supplementary and supporting documents to this
functional description:
VC220SR101
VC220FD101
VC220FD103
VC220FD109
Design Characteristics
and Restraints
Standard Trajectories
and Guidance
Component Design
Parameters
Telemetry Channel
As sign ments
VC220FD112
VC234FD101
VC264FD101
VC280FD101
Flight Sequence
Guidance and Control
Subsystem
Guidance and Control OSE
LCE System Hardware
Functional Description
3.0 ACS OPERATION. The mission requirements of the ACS are:
a. To acquire external attitude references
b. To stabilize the Planetary Vehicle and Flight Spacecraft to these references for
the purposes of providing:
1. Efficient solar power conversion
2. Antenna Earth-pointing reference
3. Planet Science Platform Mars-pointing reference
4. Coordinate reference for trajectory corrections
c. To maintain or modify the Planetary Vehicle and Flight Spacecraft attitude under
control of inertial devices when required.
The external references chosen for the VOYAGER ACS are the sun and the star Canopus.
The following sections describe the mechanization of the ACS to fulfill these requirements,
the pertinent subsystem performance characteristics, and the ACS operational modes and
sequences, and approaches to ACS component designs.
3.1 Mechanization. The external configuration of the Flight Spacecraft is illustrated in
Figure 3-1. Solar panel orientation is accomplished by pointing the panel surfaces normal
to the Sun's radiation. (The spacecraft negative roll axis is pointed at the center of the Sun. )
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Figure 3-1. VOYAGER 1971 Spacecraft External Configuration
Holding a fixed orientation to the Sun and the star Canopus is accomplished by pointing the
spacecraft roll-yaw plane so that Canopus lies in it. The capability of maneuvering the
spacecraft to any orientation is provided by the use of three strapped-down gyros (aligned
respecitvely to the spacecraft pitch, yaw and roll axes) which can be switched by command
to operate in a position mode and torqued by a precision gyro torquer for a precise time
increment. The following is a description of the mechanization of the ACS by component
assemblies.
3.1.1 Solar Orientation Loops. Solar orientation is accomplished by controlling spacecraft
motions about the pitch and yaw axes. Both control loops are identical except for the amount
of thrust provided by the Cold Gas Jet system which is sized in relation to the spacecraft
inertias to give equal control angular accelerations about both axes.
The basic components of each of the solar orientation loops are a sun sensor with a spherical
field of view to provide an error signal and a Cold Gas Jet system to provide control torque.
Auxiliary components to process the error signal and to provide loop compensation for control
of the torque, are the threshold detector, the rate gyroscope and the gas jet driver. Inter-
connection of these components is depicted in Figure 3-2 for the pitch and yaw loops.
3.1.2 Roll Orientation Loops. The roll-yaw plane orientation is accomplished by controlling
spacecraft motion about the roll axis while the negative roll axis is pointed at the Sun as
previously described.
2
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Figure 3-2. Pitch or Yaw Acquisition and Cruise Modes - Simplified Block Diagram
The basic components of the roll axis control loop are a star sensor with a 4 degree by 32
degree total field of view (selectable in six steps of 4 by 10 degrees) which provides an error
signal, a rate gyroscope for acquisition rate control, and a Cold Gas Jet system to provide
control torque. A threshold detector and a gas jet driver process the error signal to con-
trol the torque. Their interconnection is depicted in Figure 3-3. The spacecraft negative
yaw axis will not necessarily point directly at the star, since the spacecraft-Canopus line
is not perpendicular to the spacecraft-Sun line at all points along the heliocentric orbit.
The negative yaw axis will be perpendicular to the spacecraft-Sun line, such that Canopus
will lie in the spacecraft roll-yaw plane.
3.1.3 Commanded Orientation Loops. Maneuvering the spacecraft to any orientation desired
is accomplished by switching the control loops to the gyros, which are placed in position
mode, and then commanding a specific angle of turn for each axis sequentially. All the axes
operate in the same manner.
The basic components of each of the commanded orientation loops are a gyro to provide an
error signal referenced to the spacecraft's position at the time of switching and a Cold Gas
Jet system to provide control torque. Auxiliary components to torque the gyro and process
the error signal are.. (1) the torquer current generator; (2) the gyro output amplifier,
demodulator and torquer amplifier; (3) the gyro buffer amplifier; (4) the threshold detector;
and (5), the proportional plus lead network and the gas jet driver. The interconnection of
these components is depicted in Figure 3-4. By commanding rotations of the spacecraft
through precalculated angles about any of the spacecraft axes, any desired spacecraft
orientation can be obtained in an optimum sequence.
3
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Figure 3-3. Roll Acquisition and Cruise Modes-Simplified Block Diagram
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Figure 3-4. Inertial/Maneuver Modes, Typical Pitch, Yaw, or Roll-Simplified Block Diagram
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3.1.4 Complete Mechanization of the ACS. Figure 3-5 is a diagram of the complete ACS
mechanization. The previous block diagrams are simplified descriptions of the individual
control loops abstracted from Figure 3-5. All component assemblies depicted in this diagram
are considered a part of the ACS except for the Gas Jet Subsystem. The accelerometer and
its associated electronics within the Gyro and Accelerometer Package are also functionally
a part of the Autopilot Subsystem. The accelerometer was packaged with the gyros because
these components have similar mounting and alignment requirements and can possibly be
obtained from one vendor source. Two Canopus Sensors are shown; the second one is used
during the orbiting phases described in 3.3. Two gyro packages are shown as discussed in
3.3. A two level thrust system is used to reduce gas consumption after capsule separation.
The squib relay enables power to the low thrust jets by a signal from the pyro controller.
All other significant components within the ACS which have not been discussed thus far, are
covered in paragraphs 3.2, Modes and Sequences.
3.2 Modes and Sequences. The following is a description of the ACS in each of its modes of
operation. The automatic sequencing of the ACS is initiated by the Logic Control Unit (LCU).
Based on digital information received from the three control loops, the sun gate sensors,
the Canopus sensor gate, the command decoder, and the computer and sequencer (C&S), the
logic control unit makes decisions as to the ACS situations and sends digital signals to the
loops to change component interconnections. The ACS is sequenced through the following
modes of operation to fulfill its mission of controlling the angular orientation of the space-
craft:
a. Cruise Mode
b. Pitch and Yaw Acquisition Mode
c. Roll Calibration Mode
d. Roll Acquisition Mode
e. Reacquisitions
f. Maneuver Mode
g. Occultations
3.2.1 Cruise Mode. This mode applies to the operation of the ACS when the components of
the individual loops are interconnected as indicated in Figure 3-5. (Normally, this condition
exists when the celestial references have been acquired. ) When the cruise mode inter-
connections are changed, the ACS will be performing in either the acquisition, maneuver,
or occultation mode. The roll calibration and roll override situations are just particular
phases of the acquisition mode. The cruise mode pertains to normal operating conditions of
the spacecraft in orbit about Mars as well as during the interplanetary cruise phase.
3.2.2 Acquisition Mode. This mode is automatically introduced into the ACS logic whenever
the Switch to Cruise Mode command is received. A special condition is mechanized following
the separation event to result in the calibration of the magnetometer and the Canopus sensor.
This condition is established prior to lift-off by commanding Switch to Cruise Mode fol-
lowed by the command to Select Roll Calibration Turn Mode. The latter command inhibits
the Canopus acquisition signal which is normally a part of the Cruise Mode.
For initial acquisition the components are interconnected as depicted in Figures 3-2 and 3-3
except that the Canopus Acquisition Gate signal is inhibited. The gyros are at operating
temperature and the wheels at operating speed. The Canopus sensor is on, the pneumatic
drivers are disabled and the roll calibration turn bias has been selected as the output of the
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roll bias generator. Uponreceipt of a post separation commandfrom the C&Sto Enable
Pneumatic Drivers, the ACSwill remove the initial angular rates and drive the negative
roll axis toward the Sun.
When the negative roll axis is within ten degrees of the spacecraft/Sun line, the coarse sun
gate signals the logic control unit andthe acquisition sun sensors are switched out and the
cruise sunsensors switched in the pitch and yaw control loops. When the negative roll axis
is within two degrees of the spacecraft/Sun line, the fine sun gate signals the logic control
unit that Sunacquisition is complete. The locic control unit then allows the roll axis to
commencethe controlled angular rate of turn of 3.9 milliradians per secondto permit
magnetometer/Canopuscalibration. Previous to Sunacquisition, the roll loop has been
receiving commandsfrom the roll gate gyro to limit the angular rate to plus or minus 0.2
milliradians per second.
At the completion of the magnetometer/Canopuscalibration period, the C&Swill issue the
Switch to Cruise Mode command. The logic control unit will then enable the Canopus
Acquisition Gate signal line and switch the roll bias generator to the Canopus search bias.
In the absenceof a CanopusAcquisition Gate signal, the roll bias generator is connected
to the roll loop andthe spacecraft commences a controlled roll angular rate of turn of 1.7
milliradians per second. Whenthe star Canopuscomes within the star sensor's field of view,
the CanopusAcquisition Gate signals the logic control unit, the roll bias is disconnected and
the Canopuserror signal is switched into the roll loop.
Whenthe roll angular rate and position are within null detector limits, the logic control unit
switches the gyros out of all three control loops, switches the derived rate networks and
enables turning off the gyros by the C&S. The ACS is now operating in the Cruise Mode. All
subsequentcommandsto Switch to Cruise Mode will result in those activities delineated above
except for the magnetometer/Canopuscalibration phase.
Confirmation that the star acquired by the Canopussensor is indeed Canopusis not required
during normal operation since the star sensor has a sufficiently narrow band of acceptable
intensities that all stars but Canopusare rejected. The operation of this is described in
Paragraph 3.4.2. However, verification may still be obtainedby ascertaining proper
performance of the Articulation and Communication Subsystemsin pointing the high gain
antennafor peak performance. Star mapping is also a possible method of verification. If,
after the cruise modehasbeenestablished, it is desired to resume the roll search, a roll
override command may be sent. Uponreceipt of the command, the logic control unit will
turn the gyros back on in the rate mode and connect them to their respective loops. At the
same time all pneumatic drivers are disabled until the gyros come up to temperature and
power is applied to their wheels. The search rate bias is applied to the roll loop and the
remainder of the acquisition sequencetakes place, terminating in the cruise mode.
3.2.3 Reacquisition Sequences. Part or all of the automatic acquisition sequence described
above will occur in the following situations:
a. With the spacecraft stabilized to the Sun and Canopus, any non-catastrophic dis-
turbance that results in the loss of either of these references will cause the logic
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control unit to automatically turn on the gyros in the rate mode and connect them
to their respective loops. At the same time all pneumatic drivers are disabled un-
til the gyros come up to temperature and power is applied to their wheels. The
logic control unit then redirects the necessary portions of the acquisition sequence
to return the ACS to the cruise mode.
With the spacecraft operating in the maneuver mode, the signal to switch to the
cruise mode will cause the logic control unit to immediately redirect acquisition
as the gyros will already be at their operating temperatures. This same condition
applies to reacquisitions after occultations of the Sun or Can.pus in orbit about
Mars in the event that the spacecraft has experienced excessive drift during the
intertial control period of occultation.
3.2.4 Maneuver Mode and Sequence. In this mode the C&S takes direct control of the
attitude control logic functions in maneuvering the spacecraft to a precalculated attitude in
space for the purposes of trajectory corrections, orbit insertion or capsule separation.
Initially, the components are interconnected for cruise mode operation. Sixty minutes be-
for_ the intended start of maneuver: I the gyros heaters are turned on to allow them to come
up _ ) operating temperature. Just p__.or to initiating the first turn, the three control loops
are switched to inertial control (gyro in position mode as input to the loop). The C&S then
signals the torquer current generators in the Integrating Gyro Package to torque their
respective gyros for a predetermined time increment. This is done for one axis at a time
in any combination of axes for one to three turns. At the completion of the final turn, 25
minutes are allowed for verifying the maneuver by telemetered information from the Solar
Aspect Sensors. Then the intended event is performed while the spacecraft remains under
this inertial control in all three axes. At the completion of the event the C &S relinquishes
control of the attitude control logic functions to the logic control unit by the Switch to Cruise
Mode command. At this point a colnplete reacquisition sequence takes place resulting in
the ( :uise mode configuration.
I
3.2. Occultations During Orbit Mo_e. The following command sequences together with the
....... ,_i_ 1_ct_Llu.miLiu11 _wtlU_llU _ p r UVlUU uoiltrol tltlrlng occultation periods, ine gyros are
commanded on before the onset of a Sun or Can.pus occultation period and are kept on for
the entire period. An occultation period is that period of the Mars orbit phase which contains
an occultation of one of the references in each orbit of the spacecraft°
For a Sun occultation, the Enable Sun Occultation Mode command is given anytime before
the onset of the occultation period. The logic control unit then automatically switches the
pitch and yaw loops to inertial position control at the start ofan occultationwhich is determined
by noting that all sun sensor outputs are zero. When the logic control unit determines
that the Sun is present, it switches the pitch and yaw loops back into the cruise mode
configuration. This sequence occurs once in each spacecraft orbit about Mars. If the
Fine Sun Gate signal is not present at this time, a complete reacquisition sequence is directed.
This would not occur normally. If the Can.pus acquisition gate is lost dtn-ing the Sun occulta-
tion, the roll loop will automatically be switched to inertial position control rather than the
Can.pus search mode. At the conclusion of the last Sun occultation of an occultation period,
the Switch to Cruise Mode command is given which cancels the previous Enable Sun Oc-
culation Mode command.
L
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For Canopus occultations, the system operates somewhat differently than for solar occulta-
tion. For the orbit selected, the range of spacecraft anomalies referenced to the terminator
encompassing all Canopus occultations represented only one hour of the orbital period.
During each orbit containing a Canopus occultation, the roll axis is switched to inertial
reference for the one hour period which contains the occultation. The signals that switch the
roll axis to inertial control and then back to cruise mode come from the C&S. The method
of generating these signals are described in 237FD101.
The commands sent by the C&S are: (1) Switch to Roll Inertial Control; and (2) Switch to
Cruise Mode. Immediately upon receipt of the first command, the roll loop is switched to
inertial control while the pitch and yaw loops remain in the cruise mode configuration. If
the Fine Sun Gate signal is lost during a Canopus occultation, the logic control unit will
switch all axes to rate mode and reacquire the Sun, whereupon it will switch the pitch and
yaw loops to cruise mode and the roll loop to inertial control. Canopus search will not take
place until the second command, Switch to Cruise Mode, is given.
3.2.6 Mars Limb and Natural Satellite Interferences. The Canopus sensor may be caused
to lose track of Canopus during Mars orbiting if either excessive light from the Mars limb
enters the sensor shield or if one of Mars' natural satellites passes through the sensor's
field of view. Since the orbits of the spacecraft and the natural satellites are known, possible
interferences can be predicted and the ACS will be commanded to either a roll drift mode by
disabling the roll pneumatic drivers or a roll inertial hold mode by switching the roll loop
to inertial control during those periods when such interference is anticipated.
3.3 Functional Reliability. The following is a description of those items which contribute to
the reliable performance of the ACS functions:
a. Attitude Control Gas Jet Subsystem - (See Figure 3-5. ) Coupled pairs of gas jets
are used on each axis with two valves controlling each jet. These valves are con-
nected in parallel electrically and in series pneumatically. The jets of each couple
are supplied from separate tanks and regulators. Two single, particular valves
lllt.i_SL l_:i,l.l 1.11 t,,lI_ .[JLilllO../.y I_LILU./t::;; IIIUUt3 _it3:ca.l'Xc:l_t::;] kJtE:JtUtt5 IC::._IC, OOJ. VIC, I.VoO ',_1 _c_o _._..,U..LO.
In this case, control angular acceleration is cut to half its existing value. (See
Section 3.4.4 for a description of redundant valve drivers. )
b. Integrating Gyro Package Back-up - (See Figure 3-5. ) In case of a failure within
the Integrating Gyro Package No. 1 (IGP No. 1), a second identical package (IGP
No. 2) may be brought into use by ground command. The capability of utilizing
any combination of gyros and accelerometers in the two packages could be imple-
mented; the present design, however, only allows for using one package or the
other for inputs to the control loops. The second package will be turned on and
temperature stabilized in a stand-by condition during those mission functions where
time is of the essence in taking corrective measures due to malfunctions in IGP
No. 1; (i. e. Mars orbit insertion).
c. Canopus Sensor No. 2 - This sensor is mounted on the spacecraft so that its field
of view points in a direction 180 degrees away from that of Canopus Sensor No. 1.
In all other respects, both sensors are identical. The prime mission function of
VC234FD102
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sensor No. 2 is to enable use of the Planet Scan Package during that phase of the
Mars orbit where the PSP's field of view would be blocked by the biological
barrier ifCanopus Sensor No. 1 was in control of the roll attitude. In case of a
Canopus Sensor No. 1 failure, sensor No. 2 may be brought into use by ground
command. Either sensor can be used for the entire mission but will result in loss
of data since the biological barrier will cause blockage of the PSP field of view.
Disabling of Pneumatic Drivers - The logic control unit will disable all pneumatic
drivers whenever a celestial reference is lost and the gyros are not running. This
automatic logic feature prevents wasting cold gas under those circumstances when
the control system does not have adequate knowledge concerning the dynamic state
of the spacecraft.
3.4 Component Descriptions. Although the Phase IA study is a system design study, the
following paragraphs are included to indicate some approaches to component design which
have been considered, and to provide preliminary information on selection of vendor supplied
components. It is not intended to show results of formal design effort, or firm decisions on
purchased parts and components.
3.4.1 Sun Sensors
3.4.1.1 Acquisition Sun Sensors. The acquisition sun sensors are used to provide intelligence
to the control system to allow coarse acquisition of the spacecraft/sun line from any initial
spacecraft orientation. Four of these sensors are used on each of the pitch and yaw axes thus
providing 360 degree field of view coverage on each axis. Some shading is required on the
four anti-null sensors to prevent erroneous signals being generated by reflection from the
capsule. The earth albedo will cause some null offset which is of no consequence if the shift
to the cruise sun sensors can be made. This is done at approximately ten degrees from the
spacecraft/sun line.
Table 3-1 describes acquisition sensor characteristics at one astronomical unit from the Sun.
3.4.1.2 Cruise Sun Sensors. The cruise sun sensors are used for pitch and yaw attitude
control whenever the control system is in the cruise mode. These sensors have a field of
view of +15 degrees with a linear range of +1 degree. During the transit period when the
earth is within 15 degrees of the spacecraft/Sun line, the earth's albedo illumination is
approximately 2 x 10 -8 of the Sun illumination and therefore contributes negligible pointing
error.
TABLE 3-1. ACQUISITION SENSOR
C t tARAC T ERISTICS
Field of view
IAnear [tangy
Accuracy
Peak Output
Sensitivity Itinear range)
Operating Temperature
360 degreea ....
/i31) ° (null)_ il5deg (anti-null)
±1" [
0.75 ma
26 bl a/deg (null)_47.5_ a/deg (anti .null)
-20*C to 85"C I
J
Table 3-2 describes cruise sensor charac-
teristics for a distance from the Sun of one
astronomical unit. The scale factor variation
due to decreased radiation intensity is com-
pensated by gain changes (3 increments) in
the Attitude Control Electronics. These
gain changes are commanded by the C&S.
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TABLE 3-2. CRUISESENSOR
CHARACTERISTICS
Field of View
Linear Range
Linea rity
Peak ()utput
Sensitivity
Null Accuracy
Operating Temperature
±15 degrees
I degree
t5fg of 1° output
1.7 ma (at 2.5 degrees)
15 ma per minute 0 - 1"
0.05 degrees at 1 sigma
-20 ° C to 85" C
3.4. i. 2 Fine and Coarse Sun Gates. Two
radially symmetrical field of view gating
sensors are place on the vehicle next to
the cruise sun sensors and pointing in the
same direction (-Z axis). The coarse sun
gate (10 degree field of vire) is used to
switch control from the acquisition sun
sensors to the cruise sun sensors. The
fine sun gate (2 degree field of view) is
used to signal the C&S that Sun acquisition
is complete.
3.4.2 Canopus Sensor. The Canopus sensor is essentially that flown by JPL on the Mariner
Spacecraft. It is recognized that it may be desirable to improve certain characteristics of
this sensor, based on JPL experience. The characteristics cited below are based on the
"System Description and Performance of a Canopus Star Tracker", by the Barnes Engineering
Company.
3.4.2.1 Brief Description. This sensor incorporates an electrostatically focussed and
deflected version of the image dissector tube, similar to CBS Laboratories Type CL-1147.
It has a slit aperture defining an instantaneous field of view which can be electronically
scanned across the sensor view field. In operation, the slit view field is caused to oscillate
or dither in short strokes in a direction orthogonal to the long axis of the slit. Also, by
program or command, the slit field-of-view can be shifted along its long axis to any of a
series of fixed, overlapping positions.
The sensor is mounted on the spacecraft so that the dither motion of the instantaneous field
will detect Canopus direction changes due to roll, but the length of the slit permits up to 10
degree change in pitch. During the relatively long VOYAGER mission, however, Canopus
will gradually move toward the end of the slit field. Therefore, periodically the field is
electronically stepped to the next fixed position, restoring Canopus near the center of the
A roll axis null error signal is generated by a phase sensitive demodulator and a DC bipolar
output is supplied to the ACS.
3.4.2.2 Functional Details. To assure automatic unambiguous acquisition of Canopus
during initial or any subsequent search, the magnitude passband gates must be set much
closer to Canopus than was the Mariner IV Canopus sensor. With careful determination of
the magnitudes of Canopus and other potential targets plus a high degree of detector photo-
cathode uniformity and control of sensor drift, it is believed possible to set the high and low
gates so that no target other than Canopus will be acquired. The only exceptions are the
two moons of Mars which may enter the brightness passband during Mars approach or during
orbit. Since this is predictable, action can be taken to prevent undesirable control system
activity; for example, switch to inertial control.
The high gate setting, used to discriminate against Sirius, Earth, the Moon, Mars and
Jupiter will be set approximately 0.4 magnitude above Canopus. The low gate setting,
11
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discriminating against Vega and all fainter stars, Saturn and all more distant planets will
be set approximately 0.3 magnitudebelow Canopus. Becauseof their smaller orbits, the
inner planets, Mercury andVenus, cannot lie in the field of view of the Canopussensor
during a Canopusacquisition roll aboutthe Sunline.
The manufacturer of the Reconotron, the detector tube used in the Mariner IV Canopus
sensor, reports a present capability of producing photocathodeswith uniform sensitivity
within 5%. This will producean effective uncertainty of 0.05 on the magnitude scale. Be-
cause of this uncertainty and the fact that some of the difference betweenstar signals and
the gate settings must be reserved for uncertainty in assumedstar magnitudes (relative
magnitudescan be determined within approximately 0.1), it will be necessary to employ
in-flight calibration to maintain the required sensor stability.
It is proposed that a glow source be used for this calibration. A source of this type is
described by Pepin and Ney*, andwas usedfor in-flight calibration of the photomultiplier
and associated electronics in the Zodiacal Light andAirglow experiment on OSO-B. The
source consists of a scintillation plastic containing a small amount of C14 as the radioactive
exciter. C14 has a half-life of 5700years; therefore, no measurable changein light output
will result from source decay.
The scintillation glow source intensity is somewhata function of temperature. Further evalua-
tion of this effect will be required to determine if temperature compensationwill be necessary
in the calibration circuitry of the tracker. The OSO-Bexperimenters also noted increases
in glow light intensity from cosmic rays near anomalies in the Earth's magnetic field. This
will pose no problem for VOYAGERduring transit and, with the lack of a measurable magnetic
field aboutMars as determined by Mariner IV, shouldbe no problem during the orbit phase.
Fluorescent or Cherenkovradiation glow sources will also be investigated for possible
advantagesover the scintillation source.
It is proposed that the calibration source in the form of a line be affixed directly on the Re-
conotron tube face alongsideand just out of the 4 degree-wide scan field of the Canopus
sensor. By slightly overscanningthe aperture slit, the calibration source will produce a
signal in the tube output.
The deflection plates will be simultaneously driven at two frequencies and amplitudes; the
normal 1 Kc sweepat thecorrect amplitude to scan the 4 degree field, plus a second
frequency at slightly greater amplitude for readout of the calibration source. The calibration
signal can thenbe separated from star signals by simple filtering. Amplifier gain will be
controlled continually andautomatically by the calibration signal.
Backup command modeswill be available in the Canopussensor to provide wider gates and
permit operation as with Mariner IV in the event of failure in the automatic calibration
*T.J. Pepin and E.P. Ney, School of Physics, University of Minnesota, Rev. Sci. Instr.
33, No. 7 (1762) Manufacture of Solid Organic Standard Light Sources of Low Intensity
12
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function. The upper brightness gatewill be removed after Canopusacquisition to prevent
loss of star present signal causeby possible stray particles. Other modifications will be
made where possible to improve over-all sensor reliability. Table 3-3 describes theCanopus
sensor characteristics.
TABLE 3-3. CANOPUS SENSOR
CHARACTERISTICS
S/N C anopos
Field of View
Instantaneous Field of View
Optical Resolution
Gimballing and Scan
Roll Scan
Pitch Deflection
Star Acquisition
Size
Weight
Power
greater than 100/1
±2 deg roll x *16 deg pitch
0.86 deg roll x 10 deg pitch
0+ 05 deg
All Electronic
1000 cpe alnusoidal
6 positions (4.6 deg overlap)
Between 1/4 and 4 times Canopo8 Brightness
Approximately 4 x 5 x 11 in+
Approximntely 6.25 lb,
Approximately 1.75 watts
3.4.3 IntegratingGyro Package. This
unit is physically a part of the ACS, and
electricallya part of both the ACS and the
autopilot. It consists of three integrating
gyros and an accelerometer.
3.4.3.1 Configuration Selection. The con-
figuration selected for the VOYAGER ap-
plication will consist of two Integrating
Gyro Packages (IGP No. 1 and IGP No. 2)
with individually controlled roll, pitch and
yaw channels, and an accelerometer in
each. The configuration selected for the
VOYAGER application is shown in Figure
3-6. This approach has the capability of
rate or position information with rate-plus-
position information being generated by the
means of lead networks which are included as part of the attitude control and autopilot elec-
tronics.
3.4.3.2 Package Operation. The package contains three rate integrating gyroscopes, one
force balance accelerometer, gyro and accelerometer loop electronics, gyro temperature
controls, torque current generators (precision current supplies), logic circuitry, relays,
relay drivers and a regulated DC power supply.
Upon receipt of a Gyro On command, unregulated DC and 400 cycle power is applied to the
temperature controller. The 400 cycle power sets the nominal frequency of the pulse width
modulated temperature controller.
When the gyro reaches temperature, a signal from the temperature controller supplies 400
cps 3(_ power to the gyro wheel and 2400 cycle power to the gyro, gyro electronics and the
regulated DC power supply, and a signal to the logic control unit (LCU) indicating that the
gyro wheel has been actuated. Integrating Gyro Package No. 2 will have a ground command
override feature to allow the thermal switching logic to be bypassed in the event that an
emergency necessitates use of the gyros before they attain operating temperature. The gyro
portion of the package is now ready for operation and is capable of furnishing rate or position
information in accordance with the gyro mode selection signal from the LCU.
When a command is received for autopilot mode, 2400 cycle and regulated DC power is
applied to the accelerometer and accelerometer electronics. Figure 3-6 shows the ac-
celerometer power switches in series, because the gyros are on in either autopilot or
attitude control, but the accelerometer is on only in the autopilot mode. The analog
output is converted to digital information which in turn is sent to the C&S where it is
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processed to provide velocity information. Since the normal failure mode of the accelerom-
eter loop is an open, time can serve as a velocity control back-up.
Each gyro loop in the position mode is capable of being torqued by the C&S through receipt of
positive on, negative on, and off commands via the Gyro Selection Unit and the torque cur-
rent generators and logic circuits. These circuits then apply a precision current to the gyro
torque motors to obtain a new vehicle position.
3.4.3.3 Gyro Electronics Operation
a. General. Each of the three VOYAGER gyros is a single degree of freedom floated
rate integrating gyroscope used in either an open loop mode to sense angular posi-
tion inputs or in a closed loop mode to sense angular rate inputs. The operational
mode of the gyro is selected by switching the feedback loop in or out in response to
a rate/position command signal from the Logic Control Unit (LCU).
b. Motor Excitation. Loss of power to any one of the three terminals of the gyro motor
could result in a change of wheel angular momentum and consequently, a change in
the gyro transfer function. One technique to be considered in order to avoid per-
formance degradation, and which is currently employed in the Lunar Excursion
Module (LEM), consists of interposing a Y-capacitor configuration with a grounded
neutral between the motor and the power supply, thereby maintaining a current
return path and proper phasing if one of the motor supply lines fails. However, for
the present design dual 400 cps, 3 _ converters will be used.
c. Temperature Controller. The temperature controller uses pulse-width modulation
to vary the heater power into the gyro. The switching rate of the output voltage is
determined by a DC error voltage derived from a temperature sensor (located on
the gyro) resistor bridge. Any deviation of the gyro temperature from a nominal
preset value will cause an error voltage to be developed in the bridge, amplified
and added to an AC switching voltage so that the ratio of on-to-off time regulates
the heater power input to the g_.ro.
d° Gyro Output Amplifier (GOA). The GOA is a high gain amplifier wherein the feed-
back resistor is varied by means of switching to establish the proper electronic gain
of the si,_al generator output for either rate or position mode operation.
e. Torque Amplifier. The torque amplifier is basically an operational amplifier with
shunt feedback used to set the gain for the two modes of operations; these are rate
and position. Adjustment of the resistor in series with the gyro torquer is used as
the means of obtaining the desired rate loop output gain. To switch from the rate
mode to the position mode of operation, the feedback loop to the gyro torquer is
opened.
3.4.3.4 Thermal Considerations. All three gyros and the accelerometer are thermally
connected. Each gyro has an individual temperature control which has the capability to con-
trol the temperature of the entire sensor block. This capability adds redundancy, in that the
package can operate without degradation after loss of two temperature controls. In addition,
each gyro contains an over-heat thermostat to prevent temperature run-away in case of a
15
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full-on controller failure. The accelerometer does not have a heater or temperature con-
troller, but becauseof thermal connection to the gyros, it is thermally stabilized.
It is presently plannedto operate the gyros at approximately 40°C. This will tend to min-
imize operating heater power andwarm-up time as well as not causingany great difficulty in
selecting the proper thermal resistances.
3.4.3.5 Digital Integrator. It is necessary to employ digital integration to supply velocity
information. The device is an integrator that is reset by a capacitance discharge. The input
is integrated by a Miller integrator. When the output of the integrator reaches a prescribed
level, it triggers a delay multivibrator that resets the integrator and delivers an output pulse.
Thus, the device is a voltage-to-frequency converter whose sum of output pulses is the in-
tegral of the input voltage. This device has the capability to deliver 10,000 pulses per sec-
ond, which is equivalent to an acceleration of 100 ft/sec 2.
3.4.3.6 Gyro Selection. The Kearfott Alpha Ball Bearing Gyro has been selected for the
VOYAGER spacecraft control system although other gyros also meet the requirements. The
details of the selection were reported in 234AA102 of the Task A study. Table 3-4 lists the
key features of the Alpha gyro.
TABLE 3-4. KEY FEATURES OF THE
ALPHA GYRO
Parameter Alpha Gyro
Input angular fret_h)m
'G" h_sen_itive drift
Contr oiled temperature
Motor (,xci_ati,)n fr('quenc_ ¸
Mot_)r power
I'orquer scale factor
For quer limearit v
<0, 25 deg/hr
40'C
400 cps
3.0 watts
134 deg/hr_ ma
0 t)?(_
3.4.3.7 Accelerometer Selection. The
Bell VII B Force Balance Accelerometer
has been chosen for use in VOYAGER.
Since all accelerometers investigated met
the accuracy required, full selection was
based on smallest size, least weight and
input power. The details of the selection
are reported in VB234AA105 of the Phase
IA Task A study.
3.4.3.8 Mechanical Configuration. Each
integrating gyro package is contained in a
single unit which has a physical size of 6.45 by 6.0 by 20 inches, and weighs 14 pounds.
3.4.3.9 Power Estimate. The power estimate for the Integrating Gyro Package is shown in
Table 3-5.
3.4.4 Attitude Control Electronics
3.4.4.1 Pitch and Yaw Loops. Circuitry for the pitch and yaw axes is identical. Inputs are
provided by the acquisition and cruise sun sensors, and the rate gyros. Separate amplifiers
are employed for the acquisition and cruise sun sensors, with gains controlled by signals
from the Logic Control Unit (LCU) to adjust for decreasing Sun intensity as the vehicle-Sun
distance increases. The LCU passes control from the acquisition to the cruise sun sensor
via switch $3, Figure 3-7, upon receipt of a signal from the coarse sun gate sun sensor. 9
This prevents reflections from the vehicle or the albedo of Earth, Moon, or Mars from
producing null offsets.
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TABLE 3-5. INTEGRATING GYRO
PACKAGE POWERESTIMATE
Item Max. Mln.
(per IGP) (Watts) (Watts) Excitation
Gyro Motor 13.5 9.0 400 cps, 3_
Gyro Ileatar 90.0 unreg DC
Gyro l)ickoff 1.5 1.5 2400 cps, 1_
Gyro Electronics 0.0 ], 5 DC Voltage Converted
|/'ore 2400 cps.
Accelerometer & 3.0 1.0 DC Voltage Converted
E2ectronics from 2400 cps.
TOTAL (lJat:kage) 114.0 ]3.0
A buffer amplifier is provided in the rate
gyro signal patch to split the input signals
into redundant paths and to facilitate
switching in a proportional plus lead net-
work with a time constant on the order of
ten seconds, during slewing maneuvers.
The outputs of the gyro amplifier and the
sun sensor amplifiers are summed by a
third amplifier. The sun error signal is
coupled to the summing amplifier through
a resistor network which limits the posi-
tion signal at a desired level. In the transi-
tion from acquisition to cruise modes, the
gyro signal is disabledby means of switch $2, Figure 3-7. Following the summing amplifier are
threshold detectors, which are triggered when the output of the summing amplifier exceeds the
limits defined by the switching line equations. The amplifier output is used to energize the solenoid
valves via the majority voters and pneumatic drivers.
The derived rate network functions only during the cruise mode with the charge and discharge
time constants set to different values by R1 and R2. The charge time constant is of the order
of 20 to 30 seconds.
The derived rate network shown in Figure 3-7 is one possible implementation. When there
is an output from one of the threshold detectors majority voters, a solid state switch, $6 or
$7, connects the RC network to either a positive supply or a negative supply initiating the
derived rate feedback signal. Minimum solenoid on time would be controlled by the solid
state switches. Because of the long time constant, the switch leakage must be low. One
possible implementation of this switch would employ field effect transistors.
The regenerative clipper on the output of the acquisition sun sensor amplifier generates a
Sun present signal for use by the LCU. The clippers of all three channels feed one majority
voter ""_w,,v_...... _fp,lt_. goes to the LCU.
3.4.4.2 Roll Loop. The inputs of the roll channel are the Canopus sensor signal, the gyro,
and the roll bias which generates the roll search after Sun acquisition. Triply redundant null
detectors are employed to generate logic signals for use in the logic control unit. The out-
puts of plus and minus threshold level detectors are combined in a NOR circuit to produce the
LCU null signal. In addition, the outputs of the threshold detectors are sent separately to the
roll bias generator shown in Figure 3-8, in order to set and reset a flip-flop which determines
the polarity of the roll bias. This search polarity switching is used to drive the vehicle to-
ward Canopus null in the absence of a true error signal. Without this circuitry search through
360 ° would result in instances of abnormal overshoot. Normal overshoot even at half-torque
levels does not exceed the sensor or field of view. This polarity switching occurs well within
the error saturation limits of the Canopus sensor, and therefore, the LCU is still receiving
the acquisition signal from the sensor. The output of the roll bias generator is not connected
to the threshold detector unless the Canopus acquisition signal is lost. The remaining por-
tions of this axis are identical to the pitch and yaw axes.
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3.4.4.3 Logic Control Unit. The logic control unit (LCU) processes commands from the
Computer and Sequencer (C&S) and the Command Decoder, and handles the automatic se-
quencing of the control subsystem logic. Among the specific functions performed are:
a. Indicate Sun presence by monitoring the pitch and yaw regenerative clippers and the
sun gate amplifiers.
b. Indicate Sun acquisition by monitoring fine sun gate amplifier.
c. Indicate star acquisition when roll rate and position signals are nulled.
d. Provide signals to turn on the 400 cycle inverters and all primary gyros in the rate
mode when an attitude reference is lost.
e. Provide signals to enable or disable the pneumatic drivers as a function of signals
from the gyro temperature logic which indicate whether the gyro wheels are ener-
gized.
Each sun gate null is available to the LCU on three separate lines. Commands from C&S or
CD to the LCU, and outputs from the LCU to the C&S, and the Canopus sensor are single
lines. The form of the LCU will be KTL NAND logic, with logical functions being generated
in triplicate and voted. The majority voting will most likely be done with NAND gates rather
than majority gates because of the absence of commercially available majority logic inte-
grated circuitry.
3.4.4.4 Power Supply. Power at several voltage levels at one percent and three percent
regulation is required. These voltages are obtained by transforming the 2400 cps, 50 volt
input, rectifying, filtering, and in some cases regulating the filtered output. The voltage
levels are ±12 volts and ±6 volts. The use of a transformer-rectifier-regulator supply within
the Attitude Control Electronics provides isolation of the circuitry from disturbances ema-
nating from other subsystems. Conversely, transients generated within the Attitude Control
Electronics will be attenuated. Two independent transformer-rectifier filter systems are
provided in the power supply to permit redundant operation.
3.4.4.5 Components and Circuits. Figure 3-7 illustrates a possible approach to imple-
menting the control functions. The component types mentioned in the following section are
examples of suitable ones for use in VOYAGER. A final choice of parts will be made during
the next design phase. The summing amplifiers, sun gates and threshold detectors may be
integrated differential amplifiers. In the Biosatellite Jet Controller, the TI SN522 is being
used both as a summing amplifier and as a threshold detector. Figure 3-9 shows the circuit
configuration employing the SN522 in the Biosatellite Jet Controller. Over a -30 to 150°F
temperature range, changes in threshold points are less than ±2.5% and can be further im-
proved by temperature and load compensation of the reference voltages. During a 1000-hour
test, variations in triggering points and hysteresis were less than 0.5%. Figure 3-10 shows
another configuration employing the TI SN524. During temperatures tests over a range of -30 to
150 °F, triggering point variations of this circuit were less than one percent.
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Figure 3-7. Pitch and Yaw Attitude
Control Electronics..
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tegrated DLT NAND gates and J-K flip-flOpSo
A single family of commercially available
circuits will be utilized. It is anticipated
that most switching will be done with solid
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To achieve the highest possible reliability
of the electronics subsystems extensive use
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able than that which would be incurred using
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Each control axis consists of three identical channels from the sensor outputs to the output
of the threshold detectors; this is shown on Figure 3-7. At the output of the threshold de-
tectors, a pair of voters produces a solenoid drive signal whenever two of the three channels
indicate their position-rate threshold has been exceeded. The solenoid valves of each jet are
in parallel electrically. Two driver stages are connected in series to allow normal operation
in case one of them fails in a shorted condition. Each majority gate controls one set of the
series pneumatic drivers which in turn powers one set of parallel solenoids. In the event
that a majority gate fails in the on condition, this arrangement would still provide control
torque from one of the jets of a jet couple due to the fact that the jets of a couple are supplied
by different pneumatic tanks.
The solenoid power is supplied by the three battery busses in an OR arrangement, permitting
the loss of two supply lines.
3.5 Attitude Control Impulse Requirement Analyses. An estimate of the total impulse re-
quirement has been made for the VOYAGER vehicle. Table 3-6 gives a breakdown of the
calculated impulse requirement. The estimate is conservative but does not include any
safety factors; these are included in the design of the gas jet system. The configuration uses
a Minuteman solid retro rocket and 3000 lb capsule with the cg centered within its allowable
envelope.
TABLE 3-6. IMPULSE REQUIREMENTS The moments of inertia in slug-ft 2 are:
Source Impulse Required (lb-sec)
Pitch Yaw Roll Total
Initial Stabilization 178 176 81 435
Midcc_Lrse Maneuvers (7) 356 355 90 801
Reacquisitions 49 48 76 173
Limit Cycling 81 80 36 197
Transit Orbit
I = 18664 I = 3554
XX XX
I = 18411 I = 2701
YY YY
I = 8187 I = 3841
ZZ ZZ
Gravity Gradient 17 22 16 55
Tota_ 681 681 299 1661
These values may not correspond precisely
with those published in the section on mass
properties of the vehicle since the impulse
requirements were being calculated at the
same time that the final mass properties
were evaluated.
If the 3000-pound capsule has its cg location at the forward extreme of the envelope of pos-
sible locations, then the inertias increase and the total impulse requirement increases to
2041 lb-sec.
The estimates are based on the following assumptions:
a. Initial Stabilization
Removal of separation rates of 50 mr/sec
Attitude stabilization in pitch and yaw
Magnetometer calibration roll
Roll search for Can.pus
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b. Midcourse Maneuvers (7)
Yaw, pitch maneuver sequence assumed
Re-stabilization in pitch and yaw after completion of the maneuver
Roll search for Canopus
c. Re-acquisitions - Required after accidental loss of references
Solar re-acquisitions (2 assumed)
Canopus re-acquistions (6 assumed)
d. Limit Cycle Operation
Symmetrical limit cycle operation assumed
e. Gravity Gradient
Orbit assumed is 1000 x 10,000 Kin, 60 degree inclination
f. Mission Life
170 day transit
180 day Mars orbit time
g. Roll Control
Impulse requirement for roll control during retro thrusting are in addition to the
values evaluated herein. These will be a function of the characteristics of the rocket
engine. Present estimates on a worst case basis are 15 lb-sec.
The parameters of the system are:
a. Control acceleration 0. 225 mr/sec 2
b. Dual thrust level system (i.e., control acceleration remains essentially constant
throughout the mission)
c. Valve minimum on-time 30 ms
d. Position deadbands +8 mr
e. Maneuver rates 3.14 mr/sec
f. Roll calibration rate 3.9 mr/sec
g. Roll search rate 1.7 mr/sec
3.5.1 Gyroscopic Coupling Effects. The high separation rates and differences in moments
of inertia assumed give rise to relatively large cross-coupling torques. Since the vehicle is
essentially under rate control during initial stabilization, the control torques are acting to
reduce the rates and the system energy is decreasing. The net effect of the cross-coupling
torques is to increase the settling time of the system.
Several digital computer runs were made with separation rates of 50 mr/sec about each axis
and cross-products of inertia as large as 8000 slug-ft 2. It was found that in the worst case,
the settling time was increased by approximately one-third over the single axis case. Since
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the largest cross product of inertia hasbeen calculated to be Ixy = 300 slug-ft 2, it is believed
that the gyroscopic coupling effects do not present a stability problem. However, a slight
penalty is incurred in gas expenditure. This penalty has been conservatively estimated to be
50% greater than that calculated on a single axis basis. After capsule separation, the princi-
pal moments of inertia are decreased such that this value of cross-product is approximately
10% of the principal moments. Then firing of a pitch or yaw nozzle induces a rate of 0.7 x
10 -6 radians/sec in the opposite axis. This is about 20% of the nominal limit cycle rate of
3.375 x 10 -6 rad/sec and of arbitrary sign depending on the polarity of the torque. Thus no
penalty should be assessed due to the effects of cross-products of inertia.
3.5.2 Micrometeroid Impact. The effect of micrometeroid impact during the transit and
orbit stages has been evaluated. It has been found that there will be negligible expenditure of
gas due to this effect.
3.5.3 Gravity Gradient Effects in Orbit. A digital computer program has been utilized to
assess the effects of the gravity gradient torques. The peak torques have been found to be
several orders of magnitude below the control torques. The accumulated momentum has been
evaluated and entered into the estimated fuel requirements.
3.5.4 Effect of Stepping Motors for HGA and PSP Gimbals. The stepping motors advance the
gimbals of the HGA and PSP in 0.25 degree increments throughout the life of the mission.
The effect of this step is to move the vehicle as the ratio of the inertias, i.e., no net change
in rate occurs after the step is completed. The largest moment of inertia of the antenna is
22 slug-ft 2. The maximum change in position of the vehicle is then 0.25 x 22/2800, or
approximately 2 x 10 -3 degree. The largest PSP moment of inertia is 40 slug-ft 2, resulting
in an attitude change of 3.6 x 10-3 degree. For PSP unwinding the travel is 220 degrees.
The attitude change corresponding to this change is 220 x 5/2800 = 0.39 degrees. This is
within the attitude deadband and at most could cause an additional 2 valve firings per orbit.
If we assume 1200 orbits per 180 days, the total gas expenditure is 2400 x 0.00012 lb sec per
firing = 0.29 lb sec.
3.5.5 Roll Nozzle Failure. In the event of failure of a single roll nozzle, each firing of the
remaining roll nozzle will cause a torque about the pitch axis. The distance from the plane
containing all of the attitude control nozzles and the center of mass is 76 inches during transit
and 40 inches during orbit after capsule separation. For a roll nozzle thrust of 0.1 pound,
the torque about the pitch axis is 0. 633 ft-lb. The momentum imparted to the pitch axis is
0.633 x 30 x 10 -3 = 0.019 ft-lb sec per valve operation. For an expected 3200 operations
during transit, the induced momentum is 61 ft-lb sec. This amount of momentum must be
removed by the pitch nozzles. This amounts to a gas expenditure of 0.1 pound. Since the
thrust of this nozzle is reduced to 0.044 pound after capsule separation, the induced torque
about the pitch axis is 0. 044 x 3.3 = 0. 145 ft lb. This corresponds to a momentum of 0. 0044
ft lb sec per valve operation. For an expected 3200 operations during orbit, the induced
momentum is 14 ft-lb sec which is also negligible.
These figures assume the same number of valve operations after failure of a nozzle as before.
Actually the limit cycle rate and, thus, the number of operations will be reduced so that the
penalty is less than that calculated.
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3.5.6 Solar Balance Vane. With the high gain antenna mounted on the nominal Yv axis, a
continuous disturbance torque will appear about the vehicle Xv axis due to solar pressure. For
the vehicles presently under consideration, the peak value of this torque is not sufficient to
require compensation, such as by the use of a solar pressure balance vane. This is shown
in Figure 3-11 which was developed and explained in more detail in 234AA102, Appendix I
of the Task A study.
Figure 3-11 gives the total number of valve operations of a limit cycle system as a function of
the disturbance acceleration. The dimensionless parameters used are functions of the
pneumatic deadband e DB and the velocity increment _ 0 imparted to the vehicle by the gas jets.
The number of valve operations is generally a double-valued function. The applicable value
depends only on the initial conditions. For symmetrical operation in the absence of a dis-
turbance acceleration the number of operations per unit time is shown as the singular point
at N -- 0.5 Ae/eDB. The following analysis shows that, for the uncompensated system, the
worst case number of value operations (and thus gas consumption} is approximately equal to
that of the compensated system (i.e., symmetrical operation}
2n + I : TOTAL VALVE OPERATIONS/CYCLE
n = NO. OF VALVE OPERATIONS IN DIRECTION OF
DISTURBANCE ACCELERATION/CLOSED TRAJECTORY
IV-- VEHICLE MOMENT OF INERTIA (SLUG FT2)
Tc:CONTROL TORQUE (FT-LB)
tON =CONTROL TORQUE "ON" TIME
db --CONTROL DEAOBAND (DEC)
= VEHICLE RATE (DEG/SEC)
A e Tc
: _-v tON
Figure 3-11. Number of Valve Operations vs Disturbance Acceleration for Limit
Cycle Systems
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The vehicle parameters are:
-3
Deadband0DB = 8 x 10 radians
Control acceleration a = 0.225 x 10 -3 rd/sec 2
c
Diameter of high gain mesh antenna, A = 7.5 ft
Equivalent solid area = 15% of antenna area
Moment arm of solar pressure torque, £ = 13.75 ft
= 20,000 slug-_. 2Pitch moment of inertia, I
x
Solar Pressure, Po = 9.7 x 10 -8 lb per ft 2
Minimum Valve on time 0.03 sec
The disturbance acceleration at 1AU is:
%
P A£
--- 0
l
I
X
-10
= 4.4x 10 rad/sec 2
Since
..I
0DB - 16x 10 -3rad and
A0 = 6.75 x 10 -6 rad/sec
the non-dimensional factor along the abscissa is
% \ Ae2/ = 0. 155
From the graph, the number of valve operations N per unit time is:
N(_ B) = (2n+1) I_ 0DBT_2j
N = (2n + 1) (0. 155) A(0_B/ operations/sec
The two types of operation which may occur are for n = 0 (i. e., one-sided operation) and
n = 1 (i. e., valve firings in the ratio of two firings for a given valve to every single firing of
its opposite valve). The worst case is the upper curve (n = 1).
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Thus
N = 3(0. 155) / J
= 0.465 A___0 operations/see
0DB
which is approximately equal to that for symmetrical operation which is
N = 0.5 _0 operations/see
0DB
In addition, it may be seen from the plot that as the disturbance acceleration decreases the
total number of valve operations continues to be less than that for symmetrical limit cycling.
After the capsule separation, the pitch moment of inertia reduces to 3554 slug-ft 2. Since the
numerical value of the solar radiation pressure varies inversely with the square of the
distance from the Sun, at Mars this value is approximately
P = 4.3 x 10 .8 lb/ft 2
O
The disturbance acceleration is
_D = 1. lx 10 .9 rad/sec 2
Thrust level is reduced at capsule separation to maintain the same rate increment. Thus the
non-dimensional factor along the abscissa becomes
% 0.385
From the curve the only type of operation which can occur is one-sided (n=0). The number of
valve operations per unit time is
N = 0.385 --%B
which is approximately equal to that for the previous case. The difference is that at Mars,
all the valve firings are by the same nozzle. For a 180 day mission
N = 2500 operation/180 days
Thus no gas saving will accrue through the use of a solar pressure balance vane. The valve
firings may be distributed more equally through use of a balance vane but since the total num-
ber of operations is relatively low, use of the balance vane is not justified.
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3.5.7 Solar Pressure and Attitude Control Considerations. Two passive attitude control
concepts were considered to minimize the use of cold gas by compensating for solar pres-
sure disturbance torques. The first consideration was the use of four solar vanes to obtain
a statically stable, solar pressure balanced vehicle. The second concept consisted of the
use of mercury fluid flywheels oriented about the pitch and yaw axes of the vehicle (i. e., the
Sunguide passive attitude control concept}. These were reported in considerable detail in
234AA102 of the Task A report. These flywheels serve as momentum storage devices for
disturbances which would tend to displace the spacecraft from pointing to the Sun. Solar
radiation pressure is utilized to unload the absorbed momentum from the flywheels. To
make use of solar pressure in this manner the spacecraft must be both solar pressure stable
and solar pressure balanced (i. e., the center of pressure must be directly behind the center
of mass when the vehicle is pointing to the Sun). Since the VOYAGER configuration does not
possess either of these properties, solar vanes must be used in conjunction with the Sun-
guide to stabilize the vehicle and provide momentum unloading capability.
Neither of these concepts was selected for the following reasons:
a. The improved reliability of the cold gas jet subsystem does not warrant the added
complexity of solar vanes.
b. Large vanes required interfere with the fields of view of the high gain antenna and
planet scan platform.
c. Utilization of vanes encounters difficulties in the form of shroud limitations during
launch.
3.5.8 Two-Level Torque System. Table 3-7 gives a comparison of the effects of a single
thrust level system vs a two-level system. The impulse required due to limit cycling and
total number of valve operations per axis are given. Since the thrust level affects only the
impulse requirement for limit cycling, only that impulse which is due to limit cycling is
shown. The single thrust level system is sized for the inertias during transit.
The additional impulse required for a single level system is 434 lb sec, or about 6.5 pounds of
gas before the inclusion of safety factors. It may also be seen that the number of valve op-
erations quadruples in the yaw axis with the resultant decrease in reliability. A factor which
also is of concern is the effect of the increase in the yaw limit cycle rate from a nominal
3.375 x 10 .6 rad/sec to 2.3 x 10 .5 rad/sec. The actual rate about a given axis may approach
twice the nominal symmetrical limit cycle value. This rate alone is then approaching the
maximum permissible rate of 10 -4 rad/sec
TABLE 3-7. SINGLE THRUST LEVEL set by the photo experiments.
VERSUS TWO-LEVEL COMPARISON 4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITIONS. The over-
Single Thrust Level
Axis Impulse Required No. ot
(lb-sec) Operations
Roll 56 I0,I00
Pitch 257 20,400
Yaw 318 25,500
Totals 631
Two Thrust Level
Impulse Required No. c_
(Ib-sec) Operations
36 6400
81 6400
80 6400
197
all functional boundaries of the A CS are the radi-
ation inputs to the celestial sensors and space-
craft motion to the inertial sensors, and the out-
put torques applied to the spacecraft by the gas
jets. In addition to these functional boundaries,
mechanical and electrical interfaces with other
subsystems exist. The various interfaces are
defined below, with sources and destinations
identified.
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4.1 Inputs to ACS
4.1.1 Directly Sensed Inputs
a. Solar radiation to the acquisition, cruise and sun gate sun sensors. Solar intensity
varies as the square of distance to Sun (1 to 1.67 AU when the entire Mars orbit is
considered).
b. Can.pus radiation to the Can.pus sensors.
c. Spacecraft body rates about the three control axes as inputs to the Gyro and Ac-
celerometer Package.
d. Simulated inputs are provided by OSE for each of the six gyros, the 14 Sun sensors,
and the two Can.pus sensors.
e. The OSE provides simulated Computer and Sequencer and Command Decoder inter-
faces, as well as necessary power during subsystem test.
4.1.2 Inputs from Other Subsystems
a.
b.
Power Subsystem - The ACS receives power from three power sources: a) 2400 cps
square wave, 50 V RMS, b) 400 eps square wave, 3 phase, and c) Unregulated DC,
30-44 VDC
Command Sources - The ACS receives commands from the Command Decoder and
the Computer and Sequencer. These specific commands can be found in the Flight
Sequence Document No. VC220FD112. Initialization commands are received from
the launch complex equipment and these are covered in Document VC280FD101.
4.2 Outputs of the ACS. ACS outputs include driver signals to the 48 cold gas jet solenoid
valves, telemetry, test points and thermal outputs.
4.2.1 Driver Signals. The ACS generates appropriate signals which drive the redundant,
coupled cold gas jet subsystem solenoid valves as required to perform the specified control
functions.
4.2.2 Telemetry. Various points in the ACS will deliver information for telemetering to
Earth for operational and diagnostic purposes. The telemetered points are listed in the
Telemetry Channel Assignments VC220FD109.
4.2.3 Operational Support Equipment. Table 4-1 lists those test points which will be avail-
able by direct access for system testing after assembly of the spacecraft.
4.2.4 Thermal Outputs. The thermal interfaces of the various components will be designed
to remove the heat in excess of that required for proper temperature control; or will (in the
case of several of the pneumatics components) provide additional heat inputs to components
where required. (See VC220FD103, Spacecraft Component Design Parameters.)
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TABLE 4-1. ACS-OSE TEST POINTS
Unit Quality Unit Quantity
I
Acquisition Sun Sensc_ Amplifiers
Cru/se Sun Sensor Amplifiers
Sun Gate Sensor Amplifiers
Sun Sensor Rate LtmlUng Couplers
Canopus Sensor Amplifier
Canopus Rate Limiting Coupler
Derived R_e Networks
Solenoid Valve Driver Signals
Gyro Motor Currents
Gyro Torquer Currents
Gyro Buffer Amplifiers
Gyro Rate Limiting Lead NetwOrks
Logic Control Unit Inputs
Logic Control Unit Outputs
16
6
6
9
9
15-20
15-20
5.0 ATTITUDE CONTROL PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
5.1 Control Angular Acceleration. The nominal value of the control angular acceleration at
booster separation will be 0.225 mr/see 2 about each axis. Use of this value of acceleration
in conjunction with the derived rate network enables the spacecraft to maintain its attitude
with a minimum of gas usage and number of valve operations. In addition, adequate control
torque is available to en_ure Canopus acquisition within the field of view of the sensor even
in the event of failure of a single nozzle of the roll couple. Failures of a single nozzle of
a couple reduces this value to 0. 1125 mr/sec 2. A dual level pneumatic control system is
utilized to provide similar acceleration levels during the Mars orbit phase when the mo-
ments of inertia have been reduced because of retro fuel usage and capsule separation.
5.2 Limit Cycle Rate. The nominal limit cycle rate for both the transit phase and the orbit
phase is 3.375 x 10 -_ rad/sec. This angular rate is well below the random angular rate of
1.3 x 10 -4 rad/sec permissible during a photo imaging experiment exposure.
5.3 Maneuver Slewing Rate. The slewing rate during an inertial maneuver is _3.14 mr/sec
for each control axis. This rate provides for a 50% margin of safety in the gyro input
angular freedom of 6 degrees in the event of failure of a single nozzle.
5.4 Acquisition Angular Rates. The pitch and yaw angular rates during Sun acquisition are
limited to a nominal value of =_4.4 mr/sec. This value of rate limit provides for Sun acquisi-
tion in a reasonable time and limits the cross-coupling torques to approximately 5% of the
control torques. Roll rate during Sun acquisition is limited to approximately ±0.2 mr/sec.
During magnetometer calibration, the commanded roll angular rate is 3.9 rnr/sec with a rate
deadband of 0.4 mr/sec. During Canopus search, the roll angular rate is 1.7 mr/sec with
a deadband of 0.4 mr/sec. Use of this roll search rate is compatible with the roll control
torque and field of view of the Canopus sensor.
5.5 Pointing Accuracy. The nominal control deadband is ±8 mr about a null which will be
less than 4 mr off from the vehicle axes, in all modes of control. An error analysis of the
PSP and HGA shows this to be compatible with the allowable system errors. Total system
pointing errors are reported in VC220FD111.
5.6 Control System Logic. The control system employs three control logic modes. In the
acquisition mode, damping is provided by the rate gyros until Canopus and the Sun are acquired.
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Whenthis occurs, the system is in the cruise mode andthe gyros are switched out auto-
matically and stability is provided by derived rate networks which provide a timed error sig-
nal cancellation whenever a control acceleration occurs.
For maneuvers, occultation periods and other periods of inertial attitude control, the inte-
grating rate gyros are switched to the position mode (erection loops open)and the output sig-
nals are processed through proportional plus lead networks.
A rate to position gain ratio of 10 is currently considered for the two gyro modes. Optimiza-
tion of the control system parameters in alater study will determine the actual value to be
used.
5.7 Maneuver Accuracy. The accuracy of any maneuver varies as a function of the specific
maneuvers involved and the total time interval. There is also some, as yet unassessed,
variation due to the nature of the coupling torques. The error analysis for the worst case
maneuver assuming an uncoupled vehicle indicates that the final pointing error will be less
than 2 degrees. For details, see Document 220FDlll, Accuracy Allocations.
5.8 Acquisition Time. It takes no longer than 20 minutes to stabilize to the Sun and no longer
than 70 minutes to stabilize to Canopus after the Sun has been acquired.
6.0 ACS PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND OPERATIONAL CONSTRAINTS. The first
part of this section defines the physical characteristics of the complete ACS, which is com-
posed of the component assemblies as previously defined and depicted in the ACS Functional
Block Diagram, Figure 3-5. The second part of this section defines the operational con-
straints.
6.1 ACS Physical Characteristics. The estimated weight, power input and power dissipation
for the various ACS components are indicated in Table 6-1.
6.2 ACS Operational Constraints. The following operational constraints are derived from
consideration of the selected ACS performance parameters and sensors.
TABLE 6-1. ACS COMPONENT
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
r _
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6.2.1 Maneuvers. In normal operation,
the orientation of the spacecraft roll axis for
rocket thrusting will be accomplished by a
pitch-yaw or a yaw-pitch maneuver. The
capability for slewing the roll axis inertially
is also provided for in the ACS. Sixty min-
utes prior to a maneuver, the gyros must be
turned on to allow sufficient warm-up time.
6.2.2 Time-To-Complete Stabilization.
Initial aoquisition of the Sun will be accom-
plished within 20 minutes after initiation,
including reduction of initial rates as high
3O
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as 3 degreesper secondabout each control axis. SubsequentSunacquisitions will be ac-
complished in less than 15minutes.
Automatic Canopus acquisition will require at most 70 minutes following Sun acquisition ff
the cruise mode is commanded.
The initial magnetometer and Canopus calibration is accomplished by a roll maneuver re-
quiring 27 minutes for a 360 degree rotation.
6.2.3 Spacecraft/Capsule Separation. The inertial attitude of the spacecraft will be retained
if the pitch and yaw angular rates imparted to the spacecraft during the separation event
are less than 0.85 degrees per seoond with the transit to post-separation inertia ratio of
about 5. Larger angular rates will cause the gyro wheel to hit the stop. thereby dumping
the reference.
6.2.4 Environmental Conditions. Canopus sensor - This sensor must be mounted in the
vehicle, and vehicle structure; appendages must be located so that no light is reflected into
the shield of the sensor.
Sun sensor - Reflected light impingement on the solar sensors must be prevented. Albedo
inputs to the acquisition sensors have not been determined, but are estimated to be such
that on the order of 8 degrees pointing error will be introduced until the acquisition sensors
are switched out. The alignment of the various acquisition sensors must be such as to
minimize the effect of albedo.
7.0 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS. The following are the factors concerning the ACS that
were considered in the formulation of operational procedures to ensure the safety of per-
sonnel and equipment:
a. Internal damage to the gyros by not warming them up before turning them on
b. Damage to the Canopus sensor's sensitive element by exposure to intense light
c. Damage to the optical surfaces of celestial sensors by improper handling.
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ATTITUDE CONTROL COLD GAS JET SUBSYSTEM
1.0 SCOPE. This document describes the function of the Attitude Control Cold Gas Jet Sub-
system, its functional boundaries, performance parameters, physical characteristics, com-
ponent dosigns and safety considerations.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
VC234FDI01 - Guidance and Control Subsystem
VC234FDI02 - Spacecraft Attitude Control Subsystem
VC220FD103 - Component Design Parameters
3.0 Fb_CTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 System Description. The Cold Gas Jet Subsystem will apply torques to the spacecraft
as required by the attitude control system. It consists of two separate, but identical gas
systems similar to that used on Mariner IV, and shown in Figure 3-1. Each of these contains
38.9 pounds of gaseous Nitrogen which are used as follows:
25.6 lb - Basic requirement (this corresponds to 1661 lb-sec of impulse, required to
complete the mission). Average Isp of GN 2 is assumed to be 65.
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Figure 3-1. Cold Gas Jet Subsystem Schematic Diagram
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0.35 lb - For leakage.
12.95 lb - To offset the effect of catastrophic leakage through one nozzle of the other
gas system.
The subsystem is designed to generate two levels of thrust to maintain nearly constant angu-
lar accelerations in spite of the varying mass properties of the vehicle encountered during
the course of the mission.
All torques generated by the gas jet system are nominally applied to the vehicle as pure
couples. There are a total of six possible couples; three plus and three minus about each of
the three vehicle control axes. Each couple is generated by actuating a pair of gas jet
thrusters which are each part of the two separate pressure systems. For example, the plus
pitch couple has two jets; one is part of system A and the other is part of system B. Com-
mand to operate control solenoid valves will be generated by jet drivers which are part of the
attitude control electronics.
In case of failure of either jet of a couple, to operate, (e. g., if a valve fails to open or be-
cause the gas has leaked out), the remaining jet will be able to provide torque although at
half the nominal design value, and the vehicle will be subjected to linear as well as angular
acceleration.
To minimize the effect of excessive seat leakage or failure of any of the solenoid valves to
close, the most likely failure mode, two solenoid valves are used in series with each nozzle.
In addition, pressure regulators having two seats in series are used to minimize the most
common regulator failure, seat leakage. Charging each subassembly with 1-1/2 times the
mass of gas required for the mission overcomes the effects of catastrophic leakage. Thus,
the possibility of complete failure of the cold gas jet subsystem is greatly reduced.
A dual level torque system is required to maintain nearly constant control accelerations
despite the large variation in vehicle moment of inertia during the mission. The ratios of
initial to final moments of inertia are:
Nominal capsule cg Forward capsule cg
Roll 2.1:1 2:1
Pitch 5.3 : 1 6.1:1
Yaw 6.8:1 8.3:1
The system configuration, which is shown
in Figure 3-1, consists of a high and low
thrust nozzle for each thrustor of each
couple. These are fed from a common
pressure. The selection of the high or low
thrust level is made in the attitude control
electronics.
3.2 Alternatives. Several alternative systems were considered. These included different
actuating gases as well as different component arrangements.
3.2.1 Alternative Actuating Fluids. A review of the alternative fluids considered during the
Phase IA Task A study, showed that the strongest contenders for an attitude control reaction
jet subsystem were cold gas and hydrazine. Hydrazine is the lighter of the two, weighing
about 90 pounds less, but since no hydrazine engines of the thrust levels required for
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VOYAGER(0.01 to 0.2 pound)havebeenflown or extensively tested, they were not con-
sidered current state of the art and, therefore, excluded.
The two candidategases considered for useon VOYAGERwere Freon -14 and Nitrogen.
Freon -14 offers a slight weight and considerable volume advantageover Nitrogen; however,
heating has to be provided to maintain a reasonably high specific impulse and to prevent
liquification. Nitrogen, on the other hand,will not be as susceptible to low temperature ef-
fects. Volume on the Task B VOYAGERdisigned for a Saturn V launchwas not critical and
the weight difference between the two is small. Nitrogen is selected becauseof lower de-
pendenceon heaters.
To demonstrate the weight difference betweenthe systems, consider total impulse required.
As determined in VC234FD102,this is 1661lb-sec for the entire mission, which is equivalent
to 25.6 poundsof GN2 or 40poundsof Freon -14. To this is addeda leakage allocation of
4.35 std. cu ft of gas (0.326 poundof GN2 or 1 poundof Freon -14). The total mass is then
25.93 poundsof GN2 or 41 poundsof Freon -14. These totals are multiplied by three to take
care of catastrophic leakage from either of the two gas systems.
If 6A14Vtitanium tanks are used at a safety factor of 2.2, their weight is given by the re-
lationship W t = 0. 0238g RW_ for the propellant at 70 ° F. _ is the compressibility of the
gas, R is the gas constant, abnd Wg is the weight of gas. Tanks for the Nitrogen system,
therefore, weigh 108 pounds, while tanks for the Freon system weigh 37.7 pounds. The com-
bined weight of tanks and propellant gas is 185.7 pounds when using Nitrogen and 160.7
pounds when using Freon - 14.
On a volumetric basis, a Freon system_vould be substantially smaller. For example, the
system sized for 1971wouldrequire 5.1 cuft for Nitrogen tank, and 2.7 cuft for Freon. All
of the vehicle configurations evaluated, however, had ample space so that optimizing the
volume is not necessary.
Freon -14 liquifies at rather high temperatures and is dependent on the reliable operation of
the subsystem heaters; especially in the case of heaters for the tubes which are mounted on
the so!a__ array, where the temperature can be as low as -300°F during sun occulation in
Mars orbit. Failure of the heaters will cause liquification of Freon-14 (even ff the lines are
superinsulated), while Nitrogen will not liquify. If liquification were to occur, shock waves
would be generated causing thrust pulsing and extreme loss in performance.
3.2.2 Alternative Component Arrangements. Several methods of obtaining a dual thrust
cold gas system were evaluated. As demonstrated in the functional description of the atti-
tude control system, VC234FD102, significant savings in the required impulse and valve
cycles is achieved by employing a two level torque system.
Configuration No. 1 shown in Figure 3-2 contains two sets of regulators and thrustors, one
set for each thrust level. Both sets of each assembly are fed from a common gas supply.
Thrust level is selected by electrically energizing the proper thrustor. The additional valves
and regulators would weigh about 16 lb, and double gas lines are required to transport the
gas to the nozzles. With such a system, it is possible to optimize the system design parameters,
such as, flow rates and nozzle size.
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Figure 3-2. Configuration No. 1
Configuration No. 2 shown in Figure 3-3 employs two sets of thrustors, one high, one low,
but both sets are connected to a common pressure regulator. The additional thrustors would
weigh about 12 pounds. In this configuration, it is necessary to calibrate the system for op-
eration at the low and high thrust levels since line and regulator pressure drops will vary
depending on which level of thrust is being used.
Configuration No. 3 shown in Figure 3-4 employs two regulators in series to supply gas to
one set of thrustors in each assembly. One of the two regulators supplies high pressure for
high thrust, the other supplies low pressure. When in the high thrust mode, the N/O ex-
plosive valve is open, such that the low-pressure regulator is by-passed. When low thrust
is required, the explosive valve is closed and pressure is supplied by the low-pressLtre
q 6 HT SOLENOID
q _ VALVES AND
, J NOZZLES
: _T--_'_:x:_<YP 1 6 LT SOLENOID
VALVES AND
NOZ ZL ES
Figure 3-3. Configuration No. 2
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Figure 3-4. Configuration No. 3
regulator only. This is advantageous in that no electrical switching of thrustors need occur;
they work off the same set of threshold detectors. Weight of the additional regulators would
be no more than four pounds. Although this results in the lightest system, it requires that
the inertias about the three axes change by the same ratios, which unfortunately, they do not.
If the design does result in changes which are more nearly equal then this system would be
very attractive.
Configuration No. 4 shown in Figure 3-5 is similar to Configuration No. 3, but the regulators
are used in parallel. For high thrust operation, the low pressure regulator is by-passed.
To switch to the low thrust mode, the N/O explosive valve is closed.
X----'2
N/O BYRO VALVE \. {-'_ I
Figure 3-5. Configuration No. 4
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Since the inertias abouteachof the axes do not changeby the same ratios, Configurations 3
and 4 cannot be used. Between Configurations 1 and 2, the choice is not very sharp; No. 1
permits a little more versatility, whereas No. 2 weighs less. The secondconfiguration is
chosento conserve weight.
3.3 Component Design. The gas jet system is made up of current state-of-the-art com-
ponents. Several manufacturers have entirely suitable components which have been qualified
and used successfully on other programs. A selection at this time does not appear necessary.
3.3.1 Gas Storage Reservoir. The tanks are made of 6AL-4V Titanium, spherical and
heliarc welded about the girth. The burst to operating pressure ratio is 2.2 at ambient con-
ditions based on a boss weld and scratch allowance of 25%.
3.3.2 Check Valve. The check valve at the fill connection prevents backflow and escape of
gas while the charging equipment is being disconnected following completion of charging, and
before fill fittings are capped.
3.3.3 Relief Valve. The relief valve is constructed of suitable (magnetically compatible)
stainless steel, and titanium. The design is of a type that maintains constant seat load up to
the instant of opening. Anti-reaction fittings are used at the output of relief valves to avoid
generating torque if the relief valve opens.
3.3.4 Pressure Transducer. The pressure transducer is of the potentiometer type con-
taining a bellows or a bourdon tube pressure sensing element. The applied voltage is 3.2
volts with power consumption on the order of milliwatts. Pressure transducers used are in
two ranges: 0 to 150 psito sense the pressure downstream of pressure regulators, 0-4000 psi
to sense the stored gas pressure.
3.3.5 Filters. Filters are installed to remove any particle contamination from the gas as it
leaves the reservoir. Filtration elements are woven stainless steel wire screens that pre-
vent the passage of particles of a predetermined size.
3.3.6 Pressure Regulators. Pressure regulators are single-stage units containing two
seats in series for redundancy against leakage, the most common failure mode of regulators.
The regulator is designed for a nominal outlet pressure of 50 ± 3 psi. The regulator nor-
mally utilizes one seat for flow control and lock-up to maintain outlet pressure at 48.5 ± 1.5 psi.
If the seat fails, the second seat takes over and maintains outlet pressure in the range of
51.5 ± 1.5 psi.
3.3.7 Solenoid Valves. The valves are of the direct-acting co-axial type constructed
wherever possible of material compatible with VOYAGER magnetic constraints. To reduce
the magnetic field generated by the valves when energized, the following can be done: twist
and shield the electrical wires to each solenoid, shield each solenoid valve, arrange pairs of
solenoid valves such that their magnetic fields external of the valves mutually cancel each
other.
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Two types of seat materials will be considered for use in these valves. One is a soft seat
(plastic or elastometer), the other is a hard seat (metal to metal). The advantageof the soft
seat is that it is more tolerant to contamination, while hard seat valves exhibit better re-
sponsetime characteristics (short and repeatableresponse action). Although at present,
hard-seat valves are the likely candidatesfor VOYAGER,further investigation in this area
will be required, specifically since the valves may be subjected to high sterilization temper-
atures.
3.3.8 Nozzles. The nozzles are made of Titanium having 100:1 area ratios, with 30-degree
straight exit cones.
3.3.9 Temperature Sensors. These will have platinum wire or thermistor resistance
elements. Temperature sensors will measure gas temperature during charging.
3.3.10 Heaters. The tubing and valves are equipped with strip heaters and are wrapped in
superinsulation. Temperature control is required for two reasons:
a.
bo
The gas experiences cooling due to the Joule-Thompson effect as it is expanded
from storage pressure to regulator outlet pressure.
During mars occultation, the solar array temperature may drop to -300°F and
tubing temperature, even with superinsulation, may get as low as -100 ° F. This is
undesirable since it may cause condensation and freezing of moisture contained in
the nitrogen gas.
Solenoid valves are self heating. This reduces their vulnerability to complete heater failure.
However, performance may be affected, specifically leakage and response time. Since the
duration of solar occulation is short, the problem is not serious.
3.4 Assembly Considerations. To minimize leakage, the component interfaces within the
subsystem will be accomplished by welding or brazing. It is planned to use titanium to a
large extent in the system because it has a high strength-to-weight ratio, it is weldable,
machinable, and has desirable magnetic and corrosion properties. Gas storage tanks, pres-
sure regulators, tubing and fittings made of titantum alloys are already _vailable. Other
materials will be used where necessary to meet VOYAGER constraints.
Components, wherever possible, will be mounted in modules. High and low thrust yaw and
high thrust roll control solenoids and nozzles represent one such module. A similar module
consists of pairs of high and low thrust pitch and low thrust roll nozzles and corresponding
control solenoid valves. These are self contained assemblies having one gas inlet connection
and one electrical connector, all mounted on a suitable honeycomb bracket with internal inter-
connecting tubing. Finally, the regulator, filter, pressure transducers and relief valve form the
third assembly. Each component will first be tested individually for performance, then as-
sembled into the proper cluster. All environmental tests will then be performed on complete
modules.
The mission sterilization requirements of the cold gas subsystem may require sterilization
by heat of the entire assembled subsystem. This procedure which requires that both
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subsystem assemblies be capable of being installed in, and removed from, the vehicle as com-
plete units is described in Section 6.5.
4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITION
4.1 Mechanical
a. Nozzle alignment with spacecraft structure.
b. Subsystem mounting interface with spacecraft structure.
4.2 Electrical
a. Solenoid Valves - Input 30 to 45V from attitude control electronics.
b. Pressure Transducers and Temperature Sensors
Input: 3.2V from Attitude Control Electronics.
Ofitput: 0-3.2V to Telemetry.
4.3 Thermal. Strip Heaters - Interface with temperature control subsystem
4.4 Capsule Interface. Ejecta from the gas jet subsystem does not contaminate the capsule.
See Section 6.5, Cold Gas Jet Subsystem Sterilization Considerations.
4.50SE Interface. The Cold Gas Jet OSE is used for verification of the integrity and proper
operation of the Attitude Control cold gas jet subsystem.
The interfaces are:
Electrical
pressure sensors
temperature sensors
Pneumatic
charging connection
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS. The cold gas jet subsystem will impart to the vehicle
a nominal angular acceleration ( torque _ of 0.225 mrad/sec 2 in each axis.
\ moment of inertia]
The corresponding thrust levels are: The nozzles are located on 122 inches
Roll
Pitch
Yaw
Iligh Thrust Low Thrust
(lb) (lb)_____
0.09 O.042
0.21 0.039
0.20 0.030
moment arms.
Prior to orbit insertion and capsule separa-
tion, the subsystem operates in the high
thrust mode. After capsule separation in
Mars orbit, the subsystem switches to the
low thrust mode.
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The predominant duration of valve on-time will be 30 ms, but goodthrust repeatability can be
maintained downto 14ms on-time. Extremely short on-time may affect specific impulse
since in this mode transient conditions (pressure rise and decay), rather than steady-state
conditions, predominate. By making the thrust chamber (volume betweenvalve seat and
nozzle throat) as small as practically possible, the transient portion of the thrust profile is
minimized. Tests at Aerospace Corporation have shownthat for pulses downto 10ms dur-
ation, there was no significant decrease in specific impulse.
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS
6.1 Weight. Total loaded cold gas jet subsystem weight will be about 234 pounds. Weight
breakdown by components is listed in VC220FD103.
6.2 Volume. The total volume of the cold gas jet subsystem unit will occupy about six
cubic feet.
6.3 Power Consumption. Average power consumption is negligible. Peak power required,
when three couples are commanded, will be 24 watts.
6.4 Cleanliness. Foreign particles are a prime hazard to successful performance of a
cold gas jet system. Two types of contaminants may be present in the system: (a) those
carried in by actuating gas and contained in the components at assembly, and (t)) contami-
nants generated internally by the rubbing, sliding and impact action of component operation.
The amount and size of contaminants carried in and contained in components can be reduced,
if not entirely eliminated, by filtration of gas and cleaning components during and after as-
sembly. Contamination control is most effective when care is taken during every phase of
processing, such as inspection, testing and installation. The environment in which proces-
sing of pneumatics will take place, shall conform to class 10,000 Fed. Std. 209 (10,000
particles per cuft greater than 1/2 micron). Components and assembly shall be protected
by filters and shall be purged and sealed at the end of each stage of processing. To reduce
the amount of self-generated contamination will require careful selection of materials in
sliding contact with each other and ............ _._---_n,_^. of .... f,,,_,_ ¢_,_h_ _nrl fnT'miD_
or machining processes that result in sliding surfaces that are least likely to shed contam-
inant without exceeding VOYAGER design constraints or impairing component performance.
6.5 Cold Gas Jet Subsystem Sterilization Considerations. The Planetary Quarantine Mission
Constraint states that the probability that Mars is contaminated prior to calendar year 2021
as a result of any single launch shall be less than 10 -4. The approach taken to comply with
this constraint is discussed in some detail in VC220SR101. Briefly, the approach is to:
(a) identify all possible means whereby Mars can possibly be contaminated; (b) analyze each
of these cases to determine the magnitude of the possibility, and (c) implement the necessary
hardware or mission solutions.
As pointed out in VC220SR101 the ejecta from the cold gas subsystem is a potentially serious
problem for two reasons.
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a. This ejecta can recontaminate the lander after the bio-barrier is removed.
b. This ejecta hasa finite probability of directly impacting Mars.
If the abovementionedanalysis indicates that some measures will be required to reduce the
number of viable organisms ejected from the cold gas system, there are two possibilities:
ao Reduction in number of organisms (decontamination or load reduction) will be re-
quired.
b. Complete sterilization will be required.
Possible decontamination methods include:
a. Purge the system with ethylene oxide and then load with sterile or highly filtered
gas.
b. Mix ethylene oxide with the gas (the feasibility of this approach has not been demon-
strated and would require investigation).
e. Install absolute filters in the system (the obvious effects on reliability of the system
make this approach unattractive at this time).
If it becomes a requirement to sterilize the cold gas system, then the complete system will
have to be subjected to approved heat sterilization cycles and be compatible with ethylene
oxide gas (used as a surface decontaminant to reduce the number of Viable organisms prior
to heat sterilization). This will require that all components in the systems which are in con-
tact with the gas and exhaust products must be sterilized. The fact that these items must be
subjected to ethylene oxide cleaning and the accepted time-temperature cycles automatically
limits the selection of propellants and materials in the system. There will be some limita-
tions on the types of metals which may be used; however, these are relatively minor. The
major problems will arise from the non-metals such as adhesives, greases, gaskets, and
O-rings.
Studies to date indicate that sterilizable materials can be selected for these items. However,
because of insufficient time-temperature data on non-metals available from open literature,
considerable development testing will be required. Differences in coefficients of thermal
expansion between adjacent materials must be considered, particularly for close tolerance
items such as valve seats where a small misalignment due to thermostruetural loads cannot
be tolerated.
In addition to the material and component problems, another major problem involves the se-
quence of sterilization. If the system is designed such that it can be sterilized as a unit
consisting of nozzles, tubing, tanks, and valves, the three possible methods are:
al Charge the system prior to sterilization. This method has the advantage of simpli-
city, however, it presents a serious personnel safety hazard during heat sterili-
zation and also imposes a considerable weight penalty on the pressure tanks.
Analysis shows that as much as an 80% weight penalty must be paid on tanks which
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are sterilized in the charged condition* This penalty is derived from the pressure
increase dueto the high temperature and also from the reduction of material
properties at temperature.
b. Sterilize the system uncharged,then charge with a sterile gas. This method elimi-
nates both the safety hazard andthe overdesign of the pressure tanks. The dis-
advantageto this method lies in the design of the interface betweenthe sterile flight
hardware and the charge system. In order to connect and disconnect lines before
and after charging, sterilization will be compromised unless a satisfactory method
is developedfor accomplishing this operation.
c. The most promising methodpresently appears to be a compromise betweenthe two
previously mentionedmethods. A schematic of this approach is shownin Figure
6-1.
With valves A and B both closed and the attitude control system uncharged,the charge sys-
tem is connectedat Disconnect C. Both the attitude control and charge systems are then
subjected to a heat sterilization cycle. After sterilization, valves A and B are openedand
the attitude control system is charged. Valves A and B are then closed andthe line dis-
connectedat Disconnect C. This methodeliminates the needto design flight hardware for
the overpressure from high temperature, thus saving weight. The overdesign is then required
in the charge system which is not flight hardware. By applying a high safety margin to the
charge system, the personnel safety hazard maybe minimized without compromising either
vehicle weight or sterility.
The present hardware approach, shownin Figure 6-2, lends itself to removal in two com-
pletely assembledunits. Therefore, anyof the abovethree approachescould be implemented.
Another advantageto this approach is that it permits all tube joints to be welded or brazed
and the complete system to be sealedoff prior to sterilization. Implementation of this ap-
proach requires evaluation of many support functions such as: (a) sterilization facility;
(b) special fixtures to assure the integrity of the system throughout all phasesof manu-
facturing, sterilization, test, transportation, and assembly and removal from the spacecraft;
and (c) safety.
VALVE A_ VALVE B
III X
DISC_ONNECTC
Figure 6-1. Sterilization Oven
Schematic Diagram
An alternate approach is to sterilize the
components individually and then assemble
them on the spacecraft. The advantage to
this method is that it permits handling
smaller subassemblies and components
with minimal restrictions. The major
problem associated with this approach is in
making the sterile interface connection be-
tween the individually sterilized components
and subassemblies. A possible solution to
*"A Study of Design Guidelines for Sterilization of Spacecraft Structures", General Electric
Final Report 64SD600, performed on Contract NAS-8-111 NASA CR-61005, 9 April 1964.
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Figure 6-2. Sterilization Oven, Hardware
this interface problem is shownin Figure 6-3. SubassemblyA and subassembly B are steri-
lized individually with valves A and B closed to prevent recontamination during assembly on
the vehicle. The connectionis then made and the area betweenvalves A and B are locally
heat sterilized, permitting the valves to be opened.
For any of the aboveapproaches,covers may be required over the nozzles to prevent recon-
tamination of the area downstreamof the control valves, or to positively seal the system.
Thesecovers would beejected after leaving the earth's atmosphere either by mechanical
means (e.g., pyrotechnics) or by the pressure from the system after the control valves are
opened. Factors which must be evaluated before the need for covers is determined include:
(a) the sweepingeffect of the gas as it passes through the nozzle, and (b) the ability of the
SUBASSEMBLYA SUBASSEMBLYB
/ ,,, , \
VALVE A HEATER VALVE B
Figure 6-3. Sterile Interface Connection
control valves to block microbial migration.
Since the attitude control system is initially
operated early in the mission, analyses and
tests may show that the nozzles are swept
clean by their exhaust before the bio-barrier
is separated from the lander, or before the
spacecraft comes within critical range of the
planet. Before the control valves may be
accepted as effective biological barriers,
it must be shown that the valves allow
minimal leakage within acceptable biological
12
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limits. It hasbeen conjectured that microorganisms will not migrate upstream against a
high pressure gas, however, this theory has not yet beenproven.
7.0 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS. The pneumatic subsystem as a whole and its individual
components, will be extensively proof-tested to assure safe operation. Test levels shall be
as follows:
Item
Gas Bottle
Components (Valves,
regulators, etc. )
Tubing and Fittings
Subsystem Assembly
Proof Pressure
1-1/2 x oper. press.
1-1/2 x oper. press.
1-1/2 x oper. press.
1-1/2 x oper. press.
Burst Pressure
(Type Approval Unit Only)
2.2 x oper. press.
2-1/2 x oper. press.
4 x oper. press.
In addition, components using electrical power for actuation or excitation will be subjected to
insulation resistance tests at up to 1000Vdc and dielectric strength tests (Hi-Pot) of up to
60 cycles, 1000Vac.
To ensure personnel safety, proof and burst pressure tests are to be performed in high pres-
sure test cells.
For loading procedure and handling limitations see VC280FD101.
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AUTOPILOT
1.0 SCOPE. This document describes the function of the VOYAGER Autopilot, its functional
boundaries, the subsystem performance factors, its interfaces with other subsystems and the
physical makeup of the recommended preliminary design.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS. The following documents are applicable to this functional
description:
VC234FD101
VC234FD102
VC220SR101
Guidance and Control
Subsystem
Spacecraft Attitude Control
Design Characteristics
and Restraints
VC235FD102
VC238FD101
VC220FD111
VC220FD109
Spacecraft Structure
Propulsion Subsystem
Accuracy Allocations
Telemetry Channel
As signment
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 General Description. The function of the Autopilot is to provide control of the magnitude
and direction of any velocity increments imparted to the Spacecraft by the Propulsion Subsys-
tem. Acquisition of the proper attitude is accomplished by the Attitude Control Subsystem, so
that the operation of thrust vector direction control is primarily one of attitude hold during
the propulsion phases.
Figure 3-1 is a ftmctional block diagram of the Autopilot. As shown in this figure, the Auto-
pilot receives pitch, yaw and roll attitude error signals from three single-degree-of-freedom
rate-integrating gyroscopes which are part of the Attitude Control Subsystem. After suitable
compensation, these signals drive actuators which control the direction of the thrust vector.
These actuators are physically part of the Propulsion Subsystem. Thus, the Autopilot serves
as the controlling interface between the inertial sensors and the control actuators.
As described in VC238FD101, the Propulsion Subsystem utilizes a solid propellant motor for
the retro-propulsion maneuver and four monopropellant engines for midcourse and orbit-
adiust manPuvers. The solid nronellant motor cnnfnin,__ liquid_eenndnrv-ini_etinn _rqf,_rn
- • • ................................ j ---j ........ j ......
for thrust vector direction control, while the monopropellant engines each contain four jet
vanes in the exhaust nozzle to control the direction of the thrust vector.
Figure 3-2 is a schematic diagram of the secondary-injection system. The Autopilot output
signal drives a torque motor which positions the flapper of a hydraulic valve. The hydraulic
pressure, in turn, drives a pintle valve which controls the flow of liquid Freon injected into
the supersonic exhaust stream of the solid motor. As described in VC238FD101, the injection
of a liquid into the exhaust stream causes a side force to be developed which is proportional
to the injectant flow rate. A transducer provides a signal proportional to pintle position which
is fed back negatively to the actuator input to give a resultant closed-loop transfer function
approximately that of a second-order system. There are four such hydraulic valve/pintle
valve combinations comprising the actuator for the solid propellant motor: two for pitch con-
trol and two for yaw control. Roll control is maintained by the Attitude Control Subsystem
utilizing the cold gas jets.
2I
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Ia_gure 3-2. Servo Secondary Injection Actuator, Schematic Diagram
The hydraulic valve is pressurized approximately 20 seconds prior to ignition of the solid
propellant. Since the Attitude Control Subsystem maintains control until ignition, the attitude
error signals may be anywhere between the plus and minus deadbands at this time. These
non-zero attitude error signals, if not inhibited, would drive the secondary injection actuator,
causing some porting of the liquid Freon. To prevent this, the Autopilot provides a signal to
the flapper valve actuators by means of a latching switch to ensure full closure of all pintle
valves until retro ignition. This latching switch is reset, enabling the pintle valves, by a
command (Enable Autopilot) from the C&S Subsystem at engine ignition.
As shown in Figure 3-3, each monopropellant engine has four vanes in the exhaust cone; two
for pitch control and two for yaw control. The pitch and yaw attitude error signals, after
suitable compensation, deflect the corresponding pitch and yaw vanes on all engines in the
same direction to obtain pitch and yaw torques (see VC238FD101 for a discussion of the mech-
anism of torque generation). Those corresponding pitch and yaw vanes of opposite engines
which are effective in producing roll torques are differentially deflected to obtain roll control
torques. Only half of the vanes, those which have axes of rotation radially oriented relative
to the solid engine, are effective and used for roll control. The roll control channel includes
an inverter for obtaining the phase-reversed signals required for differential operation of the
vanes. Roll torque can be applied simultaneously with pitch or yaw torques, although the
maximum attainable pitch and yaw torques will be somewhat reduced. Torque in all axes,
however, is more than adequate, especially in view of the very modest roll torque require-
ments.
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Each jet vane is actuated by its own torque
motor, although a single amplifier drives a
corresponding pair of torque motors. A
transducer provides a signal proportional
to vane position which is fed back negatively
to the amplifier. The resultant closed-loop
transfer function for the vanes and their
actuator is approximately that of a second-
order system. Figure 3-4 presents the
relationship between thrust deflection angle
and jet vane deflection angle, based on data
from Rocket Research Corporation. It can
be seen that the gain is approximately equal
to 0.23 deg/deg throughout a four-degree
range of thrust vector deflection.
In the event one of the four engines fails,
the Propulsion Subsystem automatically
shuts off the diametrically opposed engine,
thereby allowing the Autopilot to retain
control, although the gain is reduced by a
factor of 2. The signals to the actuators
of the disabled engines are not interrupted
since they have no effect on vehicle torques.
To promote simplicity and reliability,
switching has been minimized. Highly ac-
ceptable response is achieved in all mission
phases with no change in Autopilot para-
meters. For example, it is not necessary
to perform switching in the Autopilot to ac-
commodate the propulsion system being
operated. Separate amplifiers with appro-
priate gains and compensation circuits are
provided for the actuators for both types of
propulsion system. The design of these
amplifiers is essentially the same as the
amplifiers of the attitude control subsys-
systems. Even in the case of operation with
only two of the midcourse engines, gain
adjustment is not necessary.
When the monopropellant engines are oper-
ated, the Autopilot commands the solid en-
gine secondary injection flapper valve
actuators as well as the monopropellant
engine vanes. Of course, since the solid
engine will not be operating at this time, the flapper valve operation will have no control
effect. Since the flapper valve is fully lubricated at all times, no adverse effects will result
due to the operation. For similar reasons, the jet vanes will be operated during retro-firing.
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The magnitude of the midcourse and orbit adjust velocity increments is controlled by inte-
grating, in the Computer and Sequencer(C&S), the output of a roll axis accelerometer located
in the integrating gyro package. The integrated output is compared with a preset desired
value, and whenthe Spacecraft has attained the desired velocity magnitude, the C&Stransmits
a signal which shuts off the monopropellant engines. The magnitude of the retro-propulsion
velocity increment is controlled by the amountof solid propellant loaded on board. No quench
system for turning off the solid motor is required.
3.2 Requirements. In general, the guidance philosophy is one of minimizing the number of
midcourse corrections required to achieve the aim point accuracy objectives. It is desirable
to minimize the number of maneuvers since each maneuver degrades the probability of mis-
sion success. This principle is employed in VC220FD101 to arrive at quantitative maneuver
requirements.
If the ten-day arrival time separation is included in the trajectory corrections, it is shown in
VC220FD101 that the aim point dispersion in the R-T plane can be less than 100km (3o'} using
three midcourse trajectory corrections if these corrections meet a pointing accuracy of 2.6
deg (3_) and a magnitude accuracy of 1.8% (3_) or 0.052 m/sec (3_), whichever is thelarger.
It is also shown in VC220FD101 that these requirements are adequate for the orbit insertion
maneuver. The accuracy requirements for orbit adjust maneuvers are not yet defined. If
the orbit adjust accuracy can be relaxed somewhat from the midcourse requirements, then
the proposed system is satisfactory. The poorer accuracy in orbit adjust is caused by an
increase in lateral cg uncertainty after capsule separation and retro fuel usage. If the orbit
adjust maneuver accuracy must be kept to the same accuracy as the midcourse maneuver,
then one of the alternative systems described in 3.4.1 and 3.4.2, must be employed.
VC220FDlll presents an error budget for various contributions to pointing error during mid-
course corrections. This budget indicates that the Autopilot contribution to thrust pointing
uncertainty may be as great as 1.2 degrees (3 (_). To be conservative, the Autopilot design
goal is ±0.7 deg (3or }. Since much of the analysis is based upon a single-degree-of-freedom
study, it is noted that the 0.7 degree goal corresponds to i0.5 degree (3_) on a single-axis
basis. The terminal vehicle rates following engine shut-down must be within the acquisition
ment is to limit the gyro input angle to _4 deg to assure that the gyro does not hit its stops.
The Autopilot must meet the above requirements in the presence of the following disturbance
effects :
a. Thrust vector angular misalignment relative to the vehicle axes (ST). This includes:
1. Thrust misalignment relative to the engine, which is 0.2 degree (3o').
2. Engine misalignment relative to the vehicle, which is considered as being 0.05
degree (3_). This is discussed in VD220FDl13. For Autopilot design purposes,
it is assumed that 5 T = 0.25 degree (3 cr).
b. Lateral displacement of the thrust axis from the vehicle center of mass, expressed
as an angle (5 CG ) .
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Uncertainties in the lateral displacement of the center of mass are listed in Table
6-2 of VC220FDl13. Referring to this table, it can be seen that the maximum un-
certainty is 0.090 inch during midcourse maneuvers, 0. 573 inch during the retro
maneuver, and 1.0 inch during orbit adjust maneuvers.
Using the moment arms of Table 4-1, the above displacement uncertainties convert
to angular uncertainties as follows:
1. Midcourse, 0.1 degree;
2. Orbit insertion, 0.25 degree; and
3. Orbit adjust, 1.1 degree.
During the retro-propulsion maneuver, the roll disturbance torque will be less than
1.0 ft-lb. This disturbance torque is overcome by the Attitude Control Subsystem.
3.3 Performance Analysis
3°3.1 Thrust Pointing Control. The analysis of the Autopilot performance is based upon
single axis responses. To justify the single axis design, a three-axis digital simulation as-
suming a rigid body was mechanized, and representative responses were obtained. The con-
troller had the general characteristics of the proposed Autopilot. The vehicle representation
included principal axes coincident with control axes as well as cases where principal axes
were not coincident with the control axes by as much as 5 degrees per axis.
The three axis study results were favorable. The coupling torques were much less than the
control torques at all times so that coupling effects were minimal. Roll displacement caused
by coupling was less than 0.5 degree for all cases even though no roll control was employed.
Pitch and yaw displacement did not exceed 1.5 degrees. Consequently, for the range of con-
ditions investigated, the Autopilot analysis on a single-axis basis is felt to be justified. An
additional assumption used in the analysis was that the spacecraft is a rigid body. The space-
craft transfer function deviates from that of a rigid body because of structural compliance
and because of monopropellant fuel motion.
The natural frequencies and coupling coefficients for each of the spacecraft vibratory modes
in the orbit adjust configuration (solid fuel depleted, capsule off) are listed in 3.2.3.2 of
VC235FDI02. Referring to the table in this section, it can be seen that the minimum natural
frequency is 5.5 cps, which is higher than the Autopilot bandpass. In addition, the coupling
coefficients are less than 10% of the rigid body coefficients in all cases except the ii. 5 cps
roll axis mode, in which case the coupling coefficient is approximately 30%. The coupling
coefficients for the midcourse and retro maneuvers will be much lower since the rigid body
mass will be much larger for these maneuvers. It is anticipated that the relatively high
natural frequencies and low coupling coefficients render the rigid body assumption valid.
This will be investigated further in the next study phase.
An analysis of the effect of monopropellant fuel motion was initiated, utilizing a mechanical
pendulum analogy to the cylindrical fuel tank constraint. This analysis will be continued in
the next phase to determine if a more complex compensation network is required.
Figure 3-5 is a single-axis servo diagram of the preferred design of the Autopilot. This
generic diagram is applicable to pitch or yaw channels of the control for the solid retro en-
gine and is applicable to pitch, yaw and roll channels for the monopropellant engine design.
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The extra lag compensationnetwork is included only in the case of the control of the solid en-
gine, in order to reduce the inherent system bandwidth.
_ _: SPACECRAFT
G DYNAMICS
ACTUATOR
._ -K e _IFL. (I +1r3S) ]
p------
lr2s2 + 2_ OTOS+ I (I +v4S) I
.J
LAG COMPENSATION NET-
WORK (USED ONLY FOR
SOLID ENGINE CONTROL)
(1+1"1S) :
( I +r 2 S)
GYRO AND LEAD COMPEN"
SATION NETWORK
B = Thrust pointing error with respect to the inertial reference direction.
8 - Spacecraft attitude wi_ respect to the inertial reference direction.
0 = Angle through which the thrust vector is deflected, measured from its initial
position.
5 T = Thrust misaltgnment angin; i.e., the angle between the initial thrust vector
position and the spacecraft roll axis.
6cg = Uncertainty component of angular offset of the spacecraft center of mass from
the nominal thrusting axis. *
K# = Feedback gatn, and thcludes the d-c gain of all the elements in the feedback
loop, i.e., the gyro, compensation network, actuator, and, in the case of the
small engines, the nearly constant ratio of jet deflection angle to vane deflec-
tion angle (Bee Figure 3-4).
b = Vehiclegainwhich is equsl to the engine thrust times the distance of the
thrust application point from the center of mass, divided by the inertia of the
pitch or yaw axis.
*Corresponding predictable components of lateral cg displacement are com-
pensated for by appropriate modification in the commanded turns. This com-
pensation aids in reducing the steady-state error only.
Figure 3-5. Autopilot Servo Diagram
Figure 3-6 defines the sign convention used in the subsequent discussion. All angles are posi-
tive in the indicated directions.
Referring to Figure 3-5, the open-loop transfer function for the Autopilot is given by:
bK e (i + "rlS)
GH =
2 (1 1- s_ (1 I-.s_S + ÷
\ "I \
ROLL _$
THRUST
APPLICATION
POINT
8T
INITIAL
THRUST _
VECTOR
INERTIAL
REFERENCE
DIRECTION
/
Figure 3-6. Sign Convention
1+ 1"3s ) (3-1)
-F ]2 2T s +2T s+l
L a j
The values of vehicle gain, b, are listed in
Table 4-1 for the various phases of the mission.
The thrust direction response is given by:
/3= 5 - e + 5 T (3-2)
It is important to recognize from this equation
that thrust direction is directly a function of
both vehicle attitude and thrust deflection angles
relative to the vehicle. For this reason a very
high gain autopllot may rapidly drive the vehicle
attitude error toward zero at the expense of
large transient excursions in 5 and correspond-
ing large transient errors in 8. Likewise a
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very low gain may eliminate large excursion in 8, but at the expenseof large excursions in
e. Selection of system gain is particularly critical from the standpointof minimizing total
thrust pointing errors during short correction maneuvers. Steady-state response considera-
tions, as discussed below, must also be factored-in.
The steady-state thrust pointing error, BSS , is given by
BSS = 8T _ 8SS- 0SS (3-3)
In the steady-state, the net torque on the spacecraft must be zero, so that
+88 T SS = 8C G (3-4)
Thus,
/_SS =- 8CG - OSS (3-5)
The spacecraft response to the disturbance torques resulting from the relative center of
mass offset and the thrust misalignment is given by
2 2
0 b (1 + v2s ) (1 + 2_aVaS + T s ) (1 + T4S )a
8 +8 2 2 2
T CG s-----_.(l+_'2s)(l=T4S)(l+2_ _" S+T s .----)+bK_(I+TlS)(I+T3S)a a a
The steady-state spacecraft attitude resulting from a step input disturbance is given* by
6 +8
T CG
0SS = lim s 0(s) =
s -* 0 Ke
(3-6)
(3-7)
Substituting equation (3-7) into equation (3-5)
T + 6CQ_
 ss- 6cG- ] (3-8)
If the feedback gain, K0, is chosen large, then the steady-state thrust pointing error is ap-
proximately equal to the angular offset of the spacecraft center of mass from the roll axis.
The known lateral displacement will be compensated for by modifying the commanded angular
turns so that the combination of the commanded angles and the steady-state thrust pointing
*See Section 3.4 for a discussion of an alternative mechanization of the autopilot which would
be appropriate if 8CG were much larger than presently anticipated.
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offset, yields the desired pointing direction in inertial space. Thus, only the uncertainty
in the lateral displacement of the center of mass contributes to the steady_stateAutopilot
pointing error. As indicated in Section 3.2, the uncertainty in the lateral displacement will
not exceed0.25 degree during midcourse and orbit insertion maneuvers. This is well with-
in the accuracy requirements for the Autopilot so that compensation schemesfor reducing
the steady-state thrust pointing error were not incorporated in the primary design. Several
compensation schemes were investigated and are discussed in Section 3.4.
The smaller the value of K 0, the lower is the bandwidth. A small system bandwidth is de-
sirable from the standpoint of not requiring an excessively fast actuator and also of alleviating
any possible problem of structural coupling due to flexible appendages (antenna, planet pack-
age, etc.). On the other hand, the steady-state thrust pointing error increases with de-
creasing gain, so that a compromise must be made. Figure 3-7 shows the variation of
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steady-state pointing error with feedback gain,
assuming the thrust misalignment ( 5 T) and
center of mass offset ( 5CG ) are each equal to
0.25 degree. The design goal for the Autopilot
pointing accuracy is 0.5 degree (3 (_) on a
single-axis basis. Referring to Figure 3-7, it
can be seen that the feedback gain must be cho-
sen greater than 2.0 to meet this requirement.
In the case of short maneuvers, the transient
response of the thrust pointing error becomes
important and must also be considered in choos-
ing the feedback again. The transient response
of the thrust vector position to step disturbances
was evaluated for a number of different values
of feedback gain for each of the mission phases
and is discussed in subsequent paragraphs.
3.3.1.1 Analysis for Solid Engine. Y:lgure 3-8
Figure 3-7. Steady-State Pointing Error through 3-10 present the attenuation-phase dia-
Versus Feedback Gain grams corresponding to the Autopilot during
solid retro-propulsion operation for feedback gains of 2.5, 5.0 and 7.5, respectively, for
each ot the four primary vehicle gain cases (i. e., beginning and end of retro, with and with-
out capsule}. Vehicle gain is defined as F 1/I
where
F
1
I
= the engine thrust
= distance between secondary liquid injection point and cg
= vehicle inertia about the axis being evaluated
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Figure 3-8. Attenuation-Phase Diagram, Solid Engine, K e = 2.5
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Figure 3-9. Attenuation-Phase Diagram, Solid Engine, K 9 = 5
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Figure 3-10. Attenuation-Phase Diagram, Solid Engine, K e = 7.5
In the case of the solid propellant engine control, a passive element lag network is included
in the feedback in addition to the usual lead compensation to reduce the Autopilot bandwidth
to ensure that structural resonances are not within the bandpass and to reduce the _ffect of
system noise. The time constants associated with each value of gain are:
Figure No.
3-8
3-9
3-10
i
I K0 I r 1 1"2
2.5 / 0.667
5.0 I 0,476
,7 m 1 13.._._
0.0667
0. 0476
V3
4
4
4
40
4O
4O
l
The two lowest gain curves shown on each
figure correspond to the extremes of
spacecraft gain for the normal case where
the capsule is attached during the retro-
gain curves represent the situation where
the capsule has been jettisoned early. It can be seen that the passive compensation network
provides adequate phase margin for the initial ignition transient, as well as throughout the
range of spacecraft gains which are a consequence of fuel depletion for both the capsule-on
and capsule-off situations.
Since the solid engine is, obviously, never used for small velocity correction, speed of Auto-
pilot transient response is not critical. Transient pointing errors will be averaged out to
acceptable levels over the approximately 90 seconds of thrusting. Hence, the average value
of error will nearly equal the steady-state error.
A single-degree-of-freedom digital simulation of the Autopilot was programmed and the
system response to a step disturbance torque was determined for the three values of
feedback gain given above. The step disturbance torque is due to two causes: (1) mis-
alignment of the thrust vector with respect to the spacecraft roll axis (ST), and (2) a relative
11
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lateral offset of the thrust vector with respect to the spacecraft center of mass (Scg). The
magnitude of each error source was chosen equal to 0.25 degree. To minimize the amount of
secondary injectant required, the mass distribution in the spacecraft will be adjusted so that
the nominal lateral offset is zero. Figures 3-11 through 3-13 show the resultant responses
of the thrust vector position for the spacecraft gains corresponding to start of retro with and
without the capsule for the three feedback gains considered. The integral of the thrust pointing
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error was also evaluated since it is a
measure of the side impulse imparted to
the spacecraft. The average thrust point-
ing error was evaluated by dividing the in-
tegral of the thrust pointing error by the
burn-time and is listed on each transient
response curve. It can be seen that with a
feedback gain of 2.5, the average error is
larger than the design goal of 0.5 degree,
while the design goal is exceeded with the
feedback gains of 5.0 and 7.5 for both
spacecraft configurations. Thus, a gain of
5.0 has been selected for the retropropul-
sion feedback gain.
For the selected value of gain (K 0 = 5), the
resultant Autopilot bandwidth ranges from
approximately 2.4 to 19 rad/sec, depend-
ing upon the amount of expendables on board
at the time and whether or not the capsule
has been ejected prior to the orbit insertion
maneuver. Figures 3-14 through 3-16 show
the transient response of the pointing error,
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thrust vector position and spacecraft posi-
tion to a step disturbance torque for the
selected feedback gain of 5.0 for the space-
craft gains corresponding to start of retro
with and without the capsule, and also end
of retro without the capsule. Although the
spacecraft will not be subjected to this
large disturbance under the latter gain
condition, the transient response provides
an indication of the system stability under
this extreme gain condition.
:*8
3.3.1.2 Analysis for Monopropellant En-
gine. An analysis of the monopropellant
engine control was pursued in a manner
similar to that for the solid engine. The
response, however, must be evaluated
from a somewhat different standpoint.
Since the thrust pointing accuracy during
relatively small velocity corrections is of
interest, transient response is more im-
portant then in the case of the solid engine
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Figure 3-16. Autopilot Response-End of Retro Without Capsule
system. Another difference relates to the feedback compensation. The low frequency lag
network is not included since the bandwidth is inherently lower with the small engines due to
the much lower vehicle gain. Figures 3-17 through 3-19 present the attenuation-phase dia-
grams for the monopropellant engines for feedback gains of 2.5, 5.0, and 7.5, respectively,
for each of the primary vehicle gains considered. The values of compensation time constants
which correspond to these values of gain are:
Figure No.
3-17
3-18
3-19
K_
2.5
5.0
7.5
T
1
1.7
1.0
0.7
T
2
0.17
0.10
0.07
Figures 3-20 through 3-22 present the re-
sponse of the thrust pointing error to a
step input disturbance for each of the feed-
back gains and vehicle gains considered.
The two sources of step disturbances pre-
viously described were used as inputs. As
indicated in Section 3.2, the uncertainty in
lateral displacement of the center of mass is less than 0.25 degree during midcourse maneu-
vers, but could be as large as 1.1 degree during orbit adjust maneuvers. Thus, the figures
represent a conservative evaluation of Autopilot response during midcourse maneuvers. Orbit
adjust performance may be evaluated by scaling the indicated results, since the system is
linear. Using equation (3-2), and scaling the disturbance, the orbit adjust thrust pointing
error is:
/_ = '2.7 /3 -0.425 (3-9)
O.A.
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Figure 3-17. Attenuation-Phase Diagram, Small Engine, Ke = 2.5
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Figure 3-20. Thrust Vector Transient Response, K e = 2.5
Again the integral of the thrust pointing error was determined. Since the thrusting time is not
constant with the small engine for various velocity increment corrections, the average error
is a function of time. Figures 3-23 through 3-25 present the average error during midcourse
maneuvers versus magnitude of velocity increment, _V, for each of the gain conditions.
These figures indicate that the average error only exceeds the steady-state error during
extremely small velocity increments and, even then, exceeds it slightly.
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Figure 3-22. Thrust Vector Transient Response, K e =7.5
Because of the lower vehicle gain as compared with the solid engine, the Autopilot bandwidth
for the monopropellant engine is somewhat lower. Thus, the response of the Autopilot is
slower than the corresponding response for the solid engine.
The feedback gain (K8) should again be chosen greater than 2.0 to meet the accuracy require-
ments in the steady-state. Figures 3-23 through 3-25 indicate that the transient response is
adequate for each of the feedback gains considered. Thus, a feedback gain of 5.0 is chosen,
as in the case of the solid engine. Figures 3-26 through 3-29 present the transient response
of the spacecraft and thrust vector positions for the selected gain of 5.0 for each of the four
principal spacecraft gains. The synthesis of the roll control for the monopropellant system
has been performed along a similar pattern as that discussed for yaw and pitch. However,
the roll Autopilot parameters are even less critical.
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Figure 3-25. Average Pointing Error
Versus AV, K_ = 7.5
3.3.2 Velocity Magnitude Control. For
orbit insertion, the desired velocity in-
crement is attained by storing the appro-
priate amount of solid fuel. The uncer-
tainty in the stored impulse is 0.35% (3g),
which, in turn, causes a 0.35% uncertainty
in velocity increment see (VC238FD101). In
addition to this error, the velocity incre-
ment will be in error due to uncertainties
in the mass of the spacecraft. Figure 3-30
shows the total velocity error, including
the stored impulse uncertainty, as a func-
tion of the spacecraft mass uncertainty.
The vehicle mass cannot be accurately
predicted because the amount of monopro-
pellant fuel required for corrections prior
to retro-propulsion is unknown, as well as
the amount of liquid Freon required for
thrust vector control purposes during
retro-propulsion. The amount of mono-
propellant fuel used for midcourse cor-
rections will be known prior to orbit in-
sertion, however, and may be compensated
18
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for by modifying the commanded angular
turns slightly. Thus, the only error is
that due to the uncertainty in the amount of
liquid Freon to be used during retro-burn.
The total Freon weight is 240 pounds, so
that if it is assumed in sizing the solid fuel
that 120 pounds of Freon will be used, the
uncertainty in spacecraft weight is _-120
pounds. Referring to Figure 3-30, the
corresponding total velocity increment is
approximately 77 ft/sec, or 1.07%. This
is well within the required accuracy of
1.8%, so that methods of dumping the
Freon to obtain the proper mass profile
were not incorporated in the preferred
design.Figure 3-30. Velocity Increment Uncertainty
Versus Spacecraft Weight Uncertainty
For midcourse corrections, a fixed im-
pulse scheme cannot be used since the number of maneuvers, as well as their duration, is
unknown. A variable impulse liquid engine is, therefore, needed. A timed maneuver is not
acceptable since uncertainties in the thrust level of the monopropellant engines is approxi-
mately 5%, while the required velocity increment accuracy is 1.8%. Thus, an accelerometer
and integrator is used to measure the velocity increment and, when the proper value is at-
tained, shut off the engines.
The major sources of error in the accelerometer-integrator system (except for short dura-
tion maneuvers) are*: (a) accelerometer bias, 9 x 10-5g (3a); and (b) integrator error,
3 x 10-5g (3(7).
*Extracted from Phase IA Report; Vol. B; Book 3; CII-VB234AA105, Page 11
2O
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Since these error sources are independent, the total velocity error is the product of their
root-sum-square and the engine on-time.
-5
&Verror = 9.48x10 g. t
on
The engine on-time is equal to the velocity increment divided by the acceleration.
AVerror = 9.48x10 -5 _AV_-mass /
g _ thrust /
=
\" tl_r_t"
(3-10)
(3-11)
Thus, the velocity increment error expressed as a percentage is:
t_VVror t 100 = 9.48x10-3 weightthrust (3-12)
Equation (3-12) can be used to size the thrust level of the monopropellant engines. Using a
spacecraft weight of 17,000 pounds, and the allowable error of 1.8%, the minimum thrust
level is:
minimum thrust (9.48 x 10 -3 ) (17,000)
1.8
= 89.5 pounds
Since the system must perform with only t_o engines operating, the thrust level of each en-
gine must be greater than 45 pounds. To be conservative, a thrust level of 100 pounds per
engine was selected.
In addition to the major error sources discussed previously, the following uncertainties are
also included in the error analysis:
a. Engine shut-off uncertainty: 5 lb-sec per engine
b. Integrator bias: 0.1% of AV
c. Integrator granularity: 0.0009 m/sec
d. Accelerometer scale factor: 0.005%
The total error was determined as the root-sum-square of each of the above error sources.
The results are presented as Figure 3-31. It can be seen that for short duration maneuvers,
the shut-off uncertainty becomes the dominant error source. In all cases, however, the ac-
curacy is better than the requirement.
3.4 Alternatives to the Preferred Autopilot Design. In arriving at the preferred design,
several alternatives were considered. Although most of these alternatives have genuine
21
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merit, they are not incorporated in the preferred design since they were not necessary for
achieving the desired Autopilot performance and they represent some added complexity. A
renewed consideration of these and other design alternatives will be desirable in the event
that Autopilot requirements should change.
3.4.1 Center-of-Mass Offset Compensation Feedback. As shown in Figure 3-32 an additional
long time constant feedback is placed around the actuator in order to reduce the steady-state
error due to the uncertainty in lateral displacement between vehicle center of mass and the
thrust vector (but not that error due to uncertainty in thrust alignment, 5 T). Converted to
angular relationships, this lateral displacement is termed 5 cg"
The function of this feedback is, in effect, to produce a biased attitude reference signal to
rotate the entire spacecraft through an angle equal and opposite to the thrust vector deflection
angle (5). In order not to compromise stability, this feedback incorporates a relatively
long time constant, _-5 (typically 10 seconds). Because this time constant is relatively long,
the primary transient response remains very nearly the same as that obtained without this
compensation, ttowever, the steady-state response is:
B = 5
SS T
Note that the feedback gain, K{_, need not be chosen large in this system, since it does not
affect the steady-state error. Thus, the bandwidth can be reduced significantly merely by
22
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choosing a small gain (e. g., K e = 0.5),
so that the low frequency lag network in-
corporated in the preferred design would
not be required.
Figure 3-33 shows the Autopilot response
corresponding to the start of orbit inser-
tion with the capsule on for the following
parameters:
K o = 0.5 T5 = 10 sec
T 1 =0.625 sec Ta= 0
_'3 = 0.0625 sec b = 10
It can be seen that the error approaches
the thrust misalignment (5 T = 0.25 deg)
in the steady-state. It can be made to ap-
proach the steady-state value more rapidly
by reducing 7"5, although stability con-
siderations dictate that it not be lowered
significantly. It should be noted that this
compensation feedback is positive so that
the actuator loop by itself is unstable. The
outer loop provides the compensation for
stabilizing the overall system. Thus, the
compensation feedback loop around the
actuator cannot be closed until the outer
loop is closed.
This type of compensation was demonstrated
to be very effective when uncertainties in
cg offset are relatively large. However,
for the present design, the cg offset un-
certainty is acceptably small. For reasons
of simplicity, therefore, this compensation
was not included in the preferred design.
3.4.2 Accelerometer Feedback. The
steady-state thrust pointing error can
be made insignificant by the use of a lateral accelerometer in the loop, as shown in Figure
3-34.
The steady-state thrust pointing error for this system is given by"
6 T
SS K
o
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Figure 3-34. Autopilot Servo Diagram, Accelerometer Feedback
By choosing K e sufficientlylarge, the steady-state error can be made arbitrarily small.
Figure 3-35 shows the response of this system with the following parameters:
K(9 = 5.0 "r4 = 40 sec
T1 = 0.625 sec T5 = 10 sec
_'2 = 0.0625 sec r a = 0
T3 = 4 sec b= 10
This system would be required if both the thrust misalignment and the offset were prohibi-
tively large. For the present design, this is not the case, so that the additional complexity
of the lateral accelerometer is not warranted.
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Figure 3-35. Autopilot Response,
Accelerometer Feedback
3.4.3 Programmed Parameter Changes.
Consideration was given to response im-
provements which might accrue from vari-
ous programmed step-wise changes in
Autopilot gains and time constants. In the
case of the monopropellant engine opera-
tion, the vehicle gain changes by a factor
of 10 to 1 from initial midcourse correc-
tion down to orbit adjust maneuvers (20
to 1 considering the possibilty of midcourse
maneuvers being made after an engine
failure). Because of this wide range of
vehicle gains some improvements in re-
sponse could be effected by incorporating
system parameter changes. However, as
demonstrated in Section 3.3, the perform-
ance is completely adequate for all condi-
tions (including considerable latitude in
vehicle parameter uncertainties) so that no
programmed gain changes are incorporated
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in the preferred design. (As discussed previously, however, the retro engine and the mono-
propellant engine system will have different fixed Autopilot parameters.)
3.4.4 programmed Lateral CG Offset Biases. Consideration was given to programming
biases in the Autopilot to reduce the transient following engine turnon. These biases would
account for known lateral shifts of the spacecraft center of mass such as that caused by
deployment of the planetary science platform. The analysis, however, shows that transient
errors due to omission of the programmed bias are small. As indicated in Figure 3-24,
the average error is acceptably small even for short duration maneuvers where the transient
error is most significant.
3.4.5 Alternative Autopilot/Actuator Interfaces. Several alternative interconnections be-
tweenAutopilot logic and actuators have been investigated. For example, switching could
disable solid engine actuators when only the monopropellant engines were operating and vice
versa. However, analysis indicates that actuator reliability is not significantly degraded by
the brief extra operation involved when their corresponding engines are not operated. Fur-
thermore, avoiding the extra switching logic which would be needed does represent a signifi-
cant simplification and corresponding improvement in reliability.
Also, the preferred design shows eight amplifiers driving a total of 16 monopropellant vanes.
Alternatively, either 16 separate amplifiers, or with further multiple use of amplifiers for
actuators not needed for differential roll control, a total of six amplifiers could be utilized.
Considering the proven reliability of the recommended actuators and their feedback potentiom-
eters and also considering the multiple vane redundancy, a total of eight amplifiers is the
most satisfactory selection to provide the required simplicity and reliability. During future
phases of the program further test data on actuator performance will be used to verify this
choice.
3.4.6 Alternative Engine and Control Configuration. Several other control alternatives were
considered. Secondary injection is a proven reliable technique and hence more satisfactory
than any attempt at gimballing the solid engine. Likewise, it provides a much simpler sys-
tem than simultaneous "bang-bang" operation of multiple vernier engines to stabilize the
vehicle during burning of the main solid engine. Operation of the vaned monopropellant engines
simultaneously with the main retro-solid would not provide sufficient stabilizing torques.
With respect to the monopropellant engines, vaned controls appeared somewhat simpler and
more reliable than gimbals or throttleable operation.
With respect to the number of monopropellant engines, two engines would provide adequate
thrust level and stabilizing torques. However, four engines are included in the preferred
design to improve reliability by accommodating possible engine out conditions.
3.4.7 Alternative Roll Control Modes. With respect to the multiple monopropellant en-
gines, roll control is relatively straightforward. Roll control is provided by differential
operation of the vanes with no added requirements for actuators or vanes and requiring only
limited additional control logic.
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With respect to the solid engine operation several alternatives exist for roll control:
a. Use normal high level attitude control roll mode.
b. Operate two or four monopropellant engines simultaneously with solid engine to
provide roll control torques.
c. Provide extra separate roll control jets of higher torque than in a.
d. Provide no roll control during retro.
Analyses of roll torques during retro baseduponMinuteman data indicate roll torques for
VOYAGER(e. g., due to combustion vortexing) would be less than 0.67 ft lb which, if un-
controlled, would result in a modest roll rate at end of retro of approximately 0.47 deg/sec.
For this reason, there appears to be no justification for alternatives b or c, above, which
would provide greater roll control than required. Although alternative d might be justified,
there is no additional complexity required in retaining roll attitude control from the ACS
throughout the retro maneuver. Sincethis alternative eliminates the needfor some switch-
ing anddoes provide adequatecontrol torques, it is incorporated in the preferred design. In
addition, it allows the predictable componentof cg offset to be compensatedfor by modifying
the commandedturns. If roll attitude were not controlled, pitch andyaw would interchange,
making this compensationimpractical.
3.4.8 Simultaneous Operation of Both Propulsion Systems. Use of the monopropellant en-
gines as a vernier to reduce cut-off uncertainties of the solid engine was investigated. Such
an approach would also provide greater roll control during retro (which is not needed how-
ever) as well as pitch/yaw control to counteract the small disturbances due to the short post-
thrusting portion of the liquid injectant bleed program, if one is required.
In Section 3.3.2, it is shown that the proposed retro motor meets the cutoff specification for
orbit insertion. With respect to post-thrust disturbances, it is also shown in Section 3.3.2
that a Freon bleed system is not required. These factors will continue to be evaluated as
the program continues. However, at the present time, the simplicity afforded by not re-
quiring vernier operation appears justified.
3.4.9 Freon Bleed System. As discussed in Section 3.3.2, the accuracy of the orbit in-
sertion maneuver is affected by the amount of Freon remaining at engine burn-out. Thus, the
accuracy could be improved by incorporating a controlled bleed of the Freon so that the total
fluid flow, including flow required for vehicle control torque, approximates a desired pre-
planned nominal flow rate. The fluid bleed could be accomplished by simultaneously opening
the four secondary-injection pintle valves by an equal increment to obtain a symmetrical fluid
injection, resulting in zero torque. The present accuracy requirements can be met without a
bleed system so that none is included in the preferred design. Should the requirements change
or should the amount of stored Freon increase, then a bleed system may be required.
The signal for determining the required fluid bleed level is ideally determined by integrating
the difference between the measured flow rate and a nominal fluid flow profile as shown on
the following page.
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4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITIONS
The flow rate can be adequately determined
by measuring the four pintle positions. Fur-
thermore, a finite time constant rather
than a pure integrator can provide the de-
sired bleed compensation with adequate
stability.
4.1 Attitude Control Subsystem. The Autopilot receives pitch, yaw and roll attitude error
signals from the Attitude Control Subsystem gyros. The power spectral density of any noise
associated with these signals must be such that, after processing by the Autopilot compen-
sation networks, negligible performance degradation results. The Autopilot must prevent the
gyro input angles from exceeding the input-axis freedom and must ensure that vehicle rates
at the completion of each propulsion phase are within acceptable limits for transition back to
the attitude control mode. The Attitude Control Subsystem must provide roll control torques
during the orbit insertion maneuver. Consequently, the Autopilot must limit any roll dis-
turbance torques to a controllable level. The interface is summarized as follows:
a. Attitude Error Signals
Scale Factor: 5.3vdc/rad
Useable Linear Range: _4 deg
Stops: +6 deg
b. Terminal Rates: < 3 deg/sec any axis
c. Roll Disturbance Torques (Retro): < 1 ft-lb
4.2 Propulsion Subsystem. The Autopilot provides control signals to the electrical torquers
of all actuators, while the Propulsion Subsystem provides actuator position feedback signals
to the Autopilot, as indicated in Figure 4-1.
In addition, the Propulsion Subsystem must provide adequate thrust vector deflection cap-
,_,_,uyfor both transient and steady-state operation. The interface is summarized as follows:
AUTOPILOT '_ SUBSYSTEMPROPULSION
t _ _ i VANE
CONTROL 4.- SUMMING ACTUATOR _ ANGLE ---
S,GNAL AMP I 'E I I I ORPINTLE
-- _ ] 1 POSITION
POSITION
TRANS-
DUCER
Figure 4-1. Autopilot/Propulsion
Interface Diagram
a. Monopropellant Engine Actuators
be
Voltage: +30vdc max.
Current: ±150 ma max.
Frequency Response*: > 5 cps
Damping Ratio: 0.7 nominal
Solid Propellant Engine Actuator
Voltage: 1.5 vdc
Current: ±8 ma
Frequency Response*: > 35 cps
Damping Ratio: 0.7 nominal
*Refers to closed-loop response, i.e.,
including position feedback.
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c. Thrust Vector Deflection Capability
Monopropellant Engines: ±6 deg
Solid Propellant Engine: +2 deg transient
±0.5 deg steady-state
4.3 C&S Subsystem. The secondary-injection actuator is enabled by a command from the
C&S which occurs simultaneously with the start engine command. In addition, the Autopilot
provides a train of pulses, each of which is indicative of a velocity increment of approxi-
mately 0. 003 m/sec to the C&S which sums the pulses to obtain the total velocity, and when
this equals a preset stored value, issues a stop engines command to the Propulsion Subsystem.
4.4 Power Subsystem. The Power Subsystem provides 50 Vrms, 2400-cps power to the Auto-
pilot, approximately two hours prior to engine ignition, and removes the power approximately
16 seconds after engine burnout. The maximum continuous power dissipation will be 3.5
watts, not including the power required by the hydraulic actuators which are part of the Pro-
pulsion Subsystem.
4.5 Structures Subsystem. The vehicle configuration and structure affect the Autopilot
through relative location of the principal inertial axes, sensor axes and control axes, and
through relative magnitudes of principle inertias and structural non-rigidity effects. Elastic
modes should be prevented from coupling significantly into the Autopilot response by main-
taining low amplitude coupling coefficients or high structural frequency or both. The Auto-
pilot, in turn, should not permit a catastrophic resonant coupling with a structural member
such as the antenna or PSP. Higher frequency phenomena during engine firing may affect
gyro performance, particularly through the effect of the lead networks. When these modes
are uncovered in test, they will be filtered electronically or altered mechanically such that
Autopilot control is not affected. The principal axes, sensor axes and control axes should
nominally be parallel so uncoupling circuitry will not be required within the Autopilot.
The nominal values of pitch and yaw inertia are listed in Table 4-1 for the various mission
phases, as are the control torque moment arms and vehicle gains, b. The vehicle gain con-
verts the thrust deflection angle to vehicle acceleration and is equal to the engine thrust level
times the moment arm divided by the inertia.
4.6 Telemetry Subsystem. A list of telemetered Autopilot signals is contained in VC220FD109.
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS. The significant Autopilot performance parameters
are as follows:
a. Thrust Pointing Uncertainty (single-axis basis)
1. Midcourse: < 0.2 ° (3or)
2. Orbit Insertion: 0.39 ° (3c_)
3. Orbit Adjust: 1.37 ° (3(_)
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TABLE 4-1. SUMMARY OF VEHICLE
PARAMETERS REQUIRED FOR AUTO-
PILOT DESIGN
Vehicle and Engine Configuration
Solid Propellant Engine
a. Before retro with capsule
on
b. Before retro with capsule
off
c. After retro with capsule
on
d. After retro with capsule
off
Mono- Propellant Engine
a. Before retro {capsule on)
b. Before retro {capsule on
and two engines out)
c. Before retro (capsule off)
d. After retro {capsule on)
e. After retro {capsule off)
L
(m.)
84
53
122
56
65
65
34
12Z
53
L _ distance between the thrust hinge point
1 = inertia of the pitch or yaw axis
b = spacecraft gain (FL/I)
I b
(Slug-f t2) {lb/sec2}
19,000 10
3,700 32
13,600 20
1,700 77
19,000 0.115
19,000 0.058
3,700 0.305
13,600 0.300
1,700 1.15
and the cg
d. Roll Disturbance Torque (Retro Maneuver)
< 0.67 ft/lb
b.
Co
Uncertainty in Magnitude of
Velocity Increment
1. Orbit Insertion: 1.07% (3 o" )
This number is not really
controlled by the Autopilot,
but is merely the impulse ac-
curacy of the solid engine
thrusting to burnout.
2. All Correction Maneuvers:
See Figure 3-31.
Terminal Vehicle Rates
1. Pitch and Yaw Rates:
< 1.7 deg/sec
2. Roll Rates: < 0.1 deg/sec
These rates are based on the
minimum inertia condition,
which would be an orbit adjust
maneuver. The rates are
much lower following mid-
course maneuvers. In all
cases, they are within the cap-
ability of the Attitude Control
Subsystem.
eo
The available control torque is 2 ft/lb
Gyro Input Angle
1. Midcourse: <0.2 deg
2. Orbit Insertion: < 1.0deg
3. Orbit Adjust: < 0.54 deg
These compare to an allowable input angle of 4.0 deg.
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS. The Autopilot has the physical
characteristics listed in Table 6-1.
TABLE 6-1. AUTOPILOT PHYSICAL
CHARACTERISTIC S
Weight Power RequlrGd
Autopilot Electronics
Monopropellent Engine
Actuators and Vanes
LITVC Actuators
TOTAL
6.0 lb
(propulsion system)
(propulsion system)
3.5 watts dissipated
8.0 watts proceMed
0.24 watt processed
12 watts iaput
7.0 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS. No
significant hazards to safety are associated
with the Autopilot.
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TEMPERATURE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
i. 0 SCOPE. This functional description describes the method of flight vehicle temperature
control for all mission phases. It also includes an identification of the associated subsystem
temperature limits, tradeoff performance parameters, physical characteristics, thermal
constraints, and reliability considerations. Details of thermal control design hardware are
also provided.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
VC220SR101 Design Characteristics and
Restraints
VC220FD105 Launch Vehicle Interface
VC220FD106
VC220FDl13
Capsule Interface
Layout and Configuration
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION. The prime function of the thermal control subsystem is
to maintain all equipments within specified temperature limits for the purpose of enhancing
and maintaining operational reliability. Accordingly, an active thermal control louver
system is used to provide operating and non-operating temperature control of the internal
Spacecraft bus within relatively narrow limits. Depending on their position, the louvers
offer varying degrees of blockage to the radiator panels, thus enabling a mechanical regula-
tion of the total regulated power. The net result is a close control of temperature in the
equipment bays. The thermal louvers are regulated to be fully open at a radiation plate
temperature of +70°F and to close at a temperature of +40 ° F.
Thermal control of equipments on the outside of the Spacecraft bus is achieved by the use of
thermal coatings and/or by electrical heating. Thermostatically controlled heaters are also
used for contingency heating of certain select equipments.
3.1 Thermal Control Concept. Thermal design of the Spacecraft is based on the concept
of temperature control by regulating the quantity of rejected heat from an insulated enclosure.
The insulated vehicle surface serves as the enclosure while the active control louver system
provides the regulated heat rejection. Since the operational duty cycle of the Spacecraft is
continuous throughout the mission profile, it becomes advantageous to use the dissipated heat
to maintain desirable operating temperatures. Excess heat is rejected from the Spacecraft.
The design is similar to that described in the Task A study. (See VB235FD101. )
3.1.1 Bus Section. Since the electronic assemblies represent the bulk of heat dissipation,
they are mounted directly and with minimum thermal resistance to the thermal control/shear
panel of the active control louver system. In this manner, the louvers serve as a prime
control mechanism for the electronic equipments. In addition, the electronic assemblies form
an integrally interconnected thermal path within the vehicle structure; an additional degree of
heat transfer is achieved between adjacent bays by radiation exchange as well as by conduction
through the vehicle structure. This capability is especially useful during high solar heating
flight modes which may result from midcourse maneuvers that cause the Sun to be normally
incident to a given bay. It also aids in alleviating the high thermal loads that may be con-
centrated within a single bay by transferring portions of the heat to adjacent lower power
dissipating bays.
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3.1.2 Propellant/Cold Gas Tankage. Unlike the equipment bays, the propellant and cold
gas tankage does not normally provide any heat dissipation. An exception to this occurs
during the firing of the solid propellant engine where propellant case heat is dissipated to
the interior. Accordingly, during all other mission flight modes these tanks require a heat
input to supplant the normal heat loss to the vehicle structure. To minimize heat losses
from the tankage and plumbing and other equipments in the interior of the vehicle, the
Spacecraft is provided with an insulation covering. Temperature balance of the tankage is
maintained by supplanting the heat loss with radiated heat from the subsystem chassis of the
electronic assemblies. A certain amount of heat loss or heat gain into the retropropellant
occurs by means of the engine nozzle which is exposed to the external environment.
3.1.3 Appendages and External Equipments. Thermal control of equipment on the outside
of the vehicle is achieved by passive means and/or by electrical heating. The solar array
panels, sun sensors, midcourse engines and canopus sensors are controlled by the use of
thermal coatings in conjunction with a controlled conduction link to the vehicle structure.
In addition, several equipments are provided with super insulation coverings to minimize
heat loss, and with thermostatically controlled strip heaters for the purpose of supplying
heat during periods of solar shadow or eclipse. Such components are the high-gain antenna,
gimbal and linear actuators, cold-gas tubing to the attitude control nozzles, actuators and
support boom for the planet scan package, and electrical cabling for the planet scan package
and high-gain antenna.
3.2 Configuration Study
3.2.1 Louver Performance. The heat rejection efficiency of a given louver system is
partially a function of the total amount of radiated IR energy that is absorbed from the rear
of the solar array panel. Hence, the closer the louvers are to the solar array the less
efficient is their performance. Figure 3-1 (a through d) gives the radiated heat power as a
function of the distance between the solar array and the equipment bays. The data compares
the differences between a white and an alzak coating on the radiator. It also shows the effect
of bus diameter on the radiation efficiency. An alzak coating was selected for the preferred
vehicle design since it is less susceptible to degradation under ionizing radiation.
3.2.2 Equipment Bays. A performance tradeoff (Tables 3-1 through 3-3) was made com-
paring the thermal differences involved with mounting the equipment packages on the outside
of the bus as opposed to mounting them within the bus. The outside configuration involves
an intermediate surface, the vehicle shear panel structure, in the radiation exchange between
the equipment package and the interior of the vehicle. In addition, radiation exchange between
adjacent bays is non-existent for the particular outside configuration which was analyzed.
As a worst case analysis, consideration of solar incidence or shutter failure was directed
only to the bays of highest heat dissipation (bays 1, 2, 14, and 15). Mission modes investiga-
ted were the near earth midcourse maneuver, sun illuminated Mars mode, and a reliability
mode which maintains fixed closed shutters for two adjacent bays. Results of the maneuver
mode calculation indicate a temperature difference of only 4 ° F between the two configurations
while the sun illuminated Mars mode showed a maximum temperature difference of 10 ° F.
The largest temperature difference recorded was for the reliability mode study where the
2
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TABLE 3-1. PERFORMANCE TEM-
PERATURES DURING NEAR EARTH
MIDCOURSE MANEUVER
Bay No.
1" 84
2* 86
3* 79
4 63
5 5O
6 58
7 56
8 55
9 54
10 58
11 55
12 76
13 52
14 65
15 60
16 59
*Sun incident on bays 1, 2, sad 3
Temperature of Temperature oI Temperature
Inside Bays (°F) Outside Bays ('F} Difference (A T)
+3
_3
*4
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
87
_9
83
t_2
49
57
55
54
52
57
53
77
49
64
64
59
-2
-1
-2
*1
-3
-1
-1
0
TABLE 3-3. PERFORMANCE TEM-
PERATURES DURING ILLUMINATED
MARS MISSION MODE UNDER LOUVER
FAILURE CONDITIONS
1-I
N I Tvrnp ,ratur{'
I
2 6:,
3 55
l 54
{_ 6(}
7 57
s 87
10 59
11 5_
12 tt_
13 63
1t * 94
15" _2
16 {14
*Shutter8 faah'd ('h}scd
Ft, mperatu rv
{)ut_ide Bays ( I¸ ¸)
_7
{;{;
5_
57
33
52
57
97
71
Ill
92
53
Femplq'_u r t' lI}tltercnc{ _ { A T)
1
i
.1
(}
3
-2
-3
-2
-,I
-3
-1
-1
-9
-6
,17
.1o
-I
TABLE 3-2. PERFORMANCE TEM-
PERATURES DURING ILLUMINATED
MARS MISSION MODE
bay with closed shutters maintained an
operating temperature difference of 17°F
between the two configurations.
T
Temperature oI I Temperature of
Bay No.._hmide Rays (°F'} [ t}utslde Bays CV)
65
65
6,1
62
58
59
61
6O
58
6O
55
85
61
{;7
59
59
{i5
65
55
59
57
57
54
52
50
57
55
95
59
65
57
5_
Temperature
D_terence (_ T)
0
0
,1
-3
-1
-2
-5
-8
-3
-1
,10
-2
-2
-2
-1
3.2.3 Propulsion Systems. The thermal
inertia offered by each of the three propul-
sion systems considered is sufficiently
large that no significant difference in the
thermal control concept exists between
them. However, a maximum gradient of
22°F along the geometric axis of the tankage
was calculated for a Titan-Transtage con-
figuration. This gradient is attributed to
additional heat leakage in the vicinity of
the two propulsion engines. Analysis of the
solid configuration showed a gradient of 17 ° F
maximum while the LEM concept indica-
ted amaximum gradient of 14°F along the
geometric axis. The solid engine concept
requires an additional consideration with
regard to temperature control during retro-
fire. Although the radiation to the interior of the vehicle represents only a secondary mode
of heat rejection from the equipment bays, it is nevertheless advantageous to utilize the
large mass of the propellant tankage as an additional heat sink. This requires that the
4
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retropropellant tankagebe free of insulation so that it can exchangeheat by radiation within
the vehicle. Postulating a burnout temperature of +330°F at the uninsulated propellant case
during the orbit injection maneuver, the average rise in temperature in the equipment bays
is predicted to be approximately 35°F. Curves of equipment bay temperature rise from
propellant burnout are presented in Figures 3-2a and b. If required, a reduction in these
temperatures can be obtainedby selectively insulating that portion of the solid propellant
tankagewhich maintains a significant configuration factor to the equipment bays. This will
result in a decrease of the direct radiant interchange betweenthe two. Another technique
for minimizing equipment bay heating during retrofire involves the use of baffles or
obstructions betweenthe propellant tank and the equipment.
3.2.4 Solar Array. One of the parameters affecting the average temperature of the solar
array is the bus diameter. Figure 3-3 provides an indication of the variation in the average
solar array temperature as a function of the bus diameter.
3.3 Thermal Analysis
3.3.1 Analytical Methods. The thermal design of the Spacecraft was supported by an
analytical study which evaluated the thermal performance associated with the design con-
figuration. Results of the study demonstrate the capability of the preferred design concept
and offer an overall indication of its workability. A mathematical model of the Spacecraft
configuration was programmed on an Electronic Associates, Inc., 231R Heat Transfer
Analog Computer. This computer has the capability for radiation interchange simulation by
means of the Oppenheim radiation network. It also provides for louver simulation by in-
corporating into the calculation a variable emittance for each bay radiator panel as a function
of the panel temperature. Furthermore, functions of solar, albedo and/or earth heating can
be introduced simultaneously on several of the Spacecraft nodes. If required, a heating square
wave pulse can also be supplied to simulate thermostatic heater operation. Various louver
nodes can also be fixed open or closed to evaluate failure modes. Sixteen nodes were allocated
to the equipment bays, three to the retropropellant tankage one of which incorporates nozzle
effects, three to the retropropellant and one node each for a monopropellant tank and a cold-
gas tank. Figure 3-4 is a schematic of the mathematical model showing the nodal arrange-
ment of the bays and the heat paths for two typical bay nodes. Tables 3-4 and 3-5 list the
significant analytical properties for each node.
3.3.2 Thermal Balance Drawing. The thermal balance drawing is presented in Figure 3-5a
through 3-5f. This drawing provides an indication of the operating temperatures in all
subassemblies and for other equipment in the Spacecraft. Operating temperature limits are
also specified as well as heat dissipations, heater and temperature sensor requirements,
coating requirements, equipment locations, and sketches of the Spacecraft configuration.
3.3.3 Solar Array Performance. Operating temperatures of the solar panel are maintained
by rejection of solar heat from the rear of the solar array as well as from the solar cells.
Figure 3-6 presents a radial distribution of temperatures on the array out to a diameter of
280 inches. The data is given for the near-Earth position, Mars encounter, and end of mission
and shows that for the selected diameter of 240 inches, the array temperatures vary
between 160 to 14°F over the mission life. The temperature decay curve for the solar array
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during Mars eclipse is given in Figure 3-7.
An (_ _ ratio of 1.0 was selected for the
s/(
filtered solar cells. Assuming a 90% cell
packing Factor the effective ratio of the
solar array is reduced to 0.93 with q =
s
0.77 and _ - 0.83. Emittanee of the painted
solar panel structure was taken at 0.85.
3.3.4 Temperature Control at the Launch
Pad. The primary mode of heat rejection
in the launch confi[4_tration consists of nat-
ural convection to the ambient gas as well as
infrared radiation to the enclosing shroud.
Since the shroud temperature on the pad can
normally go up to temperatures above 100 o F,
a certain degree of shroud temperature control
is required to maintain the ambient internal
gas at steady-state temperatures between
+45° F and -65° F. For ambient air motion
within the shroud at atemperature of +65 o F,
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a free convection coefficient of 0.4 Btu/hr ft 2-° F was determined. Curves of average bay tempera-
ture for the Spacecraft are presented in Figure 3-8 in terms of the average shroud temperature and
air temperatures within the shroud of 45 o F and 60 o F. It is noted that the louver system is capable
of normal operation and maintaining the nominal bay operating temperatures while the Spacecraft is
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80
onthe launchpad. Figure 3-5 givesthe on-pad
maximum operating temperatures in the elec-
tronic assemblies for shroud and air tempera-
tures of 65 o F ; the minimum temperature cor-
responds to a shroud and air temperature of
45 ° F. Figures 3-9 and 3-10 provide average
temperature profiles for the TWT bay (bay
12) in terms of the air and shroud tempera-
ture after given time periods. Figure 3-11
gives the transient temperature rise for the
TWT radio bay. Every effort should be made
to retain on-pad cooling temperatures at a
comfortable level. This is an important
consideration in view of the fact that the
Spacecraft will undergo transient heating
immediately after launch in the form of
the ascent trajectory, parking orbit and sun
acquisition mission phases and that the
operating temperatures reached in these
phases depends on the initial temperature.
The ground transport Spacecraft container
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Figure 3-11. Transient Temperature Rise for TWT Radio Bay
should be covered withm_ insulating blanket to reduce solar heat loads and nocturnal cooling.
Temperature and humidity conditioned air should be supplied to the transportation container
to maintain the Spacecraft within normal non-operating temperature ranges.
3.3.5 Ascent.__ In accordance with the performance requirements of the VOYAGER Environ-
mental Predictions document, the maximum heat rate from the shroud to the Spacecraft is
assumed as 40 watts/ft. 2. The average temperature rise of the equipment bays during this
mission phase is less than 3°F. It is assumed that the inside surface of the shroud is pro-
vided with a low thermal emittance (<_ 0.3) to minimize radiant heat flow to the Spacecraft.
Because of the high thermal inertia of the Spacecraft, the ascent heating profile does not last
long enough to present a heating problem. Subsequent to the ejection of the forward shroud at
350,000 feet, the forward Spacecraft will be subjected to free molecular heating for a period
of approximately 8.5 minutes. However, the thermal mass of the spacecraft is sufficient to
endure this heating without detriment. The total average rise in equipment bay temperature
is estimated to be less than 1 ° F.
3.3.6 E:_rth Parking Orbit. Thermal control in the earth parking orbit must consider an
incident solar and albedo heat flux as well as earth radiation. The shroud cover for the
forward Spacecraft is ejected at the beginning of the parking orbit and consequently the
equipment bays are free to reject heat to space. At a parking orbit altitude of 100 nautical
miles no single equipment bay will be exposed to solar flux for time periods long enough to
result in excessive bay temperatures.
I
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Unlike the forward Spacecraft, the aft Spacecraft must exchangeheat with the shroud for
parking orbit periods up to 90 minutes. Figure 3-12 shows the net heat absorbedby the
equipment bays during the parking orbit flight mode. Examination of the thermal balance
drawing indicates tolerable temperatures during the
orbital heat flux digital computer program was used
aboveanalysis using the following orbit parameters:
parking orbit phaseof the mission. The
to calculate the incident fluxes for the
Circular 100nm orbit
Inclination 28 deg
Day 182
Solar Constant 434 Btu/hr-ft 2
Albedo factor 0.38
Earth Flux 68.2 Btu/hr-ft 2
Vehicle path stabilized
3.3.7 Sun Acquisition. Acquisition was assumed to consist of a 90-degree yaw of the vehicle
to bring the roll axis pointing to the sun in 30 minutes. Because of shading provided by the
solar array the bus is occulted after 8.3 minutes exposure to the sun. Sun incidence during
the illumination period was considered in turn for each of the equipment bays. The thermal
balance drawing of Figure 3-5 shows no significant rise in bay temperature during the sun
acquisition phase of the mission.
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3.3.8 Cruise. The cruise phase of the mission is characterized by the fact that no sun
impingement occurs in the equipment bays. This flight mode was used to size the required
radiator area for each bay. Accordingly, equipment bays 7, 8, 9, i0 and 13 have reduced
effective radiator areas. Temperatures recorded for the cruise mission phase are steady-
state values and represent the average operating temperature near earth and prior to Mars
encounter.
3.3.9 Midcourse Maneuver. Several mideourse maneuvers are required during the extent
of the mission. Accordingly, midcourse maneuvers near earth and again at Mars encounter
were considered in the analysis. The former condition assumes a solar flux of 434 Btu/hr-
ft 2 while the latter assumes a solar flux of 200 Btu/hr-ft 2. The time duration of the
maneuver is assumed to be two hours. Because the exact Spacecraft orientation cannot be
predicted, it is assumed that the sun is normally incident to the equipment bay and a Space-
craft thermal balance was calculated in turn for the sun incident on each bay. Maximum
temperatures were calculated for normal sun incidence at the near earth position. Minimum
temperatures correspond to a condition near Mars where the bay in question is directly
opposite to the bay under illumination. Results indicate a maximum increase in average bay
temperature of 30°F over the temperature condition at the time of midcourse initiation.
3.3.10 Mars Orbit. The sun illuminated portion of the Mars orbit is very similar to the
cruise mode with the exception that some reflected solar energy and infrared heating are
obtained from the Mars planet. Evaluation of the heating rate was performed for a 1000 x
10,000 km altitude elliptical orbit at an inclination angle of 45 degrees to the ecliptic plane.
A maximum albedo flux of 16 Btu/hr-ft 2 and a maximum planet IR flux of 39 Btu/hr-ft 2 were
determined for the perigee point of the orbit. Calculations indicate a maximum temperature
rise in the electronic assemblies of 2 to 4 ° F corresponding to planet heating over a period
of 80 minutes. This time period corresponds to the time prior and subsequent to perigee
passing. Because the Spacecraft is moving away from Mars during the remaining time
period, the heating rate is small and can be considered negligible.
The minimum temperature Mars orbit data corresponds to the period of sun eclipse, and
therefore, relates to calculations performed without the benefit of planet albedo heating.
In addition, the total amount of planet radiation heating in this period is very small and can
be neglected especially if the bay under consideration is oriented away from the planet for
considerable time periods. Thus, the temperatures recorded in the thermal balance drawing
represent a minimum heating condition for sun eclipse wherein the bay in question is oriented
away from the Mars planet and consequently does not receive any significant planet heating.
3.3. ii Retrofire. Retrofire of the solid propulsion engine represents the most significant
flight mode with regard to the development of maximum operating temperatures in the
equipment bays. Temperatures can be minimized if required by complete or partial shielding
of these equipments from the retro engine. This can be accomplished by installing inter-
mediary baffle structure or by the use of super-insulation at selective areas on the propellant
tankage. Examination of"data in the thermal balance drawing (Figure 3-5) shows a maximum
temperature of 126°F for the TWT assembly (bay 12). However, this temperature is not
detrimentalto subassembly performance and implies a TWT mounting temperature of _ 170 ° F
maximum. The data shown is for the case of no thermal insulation shielding of the retro-
propellant tankage.
2O
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3.3.12 Solar Array Heating From the Rocket Plume and Nozzle. During the firing of
the solid propellant orbit insertion engine, a significant heat input to the solar array occurs.
This heating is attributed to radiant flux from: (1) the surface of the hot nozzle, (2) the
gaseous plume, and (3)the aluminum oxide particles contained in the gaseous plume.
Although the firing time of the rocket is only for a relatively short duration (90 seconds)
the heating rate is of sufficient intensity that it must nevertheless be considered. The esti-
mated flow boundary for the plume is such that there will be no conductive heating of the
array.
The effective emittance for the gaseous plume is sufficiently low that the heating of the array
by radiation from the gas can be ignored without significantly affecting an evaluation of plume
heating. The heating of the array by radiation from the aluminum oxide particles formed
during the propellant burning is dependent upon the number of the particles in the plume. If
the plume is sufficiently dense with particles, the energy radiated from an individual particle
is reflected and scattered by other particles before escaping the portion of the plume con-
taining the particle. The total effect is equivalent to radiation from a body with an apparent
emissivity which may be many times higher than the emissivity of the individual particles ;
the geometric shape of the body is defined by that portion of the plume containing the aluminum
oxide particles.
The emittance of the individual particles is approximately 0.25. The apparent emissivity of the
cloud may be between zero and about 0.7 depending upon the number of particles in the plume.
For the quantity and type of propellant of the recommended design, the mass of aluminum
oxide formed is 2100 pounds and for the burn period of 90 seconds, the mass flow is 23 lb/sec.
Following the method of Morizumi and Carpenter*, the apparent emissivity of the aluminum
oxide cloud would be approximately 0.25.
Since the effect of the particle cloud remains somewhat uncertain until verified by engine
firings, the effect of an apparent cloud emittance between 0.25 and 0.7 was investigated.
The particle plume was assumed to be bounded by a cone of 30 degrees. The temperature of
the particles was calculated as a function of distance from the nozzle exit plane (see Figure
3-13). The transient temperature rise due to radiation from the particle cloud and the nozzle
for those elements of the.array which maintain the smallest and largest geometric view
for all elements of the solar array at the instant of maximum array temperature is shown in
Figure 3-15.
Results of the analysis do not indicate excessive temperatures of the solar array for a cloud
emittance as high as 0.7. Since the significance of plume heating is contingent on the accuracy
of the analytically calculated value for the plume emittance and particle plume boundary, some
degree of experimentation is required before a final conclusion can be made as to whether or
not plume heating of the solar array is detrimental. Furthermore, in view of the conservatism
taken with the high emittance calculation it appears that retrofiring of the solid engine will not
*A1AA Journal, Vol. I, No. 5, "Thermal Radiation from the Exhaust Plume of an Aluminized
Composite Propellant Rocket."
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Figure 3-13. Temperature Distribution of Aluminum Oxide Particle Plume
result in as high a temperature rise of the solar array panels as shown in Figure 3-14. In
the event that the plume does provide excessive heating of the solar array, the heating effect
can be reduced to safe limits by: (1) increasing the distance between the engine nozzle exit
plane and the plane of the solar array, (2) decreasing the propellant burn time while at the
same time maintaining the same particle concentration, and (3) the installation of a baffle
or shield around the periphery of the nozzle to reduce the geometric view factor between the
array and the hot part of the plume.
3.3.13 Radio Equipment (TWT) Bay. Excessive heat dissipation of the travelling wave tube
necessitated the inclusion of a passive thermal control system for this assembly. Removal
of the louvers increases the effective radiating power of the bay by 30% due in part to the
decrease of blade blockage effects. Figure 3-16 provides an indication of radiator fin ef-
ficiency as a function of thickness for an aluminum radiator. The radiator for this bay will
maintain its largest thickness dimension of 0.25 inch directly beneath the TWT and exciter
and will gradually taper down to a peripheral thickness of 0.06 inch. The TWT is mounted
directly to the radiator panel to minimize contact resistance. Figure 3-17 gives a nodal
temperature distribution for a passive controlled radiator of 0.25 inch thickness. The
mounting temperature of the TWT is plotted as a function of fin thickness in Figure 3-18.
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3.3.14 Failure Modes. Several louver
failure operation modes were considered in
order to evaluate the capability of thermal
control under conditions of equipment
failure. The cases taken concern the bays
of highest heat dissipation and are limited
to closed louver failure modes. Open louver
failures were eliminated by design in order
to conserve heater power. The following
failure modes were analyzed:
al Louvers ciosed on bays 1 and 2.
These are the power control bays.
Power dissipation of bay 1 is 48.3
watts while bay 2 has a dissipation
of 43.5 watts.
b. Louvers closed on bays 14 and 15.
These are the guidance and control
and computer and sequencer bays.
Power dissipations of these bays
are 50 watts and 27.7 watts,
respectively.
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C. Louvers closed on bays 11 and 13. These are the two adjacent bays to the TWT
equipment bay. The power dissipations of bays 11 and 13 are 15.4 watts and 13
watts, respectively.
Data is recorded in Table 3-6. These cases pertain to the illuminated Mars orbit mode,
since this is the mission phase of highest heat dissipation. Results indicate that the internal
radiation capability of the bays and the bay thermal capacity are sufficient to withstand these
failure modes without detriment justifying the selection of the closed louver failure mode.
3.4 External Equipments and Sensors
3.4.1 High-Gain Antenna. A thermal analysls of the high-gain antenna was performed l'or
the purpose of evaluating thermal bending of the structure. Figures 3-19 and 3-20 give the
temperature distributions obtained for earth cone angles of 90 degrees and 43 degrees,
respectively. The first cone angle corresponds to a near-earth condition while the second
occurs near Mars encounter. Figures 3-21 and 3-22 show the temperature gradients which
occur during sun occultation wherein the antenna is permitted to cool down for as long a
period as two hours. Results of the thermal bending evaluation is presented in VC223FD101.
The gimbal and linear actuator are conductively insulated from their mounting structure
while maintaining a superinsulation covering to minimize heat loss. Temperature control
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TABLE 3-6. COMPARISON OF NORMAL
VERSUS FAILURE MODE OPERATION
DURING ILLUMINATED MARS ORBIT
Bays ,
Case i 16
* I
* 2
3
Case 2 13
* 14
*I5
16
Case 3 * iI
12
13
*Shutters Closed
Average Bay
Temperature ( ° F) Dissipation
Normal Average Bay Temperature (Watts)
Operation
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is accomplished by means of strip heaters
placed at the critical regions of the mech-
anisms. Heating is required prior to
operation of the gimbal and actuator.
3.4.2 Solar Array Panels, Medium-and
Low-Gain Antennas, and Canopus Sensors.
These equipment items are mounted by
means of a good thermal path to the struc-
ture of the bus. Thermal control is a-
chieved through this conduction link in con-
]unction with the use of superinsulation and
thermal coatings as appropriate.
3.4.3 Midcourse Maneuver Engines.
Thermal analysis of the midcourse correc-
tion engines indicates that passive control
of the engine temperature to a minimum
value of 40°F is feasible. This lower
temperature limit is achieved through the
use of a good conduction path between the I
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engine and the vehicle structure. A conductance of 2 Btu/hr-°F between the engine and the
Spacecraft structure is required to assure operating temperatures above 40 ° F.
3.4.4 Solar Aspect Sensors. Temperature control of the solar aspect sensors mounted on
the front and rear sides of the solar array is achieved by thermal coatings and, wherever
applicable, a conductive path to the Spacecraft structure. Additional thermal control during
sun occultation periods will be effected by providing sufficient thermal capacity to the sun
sensor mounting installation. In certain modes where solar shadow of an individual sensor
may occur for extended periods, some electrical heating may also be required. Tempera-
tures of the sensors will be held between -40 ° F and +220 ° F.
3.4.5 Magnetometer. Temperature control of the magnetometer is dependent on thermal
coatings as well as conduction heat transfer through its supporting boom. The boom will be
...... _.... 1_+_ +,, _ • heat loss and will ,_o_nto_n o _,,n_,,_t_,,n coupling to th_ h,,_
structure.
3.4.6 Guidance and Control Gyros and Accelerometer. The Spacecraft is provided with two
gyro/accelerometer packages, each package containing three gyros and an accelerometer
thermally integrated into one assembly. An electrical heater is attached to each gyro with
proportional controllers regulating each gyro heater separately. The gyro heaters are
activated by command one hour prior to any maneuver sequence. Each heater has the capac-
ity (35 watts) to accomplish the warm-up without the aid of the other two heaters in a half-
hour period. The thermal resistance between the gyro/accelerometer assembly and its
surroundings is fixed such that the gyros do not exceed 100°F during operation.
3.4.7 Attitude Control Gas Lines, Solenoids, and Nozzles. All nitrogen gas lines, solenoids,
and nozzles located outside of the bus are superinsulated to minimize radiation heat loss.
This equipment is also insulated from its mounting attachments to prevent excessive heat
loss during solar eclipse. Temperature control is accomplished by thermostatically controlled
heaters. The solenoid/nozzle assemblies are clustered into four groups to increase their
effective thermal mass. A tradeoff study was performed evaluating two possible locations for
the nitrogen gas tanks. The locations are:
a. Gas tanks located on the outer edge of the solar array and connected directly to the
gas nozzles.
b. Gas tanks located inside the bus with a connecting tube from the tank across the
solar array to the nozzles.
The former location was considered for reasons of heat sterilization of the attitude control
gas system. The power requirement is shown in Figure 3-23 as a function of conductance
between the solar array and gas tank or gas line for both gas tank locations. The preferred
design relegated the gas tanks to the inside of the bus and incorporated insulated mounting for
the gas lines at the rear of the solar array.
3.4.8 Flexible Cabling. Thermal control of the flexible cables to the high-gain antenna and
to the Planetary Scan Platform is accomplished by means of thermostatically controlled
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electric heaters. The cables are wrapped
in superinsulation to minimize radiation
heat loss. They are also insulated from
their support structure.
3.4.9 Planetary Scan Platform (PSP).
Present knowledge regarding the science
instruments and design of the PSP is insuf-
ficient for thermal design purposes. How-
ever, the preferred approach is to employ
passive temperature control methods (i. e.,
coatings, superinsulation blankets, insulated
mountings, thermostatically controlled
heater, etc.). Should the individual science
instruments have markedly different allow-
able temperature ranges (such as is indi-
cated in the JPL EPD 250 report), each
instrument would then be thermally isolated
from all others even though they all might
be housed within a common structure.
Louvers would be used only if a significant
advantage could be demonstrated. The ac-
tuators and supporting boom for the PSP
are temperature controlled by means of
superinsulation and thermostatically oper-
ated electric heaters.
4.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND RESTRAINTS. Active temperature control of the
various electronic assemblies is accomplished with a louver Assembly mounted on the space
exposed side of the thermal control/shear ,panel. Each assembly consists of up to six louvers.
The louvers rotate 90 deg_'ees between a full open and closed position in response to a panel
temperature sensing device. Louver movement exposes more or less of the radiating
panel surface area to vary the surface heat rejection efficiency as a function of panel
temperature. The louver actuator assembly is of modular design that is interchangeable
on any thermal control shear panel on the flight Spacecraft.
4.1 Mechanical Design.
4.1.1 Louver Actuator Assembly. Two fluid filled bellows piston-type actuators drive the
louvers. Each of the actuators is sufficient to drive all of the louvers in that assembly so
that failure of one actuator can be tolerated with no loss in temperature control performance.
The bellows actuator is of two-phase fluid design which operates under limited vapor super-
heating. The control fluid is ethyl chloride, and its normal operating pressure ranges from
10.8 psia at 40 ° F to 20 psia at 70 ° F (saturation conditions). The fluid is contained in a
beryllium copper bellows that is silver soldered to the housing and to the piston inner stop.
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The actuator is a pressure compensateddesign such that the actuator motion is independent
of ambient pressure. This is accomplishedby a secondary bellows soldered to the reverse
side of the piston face. The spacebetweenthe housing and the bellows, andwithin the
secondary bellows is evacuatedto approximately 10microns Hg. All joints and bellows con-
nections are helium leak-checked during assembly andfollowing a minimum 30-day actuator
shelf storage. No O-rings, gaskets or other seals are employedto contain the fluid for
hermetic sealing of the bellows. Alternate methods of louver actuation have beeninvesti-
gated, and are shownin Tables 4-1 and4-2 taken from the task A report VB235FD101.
The two-phase fluid actuation is chosenon the basis of:
a. Excellent history of spaceflight and thermal vacuum test experience.
b. Superior structural integrity andmechanical life.
_. Maximum t_mpe,-ature sensitivity,respo.,me _ho_-_+_o+_,,o and _"-'_.......
repeatability.
The louver actuator assembly as installed on the thermal control/shear panel is shown in
Figures 4-1 and 4-2. Each louver (up to six per assembly) is suspended on the inboard face
by support adapters from either end, and modulates as the individual drive drum rotates.
This method of suspension minimizes louver heat leak, and maximizes the panel radiating
area for a given louver assembly envelope. The use of individual drive drums was specifical-
ly chosen to permit the remaining louvers
to operate in the face of a single failed TABLE 4-2. SUMMARY LOUVER
louver. The basic drive linkage is an ACTUATOR COMPARISONS
aluminum crosslink bar which runs the
TABLE 4-1. LOUVER AC*I_ATOR
COMPARISONS
Two-Phase Fluid Thixotropin Bl-metallic
Service
(at a given
temperature
change)
Stxuctural _-
fecte (launch
loads)
Louver Opera-
tion
Louver Closure
Ground Opera-
tion
Redundancy
Technique
Fail safe Ac-
commodate
Space Irradi-
ation
Development
Moderate force Unlimited force Small force at
range at laxge de- range at small de- small deflections
flections flections
Not serious Not serious
Gang operation
Tight closure seal
Pressure compen-
sated bellows func-
tionally independent
of ambient pressure
Twin actuators
Not difficult
May be a problem
Moderate: Test ex-
perience validates
fluid selection,
filling procedures,
sensor tube location
and bellows design
Gang operation
Tight closure seal
As is
Twin actuators
Not difficult
Probably none
Moderate: Bellows
and sensor tube de-
sign for motionand
good thermal con-
tact
Critical: Subject
to hysteresis and
Individual blade
operation
Closure sealing
difficult
AS is
Not possible (ad-
)scent blades as-
sume control)
Difficult ; limited
return spring
force capability
if at all
None
Mode rate : Trial /
error design,
structural de-
sign critical
Potential
Problem
Advan-
tages
Two-Phase Fluid
1. Space irradiation
effects
2. Filling procedure
critical
3. Superheat control
4, Mi crometeoroid
ptmcttLre/leakage
Moderate forces
available
GE-MSD past de-
sign/test data
Redundancy in-
corporation not
difficult
Fast response in
temperature
changes
Faflsale in closed
position easy to
accomplish
Tight blade
closure
Thixotropic
i. Pressure relief re-
quired for b2gh
temperature storage
2. Heat flow to sensor
low, response slow
3. Motions small,
mechanism design
complex
4. Filling procedures
critical, no gas en-
trapment
puncture/leakage
1. Little change of
hang up due to high
forces
Probably no irradi-
ation problem
Bi-metallic
1, Structural degra-
dation from vibra-
tion, temperature,
and cycling
2. Heat flow to sen-
sor may not be
predictable or re-
peatable
3. Fallsale difficult
to accommodate
Blade full close
heat leak may be
excessive
5. Temperature
response slow
I. Simple, compact
2, Built-in redim-
daney unless
many fall
3. Unaffected by
irradiation
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height of the panel traveling beneath the column of drive drums. It is joined to the drums by
twin beryllium copper tapes connected both for clockwise and counter-clockwise rotation.
Two actuators are used per assembly for redundancy purposes. The actuators are offset
from the crosslink by individual side links which are joined to the actuator piston end through
a spherical seated connector that permits a limited angular misalignment between the two.
A temperature calibration nut at the connector is provided for actuator temperature bias
control or temperature adjustment and in addition, to permit disassembly of the louver frame
assembly module without removing the bellows actuator from the thermal control/shear
panel.
Conventional bearings are not employed in order to avoid potential lubrication problems
under extreme vacuum-temperature conditions and long term wear effects. Self-lubricating
coatings are used for link sliding supports (to limit lateral or axial motion) since material
loss under long term vacuum exposure is not critical there. Flexure pivot bearings have
been selected for the louver mounts (at the undriven end) since they do not requirelubrication,
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donot produce static friction or have any significant hysterisis effect. Spiral coil springs,
integral with each drive drum, support eachlouver at the driven end.
The 90-degree flexure pivot, has a restraining ring overhang to prevent lateral deflection.
The spiral coil spring serves as a restraining force (acting against the actuator force) for
positioning the louver in a closed (counter-clockwise) position. The closed position, there-
fore, is maintained if the actuator fails.
All materials employedare non-magnetic. Supportbracketry is fiberglass with hard anodized
aluminum fittings. Linkages and lateral supports are anodizedaluminum. Theactuator housing
is non-magneticstainless steel, andthebellows material is beryllium copper. Louver material
consists of phenolichoneycomb,facedontheexternal andinternal surfaces with aluminum sheets.
4.1.2 Temperature Sensor (Actuator). Actuator temperature sensing is accomplished by a
sensor tube that is permanently joined to the thermal control/shear panel. Thermal energy
is conductively transmitted to the liquid-filled tube for rapid actuator reaction. The sensing
tube is aluminum bronze for compatibility with the ethyl chloride sensor fluid. It is per-
manently joined to the bellows actuator and bonded with a silver-filled epoxy adhesive, on the
exterior space-facing side of the panel. The bellows actuator and sensing tube are filled
initially with control fluid and once installed to the panel, require no further maintenance.
An alternative method of temperature sensing has been developed (flight proven on Nimbus)
that is less sensitive to meteoroid activity and also to space radiation since it experiences
greater space shielding. This system, known as the isothermal design, differs from the
preferred design in that the temperature sensor tube is completely removed. The bellows
actuator, unchanged, is now encapsulated by thermally conducted saddle blocks which in-
crease heat flow from the thermal control/shear panel. (Thermally conductive silver-filled
silicone grease coats all saddle block mating surfaces.) Since the isothermal design is in-
fluenced primarily by the average temperature of the shear panel, it is less responsive
where the electronic assemblies include isolated high-heat dissipators. It is for this reason
that the sensor tube is selected in the preferred design.
4.1.3 Blade Design. The louver blades operate in parallel fashion as shown in Figure 4-1.
Parallel opening has been selected since blade overlap and hence lower shutter radiant heat
leaks in the closed position can be effected. Actually, a 4% overlap between blades is pro-
vided. The louver blades consist of two 3-mil aluminum faces bonded to a one-quarter inch
thick phenolic honeycomb.
Louver test data from Nimbus and Advent programs as compared with that of Mariner,
Pegasus, and Pioneer, confirms that louver heat leak is not materially affected by super-
insulated blades. In fact, excessively thick superinsulation tends to degrade radiant energy
sealing. A non-superinsulated, low-conductive blade was selected to decrease edge losses.
It is emphasized that blade closure and the decrease of edge thermal leaks makes the liquid-
bellows actuator method the preferred choice to other non-liquid types of temperature actua-
tion. Since the force capability of liquid-bellows actuators is significantly greater, positive
blade closure springs can be employed to assure a tight blade closure.
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Blade edgesare openhoneycombcore. Metal-to-metal contact betweenblades in the closed
overlapped position and betweenouter andinner surfaces is avoided. The blade overlap is
achieved during flush closure by intermeshing undercut edgesbetweenadjacentblades. A
nominal clearance of 0.06 inch betweenedgesof adjacent blades is provided. (SeeFigure
4-2.) A tooth edgecontact is provided uponclosure to assure a tight radiation seal. The
seal is maintained since the overlapping edgecontinues to block any radiating view from the
interior to outer space. Special attention was directed to achieving a stiff blade and support
configuration so that even under adverse vibration and thermal cycles, a tight blade closure
can be maintained.
4.1.4 Actuator Redundancy. Redundant actuator-sensor tube subassemblies are provided
for each louver assembly to compensate for a principle failure mechanism of bellows fluid
leakage. Although leakage has not been experienced on the Nimbus A flight, micrometeroid
puncture, _-" _ ...................t,,uug,, remote, .... _ still h,_ ,_ns_,_or_d. The twin actuators on a given assembly
are operated in the following manner. The initial adjustment setting on each of the two
temperature calibration nuts (at the connector joining the cross link with the acutator piston
end} provides minor adjustment of individual actuation temperature and bias control. When
either bellows loses pressure, the remaining bellows assembly, operating in parallel, auto-
matically overcomes the small temperature-position bias and assumes operation for that
shear panel. Thus the electronic assemblies continue to operate under a virtually normal
mode of temperature control. Additional reliability benefits accrue by positioning each ac-
tuator and sensor tube some distance apart on the shear panel. Thus, the likelihood of ex-
posing both units to the same meteoroid shower is reduced.
4.15 SensorFluid Selection. The sensor fluid selected is ethyl chloride. This fluid exhibits
most of the desirable fluid properties including high surface tension, low heat of vaporization,
and reasonable material compatibility. While satisfactory irradiation resistance at low
levels (105 rad) has been reported, no information at higher levels has been documented.
Although data from Mariner tends'to discount a high Martian radiation field, breadboard
tests will be performed during Phase IB exposing ethyl chloride to radiation dosages of 107
rads, under suitable tube shielding. The sensor tube provides a minimum of 1 gm/cm 2
radiation shield for a 0. 049 inch wall thickness.
4.1.6 Meteoroid Protection. Long term sensor fluid containment is maintained by a her-
metically sealed design of the actuator sensor tube configuration as previously discussed.
The sensor tube wall thickness selected provides protection against meteoroid puncture,
while concurrently providing irradiation protection. A 3/16-in. OD aluminum bronze tube
18 inches long is employed. Obviously, final design data must be refined to reflect the
latest meteoroid shower activity levels encountered.
4.1.7 Louver Opening Mode. The design of the louver linkage is such that either parallel
or opposed type opening modes can be accommodated. The replacement of the main link
with a twin link is all that is required to effect the mode reversal. Thus, a certain degree
of design flexibility exists in the preferred mechanical linkage design. Parallel type blade
opening geometry is provided despite the fact that parallel opening blades have less in heat
rejection capability due to open blade blockage. Parallel blades are selected since they may
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be overlapped, and whenwell designed, experience a much lower heat leak in the fully closed
position (seeTask A Report, VB235AA101).
4.1.8 Failure Modes. Potential failure mechanisms of the louver actuator assembly have
been thoroughly investigated and discussed in Task A, Report VB235AA101. Principal failure
sources and design solutions are listed in Table 4-3. A major source of failure is loss of
fluid pressure due to internal mechanical failure or to micrometeoroid puncture. In the
event of such a failure, a louver fail safe close condition is more acceptable than the fail
open condition (see Section 3.3.14). To accomplish this fail safe close condition, individual
spiral coil springs are provided in each louver for holding the louver closed. This spring
force continuously acts against actuator opening forces and automatically maintains the
louvers closed when both actuators depressurize.
Another incident when louver closure may occur is when local drive tapes fail. However,
in this instance only those louvers on which tapes have failed would close. The remaining
louvers would continue to function normally and in fact their opening would escalate to aid
in heat rejection from the complete electronic assembly.
TABLE 4-3. POTENTIAL FAILURE
MECHANISMS AND DESIGN SOLUTIONS
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4.2 Heater Controllers.
4.2.1 Thermoswitch Characteristics. The
on-off control of all heaters (both normal
and contingency type) is accomplished by a
controller composed of a number of bimetal-
lic thermoswitches. Klixson type M25 bi-
metallic thermoswitches (product of Texas
Instrument Company, Metals and Controls
Division) are preferred because of their
flight performance on classified GE pro-
grams. Guaranteed switch performance
tolerances are as follows: set point ±2°F.
differential 5 °F maximum and drift +2 °F.
The normal installation of the heater con-
trollers involves a group of three thermo-
switches wired for redundant protection.
Two control thermoswitches are wired in
parallel and one override switch is wired
in series. If failure occurs with one of the
control switches in the open position, the
other parallel switch assumes heater con-
trol. If failure of either of the control
switches occurs in the closed position, the
override switch (set at 20 °F above the con-
trol setting) opens at the resulting high
temperatures, thereby conserving heater
power and otherwise protecting the
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equipment from excessive overheating. The one failure condition that could cause complete
loss of control would be a failure in the open position of the series connected override thermo-
switch. This is unlikely since the switch is in the closed position under normal operation.
4.2.2 EMI Control. EMI control of the thermoswitches for generated or conducted noise is
obtained by using a potted module (wired to within four inches of the switch) consisting of a
capacitor, a resistor and a diode in parallel.
5.0 RELIABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
5.1 Thermoswitch Operation. The Klixon thermoswitches used to control the heaters on a
GE classified satellite program has a failure rate of 0.00001 per 500 cycles based on both
calculated and operational experience. Acceptance testing of the thermoswitches (involving
ctuuU_ _u0u _vvl_ch_o! have _hv,,n no _,_j,_ct._n_.
5.2 Contingency Heaters. Four monopropellant, two helium, and the freon/nitrogen tanks
each have a 5-watt thermostatically controlled heater for contingency purposes.
5.3 Louver Actuators. Dual actuators are employed on each shutter assembly to ensure
operation in case of pressure loss in one of the actuators. Should both actuators fail (on any
given assembly mounting panel) individual return springs will close the louvers. Should this
occur in the worst steady-state case (Mars orbit), a failed closed shutter assembly will
cause an average temperature rise of 5 °F on the heat rejection surface of the highest dis-
sipating bay (the radio subsystem).
5.4 Coating Degradation. A rise in the value of solar absorptivity on the bus section heat
rejection surfaces due to nuclear radiation exposure would cause increased electronic assem-
bly temperatures on the bays exposed to the sun during midcourse or retro maneuvers.
However, this is not considered to be serious due to the stability of the Alzac coating.
5.5 Computed Reliability. The computed reliability of the temperature control subsystem
for the various mission phases is presented in Table 5-1. The reliability analysis that fol-
lows is based on the premise that all louver assemblies and heaters must work properly to
ensure mission success. However, if one assembly fails, the heat from that bay could be
dissipated to space via its two adjacent bays. Using the reliability of one louver assembly
as 0. 99926 will raise the temperature control subsystem reliability to 0. 999996. It should
also be noted that failure of an individual thermoswitch or heater will often result in a de-
gradation of some mission function rather than a complete mission failure. Thus, the over-
all subysstem reliability computations that follow are believed to be conservative.
For these reliability estimates generic component failure rates were taken from a report
entitled "Reliability (The Physics of Failure)" by D.R. Earles and M.F. Eddins, published
in the "Proceedings of the Ninth National Symposium on Reliability and Quality Control."
These failure rates were updated in 1963. To bring these in line with current state-of-the-
art a K factor was used. This factor is defined on page 24 of GE Reliability Manual TRA
873-74. The failure mode effects analysis used in analyzing the louver assembly subsystem
is presented in Table 5-2. Mathematical models of individual louver assembly and adjacent
bay louver assembly arrangement are shown in Figures 5-1 and 5-2, respectively.
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TABLE 5-1. COMPUTEDRELIABILITY
OF TEMPERATURE CONTROLSYSTEM
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Figure 5-1. Typical Louver Assembly
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Figure 5-2. Typical System Arrangement
6.0 THERMAL DESIGN.
6.1 Louver Control. The operating tem-
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the openposition. The secondaryactuators operate in essentially the same temperature
range, but are biased by about 2°F.
6.2 Operating Temperature. The thermal control system maintains normal average opera-
ting temperatures for all equipment bays and propellant tankage between +45 and +90 °F.
However, these temperatures may be somewhat exceeded in the equipment bays during the
transient phases of the mission, e.g., maneuvers, retrofire, ascent, and parking orbit.
In no case, however, is the maximum temperature rise greater than 36 °F. This tempera-
ture rise occurs for the bay of highest heat dissipation (bay 12) during the retrofire mission
phase. These temperatures are not detrimental to subassembly performance.
6.3 Thermal Coatings. The internal and external surfaces of the louver blades are coated
by means of an electron beam vacuum deposition technique with a low absorptance, low
emittance coating of aluminum oxide. The process was initially u_w,up_u_ by Dr. Hass _-_
Fort Belvoir, Va. and is now operational at GE-MSD. The effective solar absorptance and
hemispherical emittance of this coating is 0.12. The radiator plate situated adjacent to the
shutter assembly is provided with an alzac coating to yield a solar absorptance of 0.16 and a
hemispherical emittance of 0.74. A prime characteristic of this surface coating is that it
holds up well under the degradation effects of ionizing radiation.
6.4 Equipment Packaging. One of the prime requirements for the equipment packaging de-
sign is to provide a high level of heat sinking of the equipment modules to a heat rejection
radiator plate. The thermal control/shear panel serves as the radiator plate and is situated
directly adjacent to the louver assembly. Integrally mounted to the radiator are the equipment
subassembly packages. The packages are bolted to the radiator plate at locations two inches
apart in order to obtain the maximum degree of thermal contact conductance without the use of
thermal grease or special shim materials at the contact points. Temperature gradients to
15 °F maximum are anticipated for the equipment modules. One aspect affecting the radiated
power from an equipment bay is the fin radiation effectiveness. Figure 6-1 provides an indi-
cation of the typical fin efficiencies achievable as a function of radiator thickness. A radiator
fin thickness of 0. 065 inch (except for TWT radio bay 12) is assumed for this study.
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Figure 6-1.
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6.5 Heater Power Requirements. A total
required to maintain operating tempera-
tures on all equipments. Provision of an
additional 25 watts for eontingeney heating
is also required for the monopropellant
tankage, the cold-gas tankage, and certain
valves and pipe lines within the vehicle.
Electrical heating will be thermostatically
controlled.
6.6 Superinsulation. The superinsulation
blanket covering the lateral surface of the
bus consists of a one-mil layer of non-
magnetic stainless steel foil on the outside
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and40 layers of aluminizedmylar in anoverall thickness of0.4 inch. Theouter layer is paintedwith
D4Daluminum paint to produceanc_s/¢ ratio _ 1.0. The emittance of this paint is approximately
equal to 0.3. A requirement for an_s/¢ ratio <_1.0assures that the external surface
temperature does not exceed+240°F under direct solar illumination. The superinsulation
blanket at the capsule interface consists of 25 layers of aluminized mylar in a total thickness
dimension of 0.25 inch. Insulation at the base of the Spacecraft behind the retro nozzle and
the midcourse engines consists of a somewhatdifferent composite to withstand the high
transient heating which takes place from the plume and the hot nozzle during engine retro-
fire. This insulation consists of three pairs of nonmagneticone-rail stainless steel foil
and 0.1-inch Johns Manville micro-quartz felt. Twenty-five layers of aluminized mylar
follow this for a total insulation thickness of 0.5 inch. The insulation blanket is extended
over part of the retro engine case in the vicinity of the enginethroat to protect the internal
componentsof the vehicle during engine retrofire. Thermal insulation lot the lateral sur-
face of the bus, as well as for the surface at the base of the bus is mountedon the outside of
the Spacecraft, external to the meteoroid barrier. The general method of attachment for
the superinsulation at the lateral surface of the bus is illustrated in Figure 6-2. The alumi-
nized mylar blanket is attachedto the structure by means of Velcro strips. The nonmagnetic,
low thermal conductive stainless steel thread is attachedto the Velco tape andnot directly
to the Spacecraft structure. The illustration also showsthe superinsulation at the baseof
the Spacecraft.
6.7 Louver Assembly Characteristics. Tentative equipment bay allocations have been
made (see Figure 3-5). These show that two sizes of louver assemblies are required, the
basic six-louver model {full size) and the smaller four-louver model. The six-louver
model, has a geometric 4.1-square foot mounting radiation area, weighs 4.365 pounds total
including redundant actuators and sensor tubes. Each blade measures 4-1/2 x 17 inches.
The four-louver model, has a geometric 2.75-square foot mounting radiation area and weighs
3.465 pounds. Blade measurements are the same.
Louver Actuator Characteristics are:
Control Fluid
Piston Face Area
Maximum Piston Travel
Actuator Spring Constant
Fluid Pressure Change
Return Spring Force
Fluid Pressure
Ethyl Chloride
1.22 square inch.
0.44 inch
25.8 pound/inch
0.31 psi/°F
0.5 pound each louver
10.8 psia at 40 °F
20 psia at 70°F
65 psia at 140 °F
7.0 TELEMETRY CHARACTERISTICS OF TEMPERATURE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM. The
number, location, range and priority of the temperature sensors and louver position indi-
cators are shown in the Thermal Balance Drawing (Figure 3-5).
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Figure 6-2. Typical Superinsulation Configuration
7.1 Temperature Sensor. The transducers for temperature measurement are resistance
thermometers. The resistive material is pure, annealed strain-free platinum wire mounted
upon an insulating base. Resistance thermometers have been chosen for temperature meas-
urement over thermistors, thermocouples or semiconductors because of relatively high-
level output, linearity and applicability to a wide range of temperatures. In several instances
where a thermistor may be capable of excellent performance and might ordinarily be em-
ployed, resistance thermometers were still used to maintain the pattern of temperature
measurement and its conversion to a telemetry signal, as has been arranged for most of the
temperature sensors. Platinum has been selected for use over carbon, tungsten or nickel
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becauseof the resistance of platinum to corrosion, its adequatetemperature coefficient of
resistance and its well-known, reproducible temperature-resistance characteristic.
Each temperature sensor is placed in a simple circuit containing, in general, a resistor in
parallel. The resistor and sensor resistance values are chosensuch that the combination
provides a net resistance which will vary from 500to 600 ohms as the temperature varies
from the cold end to the hot end of its range. The linearity and temperature sensitivity of
the net resistance is negligibly altered from that of the sensor alone if the sensor resistance
and its parallel connectedresistance are chosenappropriately. A precision one-milliampere
current provided by the data encoder converts this resistance to a voltage ranging from 0.50
to 0.60V dc. This one current supply is the only one to be usedfor all temperature meas-
urements and its current is switched from one sensor to another in the data sampling
sequence.
The sensitivity of the measurementmay be estimated by considering a temperature band
from -100 to +100°F. This 200°F range is spread over a voltage range of 100mv resulting
in a sensitivity of 2°F/mv. If the smallest voltage changediscernible by the encoder is
0.8 mv, then the smallest discernible temperature changeis 1.5 °F.
The sensor may assumevarious shapes, the shapeof any onedependinguponthe place
in which it is to be located. Frequently it is used as a flat piece mountedupona thin sheet
of metal. This fiat shapemakes it convenientto mount the sensor to the side of a sub-
assembly. The sensors are mountedby meansof a silver-filled epoxy cement to ensure
goodthermal contact.
7.2 Louver Position Indicator. The position of the temperature control louvers (from 0 to
90 degrees) will be measured by a variable reluctance type of linear position transducer,
or linear differential transformer. Installed on each louver actuator assembly, the trans-
former is connected to the main drive link of the actuator so that there is correspondingly
a one-to-one motion of the transducer shaft with the main link. The linear differential
transformer contains a movable mass of magnetically permeable material which magneti-
cally links the primary and secondary windings. As the transducer shaft and permeable
material move, the induced voltage in the secondary windings is proportional to the distance
moved.
An alternate method is the potentiometer type of transducer, but this has been rejected on
the basis of potential long-term reliability problems, greater friction requirement and
vacuum contact welding problems.
The linear differential transformer sustains very little friction or wear and, thus, can
realize an operating life significantly greater than the potentiometer design. Sensitivity is
also very high, so that motions of thousandths of an inch are detectable. Because the
smallest resolvable movement is infinitely small, the resolution of the whole measurement
is equal to that resolution provided by the data encoder. If this is 1% for a total movement
to be monitored of approximately one-half inch, the smallest resolvable motion is 0.005
inch which corresponds to a louver angular movement of 0.9 degree.
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SPACECRAFT STRUCTURE
1.0 SCOPE. The purpose of this document is to describe the preliminary design of the
structural subsystem of the VOYAGER spacecraft and to present the rationale for the chosen
system.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
2.1 Specifications
JPL-VOYAGER Environmental Predictions Document - with Errata
VC220SR101 - Design Characteristics and Restraints
VC220FD113 - Layout and Configuration
VC220FD105 - Launch Vehicle Interface
VC220FD106 - Capsule Interface
VB235FD102 - VOYAGER Structure, Phase IA, Task A
NASA-MSFC - TN - P&VE62-6 (Conf.)
Saturn V Launch Vehicle Design Data
2.2 Publications
a. Military
MIL-HDBK- 5
MIL - HDBK - 23
MIL - HDBK - 17
Metallic Materials and Elements for Flight and Vehicular
Structures, August, 1962; including change notices to
1 May 1964.
(All parts) - Composite Construction for Flight Vehicles -
October, 1962.
Plastics for Flight Vehicles.
b. General Electric Company
MASS -A Digital Computer Program for Static and Dynamic Analysis of General
Structures - R64FPD93
Handbook of Launch Vehicles
Structures Manual
Structural Material Data Handbook
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 System Requirements
3.1.1 Functions. The spacecraft structural design must:
a. Incorporate all of the other subsystems into the Spacecraft by providing necessary
structure at the desired locations
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b. Act as an integral part of the environmental control system
c. Transfer flight capsule loads to the launch vehicle shroud
d. Provide separation systems for the Planetary Vehicle from LaunchVehicle separa-
tion, and for the Flight Capsule emergency separation.
The structural design shall perform the abovefunctions throughout the entire life of the
Flight Spacecraft as required by the specific configuration without inducing structural
failures or excessive deflections. The structure shall therefore possess sufficient strength
to withstand all load environments, both static anddynamic, without a catastrophic failure,
and shall possess sufficient rigidity to prevent deflections which will degrade performance of
subsystem components. Deflections shall be considered excessive ff they result in signifi-
cant unintentional contactbetweenvarious spacecraft components,excursions which exceed
the limitations of the specified dynamic envelope,or misalignment of structure andcom-
ponents such as to affect pointing accuracy.
3.1.2 Design Guidelines. There are certain overall requirements that exert influence on
the vehicle structural design, among which are:
a. Magnetic cleanliness which affects choice of material and methods of manu-
facturing
b. Desire for long launch window durations which requires minimization of
Planetary Vehicle weight and elimination of nonuseful structural weight
c. Utilization of existing hardware which establishes the mechanical interface
between the hardware component and the structure
d. Requirement to provide an emergency separation joint
e. Requirement for a velocity increment between the two Planetary Vehicles
which affects the separation joint design
f. Reliability goals which require the number of critical series events of the
separation systems and associated structural load paths be held to a minimum
g. Contribution to subsequent missions which require that the spacecraft structure
be adaptable to the growth of other systems and subsystems of the Planetary
Vehicle
h. Desire for usage of existing state-of-the-art methods which affect the type of
structural construction and method of manufacture.
3.2 Summary. The Planetary Vehicle basic geometry and interface drawings are presented
in Figure 3-0 and VC220FD105 and VC220FD106. An isometric sketch of the orbital con-
figuration is presented in Figure 3-1. An exploded view showing the structural subassem-
blies for manufacturing purposes is presented in Figure 3-2. The spacecraft structure
consists of the bus upper module, the bus lower module, the environmental shield, and the
Planetary Vehicle adapter. A more detailed structural arrangement drawing of the Space-
craft Bus is presented in Figure 3-3.
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Figure 3-1. Spacecraft Bus Orbital Configuration
The bus upper module includes all structure (except the environmental shield) between
Stations 49.25 and 101.25. This consists of the interfacing ring, the equipment support
structure, and the retroengine support cone, and is presented as Figure 3-4.
The bus lower module includes all structure between stations 0 and 49.25 except for the
environmental shield. It consists of the Midcourse/Orbit Adjust (MC/OA) submodule, the solar
array submodule, and the Planetary Vehicle support truss, which are shown in detail in Figure 3-5.
The environmental shield consists of a combined thermal insulation/meteoroid bumper
structure extending over most of the Spacecraft Bus surface area. Details of the meteoroid
shielding design are presented in Section 3.3.3.
The Planetary Vehicle adapter consists of a ring structure between the Planetary Vehicle
separation plane at Station 0 and the Launch Vehicle shroud, and is shown on the bus lower
module drawing, Figure 3-5.
A summary table describing the major structural elements is presented as Table 3-1.
3.3 Spacecraft Bus Structure. The primary structure for axial and bending loads is an
equally spaced, ]6-stringer system on a 120-inch diameter shell from the Flight Capsule
interface to Station 49.25. At this station, the primary loads are transferred to 16 joining
truss members which extend out and down on a 36.8-degree angle in radial planes to the
Planetary Vehicle adapter at 247.4 inches diameter.
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TABLE 3-1. MAJOR STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS
Functional Description
Number and Name MateriaJ
4.2 Bus upper module
4.2.1 Flight capsule inter-
fac_, and _aepar ation
joint. Forward interface
ring
4.2.2 Equipment support
structural equipment
Support rings (2)
Thermal panel akin
Beaded skin
Longeron caps
Longeron webs
4.2.3 Main retro engine
support structure
Module interface
ring-aft
Forward engine mount-
ing ring
Thrust cone truss
Thrust oone truss
fittings
Aft engine mounting
ring
Aft engine support
truss
Aft truss fittings
4.3 BuS lower module
4.3.1 MC_ OA sub module
ring frame
Beaded skin
Longerons
Stringers
Tar_ support structure-
truss
4.3.2 Solar array submodule
Ouh,r ring
Inner ring
Radial beams
4.3.3 M_dn support truss
Truss fittings
4.4 Meteoroid shield
4.5 Plar_etary Vehicle adapter
Aluminum 7075-T6
Aluminum 7075-T6
Magnesium HM21A-
T_
Aluminum 2024- T4
Magnesium ZK60A
T5
M:Lgnesium AZ31A-
H24
Aluminum 7075-T6
Aluminum 7075-T6
Aluminum 2024-T81
Aluminum 7075 T6
Aluminum 7075-T6
Aluminum 2024-T81
iAluminum 7075-T6
Aluminum 7075-T6
i
Aluminum 2024-T4
Aluminum 7075-T6
Aluminum 7075-T6
Aluminum 2024÷'I'H l
Aluminum 7075-T6
Aluminum 7075-T6
Aluminum 7075-]'6
Aluminum 2024-T81
Aluminum 7075-T6
Aluminum 7075-T6
Weight
(lbs)
9.3
26.8
4.1.5
83.0
34.6
19.8
38.9
12.6
45.6
3.2
6.3
12.2
32.2
105. O
21.0
50.4
NOTE:
Probable Method Critical Load Maxgqn
Physical Geometry of Manu/acture Condition (See N,)te) Mode of Failure of Safety
2x2x0. 064 angle
Channel section
l. 5x4x0.05
0. 065 in. skin
0. 032 in. skin
Channel section
(basic shape)
t 0.06 in.
0.04 in. skin
I-section
4.5x2.0x. 125
2.Sxl.375xO. 156 in.
Channel
Tubing-2 in. ID
0. 036-0. 0830 wall
Z-Section 2x0.75
x0.063
Tubing _ in. OD
0.028 wall
20.0 Buck-to-back
channels t=0.O60 in.
117.0 I 0.032 in. skin
4.2 ! Z-section Ix0.625
xn. o5
I
1.4 I Bent-up angle
0.75x0.50x0.032
3.4 i Tubing-various sizvs
15.6 1.25xl.25x0.094 Z
1.75x0.75x0.078
2-2.0x0.075xO.051
chan_la
Tubingtapered
Siiffenodchannel
(basic ahaps)
Machined-forging
Machined-plate
Extrusion
Machined-plate
Machined- forgthg
Machined-forging
Machined -tube
Machined-plate
MacMnod -fo rgthgs
Tubing
Math in,_l -plate
Machined-forgtega
Extrusion
lh.nt-up sheet
Fulling
Extrusion
Machined-forging
Sheet (bent-up)
Welded tube
Machined-plate
Machine, d-forging
Combined _xial and lateral
Torsional
Torsional
Torsional
Combined axial and lateral
Combinc_ axial and lateral
Combined axial and lateral
Combined axial and lateral
Combined axial and lateral
Combined axial and lateral
Combined axial and lateral
Combined a_ial and lateral
Torsional
Comhinvd axial and lateral
Combined axial and lateral*
Combined axial and lateral*
Combined axial and lateral
Combined axial and lateral
Combined axial and lateral
Combined axial and lateral
Combined axial and lateral
Combined axial and latevaJ condition applies to SIC stage burnout unless designated by *.
When so indicatL_l the critical condition is combined axial and lateral loads at
launcher release.
Compression
C rippling
Shear
Shear buckling
Crippling
Crippling
Crippling
Crippling
Column buckling
Crippling
C rippling
i Compression
Shear buckling
Crippling
Crippling
Column buckling
Tension
Tension
Tension
Column buckling
Tension
Compression
High
+ . 42
ltigh
* .83
+ . 055
+ . 30
+ .15
+ . 02
+0.09
+0.23
85
+ 0.86
+ 36
÷0. 02
+0.37
+0 I1
+0, 5]
+ . 33
+ .24
+ .15
+0. 065
+0.18
Shear loads are transferred by means of the structural access panels and thermal radiating
panels in the upper module. In the lower module, the shear is carried through a fixed skin
on the 120-inch diameter and through the solar array panels out to the 240-inch diameter.
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The usage of the solar array panels for carrying shear provides for a potentially lighter and
stiffer vehicle, but does complicate the interface with the power supply subsystem andwill
possibly require someground handling panels to be installed whenthe Spacecraft is handled
in its total configurations.
The primary axial loads are then introduced to the Planetary Vehicle adapter at 16points
around the periphery of the 240-inch diameter. This concentration of load creates a problem
with a criteria for uniformity of load introduction into the shroud since the diffusion struc-
ture necessary to spread this load out would becomesignificant. Consequently,in the interests
of weight savings to the entire SpaceVehicle (effected by minimizing length), the adapter is
considered to be a very short section which immediately transfers the primary load from the
Spacecraft to the shroud. During the preliminary definition phase, the launch shroud design
will be examined for compatibility with the load.
The abovediscussion on the criteria of load distribution at the interface also applies to the
Spacecraft/Capsule emergency separation joint andthe sameconclusions were reached;
namely, that the developmentof a minimum length Spacecraft is more significant than the
method of load introduction into the as-yet-undesigned adjacent systems. The majority of
the configurations developedare amenableto uniformity of load introduction into the booster
shroud, but the 16bay equipment module is more suited to a 16point attachment interface at
the Flight Capsule interface.
During powered flight on the booster, all componentsof the Spacecraft will be subjectedto
high levels of structurally and acoustically induced randomvibration in addition to low
frequency sinusoidal transients. High level transients accelerations will also be introduced
due to firing of pyrotechnics at separation from the booster. Noparticularly difficult
problems are anticipated due to these environments. However, special attention must be
given to the solar array since cells near the outer diameter are in close proximity to the
separation joint andthe vibration transmission path from the shroud is short. It is antici-
pated that the results of shock testing currently in process on another GE-MSD spacecraft
will verify the ability of the solar array to withstand pyrotechnic initiated shockswithout
degradation.
o. 1 Bus TT.... M,_,,lo
3.3.1.1 Forward Interface Ring. The Flight Capsule/Bus mechanical interface consists of
two mating interface rings with faying surfaces in station plane 101.25, 16 equally spaced
3/8-inch tension bolts on a 120-inch diameter, and intermittent shear pins as required; this
is shown on Figure 3-4. This field joint serves as the emergency separation joint and for
this purpose a pneumatically operated separation nut system is used to make the joint.
(Refer to Section 4.7.2 for discussion of the separation.) Bath tub fittings transfer the
tension loads through the interface at the bolt locations.
3.3.1.2 Equipment Support Structure
3.3.1.2.1 Design Description. The primary function of the equipment support structure is to
provide housing and support for the electronic equipment required during interplanetary
11
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flight and Martian orbit. Additional functions include Flight Capsuleload transfer, thermal
control, and environmental protection for the propulsion system and electronic equipment.
The configuration, as shownin Figure 3-4, is basically a semimonocoquecylinder 122.3
inches in diameter with the equipment bays requiring 28 inches of its 52-inch length. Pri-
mary loads are carried by 16equally spacedstringers which are increased in depth as they
pass betweenthe equipmentbays to serve as mounting structure for the equipment tray
fittings andthermal radiator plates. The stringers are attachedto the interface rings with
bath-tub fittings. Equipmentbay support rings located at Stations 58.25 and 86.25 serve as
load transfer members, stabilizing rings, and access panel mounting frames. Structural
access panels are provided aboveand below the equipment bays in the circular portion of
the structure and extendfrom the equipment support rings to the Flight Capsule interface
ring and the bus lower module interface ring. The electronic equipment is located in 15 of
the 16 structurally integrated bays with the equipment internally mountedon the stringers.
The thermal radiating panel is used for the primary shear structure through the equipment
bays. Panel stabilization is obtained by the attached electronic module trays. A complete
description of the electronic assembly structural details is given in VC235FD106,and the
alternate approachesconsidered are presented below.
3.3.1.2.2 Alternate Design Approaches Studied. As was the case with the Task A effort,
the studies performed to obtain the optimum bus equipment module structural arrangement
revolved about integration of the electronics mounting structure into the Flight Spacecraft's
load paths. Because of the wider variety of load paths studied in conjunction with the
propulsion system trade-off studies, the equipment bay studies were also carried out on
a broader basis.
Basing the designs on a modularized packaging approach constrained the studies to utiliza-
tion of an optimum proportioned Level II mounting tray as primary structure. Three
design approaches are selected for discussion. They encompass the complete range from a
nonintegrated bolt-on black-box arrangement to full utilization of the Level II subassemblies
as shear, axial load and normal bending structure. The former was of interest since fully
structural integrated equipment bays pose the problems of connector locations, harnessing
ring configuration, Level II subassembly dimensions, and more complicated assembly and
removal procedures.
System reliability was the overriding selection criteria. In comparing the designs, the
structural weight savings available were measured against thermal control, packaging
flexibility and modularity, system harnessing, manufacturing, and assembly considerations.
The preferred concept chosen was, as in Task A, that which uses the thermal panel,
stabilized by the Level II subassemblies, as the shear structure through the bus equipment
module. As discussed in the following paragraphs under the selection rationale, structural
weight savings are obtained with an enhanced thermal design and no compromise of the
electrical design.
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3.3.1.2.2.1 Nonintegrated Component
Module Approach (Fig-
ure 3-6. )
a. Advantages. The ring harness
and system connectors are
easily accessible through a non-
structural cover. Level HI assem-
bly is easily removable since all
attachments are exposed. The
sheet metal assembly housing is
easily manufactured by sheet
metal fabrication methods to be
compatible with the cylindrical
primary structure. The full
interior volume of the E/M is
available for propulsion unit
packaging.
b. Disadvantages. Additional shear
structure is required if the
thermal panel is not used.
Interior thermal radiation view
area and conductive path efficiency is reduced. Additional meteoroid protection
required for exterior harness cable.
Selection Rationale. This design was most strongly considered in configurations
which required a 120-inch diameter for propulsion packaging. It was not chosen
for the prefcrred concept because of the structural weight increase and the less
efficient thermal design. Various alternate shear path approaches were considered
in order to keep the structural weight penalty to a minimum. These were: (i) an
additional shear panel behind the equipment bay - weight = 30 Ib; (2) a diagonal truss
member eliminating thermal radiation blockage - weight = 40 Ib; (3) notching of the
Level II trays for shear stability - rejected because of severe manufacturing
tolerance requirements; (4) use of ....m_ _'-_ _..+._.. tn_.... plate as shear structure -
rejected because the existing panel was inadequate and stabilization could not be
accomplished consistent with the existing connector design; and (5) use of present
thermal panel as part of a discontinuous shear path - rejected because of the bending
flexibilitie s involved.
3.3.1.2.2.2 Use of Level II Subassemblies for Axial Load Transfer (Figure 3-7. )
a. Advantages. Level H trays of minimum manufacturing gage (0.040) complete a
distributed load path from Capsule to shroud. This allows the use of honeycomb
or corrugated shell structure above and below, and saves the weight of longerons
to transmit concentrated loads through the equipment bay. The trays are
favorably oriented for longitudinal and transverse loading. The thermal panel
13
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Figure 3-7. Level II Subassemblies for
Axial Load Transfer
b.
provides the shear transfer struc-
ture for lateral and torsional
loading. Design affords excellent
conductive paths through struc-
tural continuity and tight joints.
Disadvantages. All assemblies
cannot be removed in a lg
field without additional bracing.
Upper and lower attachment ring
must provide all bending cap-
ability for longitudinal, torsional,
and lateral loading. In order to
provide clearance for the system
connectors on the top and bottom,
maintaining the same pin con-
nector locations, the equipment
bay must be longer and deeper.
Installation requires matched
drilling, compromising
modularity.
C. Selection Rationale. This concept offers the maximum structural efficiency, but
at a penalty in modularity, accessibility and system reliability. In order to connect
to a ring harness, a pigtail connection would be required. Because of the cabling
efficiency with horizontally oriented subassembly trays, this and other vertically
oriented tray concepts were rejected.
rLONGERON
.._ P
,/ LI, D/ ',_ LONGERON
I_,_._ _ /(PRIMARY AXIAL
AI'_ I _ / LOAD STRUCTURE)
LOUVER_-_P'/ UPPER
AREAS ACCESS" IlL ,_\ _ /ELECTRICAL
PANEL _CONNECTION
L_ _THERMAL PANEL
ATTACH TO (CARRIES SHEAR)
LONGERON
Figure 3-8. Level II Subassemblies to
Stabilize Thermal Panel, Allowing
Panel to Act as Shear Path
3.3.1.2.2.3 Use of Level II Subassem-
blies to Stabilize Thermal
Panel, Allowing Panel to Act
as the Shear Path (Fig-
ure 3-8. )
a. Advantages. For no significant
weight penalty, the Level HI as-
semblies provide the torsional
and lateral shear paths through the
bus equipment module. The
structural attachments neces-
sary, raise the reliability of the
entire thermal control system,
since thermal peaks are re-
duced by the direct tie of all
radiators into the basic
structure.
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b. Disadvantages. Accessibility to system connectors and Level III assembly removal
is more involved.
Co Selection Rationale. This concept was chosen because of the following attributes.
This arrangement forms optimum thermal conductive paths through the requirement
of direct structural attachment from bay to bay through the longerons and to the
thermal radiating plate. That portion of the Spacecraft shear path is obtained only
at the cost of a closer bolt spacing at the periphery of the thermal panel, resulting
in a 30 lb. weight savings. Full use of the minimum gage Level II assemblies is
made to form an exceedingly rigid E/M. The resulting Level III assembly is fully
compatible with preferred connector pin arrangements, a ring harnessing concept,
and packaging modularity requirements.
3.3.1.3 Retroengine Support Structure. The primary function of the main retroengine sup-
port structure is to provide a structural interface ..............whiah wil! _llow _IA _ll_tLluu'_*_"...... of the
main retroengine and provide support during assembly, test, and flight. Secondary functions
include support of the wiring harness, and acting as an environmental shield for the equip-
ment and propulsion system.
The main retropropulsion engine is supported longitudinally and laterally at the fore end by a
thrust cone/truss structure and laterally by truss members at the aft engine skirt.
The thrust cone/truss structure is a sheet stringer cone which attaches to the engine case
forward interface at 64 places. The loads are fed into 16 truss members which attach to the
upper/lower module interface ring at Station 49.25. The thrust cone structure uses a ring
to react the kick loads and ensure the engine case a uniformly distributed load.
The eight truss members at the aft skirt, Station 19.25, transfer the load tangentially to the
engine case. This is accomplished through the use of an interface ring to react the radial
component of the load. The members are attached using spherical ball rod end fittings which
allow for misalignment at installation and engine case expansion at firing. Four possible
support configurations were investigated: forward mount, aft mount, inverted cone, and
upright cone. The forward mounted main support was chosen to increase the allowable A/C
and MC/OA tankage volumes, allow the use of modular subsystems, and to increase
accessibility. The upright cone (apex forward) was chosen because it allowed a more direct
,_, _,_, aixl mus provided a stiffer mount.
3.3.2 Bus Lower Module. The bus lower module is basically a 120-inch diameter semi-
monocoque ring-stiffened aluminum shell extending from Station 1.25 to 49.25. It joins
together by means of a frame-stringer splice, at Station 19.25, the two submodules which
make up _he bus lower module. These two submodules are the MC/OA module andthe solar
array module. Also connected to the lower bus module is a system of 16 equally spaced
tubular members extending radially outward and downward at an angle of 36.8 degrees from
Station 49.25. These tubes, together with the basic shell and the solar array structure,
form a truss-like support structure for transmitting Planetary Vehicle inertial loads to the
booster shroud during powered flight.
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3.3.2.1 Midcourse/Orbit Adjust Module. The MC/OA module houses and supports as a com-
plete unit four monopropellant tanks with four attached engines, two 19-3/4-inch diameter
helium pressurization spheres, and all associated plumbing and hardware. Primary struc-
trual members of the shell (extending from Station 49.25 to 19.25) are 16 equally spaced
extruded aluminum stringers, aluminum skin, two extruded aluminum stretch-formed end
frames, and one intermediate frame of the same type. The ring frames provide column
stability for the stringers and also provide the redistribution structure necessary for trans-
mitting locally applied radial loads into the overall structural shell. Overall axial, moment
and shear loads are carried by the skin and stringers.
Support for the monopropellant tanks within the cylindrical shell is provided by a system of
three tubular aluminum bipods per tank. The apex of the bipods attach to trunnion fittings at
the tank walls where all loads are introduced tangentially. Tank inertial forces and engine
forces are taken from the trunnion fittings by the bipod tubes and are dumped into the shell
where radial and lateral loads are taken by frames and longitudinal loads by stringers.
Tubular aluminum tripods at each of the monopropellant tanks and attached to the bottom
domes are used as the means of support for the MC/OA engines. The helimum pressuriza-
tion spheres are attached to the shell structure in a manner similar to that of the mono-
propellant tanks.
3.3.2.2 Solar Array Module. The solar array submodule extends from Station 19.25 to
1.25 and provides the primary means of attachment for the solar array. Basic structure of
this module is similar to that of the MC/OA structure thus providing structural continuity
throughout the entire lower bus structure. Extruded aluminum closing frames are attached
at either end of the 18-inch skirt and provide the termination structure for the 16 equally
spaced extruded aluminum stringers of the skirt. Attached to the 16 stringers of the shell
are 16 built up aluminum solar array ribs that extend radially from the shell to the adapter
at the booster shroud. The solar array honeycomb panels attach to the bottom chords of
these ribs and in addition to carrying the solar cells act as the primary structure for trans-
ferring all Planetary Vehicle inertial torsional shears to the booster shroud during powered
flight. The lower chords of the solar array ribs in combination with the honeycomb panels
also form the bottom legs of the truss-like structure which is used for the support of the
Planetary Vehicle to the booster shroud. This aspect of the solar array ribs will be dis-
cussed further in S(,cti,o_l 4.3.3.
Other subsystems also take advantage of the support capability offered by the solar array
module. The high gain ant_nna, auxiliary antennas, and the planetary scan platform use the
solar array ribs for their means of support by tieing to them with either beams or tubular
members.
The scan platform, in the deployed configuration, presents a potential problem of dynamic
coupling with the autopilot and attitude control systems. This could result in excessive
loading of the platform support structure and degradation of the functioning of the control
systems. To minimize this problem, the support structure will be designed for a target
minimum natural frequency of 10 cps for the planet scanner assembly. Transfer functions
have been developed (see Section 5.3) for incorporation into the control systems loop to
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evaluate servo-elastic coupling effects. The support structure will also be designed for an
effective load of 4.4g acting along the Z axis. This limiting condition occurs whenthe orbit
correction is made without a Capsuleattached to the bus. The rise time of the vehicle
acceleration is very short compared to the natural period of the planet scanner system
resulting in anamplification of approximately 2:1.
The high gain antennaassembly in the deployedconfiguration has beendesignedto exhibit a
minimum natural frequency of 6 cps to minimize the servo-elastic coupling problems
described above. The support structure has been designedto support a 4.4g load acting in
the Z direction.
Becauseof the low weight andmomentsof inertia of the deployedmagnetometer about the
spacecraft axes, it will not present a significant disturbance to the spacecraft autopilot and
attitude control systems. However, the boom and support structure must be capable of with-
stmndhnga load in the Z direction of up to 4.4g.
The attitude control stored gas-nozzle system attaches to the shell structure and the solar
array framework as two separate modules that can be removed completely intact for
sterilization, if necessary. This is accomplishedby installing each half separately from the
aft end with the solar array panels removed. In this manner the nozzles, solenoids, and
tubing can be threaded through the solar array to their position on the upper surface of the
solar array panels, andthe tanks can beattachedto the shell interior, after which the solar
panels may be positioned.
3.3.2.3 Planetary Support Trusses. The main Planetary Vehicle support trusses are
formed by the 16 aluminum tubes radiating downward from Station 49.25 and intersecting
at the booster shroud with the solar array ribs. Kick leads at the intersection of the tube,
adapter, and solar array beams are taken by the annular bulkhead formed by the solar array
honeycomb panels, an inner chord attaching the panels to the 120-inch diameter shell and an
outer panel chord required for redistribution of uniform panel shears to concentrated shears
at the 16 attachment points to the adapter. These kick loads will be introduced uniformly
into the overall annular bulkhead by a shear lag transfer between the lower chords of the
solar array beams and the array honeycomb panels. All longitudinal, torsional, and lateral
inertia Planetary Vehicle loads during booster flight will be transferred through this network
of structure into the Planetary V_H_I_ _op+_ ar_ +_ "-'^ *_'- '_................. _ _l_wAl _l_u I, LIU LrOO_b_2.[." _nroL1.CI.
3.3.3 Meteoroid Protection Shield
3.3.3.1 Design Philosophy. The design approach for protection against meteoroid puncture
is basically the same as presented in the Task A report. Two important refinements have,
however, evolved from the additional studies performed during Task B. The first is the use
of a more accurate penetration criteria based on the latest available test data for aluminum.
This is disucssed in detail in Section 3.3.3.4. The other refinement is reducing the design
requirement of a probability of zero penetration from 0. 995 to 0. 990 for each critical sub-
system. An indication of resulting weight savings for this latter consideration may be
observed in Figure 3-9.
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Figure 3-9. Effect of Reliability on
Meteoroid Protection Requirements
For purposes of reliability evaluation, it
is assumed that the function of the propul-
sion system is completed on Mars orbit
injection and only the electronics and
attitude control pressure vessels require
protection for the duration of the mission.
3.3.3.2 Design Description. The struc-
tural design philosophy considers the use
of existing structure, augmented as neces-
sary by a bumper to form a split skin
design. A separate split skin assembly,
which also supports the thermal insulation
blanket, encloses the aft end of the Flight
Spacecraft. Protection is afforded to the
upper portion of the main retromotor by
the equipment modules and a split skin
formed by the outer panels of the bus and
the support cone for the motor. Protection
from frontal impact is provided by the
biological barrier.
The aft bumper consists of a 0. 020-inch
aluminum target sheet and a 0. 010-inch
aluminum outer sheet separated by 1 inch
of 2 lb/ft 3 Polystyrene foam. APolystyrene
filler was chosen over the more popular
Polyurethane to give the composite struc-
ture sufficient shear rigidity to carry its
own weight plus the weight of the thermal
insulation under dynamic loading.
Hypervelocity impact tests performed on the Task A bumper-thermal insulation composite
showed severe damage to the insulation. Such damage would result in reduced thermal con-
trol efficiency; however, any attempt to protect the thermal blanket by placing it interior to
the bumper would also result in a reduction in efficiency of the insulation. Therefore, the
thermal insulation remains located exterior to the bumper. Added tests are required to
determine the degradation in thermal control due to damaged insulation.
The pressure vessels and main retromotor are protected from radial impact by a split-skin
design that uses the shear panels as the main target wall. The outer wall is a 0. 010-inch
aluminum sheet which is stiffened by circumferential beading.
The electrical components in the equipment module are protected by 0. 103 inch of
Magnesium alloy. This consists of the outer thermal panel and the equipment tray.
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Details of the shielding arrangement are shownin Table 3-2 alongwith the results of the
meteoroid protection analysis.
TABLE 3-2. SUMMARYOFMETEOROID PROTECTIONRELIABILITY
AND SHIELDINGARRANGEMENTS
C rRica[ Subsystem
Elect r,mies mtxJules
Main retrom,,tor.
MC/()A &
attitude control vessels
Attitude control vessels
,)nly
Area Requiring
Protection
(ft 2 )
29.4
46.3
fi, 3
Probability of
Zero Penetrations
(total mission)
0.9975
0.9916
(cruise only)
_0.998
Method of Protection
THERMAL PANEL AND EQLrIPMENT TRAY
Rd----O OE3 MAGNESIUM OUTER THERM&L PANEL
; _ELECTmCAL _MPONIg'ITS
_ SlUM EI_ImENT TNAY
CIrCUMFERENTIAl SPLIT SKIN
.y
AFT BUMPER
TMERMAL _NSULATION
O.OIO ALUMINUM OUTER SHEET
1 IN 2LE/FT 3
POLYSTT_E NI[ FOAM
_---O.OZO J_.UmNUM MAiN
I _ TARG_ T SHEET
_O OSZ 4tL.UMINUM SHEAR P&NEL
_O.OIO ALUMINU_ _JTER SHEET_r_--THERMAL INSULATtON
3.3.3.3 Environment.
given below.
a. Near Earth
The meteoroid flux for the planned Flight Spacecraft trajectory is
b,
Particle flux log N = -17.0 - 1.70 log M
N = Number of partic les /M 2 sec of Mass M grams and greater
Geocentric particle _ 0 to 10 km/sec velocity
Average density of particles_ 0.4 gm/cm 3
Time of exposure - negligible
Cruise
i. Particle Flux (lower to upper limits)
N= FN
E
where Log (NE) =
From: -13.80 - log M
To: -14.48 - 1.34 logM
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N E -- number of particles/(m2-sec) of mass M grams and greater, at a
distance of 1 AU from the Sun but beyond the Earth's envelope of
planetary dust.
N = number of particles/(m2-sec) of mass M grams and greater, in
interplanetary space.
2. Geocentric velocity of particles% 10-70 km/sec (Average 40 km/sec)
3. Variation of F with distance from the sun:
Distance
(AU)
1.0 - 1.25
1.25- 1.36
1.35 - 1.43
F
1.0
3.0
5.0
Time of Exposure
(days)
0- 120
120- 165
165 - 181 (Martian encounter)
c. Elliptic Orbit
Particle flux
log N -17.80-1.70 log M
N = number of particles/M2 -sec of mass M grams and greater
Velocity of particles relative to Mars _ 0 to 5 km/sec
average density of particles _ 0.4 gm/cm3
time of exposure 180 days
3.3.3.4 Penetration Mechanics. The exposure of a space vehicle to the hostile meteoroid
environment introduces a design problem that has resisted complete solution even though it
has been attacked on a broad scale by both theoretical analyses and experimental investiga-
tions. Theoretical analyses are, for the most part, limited to phenomenological solutions of
very idealized situations,and experimental results are limited by an inabilityto duplicate the
impact conditions. As a result,the most frequently used approach in attempting to obtain a
hypervelocity penetration relation has been to rely on theoretical results for direction in
selecting the form of empirical equations which are to be fittedto a selected body of
experimental data. This has led to the existence, at present, of a number of equations for
predicting penetration depth in a structure of semi-infinite thickness; among the most
widely used examples of these are the Charters and Summers equation, and the Herrmann
and Jones equations.
For a given impact condition in the velocity range where data is available (1.0 to 10.0 km/
sec), a comparison of the predicted penetration depths from the above equations varies from
an order of magnitude to a factor of two. Use of these expressions at meteoroid impact
velocities (10.0 to 70.0 km/sec) results in variations of the same order. Consequently, it
is more reliable to base estimates of meteoroid impact damage to a given structure on
extrapolation of data for the particular material or materials used in the structure. In the
2O
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present case, the primary exterior structural material is 2024-T3 aluminum alloy. As shown
in Figure 3-10, penetration depthdata is available for this alloy at hypervelocities for strik-
ing particles of silver, brass, steel, aluminum, andpolyethylene. Data is also presented for
6061-T6 aluminum alloy. This datahasbeen usedto define the constants k in the expression
Pc/D s = k (v/c) 2/3 where Pc and c are the depth of penetration and sound velocity in the
structure, and Ds and v are the diameter and velocity of the striking particle, respectively.
The scatter in the polyethylene particle data is sufficient to result in a somewhat arbitrary
location of the line which represents this body of data and low density particle effects have
delayed the transition to a smooth two-thirds power variation of penetration depth with veloc-
ity. The dependence of penetration depth upon the two-thirds power of the impact velocity
has been adopted because of the agreement shown with the theoretical results of Riney and
Walsh. A plot of the values of k versus the particle-to-structure density ratio, is presented
in Figure 3-11. The line with a slope of 0.70 represents a best fit to these points and yields
the following expression for penetration depth into semi-infinite 2024-T3 or 6061-T6 alumi-
num alloy structares at hyperveiocities:
0.70
)P /D = 1.70 (pplp_
c s _C
In applying this relation at nonnormal impact conditions, the velocity, v, should be replaced
by the velocity component normal to the surface of the structure at the impact point.
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The Herrmann and Jones logarithmic penetration equation was used in the Task A effort be-
cause it was felt to give a plausible although optimistic representation, and it included a tar-
get strength term. Use of the present criterion is justified as being more realistic on the
basis that it contains the velocity dependence that is supported by experimental and theoretical
results and, by dealing directly with the design structural materials, it more accurately in-
cludes the Herrmann and Jones strength dependent term. The curves presented in Figure
3-12 illustrate the disagreement mentioned previously among the three empirical relations,
and show that the present penetration criterion is more severe than the Herrmann and Jones
logarithmic relation used previously.
3.3.3.5 Finite Thickness Effects. The criterion presented above applies to that portion of
the meteoroid impacts for which the outermost shell of the vehicle structure appears to be of
semi-infinite thickness. More severe impact conditions, i.e., higher relative velocities,
higher impact angles, and/or higher particle masses, lead to the incipient perforation condi-
tion. At this point, each impact results in the formation of a crater in the outside surface of
the vehicle skin accompanied by spalling with multiple fractures at the inside surface. For
2024-T3 and 6061-T6 aluminum alloy specimens, test results have shown that this condition
is reached when the parameter to/Pc has a value of 1.74, where to is the thickness of the
outer skin. Thus, in the present case, all impacts for which
, 2/3
t > 0.77Do s (V)
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Figure 3-12. Penetration Depth for Semi-Infinite Aluminum Structures
will result in nonperforation of the outer skin, and all impacts for which
2/3
t < 0"77 D (V)o s
will result in perforation of the skin. Additional data for these structural materials indicates
that no rear face spalling will appear for to/Pc >- 1.95. In the present study, the data based
factors of 1.74 and 1.95 have been used to define the outer sheet perforation and spall thresh-
olds, respectively.
in the bus equipment module, magnesiurr_ axxv_'l_--IS" ...._,,_,_,_4r,_ l_r, fh........................fh,_ n, lf_,- _I,rlnand the elec-
tronic equipment trays. In the present impact effects analysis, this area has been assumed
to be an equivalent weight aluminum alloy structure. The behavior of this composite structure
should be analyzed in detail in the future, since the presence of any impedance mismatch
will affect cratering/perforation processes and the brittle nature of magnesium alloys may
lead to more lethal rear face ejecta.
3.3.4 Double-Plate Wall. Meteoroid protection requirements can be substantially reduced
if a '_Vhipple Bumper" or split-skinis employed to shatter impacting meteoroids. Bumper
design factors were stated in the Task A final report and were again used to determine the
reduction in wall gauge requirements.
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3.4 Planetary Vehicle Adapter. The primary function of this structure is to connect the
Planetary Vehicle to the Launch Vehicle and to house a Planetary Vehicle separation device.
The adapter is a 5-inch long semimonoque cylinder, approximately 250 inches in diameter.
The cylinder is constructed of and is flanged at each end and stiffened longitudinally at 16
equally spaced places around the circumference, to provide a load path between the Planetary
and Launch Vehicles. A pneumatic actuated separation and thruster device is used to attach
the Planetary Vehicle to the Launch Vehicle at the 16 points described above. The adapter
interfaces at a bolt joint with four 1/4-inch bolts at each of the 16 hard points around the
periphery of the shroud.
3.5 Primary Load Path Trade-Off Studies. These studies were performed to determine the
relative merits of basic structures that could perform the function of supporting the Flight
Capsule, supporting the equipment and propulsion modules, and distributing their loads to the
outer shroud. More specifically, the tradeoffs were conducted to compare:
a. The structural efficiency of truss versus semimonocoque types of construction for
the principal load-carrying structure.
b. The merits of the various feasible materials of construction.
c. The structural parameters involved, with a variation in the number of Flight Cap-
sule load pick-up points and the support concept of the propulsion system.
It was recognized that the final preferred structural configuration would not exactly duplicate
any of these basic structures due to the progressively improving definition of systems re-
quirements and also the dynamic loads applied to the large mass items. Nevertheless, the
information obtained with regard to internal load distribution, deflections, stress levels, and
structure weight formed a basis for design guidelines that were directly applicable to the
selection and design of the preferred configuration.
Table 3-3 depicts the basic configurations investigated, the number of attachment points of
the large mass items, and the condition of applied loading.
The lander was assumed to weigh 3000 lb (the truss-type configurations were also analyzed
for a 10,000 lb lander), the spacecraft 2500 lb, and the propulsion system for each configura-
tion was assumed to be 15,000 lb. The structural analyses were performed primarily through
the use of the MASS digital computer program (described in Section 5.2). Rough member
sizes were initially input to the program and later refined to approach structural optimization.
General comments for each configuration concerning the materials of construction, number of
large mass attachment points , and load distribution to the shroud are included in Table 3-3.
It remains only to draw conclusions as to the relative structural efficieneies of the basic
structures.
Configuration III presents difficulty in attainment of efficient mounting structure for the solid
propulsion system due to the increasing diameter of the conical section. The most effective
method of distributing loads applied to the propulsion system would be through the use of a
tension cone or truss that would carry the load of the solid bottle directly to the Flight Capsule
24
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TABLE 3-3. BASIC CONFIGURATIONS
Configuration
t 112 Sided Truss
LANDER INTERFACEi-,2o,N_/ ........
TUBULAR TRUSS
S_IN- STRINGEREQUIPMENTMODULE
LSJON
PANELS SUPPORT
- Stdt'd l'luss
Isume as al_mel
('cmical Adapte] s
-120 IN _1=//-LANDER INTERFACERING
E_UlRMENT
MODULE
BUS STRUCTURE
PROPULSION
SUPPORT
CONICAL
ADAPTER
JOINT
[ lla I {see above)
Ill Conical Structure
i
-]20 IN.-'_fLANDER INTEBF&CE
a¢'l KICK RING
I _J'r-'_"_l'm--- E OU IRME NT
I_"_240 IN" _ MODULEDIA
Modified Truss
r'o'7 LANoEBN......,A.
EQUIPMENT
_ -240 IN. _ MOOULE
DIA F- K_CK RINB
STRUTS
SKIB STINBER
_--SONA R PkNI[LS
Description
Truss type configurations use4- to5-
inch OD tubular members to carry
axial, lateral, mad torsional loads to
the shroud. The prc)pulslon system
axial load is carried up the skin-
stringer structure and through the
truss to tht_ shroad. The lander
loads are carried directly to the
shr.ud through tht' truss. A kick
ring is provided by the lander-bus
interface structure. The solar
array ts used as a kick ring, to
carry lateral load caused by lateral
accch,rati(ms of the pr,)pulsion sys-
tt'm, and also to prm'ide :1 redundant
t.t.shmal load path.
Thc c_mtcal adapter configurations
use t._,nical shell stl-uctur¢._ tt_ cart 3
propulsion s3.,,tcm. I:mder, and
cquipment h,ads t_ thL. slll',)u_l. [n
most ,Jr the i)reliminarv _,)rk, the
pr,)pulsi,m systt'm loads _cr_ ¸ applied
directly I_) the :ulapt(,r. :It the
:ldaptcr-bu._ interlace. The bus
structure principal loading will be
lander ;rod cquipmcnt h)ads.
This configuration makes use of a
conical shell structure similar to the
conical adapter structure of Con-
figuration II. Thus the lander,
equipment, and propulsion system
loads are applied directly to the
shell structure.
This type of structure uses iubulaz
struts to carry lander, equipment,
and propulsion system axial toads to
the shroud. The solax array again
is atrucinral, providing torsional
and lateral load paths. Propulsion
system loads were applied directly
to a kick ring, thus eliminating any
requirement for heavy Iongerons in
the lower bus section.
No. of Attachments
Lander Propulsion
to System
Bus to Bus
6 4
I
12 I
12 12
Uniform 8
16 16
PV
to
Bus
Primary
Loading Str.
Weight
P_ellm. 547
PreLim. 500
[lniforml Stage 1 . 602
Orbital
Sir.
Weight
547
500
Uniform i Stage i 564 255
Comments
i. The weights quoted include the
solar array support structure
but not the array panels.
2. A 10, O00-1b lander may be ac-
commodated _ith structural
weight increase t)f 120 lb.
3. ltigh strength aluminum alloy
construction throughout. The
high stress levels in the bus
"]ongerons and the truss tubes
preclude the use of magnesium
for significant weight rc_iuction
1. A 4-1)oint prol)ulsi_m system
: suppurt rt'qutres that :1 10-in.
deep kick ring hi. Lu_t'd at the
adaptt.r-bus interlace to as-
_ur4, reas_mabh' stress It._t.Is
ll._'.. 30 Ill)l) psi) a 12-point
propulsif*n supper t requires
only a 4-in. dt, t.p kick ring at
the adapter-bus interlace.
2. B,,th 4- ;rod 12-point suppurt
distributt' tht' load in a uniform
manner t(' the shroud. Varia-
tions in the h)ngeron stresst,s
and the adjacent plate stresst._
art. within 20'.
3. The weights quoted include no
allowa_ace for solar array
support structure.
4. Aluminum alh)y semimono-
coque construction for bus
structure. Integrally stif-
fened magnesium panel con-
struction for conical adapter.
Aluminum honeycomb sand-
wich construction for adapter
is equally attractive from
weight considerations.
Uniform Stage 362
470
362
4.
1.
2.
470
1. The weight td primary struc-
ture is for conical shell and
interface rings.
2. Additional structure weight
must be allowed for external
mountIng of the equipment
module.
3. Weight of meteoroid protection
l_ r¢latlvcly high duc to large
unprotected bast, area.
Since structure is continuous
from lander interface to
shroud, aluminum sandwich
construction is preferred for
its resistance to local buck-
ling and overall instability.
The weights quoted include
the solar array support struc-
ture but not the array panels.
Same comments ms for Config-
uration I regarding method and
materials of construction.
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interface ring. Rather long andineffective lateral bracing for the bottle must also bepro-
vided at the base of the bus section. The mounting structure of the equipment modules in
this configuration could not be incorporated into the primary structure and would therefore
add to the overall weight of the configuration. An additional complication and weight penalty
would be in the mechanisms required for the deployable solar array. It can thus be deduced
that while the primary structure is relatively effective, the additional weight required for
propulsion support, equipmentmodule mounting, solar array mechanisms, and meteoroid pro-
tection would relegate this configuration to the position of least preference from the structural
weight point of view.
Configurations I and H will allow for the samebasic approachesto equipmentmodule and pro-
pulsion system mounting. ConfigurationI will provide greater overall structural efficiency
by using the solar array support structure andthe Flight Capsuleinterface ring to carry the
induced kick loads. An additional weight advantageis gained through the ability of the truss
tubes to work at a generally higher compressive stress level than the monocoquesandwich
conical adapter of Configuration II.
The primary advantagesof Configuration II over Configurations I and IV are its ability to
transfer load uniformly to the shroud and its somewhat lower orbit weight due to separation
of the adapter. Configuration IV combines many of the structural advantagesof Configuration
I together with the possibility of taking the large propulsion system loads (for the predominant
axial case) directly through the struts to the shroud. This concept was even further enhanced
by suspendingthe large mass solid bottle from its forward tangencypoint on a compression
cone at approximately the same angle as the tubular struts. This, of course, tends to mini-
mize the required size of the kick ring which is a major item of structural weight.
3.6 Material Selection. The materials for construction of the VOYAGER spacecraft are
chosen for compatibility with the mission environment. The mechanical and thermal proper-
ties must satisfy the loading environment with a minimum of structural weight.
The thermal properties of the materials must provide arequired conductance path, and surface
coatings or finishes must meet the radiation requirements. Since the thermal radiating panels of
the electronic bays form a large percentage of the shear structure of the upper bus module,
the selection of material here is a determining factor in selection of the total structural ma-
terial. Primary criterion here is the value of Kt necessary for proper heat dissipation
throughout the panel, where K is the conductivity and t is the thickness. The measure of
weight efficiency is the value of Kip where p is the density of the material. A tabulation of
this particular parameter is given in Table 3-4 for possible material choices (more exotic
choices are not considered due to lack of need for their properties and state-of-the-art).
As it can be seen, the magnesium material clearly stands out as the most desirable of the
higher strength alloys from a weight standpoint provided the strength and stiffness require-
ments are met. The magnesium possesses a better local stiffness factor than aluminum due
to the usage of thicker sections, and the general stability stiffness parameter of E/p is about
equal for magnesium and aluminum. Bearing strength is not a problem with the material
selected due to the low shear flows and the nonusage of the sheet for carrying axial load.
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TABLE 3-4. WEIGHT EFFICIENCY
BTU
Material K (h_r __n.__ )
2014 -T6 Aluminum
7075-T6 Aluminum
HM21A-T8 Magnesium
5005-H38" Aluminum
7.45
5. 85
5.59
9. _7
* Used for the TWT bay
** Normalized on HM21A-T8
O [b K BTU-tn.
O. 100 74.5
0. 100 58.5
O. 065 101.3
O. 100 98 7
Relative
Weight"
(lb)
1,35
1.73
1.00
1 03
Consequently, HM21AT8 material is se-
lected for the thermal control panels due to
its high thermal conductivity (which is rather
unique among the higher strength magnesium
alloys).
The longeron structure in the upper bus
module is sized by the requirement to sup-
port the electronic bays and is, consequently,
oversize for the design loads. This again
makes magnesium desirable due to its lower
weight and compatibility with the thermal
panels.
_onsequenLty, Luc c.u,cc ui ,,_a_cllal_...._.o_,_vv_..,_o.... e,n._lum alloys, where stren re-
quirements permit their use in the areas where thermal considerations govern the design.
In other parts of the shell structure, aluminum alloys are used due to strength or meteoroid
protection requirements.
3.7 Separation Systems
3.7.1 Planetary Vehicle - Adapter Separation
3.7.1.1 Design Considerations. The VOYAGER preferred configuration design has a 16-
point interface between the 16 main support truss members andthe Planetary Vehicle adapter.
Consequently, the separation system must apply a concentrated force at each of the 16 inter-
faces. An additional constraint on the system is the requirement to provide a velocity incre-
ment between the two Planetary Vehicles to prevent collision after separation. Therefore,
the separation system must provide a controlled impulse at separation. The possible inter-
ference of adjacent structures, due to separation tip-off, has been minimized by the configu-
ration which separates on a 247.4-inch diameter with the assumption (for this Task B study)
that essentially no shroud segment extends forward of the separation plane.
3.7.1.2 Recommended System. The recommended separation system shown in Figure 3-13
employs a cold-gas powered thruster. This thruster is existing hardware on a current re-
entry vehicle built by GE-MSD. This system was selected because of the dual purpose capa-
bility of separating the Planetary Vehicle from the adapter and providing a desired separation
velocity. A total of 16 thrusters is used, one at each spacecraft adapter attachment.
The thruster employs a high-pressure nitrogen stored gas system to drive a piston which re-
leases a locking mechanism and drives the Spacecraft away from the adapter. The necessary
relative velocity can be obtained by means of varying the operating pressure of the system and
the piston stroke length.
Although each of the thrusters is an independent unit, all will be activated simultaneously from
a single tank by means of two parallel squib-operated valves. Simultaneous action of the
thrusters is obtained by a multiple manifold system employing equal line length from the tank
to all thrusters. A schematic of this is presented in Figure 3-14.
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Figure 3-14. Schematic for 16 Point Pneumatic Separation Device
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Additional features which make this system attractive are the ability to laboratory test the
devices and choosea set with similar responsecharacteristics, and the ability to test the
actual installed system.
3.7.1.3 Alternate Systems. Various other devices exist for separating structures and each
have inherent advantages and disadvantages. Of the types considered, those using electrical
initiation of 16 independent locations (such as pin-pullers, explosive bolts, separation nuts,
etc.) were eliminated on the basis of reliability and added complexity to the pyro controller
circuitry. The alternate separation systems which look promising for the VOYAGER Space-
craft are: (a) encapsulated Mild Detonating Fuse (MDF), similar to the recommended Task A
system; (b) a frangible nut system employing an MDF to initiate the cartridge; and (c) a V-
clamp design, similar to the Mariner IV system, which employs local clamp fittings, ten-
sioning cable, and cable cutters. Comparison of these mechanical separation devices is
presented in Table 3-5.
TABLE 3-5.
Siffmffic_t PreIerrt'd
Parameters Gas Th_sters *
Rdiability
= .....7: ,:.:-?
Weight - Remaamng S/C (lb)
Wt'ight - Total {lb)
Springs**
Clamp B_ _d Shoes
Adapter
Th_sters
AcmaUon
Miscell_eous
r
High Low Iligh
ContaJnmation
Shock
InstmILatton
State.f-Art
Testability
_ctur_l C0mpatibility
(lll)
5O
l
-clamp
High
pv Total pv' ' pv
4
- -- I L_
_o 1oo 5o
':_ !2o
li
Minimum
Med£um (l_calb High)
2
2
J
1
4
(i061
5O
Minimu,,
2
2
1
2_
or_r,i Mt
ao ao 60
(2_0) (200) <4 _o)
i'osstblc Sti_ct_n ai
Particles and [lakmg
IIi_h
l
e
2
a
Total I ol _rd,, ,kitPV Total
2 2 4
(lS5_ (10.,) (2_(:)
lC, l_; a2
a :+ 6
Mmimum
Medium
a
1
2
2
*The th_ster s}stt m perlorms both set amt on and AV unctions simultomeoush _ ith a single separation initiation
The altt mate s>stcms will _c_luire ._1 additional de,ice foi _\"
**See Table 3-6 for altemaU, g_V sysU,ms.
NOTE - The numbtq_ I, 2 _ad 3 mdicaU' a rclati_c merit m ,,rder c,f preferenct.
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Unlike the gas powered thruster system the alternate separation devices must be accompanied
by anadditional system to provide the necessary velocity increments (with respect to the
booster) of the two Planetary Vehicles. The systems considered for this function are a pre-
loaded compression spring system, a high pressure cold gas-nozzle system, and small solid
propellant rockets. Comparisonof these velocity increment devices is presented in Table 3-6.
TABLE 3-6. CHARACTERISTICSOF
AV SYSTEMS AS APPLIED TO
PLANETARY VEHICLE SEPARATION
Rchabdtty
\_, ct _ht (H)}
('olltan_mati,,l_, idum_ ¸ ,]ar_:Lg4'
Insta[[atior_
_at_,-,d-arl
"Festabihty
l_(.quircs signal actress
l'h rustvr's"
Htl,b
o
",,me
:_h_dmm
:l
1
Alternates
SI)I*I ilgs l'h r usttq'b (old Gas
Highest
Ill, :"; (" 1 2( | 11!
/:t5 S (" 2N,mq' l':xhau_t Ra_ None
Mini nlUtn:l ]: 1I*:_s _.",1i n i m u m2
2 1 1 I
2 3 ] I
No Yes _ Yes! lnt_,l t:tce
"I'hts system is also u.,,cd ]or _ehi('h' separation. Numbers 1. 2. and 3 indicate
relative m(,rit °
The use of small solid propellant rocket
motors was ruled out because: (1) the
solid rocket plume could possibly contam-
inate surfaces with harmful deposits (al-
though the type of solid propellant would
not have metal additives), (2) initiation of
the solid motors is additional series events
that must occur, and (3) the location of the
rocket on the Spacecraft and the separation
signal from the booster requires an elec-
trical disconnect.
Similar logic applies to the cold gas-
nozzle system, although the exhaust plume
is no problem. In addition the added
weight of the system is significant. Con-
sequently, the choice of separation impulse devices for the alternate separation systems be-
comes the preloaded spring system, which proves to be very reliable but heavy. Therefore,
when compared to any alternate system employing the preloaded spring, the gas thruster
system is selected for its lower weight.
3.7.1.4 Supporting Analysis
3.7.1.4.1 Weight of Gas Thruster System (Recommand System)
a. Booster Side
16 Thrusters at 1.6 lb
133 ft of manifold tubing at 0. 114 lb/ft
(1/4 in. diameter SS
tube 0.03 5)
16 T-fittings at 0.20 lb
Gas, tanks, valves, etc.
= 25.6 lb
= 15.3 lb
3.2 lb
12.7 lb
Total Weight 56.8 lb
b. Spacecraft Side
16 Bushings at 0.20 lb = 3.2 lb
Total Thruster System Weight per Planetary Vehicle = 60.0 lb
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3.7.1.4.2 Separation Impulse Analysis (Recommend System). Curves showing the relation of the
separation impulse parameters of the gas thruster system are presented in Figure 3-15.
The separation velocities are shown for both the forward and aft Planetary Vehicle separation
systems as a function of initial gas-tank pressure and the piston stroke. The forward Plan-
etary Vehicle separation subsystem is operated at 3000 psia with a 3.5-inch piston stroke
which results in a 3.65-fps separation velocity. The aft Planetary Vehicle separation system
is operated at 2000 psia with a 2.2-inch pistor stroke which results in a 2.6-fps separation
velocity. These nominal design points result in a relative velocity between the two Planetary
Vehicles of 3.65 - 2.6 (30660/48160) = 2.0 fps. This ensures" the necessary dispersion of
the two vehicles at the time of the initial midcourse maneuver, 2 to 5 days after injection.
The gas-tank operating pressures and piston stroke settings can be made anytime prior to
encapsulation of the Planetary Vehicles, thus enabling a single Planetary Vehicle to serve as
a backup unit.
uSLLllLa_e of *t.'_3. 7. i. 4. 3 Reliability Analysis (Recommended _y_Lem;. _'-- luliauliity L,,I_
system is based on the following mathematical model:
Rsystem = Rtank " Rsafety valve
R16
thrusters
Rlines and fittings 1-(1-Rsqui b valve )2 •
This results in a reliability estimate of 0. 9995. The failure rates of the tank, safety valve
and lines, and fittings were taken from the "Avco Failure Rate Handbook" by D. R. Earles
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and M. F. Eddins modified to the current state-of-the-art. The failure rates of the squib
valve_ and thrusters are based on vendor test data. A preliminary component failure-mode-
and-effects analysis was performed so as to identify, and eliminate or compensate for any
potential high risk failure modes. This analysis is presented in Table 3-7.
TABLE 3-7. LAUNCH VEHICLE-PLANETARY VEHICLE SEPARATION SYSTEM
Salcty valxe I'lvxvnt ._L rprc>sule
r
Ih_h I'_ ,_ t/, hH_ i'Eau .mlt inq':murald
:U_,I I_I[/r,e
,d sVslem
Duty Cycle
Prclaunch through
PV separation
i
Scpalatc [ V ;l[]d ['r:
impart xt loeit_
lncl'onll'n(
Prelauneh through pV
Pl elauneh through
PV separation
Failure Mode
a. Rupture
b. I.eak age
a. Leak across seat
b. Jammed open
Leakage
a.
b.
line shot a. Failure to fire
b. Fails to open
e. Premature firing
t)ne cycle Piston binds
I
Failure Caus; i Failure Effect -- - Compensating Provision_
Excessivt. i a. Mission failure a, Design safety factor
!
and qualifying test
Diffusion through b. None, to mission h, Pressure monitored
_ails alld imper- failure dependent " on pad.
feetions I on size of imper-
fections
a. Contamination, a. None to mission
damaged seat and lailure dependent on
poppet size of leak
b. Same as (at b. Mission failure
Imperleetmns in Non(' to mission failure lligh leakage rate would
materials or dependent (in imper- be detected on pad. Sloe.
fabrication fections leak has little effect.
a. ,Squib failure a. No effect unless two Iledundant bridgewires
[ Ill ust, r:;
b. Valve jam
c. Inadvertent
command
.r EMI
Improper piston fit
or material laihu'e
fail; then it would be
a mission failure
b. Same as (m
c. Premature capsuh,
release - critical to
catastrophic"
Mission lailure - PV
would not separate
and redundant valves.
Critical command
protection; amp no-fire
on bridgewlres
Tests of assembly
prior to launch
3.7.1.4.4 Alternate Separation Systems. The dynamic characteristics of a system using
compression springs to achieve separation are determined by the masses being separated,
the spring rates of the spring sets, and the initial deflections of the springs. The system to
be separated is showl_ schematically in Figure 3-16.
The separation of the first spacecraft at time, TA, is accomplished by the expansion of the
spring set at interface A. At a later time,TB, the second spacecraft is separated by the ex-
pansion of the spring set at interface B. The resulting velocities of the three elements of
the system relative to the system velocity existing prior to the separation maneuver are
summarized in Equations (3-1) through (3-4). It has been assumed that the mass elements
behave as rigid bodies. In addition, it has been assumed that the separation force vectors
act through the centers of gravity of the bodies and produce no rotations.
Figure 3-16. System to be Separated
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TA
TA
<t
< t <TB
J_l = 6A K_ (M 2 + M3)(M 1 + M 2 + M 3)
X2,3 -6A I KA M1
(M 1 + M 2) (M 1 + M 2 + M 3
(3-1)
(3 -2)
T B
T B
<t
<t
KB M 3
I KBM2 _6A)_3 = -6B M3 ( 2+M3)
I(M K--A M--_I
l+M2 ) (MI+M2+M3)
J KA M 1(M I+M-_2)(iV[I+M2+M3 )
(3-3)
(3-4)
Where:
I_ 1
X2, 3
X 2
6 A , 6 B
K A ,K B
M1,M2,M 3
t
T A ,T B
= Velocity of first Spacecraft
= Velocity of combined S-IVB stage, shroud, and second Spacecraft
= Velocity of second Spacecraft
= Velocity of combined S-IV B stage and shroud
= initial deflection of spring set between first Spacecraft and shroud; and
between second Spacecraft and shroud, respectively•
= Spring rate for spring set between first Spacecraft and shroud; and between
second Spacecraft and shroud, respectively.
= masses of first Spacecraft, second Spacecraft, and S-IV B stage-shroud,
respectively.
= time
= time of first Spacecraft separation and second Spacecraft separation
respectively.
l:tn_orl nn l?r_,_f{nne Iq-ll fh_n,,cth (3..A), fho T'ol_flnneh{p_ hohxzt_on fho _n_'ino" v_fo_ fn_' fho
spring sets, the initial deflections of the spring sets, and the relative velocities of the mass
elements, have been derived for the mass properties of the VOYAGER System. The final
relative veloeity between the two Spaceeraft has been assumed to be 2 ft/sec. The results are
shown in Figure 3-17.
The spring weight for this tradeoff study has been based on a 32-spring system having a total
spring rate of 2000-1b/in., and a 5-inch initial deflection for separation of the foreward
Planetary Vehicle. Starting at point (1) on Figure 3-17, the intersection of KA = 2000 lb/in.,
and SA = 5.0 inches, and going across horizontally to point (2), the intersection with
K A = 2000 lb/in., yields AV A = 3.25 ft/sec on the abcissa. The spring rate necessary for the
required velocity of 1.25 ft/sec for the aft Planetary Vehicle with a stroke of 5 inches can
then be determined by point (3). This indicates a need for K B = 600 lb/in., which is about
10 of the springs used for vehicle A.
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To provide the necessary spring rate and stroke a 21 coil, 2-inch diameter spring of 0.30-
inch wire has been selected. Each spring weighs 3 lb. Therefore, the springs for the total
system weigh about 152 lb (120 lb for springs and 26 lb for hardware).
Criteria used for calculation of the weight of the various alternates which do not thrust against
both masses provide a total impulse to Planetary Vehicle 1 of 1630 lb-sec and 543 lb-sec to
Planetary Vehicle 2 (based on a weight of 17,500 lb and _V's of 3 fps and 1 fps, respectively).
The calculations of weight are then shown in Table 3-8.
TABLE 3-8. WEIGHT CALCULATIONS
[
Cold Gas l[;N
Total Impulse (lb-secl
Specific Impulse (see)
Gas Weight (lb)
Tank Weight (lbl
T_tal system weight {Ib)
Solid Propellant
Total Impulse (lb-sec)
Specific Impulse (sec)
Propellant Weight (lh)
Mass Fraction
Total weight (lb)
Planetary Vehicle Planetary Vehicle
1 2
1630 543
50 50
32. {i 10.9
45.4 16.5
78.0 27.4
1630 543
220 220
7,4 2,5
0.6 0.5
12.3 5.0
43.5
61.9
*Based on w tank = 1.39 W gas from GE VOYAGER
PIR 1200-VC3E00-VT-0081.
3.7.2 Emergency Separation Joint. Since
the Spacecraft Bus structure has 16
stringers carrying the primary load, lo-
calized devices can be used for separation
at the Capsule-Spacecraft interface. Gas
operated ...... +_..... +o a+ each of Ch_
points of load concentration are recom-
mended for this joint, sinee they are light
weight and adequately reliable. The sys-
tem will be similar in nature to the pre-
ferred system used for the Planetary Ve-
hiele separation except that a significant
velocity increment is not necessary. The
structural installation detail is illustrated
in Figure 3-13 and the operation schematic
is the same as for the Planetary Vehicle-
adapter separation (see Figure 3-11).
A summary of some of the pertinent characteristics associated with the capsule emergency
separation devices is given in Table 3-9. The weights given for the gas operated nuts, V-
clamp, and frangible nut are based on 16 concentrated local points at the interface. The en-
capsulated MDF weight is based on a monocoque structure which would be required for re-
liable usage and minimum contamination.
TABLE 3-9. SEPARATION DEVICE
CHARACTERISTICS AS APPLIED TO
CAPSULE EMERGENCY SEPARATION
.... _ Preferred- T Alternates
: ..... Operated I _ Frangible- ] Encapsul:,te_
Reliability
Weight estimate (lb)
Conta ruination
Shuck
Installation
State-of-art
Structural
Testabllit3'
L compatibility
30
NONE Minimum
I_)w Medium
1 3
1 1
I 2
l 2
Nut ! MDI"
2_ U2
Minimum Possible
structural
particles &
flaking
l_w High
3 2
2 1
2 2
l 3
An additional requirement is to demate and
mate the Capsule using the field joint as
the separation joint. This requires possi-
ble multiusage of the separation nut system
which may cause degradation of reliability,
A solution to this would be to have a stand-
ard nut-bolt interface until the final in-
stallation at which time the pneumatic sys-
tem would be installed and checked out.
However, this would present an installation
problem. Other alternatives are to install
a separate field joint or to accept the above
mentioned degradation possibility. The
recommended design is to use the actual
system separation nuts for the joint,
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recognizing the needfor further analysis andtest to determine the effect on reliability. The
reliability estimate of this system is basedon the following mathematical model:
Rsystem = Rtank ' Rlines and fittings
1-(1-Rsqui b valve )2
• R 16 captive separation nuts •
This results in a reliability estimate of 0. 984. The failure rates of the tank, lines, and fit-
tings were based on data from "Avco Failure Rate Handbook"'by D.R. Earles and M.F.
Eddins modified to the current state-of-the-art. The failure rates of the squib values and
captive separation nuts were based on vendor test data.
The preliminary failure-mode-and-effects for the Launch Vehicle/Planetary Vehicle separa-
tion system (Table 3-7) should be referenced as being indicative for this system. The only
major exception is that this system has captive separation nuts instead of thrusters• The nuts
are not testable prior to launch which is a major reason why the reliability is somewhat
lower than the Launch Vehicle/Planetary Vehicle system; however, the reliability of this sys-
tem is sufficiently high for not performing an inline function.
4.0 INTERFACES
4.1 Flight Capsule. The Flight Capsule geometrical envelope requirements presents a con-
straint on the structural design by requiring that the Flight Spacecraft must be capable of
performing its mission with the Capsule in place. This requires the support structure to
locate the Planetary Scan Platform (PSP) in a position where it can look at Mars past the
Flight Capsule.
4.2 Launch Vehicle. The mechanical interfaces of the Launch Vehicle with the Flight Space-
craft structure are the geometrical dynamic envelope and the field joint with the Planetary
Vehicle adapter at the shroud diameter. For purposes of this study the shroud thickness was
assumed to be 3 inches and the interface bolt circle diameter for attachment of the adapter is
at approximately 247 inches. An additional constraint on the structure is the desirability for
minimization of shroud length for weight savings, load reduction, and possible stiffness char-
acteristics required for booster control system response.
4.3 Science. The principal interfaces of concern to the structure are the mechanical support
system and the unobstructed fields of view required. Refer to VC220SR101 for the field of
view drawing.
4.4 Subsystem Interfaces
4.4.1 Propulsion. The main retropropulsion system is installed as a module just prior to
encapsulation and thus requires an unobstructed envelope 56 inches in diameter along the Z
axis for the entire length of the vehicle, in addition to access to the ring at Station 49.25 and
the lateral truss members at Station 19.25.
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The Aerojet modified Minuteman WingVI rocket motor of 52 inches diameter is approximately
82 inches long with a nozzle extending approximately 56 inches from the main case. The
motor case and the Thrust Vector Control (TVC) system nested at the nozzle base require an
environmental shroud to provide thermal control and protection from meteroid puncture.
The mechanical interface of the solid motor consists of a fiat mounting surface in the vehicle
X-Y plane on a ring at a bolt circle diameter of 51 inches at the forward end (Station 85.3)
and adjustable tubular rod ties at the aft end. The motor installation will be performed from
the aft end with bolt hole alignment accomplishedby means of.guide pins.
Plume shapeof the solid motor dictates location of certain other componentsas far from the
nozzle as possible.
4.4.2 Telecommunications. The mechanical interface of the telecommunications subsystem
w;_h the _t_,,_,_a is t_a _,,_ _,_nl,_,mant _rl unah_fr_,_t_d _eld_ nf _i_w _n,plnp_q a_
depicted in VC220SR101, and the mounting structure necessary for support of the components.
One interface item of significance is the structural dynamic characteristics of the high gain
antenna and its mounting structure. The principal requirement is for the natural frequencies
of this system to be sufficiently higher than the autopilot bandwidth, to prevent excessive
coupling.
4.4.3 Guidance and Control
4.4.3.1 Mechanical Interface. The mechanical interface requirements of the Guidance and
Control (G&C) subsystem are similar to those of the telecommunications in the requirement
for provision of mechanical mounts and unobstructed fields of view. These are shown in
VC220SR101. Additional constraints imposed by the G&C system are the requirement for
minimization of inertia differences and products.
4.4.3.2 Servo-Elastic Coupling. Excessive servo-elastic coupling between the G&C system
and the flexible body modes of vibration of the vehicle structure, including deployed append-
ages, must be avoided.
4.4.4 Electrical Power. The interface requirements are: (a) the surface area requirement
of the solar array system, (b) the desire to have a minimum of deployed array, (c) structural
stiffness of the back-up structure required to support the panels, and (d) the primary load
transfer requirements imposed on the solar panel. A thermal constraint on the structure is
the requirement for unobstructed back surface viewing to space which prohibits any type of
shear structure other than an open truss in this area. Other thermal/contamination problems
are the possibility of overheating due to plume impingement on the solar array surface, and
corresponding possible deposition of particles which could degrade the performance of the
cells. This then dictates location of the exit planes of the nozzles with respect to the solar
array surface.
4.4.5 Harness. The electrical harness must be supported and protected from meteoroid
damage.
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4.4.6 Electronics. The mechanical interface of the structure and the electronic bays are
the requirements to provide mounting structure of sufficiently low transmissibility to prevent
damage to the components due to dynamic loads and to provide a location with sufficient
radiative and conductive heat paths for proper thermal control of the components. There are
16 electronic bays provided (see VC220SR101). The size of a bay is established by a nominal
heat dissipation requirement and the radiating efficiency of the surface area. Convenient
access to each electronic bay is possible prior to installation of the thermal control panel/
louver assembly; subsequent to this the thermal control panel will be attached to the Level II
electronic assemblies (see VC235FD104), and access will be iimited. Access will be pro-
vided to the ring harness connectors at the top and bottom of each bay by means of structural
access panels. These panels will extend around the full periphery of the vehicle.
4.5 Structural Loads Environment. This section contains a summary of the structural loads
criteria used during the Phase IA Task B studies. Reference is made to the Phase IA Task
A study documentation for items not covered in this summary. The limiting load conditions
for the design of the Spacecraft have been based on the predicted flight environments. Pre-
launch environments, such as assembly handling, transportation, storage, and mating
should not influence the structural weight of the Flight Spacecraft, but should serve as a
criteria for the design of fixtures such that the resulting structural member loads are less
severe than anticipated flight loads.
4.5.1 Boost Flight Environment. Table 4-1 lists the static and sinusoidal vibration acceler-
ations which were used as a basis for the Phase IA-Task B structural design studies. The
environmental data supplied by JPL in the "VOYAGER Environmental Predictions Document",
with Errata, has been supplemented with additional loads data. This is to ensure that rea-
sonable capability has been provided, for those conditions for which the predicted environ-
ment was undefined.
TABLE 4-1. BOOST FLIGHT ACCELERATIONS
(,,mliU_,n
(11 Launcher Rclea_r
(-'_ Sl(" Stage
(3) SIC Shutdown
(4) SII h_age B Shutd¢*wrl
(5) SIVB Stage _hutlh)_n
(7)
Notes :
Longitudinal (_)
1.-'5
3.0
5[{;
2,9
4,2
-l.O
Sinu_t,itlal Vibt it[t,,t_
l _,ngltudlnai I - LateralFrequency Frequencyl,ateral (gl (gl (t)_P) Rang (el)s) (g) (O-Pt Range (eps)
• 1,0 2.1 3-6
• 1.0 1-5
1.0 1.25
1.o
_ 1.0
I
I -
! 4-45 [ 0.35
L 0.1
"I'(wsional
_) (0- P) F requeney
Radians Ran_,e (cps)
per see 2
Undefined. Assume_l less severe than for ¢_omlitions (ll and (3)
1. These accelerations art, assumed to /)ccur at the planetary Vehicle adapter/shrotui interfaces.
2. Vibrau_ry aecl_lerattons are described as decaying ainusolds of 20 cps duration.
3. Ft_r each (-t>nditi<ln, all Hlalic and vlhrab)ry accelerations are assum(_l to occur simultaneously.
4. Condition_ (fi) and (7} do ilttt represent any speeifh' fliKht t'onditton bu_ art' lnelude(l t/i ensure that reasonable h)ad carrying capability i8
provided for tt2nst/)n It_f htr_lon.
5. All loa.d ,ach_ra are [ol Ihni( l¢lad:_.
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4.5.2 Random Vibrations. Omnidirectional input levels, at the shroud/Planetary Vehicle
interfaces, are given in Table 4-2 for elements attached directly to the shroud. Attenuation
levels, of 6-db below and 10-db above 100 cps, can be considered for elements not attached
directly to the shroud.
4.5.3 System Shock Loading. The significant shock loadings expected are the shocks from
pyrotechnic devices occurring during nose fairing jettison, Planetary Vehicle and booster
separation, and Capsule release.
For the initial design study, a peak shock pulse of 700g with a duration of 0.4 milli-seconds
shall be considered. This value will cover the range of shock pulses resulti_lg from the
different separation mechanisms being considered.
4.5.4 Acoustic Environment. The acoustic environments for both the basic structure and
for the components will require further definition during Phase IB. For the purposes of the
Phase IA Task B studies, it has been assumed that the acoustic environment wiii not affect the
preliminary design of the structure.
4.5.5 Component Vibration Loads. Vibration loads actually experienced by spacecraft
mounted components during the mission will be governed by the response to excitation of the
components on their mounting structure. Design and qualification levels for large com-
ponents such as Level HI equipment bays, scanner package, solar panels, and array mounted
antennas are to be determined from the complete Spacecraft dynamic response analysis and
tests.
Vibration levels are presented in Figures 4-1 and 4-2 as preliminary design specifications.
Applicability is restricted to small (less than 25 lb) components such as nozzles, pressure
regulators and other midcourse correction engine hardware, and small electrical components
designed to be mounted on the vehicle structure. The preliminary nature of these loads must
be emphasized, since the data has been derived from general Saturn V design specifications.
While the levels are considered adequate for the selection of "off the shelf" hardware and
components previously qualified for other programs, revisions will be made during subse-
quent design phases when structural response analysis is refined to include detail environ-
mental definition at component mounting surfaces.
ENVIRONMENT AT PLANETARY
VEHIC LE ADAPTER/SHROUD
INTERFACE S
Condition [ PSI) Peak
! 2At lift-off 1-g 'cps
150 to 3O0 cps
During transonic
flight
>
0.07g-/cps
:_no t{)(;oo cps
Roll-Off
4 db/octavebelo_
180 cps
6 db/octave above
300 cps
3 db/octave below
300 eps
9 db/octave above
600 cps
Time of Duration
{sec)
3o
120
4.6.1 Temperature. The bus structure
is an integral part of the temperature con-
trol system, and as such, must incorporate
proper surface coatings, joint conductance
insulators, and provision for support of the
thermal insulation blanket. The structure
itself can be subjected to a wide range of
temperature without degradation, but the
possibility of differential expansion or
thermal gradients between adjacent struc-
tural members can possible cause excessive
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Figure 4-1. Rmldom Vibrations Figure 4-2. Sinusoidal Vibrations
deflections. Internal bus structural thermal deflections are negligible since the bus section
is protected by good thermal coupling. Thermal energy is conserved with the superinsulated
cocoon concept and excess heat is rejected via the louvers.
Thermal deflections of appendage installed equipment such as the solar array and high gain
antenna were considered on a preliminary basis. Steady state and transient temperature
variation of this equipment is shown in VC235FD101. No thermal distortion problem is
expected sh_cc thc thermal inertia of all appendages is sufficiently small in comparison with
the radiation coupling to space. The emergency separation joint pneumatic system is pro-
tected by the bus environmental control system to ensure proper operation.
4.6.2 Vacuum. The Spacecraft will be designed to operate at ambient pressures less than
10-10ram Hg. This will have little effect on the structure except for trapped atmosphere in
particular types of construction such as honeycomb sandwich. Provision will be made to
vent the sandwich construction of the Spacecraft to prevent long-time creep effects from
pulling the face sheets away from the core.
4.6.3 Radiation. The environmental criteria given in the JPL environmental predictions
document will be used iu the Phase IB design of such structural shielding as is found
necessary.
4.6.4 Meteoroids. The meteoroid flux given by the JPL environmental predictions docu-
ment is used to develop the total flux probability for the VOYAGER spacecraft. See Section
3.3.3 for the presentation of the environment.
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5.0 STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
5.1 Structural Design Loads. For the purposes of this study, the Planetary Vehicles have
been treated as cantilevered systems, rigidly supported at the adapter-shroud interfaces.
Pitch and yaw rotations of the interface planes have not been permitted. The resulting
mathematical models exhibit natural frequencies and dynamic responses which provide a
basis for comparisons and preliminary sizing of the structure. However, when properly
coupled with a mathematical model of the shroud-booster system, the natural frequencies
and responses will be significantly different. During Phase I_, the effects of the overall
Planetary Vehicle/shroud-booster system should be considered in establishing the dynamic
responses.
Conditions (i), (3), and (7), of Table 4-1 provide the limiting design load environments for
the basic spacecraft structure. The methods applied to define the load distributions assoei-
......... _',_'_-_ des_h_d im th_ following paragraphs.ated with Ln_u _uuu,_,,.,_ are .........
5.1.1 Mathematical Model of Launch Configuration. A mathematical model of the launch
configuration of the proposed Planetary Vehicle has been derived for use in the determination
of dynamic loads and displacements. This model is suitable for use in preliminary analysis
of the total Launch Vehicle-shroud-Planetary Vehicle system. The model is shown schemat-
ically in Figure 5-1, along with the associated mass and stiffness matrices. The model
provides 14 degrees of freedom in the lateral modes, and 7 degrees of freedom in both the
longitudinal and torsional modes. The Capsule has been represented as a rigid body.
Appendages, such as the high gain antenna, planet scanner, and magnetometer have been
treated as rigid attachments to the basic structure. Symmetry about the Z axis has been
assumed.
5. i. 2 Dynamic Response Analysis. The low frequency vibratory environment has been
described as having the form of decaying sinusoids of approximately 20 cycles duration,
acting at the Spacecraft adapter-shroud interfaces. It has been assumed that the decay rates
for the sinusoids are due to an equivalent critical damping ratio of 0.04 damping for the
total launch system. Further, it has been assumed that the excitation occurs at the frequency
producing the most severe loads for each direction of vibration and does not reoccur prior to
complete decay of the previously excited vibration.
5. i. 2.1 Analytical Approach. Each normal mode of vibration of a vibrating linear _ystem
behaves as a single degree of freedom system. Therefore, the response of a multiple de-
gree of freedom system to a particular excitation can be found by determining the response
of each normal mode to the excitation, and summing these responses to obtain the response
of the multiple degree of freedom system.
The equation of dynamic equilibrium for a single degree of freedom system, excited by a
base acceleration having the form of a decaying sinusoid, can be expressed:
+ 2_n__ Z + _ 2Z =n n 1 (5-1)
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Where:
-_e _et
Z = Y2 - Y1 _n = _
::: C/C
11 C
M is tile mass
K is the spring constant
C is the coefficient of viscous damping
o
is the coefficient of critical viscous damping
Y1 is the displacement of the base
Z
is the displacement of the mass
C
C,
is the coefficient of decay for the exciting function
is the maximum amplitude of the decay sinusoid
is the circular frequency of excitation
Taking ti_e J,ap'ace tr_sform of Equation (5-1) and solving for the relative displacement, Z,
y i_ id,t!;;
Z = _"_ G/a_ 2n (5-2)
S 2 S S 2_s + +1+2_ n _ _ e
n n e e
The solution to Equation (5-2) contains a large number of terms and therefore is not recorded
here. However, for the special case of a_ = U; = _, _ = _ ,=
n e n' e
and _/_- _ 2---_ i,
the solution cm_ be expressed m terms of relative acceleration as;
z - 2 e 2_t -1) sin _t - 12t cos t2 (5-3)
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Figure 5-1. Spacecraft Mathematical
Model and Properties •
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and
Y2 : Z + YI (5-4)
Equation (5-4) yields the acceleration of a single degree of freedom system to a base accel-
eration having the form of a decaying sinusoid for the condition of _n = We and _ n = _e-
Curves of the resulting amplification as a function of the number of cycles of vibration and
the amount of damping present are shown in Figure 5-2, where the amplification has been
defined as the ratio of the peak acceleration of the responding system occurring during each
cycle to the initial peak acceleration of the base.
The response of the system for the conditions of _n = We is given by the solution of Equation
(5-2) and applies to the normal modes which occur at frequencies other than the circular
frequency of the exciting function.
Z
O
t-
<[
(.)
tl.
I
:E
4
t I I I
2 4 6 8 I0
c/c c=0.02 5
c/Cc= 0.0 4
C/Cc=0 05
I
12
NUMBER OF CYCLES
Figure 5-2. Transient Response to Decaying Sinusoid
The multiple degree of freedom system can be written in modal coordinates as the matric
equation:
I_'+ C* _ + )k _ = -% I Moo(0ol V 1 5-5)
whe re
I, C*, X
T
%0
- are diagonal matrices of the generalized mass (an identity matrix),
damping and stiffness
- are column vectors of the modal acceleration, velocity and
displace ment
- is the transpose of the matrix of fixed-free mode shapes (_0oo)
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_ol - is the matrix of rigid body mode shapes
M
oo
• °
Y1
- is the mass matrix of the system
- is the acceleration of the base coordinates of the system.
Equation (5-5) is a set of uncoupled equations, each of the form:
'' W #°
+ c._. + ),._ = "¢i M Y1_i i i i i oo(Pol (5-6)
The solution of Equation (5-6) for C. directly follows the solution of Equation (5-1) for Z'.
i
Transformation from modal to physical coordinates is obtained by use of Equation (5-7).
¥i
(5-7)
where:
.e
Y is a column vector of the accelerations of the multiple degree of freedom system.
o
The internal force distribution is determined from the relationship:
CHT3 IYI = If [ (5-8)
where,
HT is a matrix relating internal forces to displacements of system coordinates
Y is a displacement vector
f is an internal force vector
In this manner, the response of the multiple degree Qf freedom system was determined based.
on the calculated responses of a single degree of freedom system to the decaying sinusoidal
excitation. The necessary matrix operations were carried out using "MOPSY" a matrix
interpretive system programmed for the IBM 7094.
5.1.2.2 Dynamic Characteristics and Design Loads. The dynamic responses and de-
sign loads for the proposed Planetary Vehicle are summarized in Figure 5-3. The
fixed-free mode shapes and natural frequencies for the first four lateral and longi-
tudinal modes and the first three torsional modes are given. Also shown are the
normalized responses as well as the peak vibratory responses and associated vibratory
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loads resulting from the limiting conditions, i.e., launcher release and Saturn IC shut down.
The structural dampinghasbeen assumedto be equivalent to a critical viscous damping
ratio of 0.04 in eachmode.
For the conditions of longitudinal and torsional vibration, approximately 96%of the total
maximum responsewas found to be due to the first modes. Therefore, the loads due to the
higher modes were neglectedin the detailed structure stress analyses.
Since the highest frequency specified for lateral excitation is'6 cps, well below the first
lateral modefrequency, the response in the higher lateral modes is not negligible in com-
parison with the response in the first lateral mode. The incorporation of the loading in the
higher modes into the detailed stress analysis is tedious. Since the static load in the lateral
direction at launcher release is undefined, for the purposes of this study a uniform static
lateral load of 1.25g at launcher release was assumedto account for both vibratory and
static accelerations. From inspection of the calculated peak responses for lateral vibration
shownin Figure 5-3, it canbe seenthat this allows for approximately 0.6g of actual static
lateral acceleration.
The design loads havebeentaken as the algebraic sum of the vibratory and static loads.
The static load environments for the limiting conditions, i.e., (1) and (3) of Table 4-1 are
shownin Figure 5-3. For longitudinal loading, the summation of the vibratory and static
conditions give different accelerations and loads in the positive and negative directions
(tension and compression) and required consideration of two loading conditions for each
longitudinal vibratory environment.
5.2 Method of Structural Analysis. The complex structural characteristics of the prime
configuration necessitated the employment of a computerized structural analysis (provided
in Appendix A) to assure a reasonable degree of refinement in the sizing of primary and
secondary members. Of the several structural programs available, the MASS digital com-
puter program was selected on the basis of proven reliability, versatility, and capacity.
This routine is capable of analyzing any three dimensional structure comprised of, or
approximated by, straight and curved members, tubes, and panel elements for both static
and dynamic effects.
The program computes member stiffnesses from basic geometric and physical parameters.
Using a deflection technique, a total stiffness matrix for the entire space structure is ob-
tained. Substructures may also be used to build up the total system to enable the routine to
handle very large structures. The routine sets up the force-deflection releationships, which
are then solved for internal loads, stresses, and deflections. Included, is the capability to
account for pinned and sliding connections anywhere in the structure, unsymmetrical bending,
distributed mass, rotatory inertia effects, rigid eccentric connections, shear distortion,
variable properties and loadings, thermal gradients, and flexible supports.
A feature of the structural analysis of the prime configuration is the inclusion of the computer
output sheets (Appendix A) for the critical elements of each section of the bus structure. The
print-out for all straight and curved members initially repeats all input data such as joint
coordinates, section parameters and material parameters. Member loads and moments are
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LATERAL
Coordinate
Y1
0yl
Y2
0y2
Y3
%
Y4
%
Y_
6,8
Y6
6y6
Y7
e,7
ii.0 cps
0.320951
0.001856
0.043187
0.001331
0.009578
0. 000784
-0.011789
0. 000955
-6,047185
0.001006
0. 005088
0. 000854
-0. 036336
0.0O 1390
Mode _es
Modal Frequency
17.0 cps 36.3 cps
0. 084304
O. 000098
0.066984
-0. OOO 195
0. 066745
-0.000503
0.104395
-O. 001329
0.169091
-0.001600
0.091914
-0. 000626
0.173106
-0. 002496
40.1 cps
-0. 034040
-0.000784
O.082724
O. 000087
0.069382
0. 000885
0. 058672
0. O01188
0.008404
0. O01423
0.112750
0. 008827
0.021210
0.003192
-0.013245
-0.001172
0.154215
-0. 000293
0.127836
0. 000444
O. 118302
0.001690
0.018303
0. 002446
0. 224171
-0. 004655
O. O01870
0. 004443
Normalized
Response
_g/g or
Rad/sec2/g
1.8049
0.0114
1.2992
0.0086
1.2 193
0.0115
1.5532
0.0229
1.9397
0.0285
1.5672
0.0302
1.7238
0.0405
LONGITUDINAL
Mode Shapes Dynamic Respons
Modal Frequency
Coordinate
z 1
z 2
z 3
Z 4
Z 5
z 6
z 7
22.3 cps 93.7 cps
0.137938
0.127204
O. 113363
0.124504
0.132934
0.185465
0.151792
37.0 cps 51,5 cps
-0. 049524 0. 288831
-0.038922 0.169159
-0.025890 0.032628
-0.040054 0.013325
-0.051819 -0.007522
-0.372826 -0. 030499
-0.084614 -0.097658
-0.034032
0.012649
0.046187
0.650564
10.005260
-0.007892
-0.029151
Normalized
Response
(g/g)
4.2476
3.99_.38
3.5531
3.8622
4.1487
5.7487
4.5386
Launcher
Release
8.9200
8.2400
7.4615
8.1106
8.7123
12.0722
9.5311
TORSION
Coordinate
8zl
Oz2
Oz3
Oz4
0z5
0z6
Oz7
Mode Shapes
Modal Frequency
12.4 cps 26.0 cps 66.6 cps
nflRS55
.003430
.003294
.003090
.002837
.004125
.003336
-.001842
-.001560
°.001259
-.OO081O
-.000753
.008396
-.001386
-.000805
.0000026
.000714
.000849
.000985
-.000137
.025880
Dynamic Response
Normalized
Response
I _d/_ /
4.4337
4.3301
4.1729
3.9634
3.6922
5.2961
4.2585
Peak
Response(_._.2)
44,337
43.301
41.729
39.634
36.922
52.961
42.585
LIMITING DESIGN LOAD COMBINATIONS
Condition Combination
Launcher Longitudinal Vibratory Loads
Release* Longitudinal Static Loads
Lateral Effective Static Loads
Spacecraft Longitudinal Vibratory Loads
Shutdown* Longitudinal Static Loads
Lateral Static Loads
Case Seven
Table 4-1 Torsional Vibratory Loads Act Alone
*Reference condition (1) & (3) of Table 4-1
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Dynamic Response
Peak Response
Launcher Release
(g or rad/sec 2)
0. 6527
O. 0040
0. 4547
O. 0030
O. 4268
O. 0040
O. 5436
0. 0080
0. 6789
0.0100
O. 5485
0.0106
0. 6033
0.0142
_spouse
Spacecraft
Shat_o_m
(g)
5.3095
4. 9048
4.4414
4.8278
5.1859
7.1859
5. 6733
LATER At.
Maximum Dynamic Loads
Launcher Release
Moment Shear
Location
(Ib-ln.) (Ib)
A 329,446 1,960
B 377,970 2,463
C 264,124 7,724
D 102,740 1,479
E 73,338 3,328
F 0 1,885
G 80,304 2,287
H 276,907 3,688
I 17,471 3,165
J 0 0
LONGITUDINAL
MAXIMUM DYNAMIC LOAD
Launcher Spacecraft
Location Release Shutdown
(Ib) (Ib)
A 26,788 15,944
B 38,747 23,064
C 154,554 91,996
D 6,279 3,738
E 4,761 2,834
F 26,702 15,894
G 0 0
H 87,803 52,264
I 2,337 1,391
J 0 0
MATHEMATICAL MODEL
z
x esxJ_ Y
Maximum Dynamic Torques
Torques
Location
(in. -I_
A 2,08_ 86O
B 2,573t974
C 0
D 2,663,749
E 2,278,686
F 0
G 60,375
H 2,045
I 4,090
J 3,411,526
STATIC DESIGN ACCELERATION
Launcher SpacecraftAxis
Release (g) Shutdown (g)
1.25 5.6
Lateral I.25* i. C
*Lateral static acceleration of 1.25 g
includes vibratory response.
Figure 5-3. Frequencies, Mode Shapes,
and Dynamic Response
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given both with respect to the X, Y, and Z coordinates of the entire structure and also the
actual plane of the member itself (normalized sign convention). Normal deflections and
stress calculations are also applicable to the actual plane of the member. The coordinate
sign conventionand the normalized sign convention are illustrated in Figure 5-4.
The structural representation of the prime configuration is given by Figure 5-5 which defines
the member and joint locations and the rectilinear system of coordinate axes.
It must be stated that the overall accuracy of the results is directly dependenton the degree
to which the actual structure is simulated by the inputs to the program. In an effort to run
the entire structure at once, the desired degree of fineness of the plate element grids was
somewhatenlarged. The advantageof such a procedure is that the internal load distribution
betweenmajor substructures is readily determined without subsequentiteration; the dis-
advantagebeing in the resulting overconservative internal bendingmoments in some ring
elements, notably the inner and outer caps of the solar array.
In an actual designanalysis, a subsequentcomputer analysis wouldbe performed on each
substructure in which the previously determined internal loads would be applied to an even
more representative structure.
Ultimate static equivalent axial torsional, and lateral loads were obtainedby multiplying
the weight, the ultimate load factor of 1.25, and the appropriate g load factor (see Figure
5-3). These loads were applied at the centroids of all large mass items such as the Capsule,
COORDINATE
SIGN CONVENTION
YIV
4,
/;J/l6 5
/z
6
Figure 5-4. Coordinate Sign and Normalized Sign Convention
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solid Propulsion Unit, MC/OA tanks, equipmentmodules, and solar array. In the case of
loads applied at the Capsule cg, the Capsule was assumedto be a rigid mass, capableof
transferring these loads to the Capsule-bus interface by elementary theory. In the case of
other mass items, the actual stiffness of the secondary supporting structure was accountedfor
in the analysis. Reactions at the shroud were assumedin the most conservative manner
possible. For axial loads, each of the 16support points were assumedto be restrained inthe
axial direction only and free to move in the radial direction. This ensures that kick loads
at the end of the main struts would be taken solely by the solar array support structure and
would impose no such requirement on the shroud. For lateral (shear) and torsional loads,
each of the 16 support points was considered to be pinned, thereby transferring these loads
to the shroud.
The conditions of loading investigated in the computerized analysis were for torsional loads
acting alone and for the combined lateral andpositive axial loading at Saturn IC stageburn-
out. These conditions will be critical for all of the major structural members with the
exception of several members in the MC/OA submoduleandthe high gain antennadeployment
mechanism structure. These items are considered separately by a standard handanalysis
and are presented below with margins of safety, mode of failure, and critical load condition
duly noted.
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Figure 5-5. Structural Model-Prime Configuration
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5.2.1 MC/OA Tanks
i Y
13.7 !-_k__ 23------_
3o
!
Tank Weight 562.5 lb
Loading Condition
Fwd 10.76g |
Aft 13.26g 3 +
Torsional
Lateral 1.25g
600,000 in.-lb @ 42.72 rad. arm
2 HV OD
x
0. 049W
1-1/40D
x
0. 028W
7/80D
x
0. 022W
Member
1 -3
1' - 3'
4 -5
4' - 5'
1 -2
1' - 2'
Length
(in.)
45.7
24.3
14.5
A (In. 2)
0. 3003
O. 1075
0. 059
I (In. 2)
0. 143
0.0201
0.0054
Condition
Axial
+
Lateral
Torsional
Axial
÷
Lateral
Ult.
Design
Load
(lb)
637O
2415
1990
Buckling
Critical
Load
0b)
7O8O
3520
2660
M°S.
0.11
0.46
0.33
a. Torsional
600,000
4(42.72) - 3501 lb (limit)
3501 (1.25) = 4400 lb (ultimate)
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_F2 Pl 3 = Pl'3'
_M2 Pl 3 = 3.2 P1 2
_F P4 = P4y 5 '5,
EF 1.822 P4 = 44001bx 5
P4 5 = 2415 ib
EM
5 4400 (18) = 26 Vl 3
P = 3050 lb
1 3
P1 2 = 954 lb
b. A xi a 1_-2_._[mt_2__;al-
A f
Lateral
_: : • )
o( ..... 5(10.76) = 6050 lb (limit)
6(}50(1.25) = 7570 lb (ultimate)
552o5(1.25)(1.25) = 8801b (ultimate)
EM 5 8_0(1S) = 26 Pl 3 "" Pl 3
EF,) 1.3.3 P = 7570
. 3 " " P1 3
P1 3
EM2 Pl 3 = 3.2 Pl 2
Pl 2 = 1990 lb
= 610 lb
= 576O lb
= 63701b P1,3, = 51501b
c. Properties
I- 3 t' -
2
_r E!
- 7O8O lb2
L
2
A =0.3003 in.
4
I =0.143 in.
L = 45.7 in.
1 .- 2 I _
4-5 P
C l/
2
L
2
rr EI
2
L
- 266O lb
= 3520 lb
li = .059 in. 2
.0054 in. 4
14.5 in.
= .0201 in. 4
= 24.3 in.
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5.2.2 High Gain Antenna Deployment Mechanics
LF. FACTOR
AR RAY L 28.75 ---_ 4-14-_ 16 _ A NTE N NA
Item
3 and 4
Material
1/2 dia. Rod
5 OD x 0.075
4 OD x0.04
5
6 and7 1/2 dia. x0.022
8 0. O4O HAT
section
4. 125 OD x .025
3o 125 OD x .063
1 - Nod Actuator
5 - Deployment Axis
A
(in.2) I or J
0.196 0.00307
1.158 3.5
0.494 0.957
0.033 0.001
0.24 0. 056
Load,
Moment,
or Torque
1,032
in. -lb
15,280
in. -lb
8,230
in. -lb
8,230
in. -lb
PCR, MCR
or TCR
24,500
in.-Ib
30,280
in. -lb
10,030
in.-lb
9,060
in.-lb
2O4 lb 3O8 lb
555 1,420
in.-lb in.-lb
2 - Rotary Actuator
6 and 7 - Deployment Axis Struts
(Ultimate) M.S.
Large Ball Screw Com-
pression
0.9 Tubing in bending
0.23 Tubing in bending
0.1 Tubing in shear
0.49 Tubing in comp.
Ample Bending and
crippling
3 and 4 - Deployment Actuator
8 - Deployment Anchor
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1) 1/2 Diameter Rod - Ball Screw - Nod Actuator
EM 50 lb (4.4) (1.25) (45)
12 = 1032 in.-lb (Ultimate)
2 4
A = 0.196 in. I = 0.00307 in.
1032
f - - 5260 psi
c 0. 196
Assume fc = 125,000 psi, PCR = 24,500 lb., M.S. = Large
2) 5 in. OD x 0.075 in. wall Tube - Rotary Actuater
EM 50 (4.4) (1.25) (55.5) = 15,280 in.-lb
2 4
A = 1.158in. I = 3.5in.
M (2.438)
c MCR 6061
I 3.5 = 21,000 AI fatigue
MCR = 30,280 in.-lb M.S. = 0.9
3&4) 4 in. OD x 0.040 in. wall - Deployment Actuater
EM = 50 (4.4) (1.25)(59.0)= 16,460 in.-ib Total 8,230 in.-Ib each
2 4
A = 0.494 in. I = 0.957 in.
M (2. oo)
c MCR 6061
-i-- ..... 0 _357 ...... 21,000 il fatigue
MCR == 10,030 in.-lb M.S. = 0.235
i} 4. 125 in. OD x 0. 025 in. wall - 3. 125 in. OD x 0. 063 in. Stepped Tube - Deployment
Axi s
EM = 16,460 in.-ib
T L T2 L2 J1
1 1 _ __ = 8230 (2.06) (1.1) = 0.691 in.
J1G J)G_ J2 0.31 J1 = 27,000 psi
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27,000 (.691) 4
TCR - 2.06 = 9060 J2 = 2.23 in.
9060
M.S. = ----1 = 0.18230
6 & 7) 0.5 in. OD x 0. 022 in. Wall Deployment Axis Struts
14.5)P = 50 (4.4) (1.25) \1--_.5 = 204 lb
2
rr EI 103.6 x 106 (.001) = 308 lb
PCR 2 2
L (18.3)
308
M.S. _ - i = 0.49
204
The computer output sheets for the critical structural members mentioned above are pre-
sented in Appendix A. When an element is critical for combined axial and lateral loading,
only the printout for the predominant axial case has been included. The additive lateral
effect has also been included and is apparent in the final member load. Calculations
appear on each sheet to show margin of safety and mode of failure.
5.3 Spacecraft Structural Transfer Functions. Interactions between the autopilot and attitude
control subsystems and the flexible body modes of the vehicle structure can lead to control
instability problems, positioning problems, and excessive dynamic loads acting on the flexi-
ble appendages. To investigate these potential problems, it is necessary to include the
transfer functions of the flexible vehicle structure in the control subsystem analysis. Trans-
fer functions have been developed for two configurations of the vehicle: (1) the midcourse
configuration which consists of the bus, full fuel loads, and the capsule with the high gain
antenna deployed; and (2) the Mars orbit configuration which consists of the bus without the
capsule, minimum fuel on board, and with the planet scanner and high gain antenna deployed.
In both cases, the magnetometer was omitted because of its low mass and low moments of
i b th hi i ............. _-- "" ...... _^- *.... _ _ _" ............nertia a out eve c e cenL_r ol g. avlL_y.
condition of the Mars orbit configuration are shown in this report.
A mathematical model of the Mars orbit configuration is shown schematically in Figure 5-6,
along with the associated flexible body normal modes and natural frequencies. Since only
the lower frequency modes are of interest, only those flexibilities associated with the mounting
of the high gain antenna and the planet scanner have been considered. Based on results of
Task A studies, the lowest natural frequencies of these components on their supporting struc-
tures are taken to be approximately 5.5 cps for the high gain antenna and 10 cps for the
planet scanner.
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Stiffness Matrix for Planet Scanner (p)
Relative to Center Body (e)
14960. 302764.
302764. 6870000.
14960. -302764.
-302764. 6870,000.
Stiffness Matrix for Antenna (a)
Relative to Center Body (c)
534000.
x
i 109000. ¢_y
812000. q_
bZ
116000.
M
x
M
Y
M
_z
p
X
(D
Z
Z
(0 x
Xo
F
X
M
Z
= F
Z
M
X MATHEMATICAL MODEL
a
M zc
Z° _P
KO • Kp ,_;J1
_171 IN. := 160 IN.'.-'_-L_
(1)
Coordinate
X
P
Z
P
%
_Oyp
_zp
X
a
Z
a
c_
ya
X
e
Z
C
_xc
_ye
ze
Mass*(2)
Properties
0.363
0.363
29.4
29.4
29.4
0.130
0.130
77.0
10.4
10.4
22900.
21200.
3020.
5.5 cps
0
0.02904
-0.00046
0
0
0
2.73518
0
0
-0.03520
-0.OOO79
0
0
6.0 cps
0.02837
0
0
-0.00056
-0.00043
0.08204
0
0.11374
-0.00202
0
0
-0,00036
-5.4 x 10 -6
Free-Free Mode Shapes
7.2 cps
0.24822
0
0
0.00233
-0.00698
2.58658
0
-0.00259
-0.O41OO
0
0
0.00113
-0.00142
10.0 cps
0.03311
0
0
0.18457
-0. 00144
-0.02140
0
0. 00013
-0.00089
0
0
-0,00023
-5
8.1 x 10
10.3 cps
0
1.44562
0.07375
0
0
0
-0.01262
0
0
-0.05030
0.00156
0
0
11.5 cps
1.25048
0
0
-0.00369
-0.07733
-0.18128
0
-0.00043
-0.04138
0
0
0.00114
0.00262
(1) Translations are in inches; Rotations are in radians.
(2) Mass property units are lb-sec2/in, for the mass terms, and lb-sec2-in, for the inerti_
term s.
Figure 5_6. Mathematical Model of Mars Orbit Configuration
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The structural transfer functions canbe expressed in terms of the normal modes of the struc-
ture, resulting in a form which can be conveniently incorporated into the total system control
loop. The dynamic equationsof motion for the structure can be expressed in modal coordi-
natesas:
I _'+ C* _ + k _ = ¢pTF(t) (5-9)
where:
I, C*, k are diagonal matrices of the generalized mass (and identity matrix),
damping, and stiffness.
are column vectors of modal acceleration, velocity, and displacement.
T
O is the transpose of the matrix of the free-free normal modeshapes (_).
F(t) is a column vector of the forcing function.
Equation (5-9) consists of a set of uncoupled equations, each representing a normal mode of
vibration of the system. By taking the Laplace transform of each equation, solvlng for the
modal response and transforming from modal to physical coordinates, it can be shown that
the transfer function for each coordinate of the system can be expressed:
A. slr
T S +2_r
2
CO s +_
r r
(5-1o)
where:
qi is the velocity in the i th coordinate due to the response in all modes.
F(t) is the applied force or moment impulse.
A°
lr
......... _ th th
coordinate due _ motion in r mode,
r
0_
r
is the effective critical damping ratio for the mode.
th
is the natural frequency of the r mode.
Equation (5-10) can be readily incorporated into the control system loop by treating the con-
tribution of each mode as an independent element. The coefficients defining the transfer func-
tions for the Mars orbit configuration are given in Table 5-1. To illustrate the use of this
table, the transfer function defining the angular velocity about the Z axis due to a moment im-
pulse about the Z axis is shown below using the coefficients given in Table 5-1.
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TABLE 5.1 STRUCTURAL TRANSFER FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS
MARS ORBIT CONFIGURATION
(A.iJ
Numerator of Transfer Ftmelaon Ior Five'_'ases of Unit Impulse at SpacecraR cg*
II Contribu_on of Each Mod_ _o Co_Drdlnata Displacement IOamDin_ = O. 04 C_)
_t_4
zp 2 0
_xp ] o
_yp 4 0
z_ 7 0
Sy_ 8 o
xr q o
;: ,o oc I1 0
Syc 1 ? o
Szc I I o
2, E I o
-I.O2216o2 / -]
Ixo _ I I 628a._' / -s
_,_, " I o
cv. _ I o
1.2)qLh2 I / -3
I
.zoI
5.5 ep. 1 6.0 =p* 2
_7c I I
_x, Ii
I
u
-2 2_I 1,9* -5
0
0
Q
-2.15?2,,z,2 -]
0
0
2.77ns266 -5
_,2207130 -'
0
0
0
0
1.1219237 _ -_B 62782$1 1
-I.6%3;uq2 /
0
-2.2926980 / -8
4.0614112 / -_
0
0
7.19%%10 I -7
0
0
i qan,q_ .7
2.92S]%85 IS
0
-4.0S98_3 -S
0
0
1.54.'C_ _ • -7
0
o
o
o
xp
_yp *
' in
7.2 cpl
-t lri/t,_ / -z
0
o
-9.5461164 ¢ -5286_04t8 -a
-1.o6o39/o / -I
0
I.C.6_]015 / -4
1.6806_08 / -3
0
0
-4.642_A18 / -5
CASE I Fxc - I Ibl
iO.O cps 4
0
0
1.28_q0_7 / -6
t.901)q722 / -5
0
-l.140s?_l / -7
7890Oo9o / -1
0
0
2.0_i247q / -7
_SF II rzc " 1 Ib)
o
o
o
o
0
o
0
o
0
0
0
0
@ o
dASF IiI M • ] ill Ib_
o 0
o o
o 0
o o
o
n o
o o
o o
o o
o o
o o
() o
CASE Iv M_C • I in. lb_
2,_I0_82 z. -'.bS4225J / -6
0 0
0 0
L' 616_221 ), .,_ 2_h4_12 1 .5
-" _o]o_'s ) 3)%_hI' / -'
2 92o1_}0 _) & q&69"4,& / -_
0 0
-2 93;15_,0 / _ -2.96804]n / -8
0
o 0
-_'l 611 ')0(_ _) J ] -1.8_2_2 -i_
o
-I.317_2o2
-_sssgtw3 -3
o
0
o
Mg¢ I I I_. Ib)
i68%:01i / -_
o
0
-l.t:o_l'l :
0
.720a4¢_ol -s
. /[ 56.00 nvsd_
t, o ¢p,
lO _ cp, 5
Ii % cpi
X _ rigid _v
-Y +X c
i "_-x, i ""_.................l'l:ui_ k_l ) Vclnc le
ZJ " L_m. h _ontiguration
10._ cp.
0
-72214987 1 -2
-}7097624 / -3
0
0
0
o
o
t)
l. I 5c_)520 / -&
0
0
o
-I 9684o75 / -s
0
o
0
i
$ ii.5 cp. 6
O -51745505 / -_
0 o
0
3.2001_07 -3
?%01_218 / -3
o
172q78 _ -5
17123496 -_-
o
0
-4.7_110_1 / -'5
0
o
0
0
0
0
0
o
0
o
0
, ?
i .42_7H ; -]
0
o
-8,8421,%2_ / -5
_2.o:28s_2 -4
o
-¢._III "I0 -'
o
o
]2t88404 ]
0
o
.4./$12SS -4
0
-1.08s02_8 -4
0
0
iu_r%2]BO / -_
Co_fttct*nt of D_n_luator for Trln,fer Vunctb_
S2 l s 2
I ooooooo ! 0 2 _o2n), '
l.oOoo00_ I o 1.6,),,,HIO /
I ooocoo0 / o _ o),,_2',_ '
1.0_ooooo / o _.1_11,,44 '
1.o0o000o / o _ ',,olb_' /
1.00ooooo / q
qi ._ Air s
r
Rigid Biddy 7
o
71_tt,411 / -5
98h_85_ / -2
o
I O',:'L8_8 / -_
q,2_0_531 / 2
0
1.0521|11 / -4
?,)b(,O/O_ / -5
0
7.02q' ',o 5
o
D
o
9 5_aq_Ta -2
0
0
q.tq2_,2?_ -2
7 02_43q
o
-27914A67 / -3
3._''4_%.' / -s
0
o
0
2 1;?o_40 / -]
0
o
o
0
.2 O4M6]_% / -t
0
0
-1 9%_,_1[t / -.
o
4 40SMI4% / -%
1 0%218_1 1 -z.
n
0
-1 9%881q7 / -e
-L_442_22 I -}
o
o
-19588196 -h
2.32852G3 -%
&.ln)8'o_ -3
0
0
0
-l.q%881q7 / -_
2,_28_22_ / -_
]gh&()(/l% / t
o
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0ze
Mzc
2.95 x 10-11S 2.03 x 10-6S 6.58 x 10-9S
+ +
2 2
S + 3.01S + 1420 S + 3.61S + 2034 S2 + 5.04S +3964
6.88 x 10-6S 2.33x 10-5S
+ 2 + 2 (5-11)
S + 5.76S + 5184 S
In this manner, the transfer functions can be written for all coordinates of the model. It
should be noted that the center body coordinates Xc, Yc, and Zc do not pass through the cg
of the system when the appendages are deployed. Therefore, a significant amount of cross
coupling occurs between the rigid body modes. It is not anticipated that significant coupling
will occur between the flexible modes of the structure and the attitude control subsystem.
Due to the relatively high fundamental frequencies of the deployed elements, any vibration's
introduced should decay to nearly zero prior to reaching the subsequent limit of the control
system limit cycle. Coupling between the autopilot subsystem and the flexible modes of the
structure is more likely to be a problem. A discussion of the interactions of the structural
modes with the control systems is given in VC234FD105.
APPENDIX A
STRESS ANALYSIS
This appendix comprises a computer run for the stress analysis of the critical elements of
each section of the bus structure. The run for each element is included in a separate table.
Tables A-1 through A-22 provide the computer information in addition to manual calculations.
Reference to Figures 5-4 and 5-5 will aid in vector identification and component location.
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PYROTECHNIC SUBSYSTEM
1.0 SCOPE. The Pyrotechnic Subsystem consists of the devices and the networks required
for controlling, initiating and accomplishing nonrepetitive events by explosive actuation. It
performs the Planetary Vehicle functions of separation from the Launch Vehicle, control of
the propulsion subsystem during midcourse corrections, ignition of orbit insertion propulsion,
and control of deployment devices for antennas and magnetometers. The capability for initi-
ating a separation system is also provided in the event that jettison of the Flight Capsule is
required. The basic subsystem consists of:
a.
b.
Parallel redundant separation switches which are a positive block to electrical power
to maintain the subsystem in a safe condition during pad and prelaunch checkout.
Arming, by applying electrical power, does not occur until the Planetary Vehicle is
eva .... d from_ the Launch Vehicle.
A pyrotechnic controller which inverts ac to dc, stores the energy on capacitors, and
using solid state devices switches the energy to fire selected Electroexplosive De-
vices (EED) upon command.
C.
d.
e,
EED's which convert electrical energy into controlled explosive energy to operate each
pyrotechnic device. The EED's used in the subsystem conform to all safety require-
ments of the Mission Specification and AFETRM 127-1.
Pyrotechnic devices such as pin pullers, igniters, and valves (normally open, nor-
mally closed, and a 2-way valve) activated by explosive force or flame generated
by the EED's when fired. These pyrotechnic devices are used for control of other
subsystem functions and for mechanical unlatching of deployment devices.
Harnesses, electrical connections and firing circuits conforming to Mission Specifi-
cation and AFETRM 127-1 connecting the EED's together forming the subsystem
electrical network. The ground point for the subsystem network is located in the
pyrotechnic controller and is separated from the other subsystem grounds.
The functional performance of the subsystem is described in detail in the following pages.
Component requirements and operation are discussed along with descriptions of alternate de-
vices " ' .... _ _._,_conslu_,vu for *_'_ subsystem with their advantages and disadvantages.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
VC220FD105
VC220FD106
VC235FD102
Launch Vehicle Interface
Capsule Interface
Spacecraft Structure
Subsystem
VC220SR101 Design Characteristics and
Restraints
AFETRM 127-1 Safety, Range Safety Man-
ual, 10 September 1965
Performance and Design Requirements for the VOYAGER 1971 Spacecraft System, General
Specification for, 17 September 1965.
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3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION. In the following paragraphs, the operation of the subsys-
tem is discussed along with problem areas and methods of solution.
3.1 Planetary Vehicle Separation. Separation of the Planetary Vehicle from the Launch Ve-
hicle is accomplished in two steps; (1) removal of the interstage connector, and (2) struc-
tural separation of the Planetary Vehicle from the Planetary Adapter. The interstage con-
nector is located between the vehicle and the adapter and carries required electrical signals
from the Launch Vehicle. The connector is removed by a pyrotechnic pin-puller prior to
structural separation. The pin-puller is operated by redundant EED's, either one capable of
supplying the required energy. Structural separation of the Planetary Vehicle from the
adapter is accomplished by a pneumatic thruster/release mechanism described in detail in
VC235FD102. The system operates by releasing stored high pressure gas which drives a
piston in each pneumatic thruster.
First motion of the piston releases a locking nut on the Planetary Vehicle and continued mo-
tion imparts the required vehicle velocity increment. The high pressure gas is released by
either one of two normally closed EED-aetuated valves in the manifold network between the
thrusters and the gas reservoir.
Electrical signals for the separation sequence are supplied by the Launch Vehicle. The con-
nector removal pin-puller uses two EED's for its operation and each valve uses one EED.
Each EED has two separate bridgewires, each bridgewire requiring a 5 ampere, 10 millisec-
ond pulse to fire. Thus, a total of 20 amperes is required from the Launch Vehicle with the
requirement that the 10 amperes for connector removal be applied a discrete time prior to
the structural separation signal.
3.2 Emergency Capsule Separation. In the event that jettison of the Flight Capsule from the
Planetary Vehicle is required, an emergency separation system is provided. At a discrete
time before structural separation, a pin-puller removes the connector between Flight Capsule
and Spacecraft in the same manner as described above for Planetary Vehicle separation.
The emergency Capsule separation system is operated by releasing stored high pressure gas
(similar to Planetary Vehicle separation system) from a reservoir to 16 release nuts lo-
cated aft of the Flight Capsule - Planetary Vehicle field joint. The gas is released by two
normally closed, EED actuated valves which are fired by the pyrotechnic controller on com-
mand. Opening of either one of the valves will activate the system and separation will occur.
A more detailed description of the mechanical operation is given in VC235FD102.
3.3 Pyrotechnic Controller. The pyrotechnic controller transforms the Planetary Vehicle ac
power to dc power, stores the energy, and switches such energy to fire EED's as required
during the mission. The controller contains two separate and complete channels for redun-
dancy, arranged so that each channel is capable of completing the pyrotechnic function inde-
pendently. A block diagram is shown in Figure 3-] and a preliminary schematic illustrating
the design approach is shown in Figure 3-2. Each EED has two bridgewires which are con-
nected to separate channels° Either bridgewire (or channel) can fire each EED.
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3.4 Pyrotechnic Events. All pyrotechnic events are initiated by electroexplosive devices.
The EED's convert the electrical energy stored in the pyrotechnic controller to explosive
energy which is used to accomplish nonrepetitive functions. A list of the pyrotechnic functions
is shown in Table 3-1. Included in the table are the primary sources of commands, a source
of back-up commands where applicable, the number of EED's required, the number of devices
required, and the type of pyrotechnic devices for each function. The events are listed in the
order in which they are expected to occur and are listed for only one Planetary Vehicle. The
events for the second Planetary Vehicle are identical to those listed in Table 3-1. The inte-
gration of all pyrotechnic functions, including both Planetary Vehicles, is shown in the Sequence
of Events in VC220FDl12.
Programmed commands to the Pyrotechnic Controller are issued by the Controller and Se-
quencer (C&S) with back-up signals from the Command Decoder Subsystem (CDS) if required.
Commands for the propulsion subsystem to prepare for maneuvers are supplied by the CDS
upon ground command. Provisions have been made for contingency commands also listed in
Table 3-1. These functions which are not programmed, will occur only upon ground command
TABLE 3-1. PYROTECHNIC FUNCTIONS
I. Arm ll(,tropropul_ic)n Motor
2. Phmetalv V(,hicle ('¢)nn(.ctor Removal
3. Planetary Vehicle St,i)aratlon
4. Initiate Iiigh {;aln Ant(,nna Deployment
5. Secondary L[)w (;aln Antenna Deployment
6. Science ('over R(_m(,va!
7. M;_nt,tom(,ter l)epl[)ymvni
_. Pressurize M(" ()A Propellant I
9. l-:nabh, M(' /OA Pr_)pella.nt How I
, I0. l)isahle Mt'_OA Prolxqlant Flow l
; II. R,,m,)v(, M(" ()A I)ropt,ll:mt Pressure t
g
I.C E
LV
1V
C&S ICDS
C&S !('DS
C&S ,CI)S
C&S ,CI)_
CI)S
CDS
CDS
CDS i =
1. Emcrgeney Spacecraft-Capsule
('onnector Removal
2. Initiate Emergency Separation
3. Pressurize Mt'/()A Prop_,llant 3
4. Enable MC '()A l)roi_,llant Fh)w 3
('l)S
CDS
CI)S
CI)S
! I,C E I ,aum'h C.mplex
! Equipment
J
i Pr()p. Propulsion
! I,V [,aunch ','ehicIe
L
SP
S/A
PP
P 1 iS A
SP 2 2 I)P
SP 2 2 N('V
PC _; 3 I !)p
!
PC 2 l ! !)P
PC 2 1 PP
PC 2 1 PP
PC 2 i 2 iN('V
! I
Pt" 2 ] 2 t NCV
l
PC 2 2 I N()V
l
l"i 'I')Nt'v
Pt'
PC
I)C
PC
Separation
Py rotochnlcs
Safe/Arm
Pin- Puller
l
1
12. Arm Sterilization Canister Removal ('&S
I3. initiate Sterilization ('aniater Removal C&S
14. lq t'ssurize MC '(_A Propellant 2 CDS
15. Enable MC 'OA Propellant Flow 2 CDS
i6. _nable Orbit Insertion Propulsion TVC ] c'&S
17 Initiate ()rbit Insertion Engine Burn C&S
1_. Disable MC/OA Propellant Flow 2 CDS
19. Remove MC/()A Propellrmt Pressure 2 CI)S
20. Planet Sc,-mmer Platform Deployment C&S
21. Orbit and PSP Instrument Cover Removal C&S
22. Attitude Control Pressure Change C&S
CI)S
CDS
CDS
CDS
CDS
CDS
CDS
PC
PC
PC
p("
PC !
PC
PC i
NCV
2 2 NC V
2 2 N('\'
2 _I"I)
2 ] fi Nt)V
i
I 2 N( )V
1 PP
I 1 PP
L t,v
CONTINGENT COMMANDS iiil i
I _ 6. Remove MC/OA Propellant Pressure 3 _ CDS [ - PC 2
! NCV _ 7. MovePoslDonValve-MC/')AReg .... 1 CI)S i - /Pt'l 11 1
I NCV - 1'(" 2 '
11 8. Dl.able TCA1 and 3 / CDS [ I 2
.NCV H 9. Diuable TeA 2 and 4 A CDS [- [1)(i [ 2 i2
ABBREVIATIONS
PC Pyrotechnic NOV Normally ()pen Valve
Controller 2WV Two Way Valve
NCV Normally Closed MC/t)A Mtdcourse/( )rbit
Valve AdJtmt
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and are more fully explained in their respective subsystems. Two functions, (Science and in-
strument cover removal) which have not been firmly established, are listed in the Table 3-1,
Items 6 and 21. If these events are required, their preferred method of operation is by a
pyrotechnic pin-puller or pusher and is listed as such. Two Flight Capsule cannister separa-
tion functions are also listed since they require electrical signals from the pyrotechnic con-
troller. These events, Items 12 and 13 of Table 3-1, are the responsibility of the Flight Cap-
sule but require firing energy and signals from the Spacecraft.
3.5 Orbit Injection Propulsion Safe/Arm. The orbit injection propulsion is ignited through a
Safe/Arm (S/A) device. The preferred design is the Minuteman S/A device which meets the
range safety requirements of the Air Force Eastern Test Range (AFETR) for such devices.
The EED used for ignition of the Minuteman does not meet the range safety requirements. The
Minuteman S/A device hermetically seals the ignition EED's into the S/A body and therefore must
be modified to accept a new EED which does meet the safety requirements. By incorporating
the modified standardized EED proposed herein for VOYAGER, the changes in the S/A are
small enough that major redevelopment is not necessary. The EED to be used for the S/A
will be the same basic design but will terminate in a pigtail lead rather than a connector re-
ceptacle integral with the EED body. The EED case will be configured to fit the S/A with
minimum hardware change.
In the safe condition of the S/A, the EED's are shorted and mechanically misaligned from the
ignition train. When signalled to arm, the EED's are rotated into a position which allows their
flame and pressure output to be fired, through windows, into the igniter. A safety pin pre-
vents arming until it is removed just prior to launch. The pin is so designed that it cannot be
removed with an arm signal applied. Both remote and visual indicators are provided to mon-
itor the position of the S/A during all phases of testing and checkout. The S/A can be returned
to the safe condition both remotely and manually but cannot be armed manually. Present con-
cepts are that the S/A will be armed on the launch pad prior to lift-off and will remain armed
during the remainder of the flight.
3.6 Wiring and Harnessing. All EED firing cables are twisted pairs, balanced to and isolated
from a continuous shield surrounding each wire pair including the EED case. Firing circuits
are not routed through in-flight separation connectors and are routed separately from other
VY L J- LL_ •
4.0 INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS. Separation of the Planetary Vehicle requires 20 amperes
supplied by the Launch Vehicle. Power to the pyrotechnic controller is supplied by the Plan-
etary Vehicle power subsystem in the form of a 2400 cps, 50 volt amplitude square wave.
Programmed commands to the pyrotechnic subsystem are sent by the C&S; the CDS issues
back-up commands and relays ground commands as required. These signals will trigger the
silicon-controlled rectifiers (SCR's) in the controller for firing pyrotechnic events. Teleme-
tering will monitor the capacitor voltage and the number of firing signals sent out of the con-
troller. This will be accomplished by a counter detecting the number of times the capacitor
voltage crosses a fixed threshold. By programming the number of counts for charging or
discharging, the events can be readily catalogued.
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5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
5.1 Physical Characteristics. The Pyrotechnic Subsystem weight estimates are: controller
7.5 pounds; harness 4 pounds ; EED's 3 pounds. The weight and volume of each pyrotechnic
device (pin puller, valve) is included in the subsystem where it is used. The estimated volume
of the pyrotechnic controller is 600 cubic inches. The power required will be approximately
3 watts continuously throughout the flight. This power will recharge the capacitors after each
use and supply energy which leaks off during the flight.
5.2 Reliability. A reliability assessment of the pyrotechnic controller indicates a reliability
of 0. 99975 for the completion of the mission. The mathematical model given below is based
on the block diagram shown in Figure 3-1.
4
  r°t°c n cI IISubsystem _ 1-(1-Rsep. sw) 2 I-(1-RTR Rcap RSCR) LI-(I-REED) J
Reliability
-" 0. 99975
Redundant EED's are used in each application.
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND RESTRAINTS
6.1 Electroexplosive Device. All pyrotechnic functions are initiated by an EED which gen-
erates a controlled explosive force upon application of the proper electrical firing signal to
its bridgewire(s). The EED contains two bridgewires with a nominal resistance of 1 ohm per
bridgewire. A normally closed continuity loop designed into the EED header serves a dual
function: (1) pad monitoring of connector hookup and (2) opened by pressure rise in the
cartridge, it can also monitor functioning of the EED if desired. A pin-to-case connection is
provided for ease of maintaining a separate pyrotechnic ground.
The standardized EED design (See Figure 6-1 for essential details) proposed for VOYAGER
was designed and tested by GE on a previous aerospace program. There were 263 prototype
EED's tested to prove feasibility of a common cartridge envelope, including the match head,
for three output ranges of pressure cartridges and two output ranges of detonators. The de-
sign characteristics tested comply with all JPL and AFETR range requirements for the
VOYAGER Spacecraft. These EED's also are capable of surviving thermal sterilization. The
different output characteristics are obtained by inserting loading sleeves with the desired ex-
plosive compounds into the standard cartridge/match head and welding the end closure cup in
place. The unique feature of the completed EED is the dual function monitoring loop for as-
certaining pressure rise in the cartridge if desired. The concept of this standardized EED
has been discussed with the various manufacturers of the valves, pin-pullers, and release
nuts proposed for the VOYAGER Spacecraft. All of these manufacturers have expressed their
desire to cooperate in the use of this EED. The decision to use the proposed EED was
reached after conducting a survey of existing EED's, including the Apollo standardized EED
which qualified for AFETR operations. It was concluded that the advantages of the monitoring
loop, reduction of electrical and ignition interfaces, and simplification of checkout equipment
and procedures were significant.
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Figure 6-1. Envelope Drawing Standardize Elcctroexplosive Cartridge Service
The proposed EED has been checked out for both constant current and capacitor discharge
firing sensitivity. An analysis performed on capacitor discharge firings shows that a capaci-
tor of 56 microfarads charged to 43.5 volts will fire the EED with a reliability of 0o 9990 at
90% confidence level, when the energy is discharged through either bridgewire. The capaci-
tor size required, per bridgewire, to give equivalent energy at 25 volts is 170 microfarads.
The capacitor proposed for the Pyrotechnic Subsystem is 1000 _f charged to 25 volts mini-
mum. This capacitor energy ensures a high reliability and can be incorporated into the Pyro-
technic controller as discussed above. Functioning times will depend on the exact firing
energy used but based on prototype tests; the times will be from 3 to 5 milliseconds.
6.2 Pyrotechnic Controller. Power from the Planetary Vehicle is applied to the pyrotechnic
controller through redundant separation switches which act as S/A devices. The normally
open contacts of the switches lock out power for pad safety until separation of the Planetary
Vehicle occurs. Closure of either switch (or both) applies 50-volt 2400-cycle power to the
pyrotechnic controller transformers. The ac power is converted to dc by a transformer and
full wave rectifier which is then used to charge a capacitor through a current limiting resis-
tor. The transformer is also used to isolate the Pyrotechnic Subsystem, since the secondary
is electrically isolated from the primary. The number of capacitors required depends on the
total number of EED's and the number that must be fired at approximately the same time. If
the simultaneity of events must be less than the charging time-constant, a separate capacitor
is required for each event. If the number of EED's per capacitor is very large, the total
leakage current (which will be discussed later) approaches the charging current, and therefore,
more capacitors must be added. The size of the capacitors depend on several parameters, the
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most important being the firing characteristics of the EED. Not only is the total energy
stored andswitched to the EED significant, but the rate at which the energy is switched
(power)must be considered. In addition, the effects of line loss, line resistance, and switch
resistance must be taken into accountin the choice of capacitor size.
A design constraint on the pyrotechnic controller is that solid state switches rather than elec-
tromechanical relays shall be usedto switch the EED firing current. Since high peak cur-
rents are required to initiate EED's by capacitor discharge, the solid state device usedmust
havethe capability to switch the currents. SCR's are ideally suited for this purpose. Power
transistors were discarded becausethey require more power in their trigger circuit and offer
no improvements in anyother characteristics over the SCR. The two SCRparameters which
are important for this application are the holding current, Ill, and the forward leakage cur-
rent IS. The philosophy of design is that the current limiting resistor for the capacitor
charging circuit be sized to keep the charging current below the holding current of the SCR.
The reason for this requirement is that if an EED shouldhave a very low resistance in its
bridge circuit after firing, the SCRwould still turn off. This establishes the limits forcharg-
ing current to the capacitors at all times. If the leakage current, IS, is too high, then it is
possible for the charge on the capacitors to leak faster than the charge canbe maintained.
Therefore, either the leakage current must be limited or the number of capacitors must be
increased. Investigations into the parameters of available SCR's reveal that holding currents
of 20 milliamps minimum and leakage currents of 0.5 milliamps maximum, are not exceed-
ingly difficult to meet. In the case of planar SCR's which are being made on a small scale,
the leakage current is less than 1.0 microamp. The size of the SCRas well as its electrical
parameters depend,to a large extent, on its current carrying capability. The lower the cur-
rent, the more advantageousthe parameters for the pyrotechnic controller. For this reason,
the voltage on the capacitor should be as low as practical since the current is only limited by
the resistance of the EED bridgcwire and the firing circuitry. Becauseof the amplitude of
the input voltages, capacitor voltages in the range of 25 to 30 volts are easily attained. Based
on firing data of the EEDdescribed previously, a 1000-microfarad capacitor charged to 25
volts will fire the EED when discharged through either bridgewire with a margin of at least
3 to 1. Therefore, in order to restrict the holding currev, t to 20 miiiiamps at 25 volts, a
1250-ohm current limiting resistor is required. This produces a charging time constant, for
a 1000 microfarad capacitor, of 1.25 seconds. Firings cannot reliably occur unless a period
equal to several time constants has elapsed since the preceding firing. A period of 10 sec-
onds has been selected to ensure adequate design margin. It is possible to add a circuit
which would prevent firing until a fixed voltage level on a capacitor has been reached, but the
added complexity compromises reliability. The simplest system using spaced commands
from the commanding subsystems was chosen.
FromTable 3-1, it can be seen that there are a total of 59 EED's per channel to be fired.
Since the charging current is 20 milliamps and leakage is 0.5 milliamps maximum per EED,
a total of four capacitors is sufficient for the firing circuits. Thus, 15 EED's can be con-
nected to each capacitor. That is, 15 bridgewires with required SCR's can be connected to
each capacitor in each channel. The EE1)'s commcted to a common capacitor can only be fired
singly, approximately 10 seconds apart. Since four capacitors are used per channel, the sub-
system can redundantly initiate four EED's simultaneously. If the leakage current can be
specified at a lower value, a reduction in the number of capacitors will be achieved. During
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the breadboard designphase, investigations into the possible use of planar SCR's will be in-
vestigated. If a planar SCRcanbe found, then a single capacitor with a threshold detector,
which would not allow switching until the proper capacitor voltage has beenreached, could be
incorporated in each channelwithout too much difficulty.
6.3 Pin-Pullers and Valves. Pin-pullers and valves are the two pyrotechnic actuated me-
chanical devices that are used in the Planetary Vehicles. Pin-pullers are used as locking
devices and are actuated by either one of two EEDVs fastened into the pin-puller body. This
approach is an exception to the restraint that redundant devices rather than a single device
with redundant EED's be used. Several approaches to the implementation of redundant pin-
pullers were investigated; after a thorough study, it was concluded that no increase, and pos-
sibly a decrease, in reliability would be achieved. The use of cutters (bolt or cable) was dis-
carded for the deployment mechanisms due to contamination caused when cutters function.
The pin-pullers are much easier to seal and therefore have less of a contamination problem.
Gas pressure produced by either of the two EED's retracts the piston (_r n_m and _,_._!e_,_o
the locked device for deployment. The piston is locked in place by either shear pins or shear
rings to prevent premature retraction. By careful design, reliable functioning is accom-
plished without release of contaminating gases or fragments. Three different types of valves
are being used: normally open, normally closed, and a two-way valve. Leading manufactur-
ers of these devices have been consulted about integrating the proposed EED into their design.
6.4 Separation Devices. The preferred design for the separation system, as explained else-
where in this proposal, is a pneumatic thruster system operated by high pressure gas. An
investigation was made of the various types of separation systems used on other aerospace
programs. The problems associated with each system were examined, especially such par-
ameters as weight, reliability, contamination, shock, etc. Devices considered were explosive
bolts, explosive nuts, pin-pullers or pushers, V-clamps, and linear detonating cords. See
Table 6-1 for a summary of the pyrotechnic separation device studies. Two separation sys-
tems were finally selected for VOYAGER separation:
a. A pneumatic release/thruster mechanism operated by high pressure gas for struc-
tures with concentrated load paths.
b. An encapsulated MDF (SEALS) for structures with distributed load paths.
The pneumatic thruster/release mechanism is the preferred design selected for VOYAGER
separation (See VC235FDI02 for details of operation), as it is compatible with the preferred
structural configuration using concentrated load paths.
7.0 SAFETY. All electroexplosive devices, pyrotechnic devices, and their associated firing
circuitry meet the requirements of AFETRM 127-1 Range Safety Manual. In addition, no
single or common failure mode (including procedural deviation) both arms and commands the
Pyrotechnic Subsystem. Power to the subsystem is blocked until separation of the Planetary
Vehicle from the Launch Vehicle. The EED's meet the no-fire and static requirements of the
Mission Specification and the firing circuits for all EED's meet the shielding requirements
associated with Category A devices as specified in AFETRM 127-1. Because of the low sen-
sitivity of the EED's and the shielding of the firing circuits, no problem is anticipated due to
RF currents.
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Explosive nuts
Pin-pullers
Pin-pushers
V-clamps
Explosive bolt
Cutters
ExploB ire bolts
Pin push
MDI"
I" I.S('
TABLE 6-1.
Used On
Atlas/Agena A
Delta _ P. i,.
Atl_/Mercury
C)GO
Titan H
Prog. 706 C,mt.
Atlas/Agena It
nAn
Delta , P. I-
Transil
Atlas/Mercury
Nimbus
(x_()
Proffr am 63R
Military programs
OAf)
At las/Agena D
Polaris
Program (i3_
Gemini
Saturn IV B
Centaur
Military programs
PYROTECHNIC SEPARATION SYSTEM SUMMARY
Flight
Experience
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Instrumented
for Shock
Effects during
Ground Tests
No
No
No
No
Some
Available
Yes
We lgh t
Comparison
¢
i Mc_liu m
IAght
Medium
: IAght
No Medium
I,ight
No Medium
l,ight
No tteavy
No lleavy
No
No Heavv
No
Yes Ileavy
Yes
No Unknown
Yes IAght
Yes
Yes
Some were Light
made
Yes Light
Comments
Fragmentation ,_nd release of explosive byproducts,
low reliability for multiple series events.
Large size required (or self-contained tspe with no
fr,'tgmentation and relemse of explosive t)yprc_iucLs.
Low reliability with eh,etrical initiation, improved
by ga.s rele.'me.
See explosive nuts, limited load carrying capability.
Sa.me as pin-pullers.
(;o_xl reliaLility, weight, and irmtallation are ser-
iotts probh, ms in large sizes. Shock problem under
high tension when reh, as(x]. Must be tethered to
prevent space junk.
Good reliability, light weight II)r unilbrm distri-
buted load type structures, l.'r:lgmentation ar_l g,a_
release a problem unless conlined. High shtx'k ml-
leas encapsulated in elastic jackeL
Same as MDF except it cannot bc encapsulated.
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E LECTRONIC PACKAGING
1.0 SCOPE. This section describes the revised packaging techniques used in the assembly
of the electronic equipment in the Flight Spacecraft. It includes revisions and additions to
the preferred design as described in VB235FD106, Phase IA, Task A report together with
alternate design approaches and analysis developed during the Task B study.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
VC220SR 101 - Design Characteristics
and Restraints
VC220FDl13 - Layout and Configura-
tion
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
VB235 FD i06 - Electronic Packaging,
Phase IA, Task A
VC235 FD i07 - Electrical Harnessing
VC235FDI02 - Spacecraft Structure
3.1 Description. The spacecraft electronic equipment is packaged in modular assemblies
of standard size and shape in the 16 bays of the Spacecraft Bus (See Figure 3-1).
I
ii•
iI
i
:J
Figure 3-1. Electronic Equipment Assembly - Exploded View
i
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When assembled, these integrated packages give rigid support to the electronic components,
stabilize the_equipment module structure against dynamic and static loads, and provide con-
ductive and radiative heat paths between assemblies, and from assemblies to the spacecraft
structure. The preferred design is the same as the proposed for Task A except scaled to
fit a 16 sided, 120 in. diameter equipment module structure. The standard design is
specified with the provision that non-standard solutions to accommodate special problems
may be used if proper approvals are obtained. The standard design involves three levels of
interconnection. Level I is a functional group of parts encapsulated to form a module;
Level II is the subassembly containing parts and/or modules in a machined housing; and
Level HI is a group of subassemblies mounted to the vehicle structure.
3. i. 1 Structural Design Description. The structural design maximizes the spacecraft
structural efficiency by integrating the electronic packages into the primary load paths.
This gains multiplicity of structural function, and arranges the internal structure of the
Level HI assemblies so that maximum rigidity and strength, consistent with minimum
structural weight, is obtained.
The thermal radiating panel is utilized as the primary shear path through the Equipment
Module. The subchassis, attached with a minimum bolt spacing of four inches, serve as
stabilizing panel breakers, as shown in Figure 3-1.
The subchassis are bolted to the longerons for two reasons. In order to act as stabilizers,
the ends of the stiffeners must be bolted into a cap member of sufficient bending capability
to react the concentrated loads introduced by the stiffeners. The stiffeners them-
selves must have compressive load capability to transfer the shear load to the bending caps.
With this construction, the failure mode under high spacecraft shear loading will be via
inter-rivet buckling. The attachment spacing deemed adequate structurally, is considered
a minimum for efficient thermal conductance.
The other reason for bolting the subchassis into the longerons, is for minimum dynamic
excursions and maximum bending strength. The subchassis have an I-beam cross section,
and when laterally loaded, low stress levels and deflections result. If the subchassis are
not supported directly by the longerons, lateral loads must be beamed from the end sub-
chassis attachment bolt to the longeron via face sheet bending, which is considerably more
flexible. It is apparent that the major structural element for reacting lateral bending loads
is the subchassis, and more specifically the flanged sides of the subchassis. Since there is
an adequate concentration of material area in the flanges, no advantages are obtained from
a sandwich construction, therefore the back connector plate is not attached directly to the
longerons.
The internal load paths under longitudinal loading are more devious, but nevertheless, are
still provided by a subassembly of minimum machining gage. Structural analysis indicates
a 10,000 psi stress level under maximum spacecraft loading with a resulting margin of
safety of 50%. The tipping moments on the subchassis are reacted by couples at the
front sheet and the longeron attachment points. Normal loading on the subchassis tends to be
beamed directly to the outer flanges. IIowever, the mono-directional character of the cir-
cuit board is taken advantage of in helping to beam some loads directly to the longerons,
L
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thereby reducing mid-point deflection. This 0.06-inch fiberglass circuit board, module and
mounting surface sandwich is chiefly responsible for increasing the natural frequency of the
subassembly from 188 cps for the subchassis itself to 420 cps for the composite, as meas-
ured in a vibration test of this subassembly.
An alternate method of attachment is shown in Figure 3-2. In this approach the subchassis
are fiat sided, and bolted to continuous T-rails. The advantages here are: (a) Fewer attach-
ments to the longeron are required; (b) subchassis are simpler to manufacture; and (c) the
sides of the subchassis are supported, so that no twisting moments are induced. Weight
differences between the alternate methods are negligible. The preferred installation method
was selected because individual subchassis may be easily removed.
The preceding discussion has assumed that the subassemblies span the entire distance be-
tween each framing longeron. The same theory is applicable to the half-size subchassis.
An efficient lateral bending moment splice is provided by bolting through end flanges. See
Figure 3-3. For longitudinal loads and column stability, the front thermal plate and the
back connector plate provide the continuity of load path through the flanges.
3.2.1 Assembly. The preferred design of the electronic assembly is as described in Task A
report, VB235FD106, section 3.2.1, except that the width dimension is changed from 20.0
to 18.0 inches (See Figure 3-4). This dimension
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Figure 3-2. Alternate Level III Attachment
is fixed by the geometry of the 16 sided
structure. The selection of a 16 sided con-
figuration allows the use of approximately the
same packaging volume per bay as the Task A
design. The additional four bays are utilized
for the added tape recorders, science volume
increase and accommodation of the expanded
C&S subsystem. The fourth additional bay
is reserved for the Relay Radio Subsystem.
The assembly package consists of up to 15
level II subassemblies sandwiched between
two plates. The inner plate, in the form of
a shallow tray, provides a mounting base for
the subassemblies as well as a supporting
structure for the assembly harness and con-
[ieotoi=So ,-rr,__ i,i_ty pJ. uvlu,_ ,u_J_-iu_ hai-ness "..... "'_^_'^^
tions for 60 float mounted subassembly con-
nectors and 12 system connectors. In total,
provision is made for 732 connections into
and out of each assembly; and 3000 pins can
be made available for subassembly inter-
wiring. All test connectors for OSE equip-
ment are located at the top of the assembly
for use with an external test harness.
3.2.1.1 Alternate Designs. In view of the
changes in structural geometry resulting
3
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Figure 3-3. Locked Subchassis Detail
from the increase in spacecraft diameter, it was decided to investigate alternate configura-
tions for the electronic packages. Three approaches were proposed in an attempt to im-
prove the accessibility of the integrated design developed for Task A.
The tradeoff studies of the level III thermal panels as primary shear structure are discussed
in VC235FD102. Within the restraints of the existing Equipment Module load paths, these
studies were performed to obtain internal structural arrangements which offered the most
rigid assembly construction. The thermal control design and packaging arrangement is
similar for the three designs. The simplest approach was a purely cantilevered black box
assembly as shown in Figure 3-5(a). An outer box structure is formed from 0. 032-in.
aluminum webs into which the level II subchassis are bolted. The front face of the box
serves as a shear/thermal control panel, and the back of the box as a harness support plate.
One attractive feature of this construction is that the electronic assemblies have a maximum
view of adjacent bays for heat rejection in the event of thermal shutter failure. All inertia
loads are transferred by shear flows to the front face, which is bolted continuously around its
periphery to spacecraft framing members. This is the lightest construction possible as the
longeron section can be reduced, saving about 12 pounds per spacecraft over the preferred
concept. This method was rejected, primarily because of the dynamic flexibility of the front
sheet which transmits normal loads by bending. Frequency calculations indicated a potential
coupling between spacecraft system, and level III responses. Increasing stiffness can only be
accomplished by increasing sheet gages, which eliminates weight savings.
Another level II support approach was sandwich construction (Figure 3-5{b). Bolting front
and back plates to ring members forms a complete torus around the spacecraft. Longitudinal
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loads induce a uniform twisting moment which is reacted by bendingof the caps. As shown,
end shear webs are required on each assembly to provide the transverse shear capability
neededto rigidize the torus construction andkeep differential bending of the caps to a mini-
mum.
This methodwas rejected because: (a) A complicated machining procedure is required to
manufacture the funicular shapedtop and bottom frames; (b) The back connector plate does
not form a portion of any other load path, andits structural requirement of tight tolerance
bolting, is a requirement of this support methodonly (the assembly and accessprocedures
are complicated andwould require accesspanels or through holes to complete the back face
installation); and (c), The requirement of bolting into side webs is easily evolved to attaching
the side webs to the longerons, i.e., the preferred concept. This offers a more direct load
path and a considerable weight saving in the upper and lower rings.
Still another approach considers a box construction which forms the side wall by continuing
the connecter plate (Figure 3-5(c))° This approach was discarded since the resulting design
was heavier by virtue of duplicate structure around the corner of the subassembly chassis.
Manufacturing problems were severe due to tolerance buildup and difficulties in machining.
3.2.2 Subassembly. The electronic subassembly is of standard profile. Two dimensional
standards are specified; 8.62 by 6.0 by 1.25 inches and 18.0 by 6.0 by 1.25 inches. The
8.62-in. subassemblies are used in pairs, and locked and bolted together to satisfy the stress
and dynamic requirements. An offset web of 0. 040 in. section, rib stiffened in the 18-in.
configuration, is included (Figure 3-6). The subchassis is a machined housing of HM21A-T8
magnesium, suitably finished for chemical compatibility, thermal and cleanliness control.
The housing contains integral bathtub fittings at each end for mounting into the vehicle longer-
ons. The preferred locking method is a shear splice reinforced with a gusset at each end.
All inside corners have generous radii to facilitate cleaning operations required to control
particle contamination. The bathtub fitting wall of the subchassis is stiffened against torsional
and bending loads by a 3/8-in. fillet. See Note A, Figure 3-3. Additional stiffening of the
subchassis is accomplished by revising the interconnecting cable passage of Task A design
from a rectangular cutout to a thin slot. See Note B, Figure 3-3. Non-magnetic attachments
are used to mount the subassemblies to the harness tray and thermal control/shear panel.
The attachments are located on 4-in. centers in order to provide the required stabilization
for this panel. Each 18-in. subchassis has four btandard mo,lnting locations for 50 pin con-
nectors. Electrical continuity from the subassembly circuitry to the assembly harness is
provided by a connector module (Figure 3-7). The connector modules contain guide pins for
alignment with mating connectors which are float mounted in the assembly harness tray.
This technique provides for straight, in-line engagement of connectors to reduce the possi-
bility of damaging connector pins.
The preferred method of interconnecting modules and/or parts in subassemblies is a double
sided printed wiring board. Continuity between circuit patterns of a printed wiring board is
accomplished by a plated through hole and a Z-bar connection (Figure 3-8). Up to fourlayers
of interwiring can be accommodated in a "sandwich" configuration, shown in Figure 3-9.
Connection between the two printed wiring boards of the sandwich is made by a flat cable,
soldered to terminals, mechanically and electrically secured to the printed wiring boards.
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Figure 3-8. Printed Wiring Through
Connection
Figure 3-9. Electronic Subassembly Sandwich Construction
An alternate method of interconnection is a multi-layer, welded, encapsulated matrix. This
method of interconnection is used where it can be shown that splitting a function into two or
more subassemblies would compromise electrical performance, or would result in an inef-
ficient use of web area with a resultant loss in the stiffening action of encapsulated modules.
An alternative to the multi-layer welded matrix is a multi-layer printed wiring matrix with
built up solid connections as described in VB235AA106, Section 3.7.4. The selection of the
multi-layer system can be made only after a thorough test and evaluation program.
Indexing o; the subassemblies is accomplished by: (1) varying the orientation of the D shape
of the Cannon connector 180 degrees; and (2), the use uf an identification label on the sub-
assembly sidewall and a corresponding marking on the side of the harness tray. The use oi
identification markings allows visual verification of proper subassembly location.
3.2.3 Modules. Discrete part circuits are packaged into encapsulated cordwood modules
consistent with circuit performance requirements. The module dimensions are standardized
for maximum utilization of sub-chassis area and compatibility with micro-electronic encap-
sulated moduleJ (Figure 3-10). In conformity with the principle of minimizing techniques
and materials, the design and fabrication of cordwood modules will be controlled by the
VOYAGER Electronic Packaging Design Requirements. The encapsulated cordwood design
provides higher volumetric efficiencies, protection against shock and vibration environments
and adequate thermal conductivity to insure component operating temperatures within accept-
able limits. Buffer coatings are specified to guarantee compatibility of the encapsulating
compound with fragile parts.
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The packaging of microelectronics is limited 
to the use of planar construction, using par- 
allel gap welding on double sided printed 
wiring board; or 3-Dimensional construc- 
tion of flat packages in special welded mod- 
ules. A photograph of a typical micro- 
electronic module is shown in Figure 3-11. 
4.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS 
4.1 Dynamic Response. The electronic 
subassemblies are designed for a composite 
response of 400 cps o r  higher to minimize 
deflections. A subassembly of an attitude 
control function, fabricated during the Task A 
study, was subjected to a vibration test. 
Figure 3-10. Standardized Subassembly 
Layout 
The natural resonant frequency was found to be 420 cps with a transmissibility factor of 11. 
The complete response curve is shown in Figure 4-1. 
4.2 Thermal Performance. Since the basic geometry of the subassembly is not altered from 
Task A design, the thermal paths are as the same as described in VB235FD106, Section 4.2. 
Radiative and conductive heat paths are maintained between assemblies, and between assemblies 
and vehicle structure to insure satisfactory performance in the event of thermal shutter failure. 
4.3 Environmental Protection. Encapsulated construction and conformal coating is used to 
assure protection of the par t s  against contamination, humidity and corrosive atmosphere. 
Covers, can be incorporated to seal subassemblies against particle contamination after 
cleaning. 
Figure 3-11. Microelectronic Stacked-Flat 
Pack Module 
4.4 Maintainability. The modular packag- 
ing design facilitates repair  and rework of 
assemblies. It is possible to replace any 
subassembly without mechanically or  elec- 
trically disturbing any other subassembly 
during the development testing phase and 
pr ior  to installation of the Propulsion 
Subsystem. After Spacecraft assembly is 
complete, maintanence of the electronic 
equipment is accomplished by removal of 
an entire assembly. 
5.0 INTERFACES 
5 .1  Mechanical. The electronic assembly 
is attached to the vehicle longerons by means 
of bolts passed through the integral bathtub 
fittings on the individual subassemblies. 
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I I After the assembly is in place, the thermal
26 VIBRATIONTEST control/shear panel is bolted to the sub-
VOYAGER ATTITUDF_ CONTROL
22 I COMPONFNT_ assemblies and the spacecraft structure,
-2g INPUT FROM 20 CPS
TO2000 CPS completing the load and thermal paths to the
,8 spacecraft frame. Since this outer panel
g ,4 need not be attached until after system
testing is completed, any subassembly may
io be removed and replaced by disconnecting
s its fasteners and connectors.
J /
2 J _.. 5.2 Electrical. The electronic assemblies
,o ioo 4oo iooo ,oooo are joined to the system harness through a
FREQUENCY (CPS) series of system interface connectors, lo-
cated at the upper and lower ends of the
Figure 4-1. Dynamic Response of
harness tray similar to Task A design.Standard Subassembly
Flexible pigtails from the primary system
harness, located below the electronic assemblies, are mated to the lower assembly connectors
through lower access panels. An upper secondary harness is mated to the upper assembly
connectors through an upper access panel. The test connectors are located at the upper end
of the electronic assembly. (See VC235FD107--Electrical Harnessing).
5.3 EMI____.In the event of electrostatic interference problems, shielding is applied at the
subassembly level, in the form of RF-tight covers. Venting of enclosed subassemblies is
accomplished by apertures located in the covers. Back panel wiring geometry is designed to
minimize interference and pick-up (See VC235FD107, Electrical Harnessing).
5.4 Magnetic Cleanliness. Consideration of magnetic cleanliness is extended down to the
module level through specification and control of non-magnetic materials. Additional non-
magnetic design requirements will be incorporated as specified in the VOYAGER Equipment
Design Standards documents. Deviation from these requirements will be allowed only if it
can be shown that the substitution of paramagnetic material is necessary to assure proper
performance and/or reliability of the unit.
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND RESTRAINTS. A level III assembly occupies I. 98
cuft and may contain from 30 to 80 pounds of electronic equipment: When the subassemblies
are bolted to the harness tray, an assembly is formed which can be transported, tested and
assembled into the vehicle as a unit (See Figure 6-1).
The subassemblies form a rigid tie between the shear panel and the vehicle longerons. With
this design, shock and low frequency vibration pulses are transmitted to the subassemblies
at approximately one to one ratio. Since each assembly is a rigid unit, it will respond as
such and not allow movement between individual subassemblies. High frequency vibra-
tion pulses are attenuated by the vehicle structure, and transmitted to the subassemblies at
reduced amplitude. The sandwich design, together with the inherent stiffness of the H-frame
subchassis, provides the required stiffness to insure that components, modules and printed
wiring boards are not damaged due to deflections caused by shock and vibrations.
11
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Figure 6-1. Electronic Equipment Assembly
It is necessary for the prevention of shear
buckling in the thermal control/shear panel
that the subassemblies be attached at a bolt
spacing of 4 inches. This requires that no
more than two single subassembly locations
be left vacant between any two subassemblies.
Where electronic equipment does not fill a
panel to this extent, structural stiffeners
are substituted for the subassemblies.
To accommodate bulky, non-standard com-
ponents such as transformers, capacitors,
gyros, tape recorders and radio equipment,
the standard profile subchassis is allowed to
vary in integral multiples of its unit thick-
ness, maintaining standard connector and
mounting insert locations. High thermal
dissipating parts or modules are located
near the edge of the subassembly that is in contact with the temperature control/shear plate.
Thermal loading of the subassemblies is controlled to insure that part operating temperatures
are within the limits for which they have been qualified.
All connections between the outgoing module terminals and the printed wiring board is done
only on the exposed side of the board to allow visual inspection.
In general, packaging techniques for the VOYAGER electronics will be specified and controlled
by the standards included in VOYAGER Electronic Packaging Design Requirements.
7.0 SAFETY. A set of special fixtures will be provided for assistance in handling and posi-
tioning the electronic assemblies, as their weight (30 to 80 pounds) exceeds allowable limits
for safe manual handling by an individual.
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SPACECRAFT HARNESSING
1.0 SCOPE. This section describes the design of the electrical harnessing and cabling for
the Phase IA Task B VOYAGER Spacecraft.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
2.1 Voyager Documents
VC220SR i01 Design characteristics and Restraints
VC220FDI05 Launch Vehicle Interface
VC220FDI06 Capsule Interface
VC220FD 113 Layout and Configuration
2.2 Specifications and Standards. The following specifications and standards are used by
GE for the design, fabrication, and acceptance standards on harnesses and cables:
S30109 -
$30028 -
S30011 -
S30100 -
S30027 -
Harness Design Requirements Standard
Wiring Harness Fabrication and Installation Standard
Acceptance Criteria for Soldered Connections
MSD Design Requirements for Soldering of Electrical Connections
Requirements for Soldered Connections, Shielding Termination and Wire
Dress
118A 1526 - Identification Marking
2.3 NASA
NPC200-4 - Quality Requirements for Hand Soldering of Electrical Connections
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3. ! Gener_. The electrical interconnecting wiring for the VOYAGER Spacecraft Bus may
be envisioned as a series of interconnecting wire-bundle a_,1_u1_o'_1'...... _v .._.._,_n_the. followin_
functional groupings.
a. The System Harness (Figure 3-1) is comprised of two ring harness assemblies
(upper and lower) which are composed of individual cables grouped according to
functional characteristics and electrical requirements.
b. The Bay Assembly Harnesses (Figure 3-2) are separately designed for each
equipment bay electronic assembly and interface with the System Harness.
e. The In-Flight disconnect cables consist of discrete groupings of interconnecting
wires broken out of the system harness and routed to common mechanical interface
devices (IFD) between the Spacecraft/Booster and the Capsule/Bus interfaces
(see Figure 3-3).
1
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Figure 3-1. System Harness Ring Locations
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The primary objective of the VOYAGER
System interconnections is to provide for
the reliable transfer of electrical energy
between related Spacecraft subsystems and
Planetary Vehicle Interfaces throughout
ground test, launch, and Spacecraft mission
flight phases.
3.2 .System Harness. The Spacecraft
System harness as shown in Figure 3-1 is
comprised of separate rings of cables
divided into two major assembly groupings
(upper and lower), which are located above
and below the electronic bays. Each ring
assembly is mounted to common harness
trays supported by the Spacecraft structure
and provide for cable interconnection be-
tween subsystems, selected on a functional
\1
 CAPSULEBUS0
Figure 3-3. In-Flight Disconnects
separate cable runs which are connected to
the equipment bay assemblies and the cor-
responding electrical interfaces of the solar
array, propulsion subsystem, pyro-devices,
and other components located in the lower
bus module.
The upper system harness provides cable
interconneetion between equipment bays and
Flight Capsule in-flight disconnect (IFD)
interface.
3.3 Bay Assembly Harness. Each bay
assembly harness is an individual unit pro-
viding separate signal, command, telemetry
and power bundles from the subsystem as-
sembly connectors to the system harness
and point-to-point basis as illustrated in Figure 3-4. Access to the harness and connector
interfaces is provided by thirty-two structural doors located adjacent to the equipment bay
electronic assemblies. Each cable is a separate unit which may be fabricated, tested and
installed on an individual basis, thus, permitting a great deal of flexibility for interchanging
wires and troubleshooting problem areas
within each cable run.
,,_, '_ The lower system harness provides the
. _ I. CAPSULE/BUS IFD
-_ BOOSTER IFD
cable runs for distributing signals, power,
and grounds between the electronic bays
and peripheral components located in the
lower bus module. The harness contains
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Figure 3-4. System Harness Interoonnection Cables
interface connectors. Each interface connector is hard-mounted to the bay assembly
chassis with float provided in the connector to minimize alignment problems. Each bay
contains system and OSE test co_mectors mounted to the top of each electronic bay. System
harness connectors are located at both the top and bottom surfaces of the electronic assem-
bly which coincide with the groupings shown in Figure 3-4.
3.4 In-Flight Disconnect Harness. The IFD cables to the booster and Flight Capsule inter-
faces are each terminated in connectors which form part of an IFD device at the separation
joints. The approximate location and number of these connectors is shown in Figure 3-3.
Refer to VC220FD105 for more details on these interfaces.
4.0 INTERFACES
4.1 System Harness. The system harness electrically interconnects the various subsystem
and peripheral components as described in Section 3.2 as well as providing the Spacecraft/
Capsule and Spacecraft/Launch Vehicle interface connection. To control electrostatic and
electromagnetic interference, cable runs are grouped according to signal function (high
and low level), crosstalk characteristics and destination. Shielding and twisting of wires
provides the means for segregating noisy signals from sensitive EMI wires and thereby
meet EMI requirements in accordance with VC220SR101 (i.e. grouping of common cir-
cuit command signal from bay 10 to G&C, bay 15, provides compatible EMI signals). In
some instances, two groups of signals are combined in a single connector at common desti-
nations and are separately shielded to maintain segregation both within the line and the
connector.
4
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4.2 Bay Assembly Harness. The individual electronic bay assembly harness provides
interconnection of the electronic module elements with each other and the connector inter-
faces for the system and test harness assemblies. EMI control is accomplished in a
manner similar to the system harness by segregation according to function and signal level.
Insulated bus bars are utilized to distribute and collect ground and signal commands in order
to minimize complexity, power losses, and IR drops. Certain selected areas, less complex,
make use of individual groundbuses for similar functions.
4.3 Test Harness. No system test harness is designed into the vehicle. Instead, external
OSE test harnesses will be provided for system and subsystem test purposes. These har-
nesses, supported by an external duct or other support temporarily fastened to the vehicle,
mate with the test connectors at the top of the bays through the removable access panels°
Upon completion of tests, the connectors will be demated, the test connectors capped, and
the entire test assembly detached and removed from the vehicle.
The test harnesses can be composed of separate cables direct from the subsystem test con-
sole to subsystem or system test connector.
4.4 Electrical/Structural Grounding. A combination frame, structure and circuit ground
system consisting of the following nets tie the subsystems together and bond the subassem-
blies to the common ground reference in accordance with detailed requirements outlined in
VC220SR 101.
4.4.1 Frame Ground Net (FGN Io The frame ground net electrically ties each electronic
assembly to the common ground reference point independent of the normal conductive con-
tact provided by the mounting between the bay assembly and the Spacecraft structure. A
case ground terminal or bus, conductively bonded to the chassis, exists in each bay assembly
and peripheral electronic component. The frame ground consists of an insulated wire from
the case ground through one of the connectors to the Spacecraft Frame Ground Net/Radio
Structure Ground Point (FGN/SGP).
4o 4.2 Circuit Ground Net (CGN). The signal circuit ground net consists of an insulated
common reference point bus located in Bay 9 which picks up the Guidance and Control,
Telemetry, Capsule, and the Control and Sequencer circuit grounds. This CGN (SIG) bus,
in turn, ties to the ln_LuaL_u_ -_u_.. r,_,T._._.,h, ___in......Rny 12 together with the circuit grounds from
the Radio and Command subsystems. Continuity wiring from the Radio CGN ties to the
FGN/SGP located on the vehicle structure adjacent to Bay 12. An alternative is to collect
CGN (SIG) wires from bay 9 and the CGN (Radio) wires from the Radio and Command sub-
systems at the FGN/SGP terminals.
Insulated ground buses inside the power bays (1, 2 and 16) pick up the raw power circuit
grounds, CGN (RAW) from the batteries, battery chargers, inverters and regulators inside
these bays. The CGN (RAW) buses in bay 2 and 16 tie to the CGN (RAW) bus in bay 1
together with the raw power circuit grounds from the solar panels and capsule.
Q AC power grounds, CGN (DISTR.) from the protective networks at the outputs of each in-verter are collected and tied to the case ground bus in bay 1 acting as the SGP (DISTR.)
ground point for these bays. An insulated CGN bus (inside bay 16) collects the pyro returns
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from the EED circuits. A protective network in turn ties the CGNbus to ground at the bay
16 caseground acting as the SGP(Pyro). The case groundbus in bay 6 provides the SGP
(Science)ground and collects the CGNcircuit returns from all science and DAE subsystems.
4.4.3 Structural Ground Points (SGP). The structural and case ground points listed above
consist of a mechanical, electrical low resistance bond to the chassis or structure. The
Radio FGN/SGP consists of a plate or block tied to the structure near bay 12 and the upper
s5 tern harness and also serves as the Spacecraft Attachment Ground to the OSE Earth
Ground Test Cable. The electrical conductivity of the bond for both the case grounds and
FGN/SGP is equivalent to a bare metal contact and is designed to maintain a low resistance
for the entire mission life.
5.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND RESTRAINTS
5o 1 General° Features have been included within the design philosophy and system arrange-
ment of the harness within the Spacecraft to safeguard the harness design from incipient
failure and malfunction. These items include:
ao Application of point-to-pointdesign approach on cable assemblies to facilitateease
of bench assembly, test checkout, and troubleshooting prior to Spacecraft instal-
lation.
b. Functional grouping, shielding and segregation of wires according to signal levels
and power demands to preclude erosstalk and EMI interference.
c. Use of redundant circuit connections on criticalcomponent functions.
d. Arrangement of harness within the Spacecraft thermally controlled environment,
joined with potted and sealed connectors and isolated from peak heat sources to
prevent wiring breakdown over the long mission life.
e. Conservative selection of wire sizes based on current demands which are atleast 50
percent below rated capacity of the wire.
f. Provision for separate and redundant ground circuit returns to the structure for
signal circuit, power circuit and radio circuit grounds.
Materials and parts used in the harness design such as wires, insulation, connectors etc.
will be selected only from approved parts and material lists. Only non-magnetic materials
will be used for connectors and hardware.
Parallel redundant circuit paths are utilized for signals, returns and power lines as neces-
sary to meet reliability goals of the subsystem. Principal use is made of 24AWG wire sizes
for most signal leads. Special considerations make use of 20AWG and22AWG wire size
where potential drop and heat dissipation are critical. The maximum current carrying
capacity of the wire size (as specified in military wire tables), is derated by fifty percent.
All cables are shielded for critical circuitry to prevent EMI interference and each cable run
is potted to the connector. Wire grouping and separation is achieved by controlled pin as-
signments in the connector by cable designation and further by shielded groupings. O
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5.2 Upper System Harness. The upper harness cables, mounted in the electrical harness
tray, are supported by a ring bulkhead at station 101.25. The entire assembly provides an
integrated mounting support for the upper system harness. The harness installation may be
removed as a unit following connector deeoupling at the equipment bay interfaces. Individual
cable runs may be installed and removed by conventional means through the upper access
doors in the Spacecraft structure.
5.3 Lower System Harness. The lower syste m harness cables clamp to the Spacecraft
thrust cone on an intermediate harness tray. Individual cable breakouts connect to the
lower system interface connectors on the electronic assemblies. Breaking out of the ring,
are cable runs to the solar array, antenna, propulsion and pneumatic subsystem, Launch
Vehicle IFD and all other subsystems components located in the lower bus module. For
more details of location of the peripheral equipment refer to VC220FDl13.
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HIGH GAIN ANTENNA ACTUATION SUBSYSTEM
io0 SCOPE. This document describes the operation and mechanization of the subsystem pro-
vided to deploy the high gain antenna, and to point it toward Earth during the cruise and Mars
orbital phases of the mission.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
VC265FDII3 - Layout and Configuration
VC211SRI01 - Mission Objectives and Design Criteria
VC220SRI01 - Design Characteristics and Constraints
VB235FDI09 - High Gain Antenna Deployment and Gimbal Mechanism
3.0 -_........tJ2,t_ 11_±_'TAT D_(_I_TION o_ ........ The high gain antenna (HGA) of the VOYAGER Spacecraft
is a 90-inch diameter paraboloidal reflector. This antenna must be accurately pointed toward
Earth throughout the cruise and Mars orbital phases of the intended active life of the Space-
craft to permit high data rate transmission. The antenna is stowed above the main support
truss members, within the dynamic envelope and the Launch Vehicle Shroud. (See Fig-
ure 3-1). Shortly after the beginning of Mission Phase Three (Celestial Reference
Acquisition) the antenna and its 2-axis articulation drive mechanism (ADM) are deployed into
a plane parallel to the solar array. The HGA ADM is then enabled and commanded by the
Computer and Sequencer (C&S) to move the antenna to the preprogrammed position which will
point it toward the Earth. Successful reception on Earth, of signals transmitted from this
directional antenna, will verify that Canopus acquisition has been accomplished and that the
desired vehicle attitude has been attained. Except during midcourse and retroengine firing,
when the m_tenna gimbals are locked in their then-current positions relative to the vehicle
to prevent thrust-induced movement, the antenna pointing angles are periodically updated so
that the antenna will continue to point toward Earth throughout the remaining portions of
cruise and Mars orbital phases of the mission.
3.1 Articulation Gimbal Arrangement. The ItGA is linked to the Spacecraft by two orthogonal
axes, A and B. The inboard or A axis is parallel to the Spacecraft Y axis when deployed.
At gimbal null, the outboard or B axis is parallel to the Spacecraft X axis, and the antenna
principal axis is pointed parallel to the -Z axis (toward the Sun). This arrangement is shown
in Figure 3-1.
The full rationale for selection of both a 2-gimbal system and of this gimbal order to set forth
in VB234AA108, Section 2.0; and VB234FD108, Section 3.0. Two-axis articulation permits
Sun-Canopus stabilization of the vehicle with no attitude bias required to obtain desired an-
tenna pointing. The order of axes shown permits maximum antenna utilization during cruise
and Mars orbital phases, with essentially no minimum communication distance. This avoids
the gJmbal lock condition which can occur with reverse gimbal order and requires slightly
smaller angular motion about each axis.
The range and sequence of A and B axis rotations are presented in the curves of Figure 3-2.
These curves show the interrelationship of the motions of the two antenna axes versus time
from launch for cruise phase, and from orbit injection for Mars orbital phase for both 3 May
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1971 and 28 June 1971 launches, for each of two Spacecraft. Review of Figure 3-i shows
that the A and B axes of the HGA ADM mechanism have been designed to provide flexibility
for any of these or later anticipated missions. Therefore, no modifications will be required
for subsequent missions.
3.2 Gimbal Actuation.
3.2.1 Actuation Mechanism Functional Description. The A axis actuator rotates the HGA
in 0.25-degree steps, with a rate capability of one step per second. Driving torque is pro-
vided by multiple 90-degree steps of a suitably geared reversible stepping motor; holding
torque is provided when the motor is not energized by the magnetic-detenting action of the
permanent magnet motor rotor.
For the 1971 Missions considered, the maximum antenna rate for Cruise Phase tracking is
about 1 degree per day. The antenna position will therefore be updated by stored commands,
in 0.25-degree steps, at increments of approximately 6 hours. In the Mars Orbital Phase,
the maximum rate is much lower; 0.25-degree movements at intervals of about 40 hours will
serve to keep the antenna accurately pointed toward Earth. In addition to the capability to
drive the antenna in single 0.25-degree steps, in response to discrete commands, the HGA
ADM also responds to discrete slew commands. The slew rate is 0.25 degree per second.
Slew may be used to initialize or reset the gimbals as desired. The HGA ADM controller
accepts step and slew commands from the C & S, backed up by the Command Decoder Sub-
system (CDS).
The B axis actuator rotates the HGA in steps of approximately 0.25 degree, with a rate
capability of one step per second. Motion about the B axis is limited by stroke length of the
linear actuator used to produce rotation. A geared stepping motor, similar to the one in the
A axis actuator, is used in this actuator. Although like the A actuator in its step and slew
rate capabilities, the tracking operation of the B axis actuator during cruise and Mars
orbital phases requires less frequent movement. The approximate maximum stepping ratc
during cruisc is one step each 30 hours, while during Mars orbit, the approximate maximum
rate will decrease to one step every 80 hours.
The actual step angle varies over the range of antenna movement, decreasing slightly at each
end of the stroke of the actuator. This nonuniformity is the result of the linear actuator
moving on a chord rather than an arc about the axis it drives. The deviation from a constant
step angle is of no consequence, however, because the angular movement produced by each
step of the actuator can be accurately computed and the time between step commands varied
correspondingly.
3.2.2 Actuator Mechanization
3.2.2.1 A Axis Actuator Mechanization. A rotary actuator mounted on the deployment
mechanism provides azimuth (A axis) drive for the HGA. The actuator shown in Figure 3-3
consists basically of a stepper motor, two spur gear stages, a step sensing switch mechanism,
and a hermetically sealed nutator output drive (Bendix Corporation patent applied for). The
overall gear reduction from the stepper motor to the antenna gimbal is an exact ratio of
VC235FD109
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Figure 3-3. A-Axis Actuator
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3600:1. Also contained within the mechanism envelope are temperature and pressure
sensors, redundant position limit switches, and heating elements.
All lower torque level parts are hermetically sealed and pressurized with dry air. The nu-
tating gear diaphragm maintains the hermetic seal. The external gear of the nutator and the
necessary structural supporting bearings are sealed from direct exposure to a hard vacuum
by a Viton A lip-type garter spring seal. All gear teeth are protected by a bonded MoS 2
dry film coating in addition to having a Versilube G-300 coating and back-up reservoir.
Actuator design provides the ability to maintain antenna position without loss of preselected
output shaft position, during retrofire, and the ability to operate in a lg field for ground
testing. Imad torque calculations are discussed in Section 6.6.
3.2.2.2 B Axis Actuator Mechanization. A linear actuator connected to the A axis actuator
at one end and the HGA at the other, provides B axis (nod) rotation for the HGA. This actua-
tor shown in Figure 3-4 is comprised basically of a rotary stepper motor driving a sealed
2-stage ball bearing mounted spur gear train and ball-screw, housing, and sealing bellows.
A step-sensor, limit sensors, pressure transducer, temperature sensor, and hermetically
sealed connector are the other major components of this actuator.
A linear stroke-type actuator was selected because this design permits hermetic sealing of
the entire actuator assembly while still providing the required flexibility of motion about the
1] axis. The use of a welded or hydraulically formed bellows to seal the ball-screw permits
soldered or welded hermetic sealing of the actuator assembly. The vacuum-operational capa-
bility of this actuator is further enhanced by the use of Bendix "Free-flex" pivots at each end
of the actuator as well as at the antenna B axis connection.
The overall ratio between the B axis actuator stepping motor and the HGA is:
30 steps x 90 degrees/step
0.25 degrees
= 10,800:1
The combined ratio of the spur gearing is 30:1. Step sensing is accomplished by placing
four equally spaced permanent magnets on the spur gear driving the lead screw. Thus a
magnet will pass the step sensor switches mounted on the gear case for each 30 motor steps,
which correspond to a 0.25-degree nominal step at the B axis.
The torque of the ball nut-lead screw combination is reacted through the "Free-flex" pivots
at the ends of the actuator and the antenna structure, so that the bellows is not torsionally
loaded during actuator movement. The spur gear sets are straddle-mounted between ball
bearings and a preloaded pair of angular contact bearings is provided to withstand the axial
thrust of the ball screw, without backlash. Rulon C bushings are provided to support the
movable thrust tube (attached to the nut) of the actuator relative to the housing and the lead
screw relative to the thrust tube under vibration. In addition, a Viton garter seal provides
redundant sealing of the mechanism in the event of bellows failure. The extremely low num-
ber of flexural cycles on the actuator, however, virtually precludes the possibility of
6
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fatigue failure of any of the actuator components. Pressurization of the actuator with dry air
to preserve lubricants and beneficial oxide films is provided. HGA B axis overtravel
sensors are mounted on the B axis supports.
The HGA is attached to the A and B axis actuators as shown in Figure 3-1. All mechanical
connections are through straddle-mounted "Free-flex" pivots, which provide rigid, zero-
clearance (no backlash) frictionless bearing substitutes that cannot seize due to vacuum ex-
posure. The antenna frame is reinforced to provide distortion-free support of the HGA and
interconnection of the B axis 3-bar actuation linkage.
3.3 Stowage and Deployment
3.3.1 Stowage and Deployment Functional Description. The HGA is provided with suitable
latches and supports to permit its safe, damage-free stowage throughout boost and injection
phases prior to deployment. Upon command, a pyrotechnic device frees the antenna, permit-
ting the stored energy deployment actuator to rotate the antenna and the ADM to the deployed
position. Rate damping is provided to limit antenna velocity during deployment. Snubbing
is provided to decelerate the antenna and the ADM as they reach the deployed position, and
a positive hold-down latch restrains the members to prevent further rotation in either direc-
tion when the fully-deployed position is reached.
Full redundancy of release, actuation, damping, snubbing, and latching is provided to ensure
reliable completion of this critical event.
3.3.2 Stowage and Deployment Mechanization
3.3.2.1 Stowage and Release Mechanization. The HGA is held in the stowed position above
the solar array and the main support truss by a tension member which is attached to the
center of the antenna. This tension member, shown in Figure 3-1, is attached to the back
of the HGA through a thin, perforated sheet metal cone which, in turn, is tangent to the
antenna at the inner frame ring. The other end of the rod is tied to the cylindrical portion of
the vehicle through a swivel joint. The tension load in the tie-down member is reacted
through three compression struts which form a tripod having its apex located at the tension
member swivel. The antenna frame is picked up at three points by the outboard ends of the
compression struts. These struts have spherical ends, which fit into three equally spaced
nonlocking concave spherical sockets on the antenna frame. The tension member is of ad-
justable length to permit preloading the antenna against the compression struts.
A clevis joint at the tension member end near the antenna uses a redundant squib pyrotechnic
pin-puller to release the HGA on command. One-half second after the antenna release pyro
has been fired, two other pyrotechnic pin-pullers will independently release the deployment
actuators. The deployment actuators will then drive the HGA from the stowed to the de-
ployed position. The support tripod and the tension member will be folded against the vehicle
centerbody by a torsion spring, after the HGA has moved far enough away to clear them.
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3.3.2.2 Deployment Actuator Mechanization. The HGA is equipped with two identical deploy-
ment actuators either of which has the capability to fully deploy the antenna. The following
description of a single actuator applies equally to each. Figure 3-5 shows the arrangement
of components of this actuator.
The deployment actuator is a stored energy device, powered by a helically coiled compression
spring. Operation of the actuator occurs when the ball-lock mechanism, which restrains the
compressed spring, is released by a pyrotechnic pin-puller. The axial force of the expanding
spring is translated into torque about the deployment axis by a geared rack and sector. The
rate of energy release is controlled by a hydraulic damper mounted coaxially with the spring.
Silicone oil was selected as the damping agent because of the relative stability of its viscosity
over wide ranges of temperature. Provision will be made to incorporate heaters around the
damper body if subsequent thermal analysis indicates that the desired rate limits cannot be
met with passive thermal control. The damper piston is equipped with multiple double-
filtered orifices to ensure high probability of operation even in the presence of particulate
contamination.
A hydraulic snubber provides energy absorption at the end of actuator travel. Part of the
snubber is integral with the damper piston and consists of a truncated cone projecting from
the piston face. A mating concave surface in the damper housing receives this projection
near the end of the actuator stroke. Viscous flow of the silicone oil entrapped by the piston
provides the required final decelerating force.
The "bottoming" of the damper piston in the snubber limits the travel of the spring and
damper. Simultaneously, a spring-loaded latch pin is pushed through a hole in the sector
gear to prevent subsequent back rotation of the deployment shaft, under thrust loads or
other vehicle disturbances.
The deployment shaft, which supports the A axis actuator, and hence the antenna, rotates
from the stowed position to the deployed position on sealed shielded ball bearings supported
from the vehicle structure. The supports for these bearings and the deployment actuator
housing ends nearest the Z axis provide the antenna support points which react the deployment
torque, and any subsequent disturbance torques.
The deployment actuator sector gears are coupled to the deployment shaft through wrap-spring
unidirectional clutches. This clutch mechanism allows either (or both) deployment actuator(s)
to deploy the antenna, and also permits the antenna to be deployed by proper vehicle maneuver
(i. e., negative rotation about the +X axis). If this emergency mode were used, the one-way
clutches would hold the antenna in the deployed position against any anticipated vehicle dis-
turbances. Down limit stops, stowed and deployed sensors, and a continuous analog position
sensor are coupled to the deployment shaft to provide operational and status information on
the HGA. Continuous telemetry is provided for the rotation sensor; other sensors are
telemetered as events.
4.0 INTERFACES. The HGA ADM shares interfaces with the following systems or sub-
systems: C&S, CDS, Thermal Control, Telecommunications, Power, Vehicle Structure,
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and Pyrotechnics. The HGA ADM functional block diagram (Figure 4-1) shows the elec-
trical and mechanical interconnections.
4.1 C&S and CDS Interface. The HGA ADM control electronics receives operational com-
mands from the C&S listed below, and has provision to receive identical backup com-
mands from the CDS. All commands are received as 60-ms switch closures and are fed into
the input command signal processing units in the HGA ADM control, which serve both to "or"
C&S and CDS inputs and to examine command switch closures for proper duration. Provi-
sion for execution of the following commands is included:
A axis: step 0.25 degrees plus, step 0.25 degree minus, slew plus, slew minus.
B axis: step 0.25 degree plus, step 0.25 degree minus, slew plus, slew minus.
A and B axis: gimbal locks on, gimbal locks off, stop slew.
4.2 Thermal Control Interface. The thermal control system provides active temperature
control (including power) to maintain the actuator elements at -15 to +55 °C during all opera-
tional periods. Thermal control coatings and superinsulation are provided for passive tem-
perature control during periods when the HGA ADM is not required to move. Thermostat-
ically controlled heaters will be provided to ensure that lubricants, motors, bearings, gears,
ball lead screw mechanisms, and dampers have reached operating temperature prior to
movement during occultation. Power to the deployment actuator heaters, if required, will
be turned off permanently when the HGA deployment is sensed.
4.3 Telecommunications Interface.
4.3.1 Telemetry Interface. The sensor signals that go to the Telecommunications Subsys-
tem are listed in Table 4-1. The A & B axis limit sensor and overtravel sensor outputs are
also gated to the "Slew Stop" input of the actuator control circuitry.
TABLE 4-1. OUTPUT SIGNALS FROM
HGA ADM TO TELECOMMUNICATIONS
SUBSYSTEM
b
Stowed Latch
Dt.ploycd Latch
.\ A×i_ _ Limit _cll_or_
A AXI_ , Ovt'rtravc| Set.ors
B Axis i Limit Sensor_
B Axis , C}vertravel Se_rs
A Axi_ • _._5 o step
A AXI_ - _}.25 o step
B A×ls _.25 o step
B Axi_ _). _5 °Step
A & B Axis M_tor Temp.
CoaxL_l Cablt. Temp.
Deplovmt'nt _ring Force
Sourct,
2 _ltche_
2 s_itchcs
2 r_dundant _itch palr_ axi_
-_ rt_dundant switch pair_ a×l_
2 redundant switch palr_ axis
2 r_._tund_nt _itch palr_ axl_
Pulse _n I_nL' lrom conIrol _lectr_n_cs
Pul_ on line [rom contr,_l electromcs
Pulse on hne _r_m c'ontroi electronics
Pulse, on line lr_ ¸ _'_ntrc_l _,Jectr_nlcs
I'c_t_,nt _,_7 ere r _re_i_tance_
Transducer (_l_" v,_ltage _,utpu_
Thermal (r_l_tance/
Slraln _age re_Lstance
4.3.2 Telecommunications Interface. The
telecommunications signals are conducted
through the ADM axes with a combination of
low-loss coaxial cable and noncontact
rotary joints similar to those used on the
Ranger Spacecraft (JPL Report No. 32-241,
pp 189-91).
4.4 Power Interface
4.4.1 Spacecraft 2.4 KC Inverter Supply.
All electronic circuitry which operates con-
tinuously, such as the A and B axis actua-
tor and step sensor logic, will receive
power from the vehicle 2.4 kc supply. A
solid state power converter, regulated to
1% line, will generate the + 8 vdc for cir-
cuit operation. Load will be essentially
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constant at 2.25 watts with peak loads to 3.0 watts during slew maneuvers and locked gimbal
operation. Nonvolatile memory is incorporated in the actuator logic to enable correct re-
sumption of the last command prior to any interruption of the 2.4 kc supply.
4.4.2 Raw DC Spacecraft Battery Supply. All high current drain circuitry, and intermittent
operation circuits derive power from spacecraft batteries. Voltage for operation of actuator
pulse amplifiers, stepper motor controllers, and the two stepper motors will be regulated
to within 7%, for source and load variations, by a solid-state series regulator. Raw dc will
be gated "on" only as required for articulation and gimbal lock. Battery power drain during
B axis stepping will be 75 watts x 0.94 sec/step or 70.5 watt-sec/step. The A axis power
drain will be 37 watts x 0.625 sec/step, or 23.1 watt-sec/step. During locked gimbal opera-
tion the total continuous d-c power drain will be 112 watts. Loss or interruption of raw d-c
power will not cause actuator logic reset, hence no memory is required in circuits driven
from this source.
4.5 Structural Interface. The HGA deployment mechanism is supported by the spacecraft
solar array trusses which lie on either side of electronics Bay 12. The deployment axis
bearings are attached to these trusses by tubular support members at one end, and through
a simple bearing support shell (to the outboard end of the -Y axis truss) at the other. During
launch and cruise phase injection, HGA deployment and ADM inertial loads are transmitted
into the booster adapter through the solar array support ribs to the separation ring. The
antenna loads are transmitted into the cylindrical section of the vehicle shell through the HGA
stowage truss members, against which the antenna is restrained prior to deployment. During
and after deployment, antenna inertial loads are carried by the deployment axis supports and
as reaction torques through the deployment actuator housings to a transverse member between
the two trusses.
4.6 Pyrotechnics Interface. The HGA deployment is initiated by three dual squib, redundant
bridge wire pin-pullers. These devices are provided and actuated by the pyrotechnic sub-
system. The first pin-puller releases the antenna tension tie, while the other pair, after a
0.5-second delay, releases the HGA redundant deployment actuators.
5.0 PERFORMANCE AND PHYSICAL PARAMETERS.
5.1 Performance Parameters. The three HGA axes, deployment, A (azimuth), and B (nod),
are provided with suitable articulation to permit movement of the antenna through the fol-
lowing angles (see Table 5-1). The deployment angle is fixed by the relationship between the
TABLE 5-1. AXES ANGLES, RATES,
AND POINTING ACCURACY
,,,, 7 g .....,..
Io t,, '22 _ o.(15
" Relati_£' tl_ ii_)n_ln:t_ p(_ll}cm
stowed and deployed positions. The angles
about the A and B axes are those which
permit the pointing of the antenna toward
Earth for all Spacecraft-Earth relationships
required during the 1971 and 1973 Missions.
The pointing accuracies are dictated by the
telecommunications system requirements;
the rates are a function of both the type
of mechanization and of the outputs of the
C&S.
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5.2 Physical Parameter Summary. The HGA ADM and deployment mechanism profile is
delineated in Figure 3-1. Estimates of other important physical characteristics* of this
mechanism are:
a. Weight - 80 lb for ADM mechanism, deployment actuators, and HGA
b. DC power consumption-
A axis (stepping) = 23.1 watts (avg)
B axis (stepping) = 70.5 watts (avg)
A & B axis (holding) = 112 watts
c. AC power consumption-
Continuous = 2.25 watts
Peak (slow, holding) = 3.0 watts
d. Temperature limits -15 + 55°C Nominal, operating.
5.3 Reliability Analysis. A detailed reliability analysis of the HGA actuation subsystem has
been performed. In this analysis, it has been assumed that any failure which would jeopard-
ize subsystem performance is critical. The most significant hazard is the protracted cruise
and orbit duration; the most critical function is antenna deployment. The deployment function
has therefore been duplexed, giving an over-all subsystem reliability nearly double (in terms
of mean failure frequency) that of the same subsystem without redundant deployment.
A failure mode and effects analysis for the HGA actuation subsystem is summarized in Table
5-2. The reliability apportionments to the various subsystem elements as well as the relia-
bility of the major functions is shown in Figure 5-1. The predicted success probabilities of
the antenna deployment and articulation subsystem for VOYAGER Missions are: for 30 day
Mars orbit - R = 0. 9709; and for 180 day Mars orbit - R = 0. 9524.
6.0 MECHANISM ELEMENTS. The mechanism elements which haveamajor affect on the
success of the HGA ADM mechanism are discussed in this section. Full mission operational
reliability was the major criterion for the selection of the approaches proposed.
A number of the elements which are discussed here presently exist as parts of flight-proven
hardware but employ magnetic materials in their construction. Development of nonmagnetic
materials for these types of devices is not generally required; rather, an intelligent approach
to adaptation of existing materials is required and definitely does not appear to present any
insurmountable problems. Probable materials for these applications are noted in the sections
on the individual components.
NOTE
Portions of the sections describing analysis and design of
HGA actuators, mechanisms, and controls result directly
from a (GE funded and directed) study by Bendix Corporation -
Pacific Division to determine feasible and reliable approaches
for the implementation of the HGA ADM.
*Thermal control and TLM power are not included here.
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TABLE 5-2. FAILURE MODE AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS OF HGA ACTUATION SUBSYSTEM
Component
Harness to p_To
tt) A a.xis actuator
to B :txis actuator
Ill ¸ t.ahlm_ :md joints
Pvr,) pm-pulh r
AetuM,,r, dvpl(,_ ruent
Actuator, A a-xis drip,
Actuate)r, B axis
t;im[)al, deph)yment
Gimbal, azimuth
Struetu re
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actuators
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rate
+
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6.1 Bearings and Pivots. Three types of bearings or pivots are used in the HGA ADM and
deployment mechanism: ball-bearings, sleeve bearings, and flexural pivots. Each is
selected for its unique properties and optimum performance characteristics for its selected
function and location.
Precision ball-bearings are used in the hermetically sealed portions of the mechanisms,
where relatively high speed multiple revolution capability is required. These bearings will
be equipped with machined (solid) retainers and wiping seals. Angular contact designs will
be used where thrust as well as radial loads are encountered. Based on current technology,
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these bearings would be 440(_ CRESi with LLB phenolic or Rulon C retainer (separator) and
glass-reinforced Teflon or Viton A seals. These basic materials have been used successfully
in Mariner IV and Nimbus C, and have demonstrated vacuum,endurance in excess of VOYAGER
life requirements in a number of tests conducted by Dr. F; Clauss of LMSC, and others. The
use of vacuum-proven materials-and-lubricant systems ensures added reliability in the un-
likely but possible event of loss of pressurant and volatile lubricants due to a leak in the
actuator housing or seal.
The use as bearing materials of heat-treatable nonmagnetic alloys will be investigated. Beryl-
lium copper offers considerable promise as a ball and race material, due to its relatively
high hardness, strength, and stability. In the semisealed portion of the A axis actuator, two
alternative bearing-lubricant approaches are feasible. The first employs ball-bearings of
types noted above, which have successfully demonstrated long term vacuum life. This ap-
proach performed satisfactorily on the Nimbus A satellite where similar intermittent low
speed rotation is encountered. The alternative approach, used in the successful Mariner IV
scan platform axis support, is to employ filled Teflon sleeve bearings. Considering the
proven insensitivity of this type of bearing to prolonged vacuum exposure, it represents the
first choice for this application. The filler material (e.g., glass or asbestos fiber) effec-
tively reduces cold flow so that storage stability in a lg environment does not present a
serious stability problem. Progress in seal and vacuum lubrication technologies may make
the reconsideration of ball bearings advisable, since gains in load margin and reduction of
friction torque are potentially realizable. For fully exposed pivots of limited angular rota-
tion, the Bendix "Free-flex" flexural pivot (Bendix patent) will be used. This device, as
shown in Figure 6-1, has ± 16-degree rotation without sliding or rolling contact. Rigid sup-
port of the rotating members is provided through the use of crossed cantilevered leaf springs
which bend to permit relative rotational motion of the connected members. Although non-
magnetic flexural pivots have not been made by Bendix, no serious difficulty is expected in
doing so; it is primarily a matter of material selection.
Figure 6-1. Bendix Flexural Pivot
There is every reason to expect that space/
vacuum bearings systems state-of-the-art
will progress before the VOYAGER design is
frozen; however, the Spacecraft Mission can
be performed with techniques and materials
presently available.
6.2 Lubrication. All rolling bearings in the
sealed portions of the mechanism will be lu-
bricated with GE Versilube F-50 Silicon oil,
vacuum impregnated into the porous retainers
with a 20 to 30% fill of filtered G-300 (or
Aeroshell 15) grease. These lubricant com-
binations have been extensively tested at GE,
LMSC, and elsewhere, with notable success
for long-term vacuum operation. This
approach has been selected to ensure continued
operation even in the event of leakage of the
sealed actuator housings.
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Work will also be continuedon dual-mode lubrication systems. These employ a grease or oil
lubricant for normal operation and a dry film lubricant or sacrificing-retainer deposition of
a dry lubricant (e.g., Rulon C, Bartemp, or Polymer SP) in the eventof loss of the liquid
lubricant. The major problem with these systems is that residual contamination from the oil
or grease sometimes inhibits adequatedeposition of film from the retainer. Use of higher
volatility oils, which will completely evaporate if loss of sealing should occur may prove
feasible and will be investigated.
Filled Teflon or Rulonsleeve bearings are inherently self-lubricating, the flexural pivots are
noncontactdevices andtherefore neither requires external lubrication.
The lubrication of gears and ball screw will be provided by dry film and/or grease lubrication
on carefully selected gear materials. Considerable vacuum and air testing of gears coated
with MoS2 film and then lubrication with G-300has been successfully completed at General
Electric for applications on Nimbus C and classified programs. A similar approachwas
used successfully onMariner IV.
State-of-the-art lubrication systems canbe used with confidence on the VOYAGERHGAADM.
6.3 Seals and Bellows. The HGA ADM must operate in a hard vacuum for an extended
period of time; special consideration is therefore given to hermetically sealing the drive
mechanisms. It is desirable to maintain a gaseous atmosphere inside each housing for im-
proved thermal conductivity, oxide replenishment and to prevent lubricant degradation due
to evaporation of light ends.
A flexible diaphragm interface connects the drive mechanism to the rotary output member
of the A axis actuator. A nutating gear drive* transmits torque and motion through the
diaphragm, which provides a hermetic seal for the drive mechanism. Two diaphragms are
used inseries thereby sharing the necessary deflection required for gear nutation. For
uniform shear stress distribution the diaphragm has a nonuniform cross section, thin at the
outer and thicker at the inner diameter. The nutating angle per diaphragm is 3 degrees.
Diaphragm material used in previously built drives was 18-8 CRES. GE would propose to
investigate diaphragms of molybdenum to provide desired nonmagnetic properties.
Diaphragm fatigue is not a problem due to the low flexural life of less than 4000 cycles,
assuming 100 full test cycles and less than 10 operational cycles on flight hardware.
Depending on final material and configuration selections, housings will be sealed by soldering
or electron beam welding of covers at assembly joints. Separable hermetic seals (where and
if required) will employ Viton quad rings used in conjunction with silicone-greased interface
surfaces, similar to Mariner planetary scan platform actuator practice.
The B axis actuator employs a hydraulically formed beryllium copper bellows to provide
full hermetic sealing of the internal mechanism. Similar bellows are used in each deployment
*Patent applied [or by Bendix Corporation (Application Serial Number 202228)
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actuator, enclosing the damper mechanism to prevent spacecraft contamination by any
damping fluid which might eventually leak past the multiple piston rod seals; and to enclose
the actuator rack in the extended position. A rigid housing cannot be used here because it
would extend past the Spacecraft dynamic envelope. Because of the difficulty of sealing them
after deployment, the deployment shaft bearings and gears will either be unlubricated, or
provided with dry film lubricant.
If unlubricated, the bearings and gears will have a dry inert gas atmosphere hermetically
sealed around them by frangible seals backed up by Viton quad rings, which will contain the
atmosphere until deployment motion begins, in order to prevent cold welding or galling of
the contacting elements. The Viton seals will eventually permit the entrapped atmosphere to
diffuse into vacuum, but it will carry no contaminating lubricants.
6.4 Gears. Spur gears are used in all HGA actuators to provide torque multiplication or
motion translation. :x_lw_A......... u_,Lh_'A_. involute "_*_ ,on,uL, _,_, , form degrees p. a. ) • "'_'_, v_ be specified
for strength and ease of manufacture and inspection. The first stage reduction pinion of each
motorized actuator will be integral with the motor shaft. These pinions will be long-addendum
to eliminate undercutting. Each gear pair will be integral on its common shaft to eliminate
pins or other small, loose parts. Gears will be hobbed and shaved to precision class 12 or
better, for low error in action, and consequent low dynamic tooth loads.
Wherever possible, gears will be of beryllium copper or other hard or hardenable nonmagnetic
material, and will use bonded MoS 2 coatings in addition to the G-300 lubrication provided in
the sealed portions of the actuators.
6.5 Ball Screws. The B axis linear actuator employs a ball screw to translate torque to
linear translation force. The ball screw assembly consists of a screw, mating nut, and a
compliment of bearing balls. The screw and nut have helical races of a concave or Gothic
arch form in which the loaded balls circulate. The sliding friction of the conventional lead
screw and nut is reduced to a rolling friction analogous to that of a ball bearing. The nut
contains tubular ball guides which deflect the balls from the helical race into the tubular
sections which carry them diagonally across the outside of the nut and return them to the
active raceway. This motion forms a closed path for recirculating the balls as the screw is
moved axially through the nut.
A double return type ball screw was selected for the B axis linear actuator, based onits high
mechanical efficiency, minimum backlash, and the desirability of a rolling element bearing
surface. Column loading of the ball screw is through the axis of the ball nut, avoiding an
undesirable side load condition, thereby assuring peak performance. A 0.625 diameter ball
screw with a 0. 156 lead was selected as having a static and dynamic capacity sufficiently
in excess of the required load capacity to assure a high degree of reliability with a fatigue
life expectancy of several million revolutions. The ball screw will be fabricated of beryllium
copper, or another suitable hardenable nonmagnetic alloy.
6.6 Motors. The choice of the type of drive motors to use for positioning the antenna de-
pended upon the following factors: 1)type and power level of the control signals available,
2) endurance life, 3) reliability, 4) positioning accuracy, 5) response, and 6) the holding or
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braking effect. The motor types considered were the d-c commutator-type motor, rachet
and pawl steppers, variable reluctance step-servos, and permanent magnetrotor step-
servos. The only type that will satisfy all of these requirements is the permanent magnet
rotor step-servo motor. It is readily operated from digital input pulse trains by a simple
logic controller and its output will be in discrete angular increments. Becausethere are no
brushes or other forms of mechanical contact betweenthe rotor and the stator, good
endurancelife, reliability, andresponse are experienced. The noncontact magnetic detenting
in erent in these motors provides sufficient holding torque without the need for a separate
brake, which all the other types of motors would require. Additional holding torque (as re-
quired during the retrofiring period) may easily be obtainedby energizing both windings
simult aneously.
Various motors were evaluated to determine the best possible combination of gear reduction,
stepping rates, anddriving motor. Several possible combinations were considered; however,
the best assemblies providing a large reserve torque, a low stepping rate, andhigh reli-
ability were selected. These criteria were of primary consideration throughout the analysis
since the drive units must operate reliably for manyhours in a potentially adverse environ-
ment. Motors manufacturedby IMC Magnetics Corporation were selected for their general
suitability, performance characteristics, andbecause IMC has had extensive experience in
the design and fabrication of similar motors for Mariner, Polaris, Gemini and OAO.
The step-sevo motors selected were BuOrd frame size 20 motor (IMC Model No. 020-800, or
equivalent) for the A axis (azimuth) drive, and a BuOrd frame size 23 motor (IMC Model
No. 023-814, or equivalent) for the B axis (nod)drive. Both motors are 2-phase units with
permanent magnet rotors and a stepping increment of 90 degrees. The load analysis used to
size the motors is basedon two primary load condition requirements. First, both A anti B
axis actuators must bc capable of holding the antennain a fixed position under the 4g load
during retrofire. Second,both A and B axis actuators must be capable of operating at a rate
of 0.25 degree/secondunder a lg load with a minimum design margin of 1.5. For the first
conditon, the loads on the A and B axis actuators during the 4g static load result from the
position of the unbalancedantennamasses relative to the respective axis of rotation. For the
B axis, the unbalancedload is 50 poundswith a geometrical amplification factor of 45 inches/
15inchesandresults inadesignloadof approximately 1000pounds, including a safety factor of
1.5. Whenreflected through the ball screw and gear it results in a maximum motor holding
requirement of 21 inch-ounce, motor is capable of 60 inch-ounce minimum holding torque.
The azimuth (A axis) actuator is assumed to have an unbalanced load of 50 pounds at 4g at a
distance of 4 inches from the axis of rotation. This results in a design load of 1200 inch-
pound including a safety factor of 1.5. This results in a maximum holding requirement of
5.3 inch-ounce at the motor; the motor is capable of 12 inch-ounce minimum holding torque.
For the second condiLion, the 0.25-degree/second antenna axis rates are obtained by
selecting conservative stepping rates of the motors and use of proper over-all gearing
ratios. The resulting stepping rates are 30 steps at a rate of 32 steps per second, for the B
axis actuator motor, and 10 steps at a rate of 16 steps per second for the A axis motor. The
overall gear ratios for each ,axis is kept to a minimum consistent with proper load-speed
trade-oft tor the particular motor° For proper dynamic operation of the stepper motor, the
reflected antenna inertia must not exceed the motor inertia. The inertia of the azimuth axis
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is 70 inch-pound-second 2. When reflected through the gear train ratio of 3600, the load
inertia is 40% of the motor inertia. The inertia of the B axis is approximately 400 in.-
lb-sec 2. When reflected through an effective gear ratio of 10,800 the load inertia is 9%
of the motor inertia. Both motors are capable of operating normally under these reflected
load inertia conditions.
6.7 Sensors
6.7.1 Stowed and Deployed Latch Position Sensors. The sensors monitoring stowed latch
and deployed latch positions of the antenna are redundant pairs of hermetically sealed, SPDT,
snap action switches (e.g., Microswitch Part No. 1HM1). The switches will be mounted on
the deployment hinge structure.
6.7.2 Deployment Axis Rotation Sensor. A potentiometer mounted on the end of the deploy-
ment hinge structure will monitor the position of the antenna during deployment. The
potentiometer resistance will be directly proportional to the rotational position of the de-
ployment axis.
6.7.3 A and B Axis Limit Sensing Switches. Limit sensing switches (e.g., Microswitch
Part No. 1HM1) will be provided to detect full negative displacement of each actuator. The
A axis switches will be mounted on the rotary actuator structure and will be actuated by a
cam on the rotor. The B axis limit switches will be mounted on the rotary actuator structure
and will be actuated by a cam on the dish structure. Backup over-travel switches will be
mounted in series with the limit switches.
6.7.4 Step Sensors. A step sensor will be provided for each gimbal to monitor the 0.25-
degree steps of the gimbal. The sensor is basically comprised of redundant pairs of
magnetically actuated reed switches (e.g., IBM Part No. 765972 or equivalent) positioned
in such a manner that the time sequence of their closure will indicate the occurrence and
direction of each step change in angle. The switches are mounted parallel to the axis of a
rotating shaft in the drive mechanism and are actuated by a small permanent magnet
attached to the shaft. The gear ratio of the shaft carrying the magnet is such that one pulse
pair (and back-up) is provided for each 0° 25-degree step of the outboard end of the gimbal.
both axis motors. Two resistors electrically connected in parallel shall be mounted on each
motor. This combination shall have a resistance of 500 ohms at 0°c and increase to
600 ohms at +105°C.
6.7.6 Motor Pressure Sensors. Pressure transducers shall be mounted inside the actuator
housing to monitor the A and B axis motor pressures. The transducers shall be silicon
semiconductor strain-gage transducers similar to the transducers built by Micro-Systems
Incorporated for the LEM, Atlas, and Apollo programs.
O
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6.7.7 Deployment Actuator Force. The force of the deployment actuator springs will be
monitored by two strain gages, one on each deployment actuator; the strain gages will be
connected in series electrically, and monitored on one TLM channel.
6.8 Latches and Release Mechanisms
6.8.1 Deployment Actuator Release Mechanism. A ball lock latching device secures the
deployment actuator in the stowed position. Three balls retained in a tube are positively
positioned by a spring-loaded rod within the tube to lock the actuator piston in a cocked
position. Axial movement of the rod away from the piston releases the balls from the piston
lock position allowing actuator deployment.
A redundant squib actuated pin-puller unlatches each deployment actuator through a clevis
arrangement at the exposed end of the spring-loaded rod located at the inboard end of the
actuator.
6.8.2 Deployment Actuator Down Latch. Positive retention of the antenna in the deployed
condition is achieved by a TFE tipped and coated dead-bolt type latch. It is composed of a
nested 0.5-inch diameter taper pin recessed into the sector gear housing and is preloaded
for insertion by a compression spring. The dead-bolt tip rides against and is restrained by
the sector gear side until the sector gear rotates to the deployed position. An acceleration
ramp is provided to ensure that the bolt will drop into the hole when proper angular position
is reached. During test checkout, the bolt is cocked by a retraction rod at the rear of the
taper pin which is accessible through a bellows seal in the side of the sector housing.
6.9 Stored Energy Source. Stored energy is used to power the HGA deployment actuators.
The actuator has a guided compression spring which provides an added reliability factor over
a torsion or tension spring in that in case of a coil fracture the spring will retain a high
percentage of its available energy. The spring is designed for a minimum force of 1.5 times
that required to deploy the HGA in a lg field, with the -z spacecraft axis pointing axis
pointing toward the geocenter. A liquid damper is incorporated in the actuator to limit the
deployment rate to 6 degrees/second. The initial force required to deploy the HGA (in a lg
field) reflected back to the actuator spring is:
65 Ibx 30 in. x 1.5 =2,920 ib- in.
Assuming a 4.0-inch pitch radius for the deployment actuator sector gear, the tangential load
would be 730 lb.
The parameters of the required spring are:
2.35 in. mean diameter 0.37 in. wire diameter
124,000 psi corrected stress
rate/in./coil = 1450 lb.
O
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At 26 active coils this is a spring rate of 55 lb/in.
Spring material is 18-8 series CRES.
The free length of the spring exceedsthe actuator stroke, therefore the deployedantennais
held in place with a spring force in addition to the down latch.
NOTE
As noted above, the force level of the actuator spring is sized on the
basis of having to deploy the HGA for ground test with the vehicle in a
vertical position. If it is considered feasible to tilt the spacecraft so
that the HGA deployment axis is vertical, (+xdown)the force, and
consequently the weight andsize of the HGA and planetary scanplat-
form _+,,_ _n be sic_nifi_nt]v reduced.
6. I0 Dampers and Buffers. The use of a damper is necessary in the deployment actuator
to control the rate of energy dissipation of the stored energy actuator and thus control the
rate of antenna deployment. Of the various damping methods considered, the liquid-orifice
type damper is considered the best approach by virtue of minimal number of parts and
predictable rate control. Electromagnetic damping devices were also considered but dis-
carded due to the relatively high rotating speeds required to obtain adequate damping force
which would necessitate undesirable speed increase gearing and the large damping magnets
required.
The liquid orifice damper is designed to limit the nominal antenna deployment rate to 6 deg/
sec of peak spring force, with a velocity decrease to approximately 3 deg/sec near the fully
extended position. The damping medium is a GE silicone oil which is forced through re-
dundant and filtered orifices. Heating elements will be used as required to control the tem-
perature of the fluid to maintain the fluid within the desired viscosity range.
Buffers or snubbers are necessary in devices where kinetic energy must be smoothly
dissipated to halt a mechanical motion. In this deployment actuator, snubbing is accomplished
at the end of the stroke with a trapped-fluid type buffer.
6.11 Rotary Joints and Flexible Conductors. Rotary joints similar to those used on the
Ranger Spacecraft (JPL Report No. 32-241, pp. 189-91) are used to provide articulation of
the coaxial cable which passes between the antenna feed and the telecommunications subsystem.
These joints are mounted in line with the deployment axis, and the A and B axes, so that the
coaxial cable is not flexed during any HGA operation.
All other control and sensory circuits are carried through flexible cables of Teflon insulated
wire to ensure low flexure friction. Service loops are provided to ensure that bending per
unit length of the cable will be minimized. Each actuator is provided with a hermetically
sealed connector, to simplify test procedures and cabling.
O
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6.12 Electronics. Electronic circuitry (refer to Figure 4-1) will occupy one electronic
subassembly in Bay 14. All electronics, with the exception of shielded magnetic latching
relays required for nonvolatile storage in the event of power interruption, will be solid
state circuitry; integrated circuits will be employedwherever possible.
6.12.1 Control Logic. Input signal processing circuitry will accept commands in the form
of switch closure from the C&S or CDS for all articulation. In both the A and B channels,
slew and gimbal lock commands are executed by digital logic networks interconnected in
such a manner that the stepper drive motors are stepped by pulses from the 32-pps space-
craft clock. In the A (azimuth) axis, the drive rate of 16 pps is derived by dividing the 32-
pps clock by two. The l-pps C&S master clock is used in logic switching circuits for gate
control and system timing. In the slew, stop slew, lock gimbals, and unlock gimbals cir-
cuitry, the l-pps clock is used to continuously repeat the last received command in order
to obtain nonvolatile operations. Memory is achieved with shielded latching relays. A
power failure or interruption in raw d-c power will not upset logic operation or memory,
but any interruption in 2.4-kc power will reset all logic, hence, the requirement for latching
relay memory circuits.
Slew motion is automatically stopped at the ends of antenna travel by gating all limit switch
outputs into the "slew stop" input of the control unit. If the "limit" encounter does not result
from execution of a slew command, sufficient time for external intervention will exist.
To conserve battery power, voltage to the stepper motors, motor controllers, and logic
pulse amplifiers is gated "on" prior to initiation of stepper pulse train gate; and is gated "off'
after execution of command. The series voltage regulator (provided to limit motor and con-
troller voltage to ensure reliable motor operation), in the d-c power circuitry, requires no
continuous current drain during idle. For locked-gimbal operation, the regulated d-c power
is gated through both windings of each motor by the control logic.
6.12.2 Motor Drivers. The stepper motor drivers, or command execution circuits, are
solid state logic switching networks which accept digital pulse trains from the logic circuitry
on one of two inputs, [or clockwise or counter-clockwise rotation.
The controller sequentially excites the 2-phase permanent magnet stepper motor stators such
that step rotation in the ordered direction is achieved. Input logic circuits steer the command
pulse train to the switching circuits in order to attain sequential stepping, the precise number
of steps ordered, and in the ordered direction.
Both the A and B axis stepper motors are 2-phase shielded permanent magnet devices, and
each unit steps 90 degrees per input pulse. Due to load differences in the two channels, it is
necessary to step at a rate of 16 steps per second with the size 20, A axis motor, and at a
rate of 32 steps per second with the size 23, B axis motor. Note that these are only rates,
and not acutal motor steps completed per gimbal step.
The required stepping rates are well below rated levels for the selected stepper motors, and
well within pulsing rate capability of the solid state controllers. Selection of stepper motor
controllers is based primarily on the stepper motors selected to drive the A and B axis O
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actuators. For maximum efficiency and output performance, it is imperative that the con-
troller be matchedto the stepper motor.
6.13 Signal Conditioning Electronics. The stowed and deployed latch sensors, the A and B
axis limit sensors, and the A and B axis overtravel sensors are switches. Both contacts of
each switch shall be available to the telecommunication subsystems. Each step sensor out-
put will be processed to give a pulse on one wire to the telecommunications subsystem for a
positive step and a pulse on another wire for a negative step. The deployment axis position
sensor is a potentiometer; the axis position shall be determined by measuring the potentio-
meter resistance by stimulus from the telemetry. The temperature sensors are all thermal
resistors; the measured temperature shall be determined by stimulus from the telemetry.
The pressure sensors are semiconductor strain gauges; an amplifier with power regulation
circuit shall be included to provide a d-c output voltage directly proportional to the indicated
press ure.
6.14 Thermal Control. Both active and passive thermal control media are employed to en-
sure proper control of the HGA ADM mechanisms. Active control elements provided include
temperature controllers and sensors, and electrical heaters. These will be turned off
except when HGA movement is required during occultation, thus conserving considerable
power. In these infrequent cases, "warm up" commands will precede "step" commands by an
interval which will ensure that the gimbals have reached the desired temperature prior to
antenna movement. Initial calculations indicate that no significant change in antenna pointing
angle will occur, due to the change in length of the B axis actuator, if allowed to cycle within
the anticipated temperature limits attainable with passive thermal control. Passive control,
employing superinsulation and controlled emissivity-and-reflectivity coatings will be used for
normal temperature control.
Both methods of control will be designed to ensure that lubricants, gear and bearing
clearances, and motors and sensor temperatures will be within operational limits whenever
antenna motion or active holding is required. The HGA ADM control electronics thermal
control will be provided by the Bay 14 temperature control facility. If analysis indicates that
heaters are needed on the deployment actuators, these will automatically be shut off by the
deployment sensors, to conserve power during the balance of the mission.
7.0 SAFETY. The major safety problem peculiar to the HGA ADM mechanism is the
possibility of accidental firing of pyrotechnic devices which might release the stored energy
deployment actuator and/or the HGA with the possible hazard of the antenna or actuator
members striking assembly or test personnel. To preclude the possibility of such occurences,
all normal pyrotechnic safety precautions will be observed. In addition, safetying restraint
fixtures will be provided both to directly prevent undesired release and extension of un-
mounted actuators, and to hold the deployment axis and the HGA ADM in the stowed position
when mounted on the spacecraft. A lanyard to restrain the antenna against accidental release
will also be incorporated. Removal of these devices will be permitted only for test and launch.
Their presence will be a mandatory requirement during all handling procedures.
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SOLAR ARRAY STRUCTURE
1.0 SCOPE. This document describes the mechanical and functional characteristics of
the preferred design configuration of the 1971 Flight Spacecraft Solar Array Structure. This
design is considered the best compromise as the result of weight, functional reliability and
environmental compatibility considerations. The design differs from that of Phase IA Task A
study as follows:
a. Slight change in panel depth and skin thickness to compensate for increased dy-
namic launch environment.
Do Significant increase in skin thickness over the array area for reacting Spacecraft
torsion about the thrust axis as in-plane panel shear between the Spacecraft and
booster structural shroud.
c. Slight modification of support rib.
The solar panels provide 181.2 ft 2 of effective cell area for photovoltaic solar cells which
furnish the primary electrical spacecraft power. Supporting Analysis for the preferred
design is presented in Section 7.0. Alternate solar array configurations are discussed in
Section 3.4.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS. The following documents apply to this description:
VC220SR101 - Design Characteristics
and Restraints
VC220SRl13 - Layout and Configuration
VC220SR105 - Launch Vehicle Interface
VC235FD102 - Spacecraft Structure
Subsystem
VB235FDl10 - Solar Array Structure
Phase IA Task A
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 General. - The electrical power for the Spacecraft is provided by an array of solar
cells mounted on 15 geometrically identical fixed panels. The selected panel design is
shown in Figures 3-1 and 3-2. Fixed panels are defined here as those which remain in one
position from Spacecraft launch to mission completion. The panels are arranged in segments
....... '_- _....... _* _,.o (_n_ segm_ ent space is left clear for the medium-gain fixed-_ti:ouild a _li_JUlal UlJei_w_J._ .kJ_ ...... .
position antenna. The panels are supported by tapered support ribs extending radially out-
board from the Spacecraft interface. The ribs were tapered to match loads on a cantilevered
rib as proposed in the Phase IA Task A study. It is intended that the ribs be reshaped in the
Phase IB study to match the simple beam loading condition now proposed. The panels are tied
together at adjacent edges by the lower rib cap, thereby creating one shear plane integral with
the Spacecraft bus and booster structural shroud.
3.2 Solar Panel Characteristics (See Figure 3-1.)
Overall length, in.
Width at Wide End, in.
Width at Narrow End, in.
62.53 Panel Thickness, in. 0. 625
47.3 Included Angle, deg. 22.5
23.36
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The core selected for the panel is 3/16 inch Hex aluminum honeycomb(vented) with a density
of 1.6 lb/ft 3. The cell side of the panel is fabricated from two layers of fiberglass cloth
which sandwich a thin layer of expandedsilver meshused for cancellation of magnetic fields.
(Inner structural skin 2-ply No. 143 0. 017 inch thick fiberglass-epoxy sheet over 100%panel
area and 0. 002-inch silver mesh; outer dielectric skin 1-ply No. 108 0. 002 inch thick
fiberglass-epoxy sheet). This composite is bondedto the honeycombcore using a film type
adhesive (FM-1000). The sameadhesive is used for attaching the skin to the opposite core
face (back skin). This back skin is fabricated from 2-ply No. 143 0. 017 inch thick fiberglass-
epoxy sheet over 100%panel area. There is no requirement for expandedmesh on the back
side. The primary structural skin (No. 143Glass Cloth) was selected for its high stiffness
and strength in the primary load direction.
All panel edgesare enclosedby 0. 032 inch thick machinedaluminum channels with 3/16 inch
diameter pressure relief holes. The legs of the channels extendoutward to enable tooling
to locate and support the channelsduring pressure curing of the solar array panels. Inter-
mittent aluminum fittings are machined into the channelsto react the loads at rib attachment
points and to spread these loads to the core and skins.
The dielectric of the front skin is cut out in a pattern at the end of each cell group to allow
electrical connection to the imbeddedmesh. Electrical feedthrough terminals are provided
as required alongboth sides of the panel for transfer of electrical power from the cell side
to a wire harness which connectsthe various cell groups and routes the power to the Space-
craft. Two terminals are provided at the small end of the panel for conveyanceof harness
termination and blocking diode provisions. A bracket to support a connector plug is also
provided. No mountingprovisions for additional equipment or devices are anticipated at this
time, but additional mountplates, clips, doublers, etc. could be easily incorporated if
required.
3.3 Support Structure (See Figure 3-3.) The panels are mounted to radial support ribs
(shown tapered, but could change in profile to match the simple beam loading condition now
selected as the preferred design). The basic construction is a 0. 016 inch sheet aluminum
web containing various size flanged lightening holes and web stiffening angles. The top and
bottom cap of the ribs are extruded "T" sections 1-1/2 inches in width. The bottom cap
mounts the nut plates for attaching the panels. The inboard end of the rib contains mating
hole patterns for attachment to the spacecraft, while the outboard end provides for attach-
ment to the ring at the booster structural shroud. Provisions for mounting auxiliary
equipment to the ribs are shown on the main assembly drawings (see VC235FD102).
3.4 Alternate Solar Array Studies. A comprehensive study of solar array arrangements
and design characteristics was conducted in the Phase IA Task A design study (see
VB235AAl10). These studies encompassed fixed arrays of 15 and 30-degree segments,
deployable arrays and various panel support structures of truss-beam and rib type construc-
tion. In addition, comparisons were made between corrugated honeycomb sandwich with
aluminum and fiberglass skins. These studies, parametric in form, are essentially valid
for the present design arrangement studies which have been conducted on LEM, Titan
Transtage and Solid Propulsion configurations. Although the absolute values differ for each
configuration arrangement, the relative magnitudes and trends are still applicable for
purposes of evaluation.
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A review conducted on the present system concepts mid desigla requirements validates the
followhlg conchsions for the present study which were arrived at in the Task A study:
a. Aluminum honeycomb core construction is weight superior to corrugated for the
load level environments specified (4,2g excitation with 16, 7 dynamic amplification).
b. Fiberglas skin requirements are lighter than aluminum.
c. Fixed arrays are lighter and functionally more desirable than folding panels for
reasons of deployment, complexity and reliability.
d. Stiffened rib panel support structure is more desirable than truss-frame supports
because of lighter weight, simplier fabrication methods, mid ability to provide
more uniform support to the panel elements.
Configuration constraints imposed by the present desig_ resulted in a sixteen-sided truss
frame structure to match the sixteen equipment bay modules (Phase L\ Task A consisted of
a twelve-sided bus structure with a twenty-four segment fixed array). Comparisons were
made primarily on the preferred solid design1 arrangement between a 32-segment and a
1G-segment array (see Figure 3-4). Results showed a 16-support rib and 16-panel arrange-
ment preferred to the former. The panels are area-shaped representative of a 32 segment
polygon, but cover a bay width corresponding to a 22.5-degree inclusive angle (16 segments).
This choice was made for the following reasons:
a. The 32 sided array offered mmximum effective area for the panels.
b. Rib locations at 22.5-degree increments provided optimum structural integration
for natural support of the panels and redistributhlg the truss member horizontal
load components.
c. Sixteen-segment pcmels, though larger in span length, were lighter than 32 ele-
ments when compensating for effects of additional rib supports, panel mountin_
hardware, and inherent dead weight.
Some additional conceptual studies were conducted on |ohling panel arrangements. (See
Figure 3-t coneet)t A, B, C and Figure 3-5. ) These arrangements are more directly appli-
cable to LEM config¢_ration studies which necessitated use of deployable array elements.
These studies were not carried in depth (due to selection of the preferred design0; however,
concept A is typically representative of the unmodified LEM desig71.
•1.0 INTERFACES. The major interface areas for solar array attachment to the Spacecraft
are as follows:
a. Structure - The support for the solar array (propels and ceils) is the sixteen ribs
ex-ten(ting frolu the Spacecraft body outboard to the separation ring (see VC235FD102).
The hfl)oard emls of the ribs :ire attached to the spacecraft and are capable of trans-
mitting a ))ending moment through the upper and lower caps el the ril). The out-
board ends are attached to the truss tubes whmh provide the major axial support for
the l_l;metary Vehicle.
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CONCEPTS.
Fig_re 3-4. Solar Array,
Alternate Concepts
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bB Electrical - The electrical power is routed from the individual panels to the Space-
craft by wire harnesses. A mounting bracket for a connector plug is provided on
each panel for termination of panel wiring and connection of harnesses.
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS. The solar array has been designed to survive the
various environmental conditions encountered from fabrication and shipping through mission
orbit. Design simplicity of assemblies and installation of all components was a major goal
in the creation of a design which would be highly reliable in fulfilling the various performance
parameters and requirements. Design criteria is given in VOYAGER Environmental Pre-
dictions Document as adapted and revised to match the Saturn V loadings (see VC235FD102).
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND RESTRAINTS
6.1 Restraints
a. Overall panel flatness to be within + 0.06 inch. Local depressions should not
exceed ±. 010 inch within an area of one square inch, (Ref. 1).
b. Array location with respect to the Spacecraft booster interface is given in
VC235FD102. Dynamic excitation levels at the solar array support are affected by
the location and any deviation would change solar panel design loads.
c. Solar array weight shall be minimum compatible with intended mission design
requirements.
d. Power required at Mars is approximately 6000 watts (approximatelY 200 square
feet of solar cell area).
6.2 Selected Design Characteristics. The basic geometry was selected as the best com-
promise to manufacturing, handling, weight, structural, electrical, thermal, cost and
reliability considerations based on the preferred systems configuration. The design pre-
sented fulfills the functional requirements and is easily fabricated, assembled and installed.
Individual panels of the array are easily removed for repair or replacement. One considera-
tion that influenced the selection of the fixed panel array was the fact that an area which
satisfies the present requirements of this flight mission is available in the form of one
_._,_,,1_ d_ _rv_y arolj_nd the Spacecraft Bus. The other consideration was that this
circular disc can provide a direct in-plane shear path to react Spacecraft torsion at the
booster structural shroud.
6.2.1 Fixed Panels. The main contributing factor to the geometry of the fixed panel was
the platform area provided between the sixteen-sided-circular Spacecraft Bus and the
booster structural shroud. Radial lines from the bus form solar panels with an included
angle of 22.5 degrees and an area of 15.07 square feet. The size of this panel is a com-
promise between the 15-degree array segment panel size selected in the Phase IA Task A
study and a 30-degree array segment (considered too large); both of the latter based on a
12-sided bus. The resulting weight for the preferred array presented here is shown to be
approximately 72 pounds heavier than that presented in the Task A study. The weight differ-
ence results largely from the in-plane shear capability requirements of the selected system
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configuration. The individual panels are not broken into modules dueto the weight increases
(see Figure 3-3) associated with module splice joints which require in-plane shear
capability.
Radial panel supports were considered best since they provide direct load paths to the
SpacecraftBus andprovide means of attaching adjacent panel edgesto complete the shear
plane which reacts vibration modes aboutthe thrust axis. The panel construction is de-
signed to beam the dynamic launch loads to the radial supports which is the most efficient
method. Machined edgeclosure channels provide improved handling qualities and furnish
a path for distributing concentrated attachment loads. The channels with integral machined
fittings are preferred to other designconcepts for optimum load distribution to skins and
honeycombcore, surface flatness, and ease of fabrication. Materials chosenwere of the
lightest weight possible considering availability, manufacturing technique and environmental
compatibility.
Honeycombpanels were selected for VOYAGERrather than the corrugated panels selected
and designedby Ryan for Mariner for the following reasons:
a. A minimum weight panel is provided due to the availability of thin sheet, high
modulus fiberglas and low density aluminum core.
b. Slight damagesin handling are less significant to the overall structure of the solar
array.
c. More efficient in-plane shear capability.
d. Less sensitive to handling damages.
The section thickness selected keeps the panel edge attach channels small in size to con-
serve weight and is made possible by utilizingNo. 143 high modulus glass cloth skin which
is thicker than the No. 1557 glass cloth proposed in the Task A study. This section thick-
ness results in a conservative bending load capability while minimizing dynamic deflections
and thus, provides a panel mode vibration frequency above the 35-cps desired minimum to
preclude dynamic coupling modes with the Spacecraft.
6.2.2 Fold-out Panels For Growth Potential. Ifnecessary, additional area could be pro-
vided by means of fold-out panels. The panels could be identicalto the fixed panels with the
exception of (a)the use of 1-ply No. 143 glass cloth on each side of panel since no large
in-plane shear requirement exists, (b)a possible difference in length depending on area
requirements, and (c) substitutionof lightweight edge closures versus the machined fittings.
A deployment and damping system similar to that considered in the Phase IA Task A study
would be necessary. A slightincrease to fixed panel support rib material gauges would be
necessary resulting from the increased rib loads with the fold-out panel in the stowed
position.
7.0 SUPPORTING ANALYSIS. Prior tradeoff studies, as discussed in Section 3.4, have
shown the lightcst weight configuration for the solar array structure to consist of fiberglas
honeycomb sandwich with an aluminum core construction for the preferred design selection.
As such, this section presents the supporting design stress, dynamic and weight analysis of
the preferred configuration.
O
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7.1 Stress Analysis. Only the critical loading conditions presented in Section 4.9 of
VC235FD102 are considered for this analysis. Elastic intercell buckling of the solar cell
mounting surface is considered as design ultimate to prevent secondary loading and in-
stability of the solar cells. Loads are based on nominal Spacecraft weights, with the
following applied design safety factors.
Yield Design Loads = 1.0 x Limit
Ultimate Design Loads = 1.25 x Limit
The individual panels must act as one integrated in-plane shear plate between the Spacecraft
and the booster structural shroud. The two critical loading conditions on the spacecraft are
(a) torsion about the longitudinal axis, and (b) longitudinal and lateral accelerations. Each
condition is considered to act independently. The longitudinal and lateral acceleration is a
steady-state acceleration condition on the Spacecraft which is reacted by a conical truss
consisting of 16 truss tubes which feed component loads in the horizontal plane into the
solar array. The horizontal load vector is fed in shear into each individual panel of the
array by the lower cap structure of the radial support rib, and then, in turn reacted in the
plane of the array disc as circumferential tension.
The following equilibrium diagrams and analysis show the detail design requirements for
the solar array structure. The critical load transfers presented are typical for each panel
area.
P
MAXIMUM LONGITUDINAL LOAD CONDITION
(SEE VC235FDI02)
T SIN 55.2°=20.6K(ULT)
(/OUTER CAP
11.23 """----_ I 0.6 K
10.6 K
_,_0
TRUSS
Fp(RIB CAP LOAD) "_-_ll.25O(Typ)
i /
_.._ QI Fp=18.5 (ULT) REF
VC235FDI02
,Y :
R= 15.5K(ULT) VIEW A-A
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The lower rib cap cross section tapers in area to match the tension integration from PointB
to maximum at Point A. Rib material is 2024-T4 AL extrusion. Rib cap critical for yield
(Fcy = 3800 psi)
therefore:
Fp (yield)
Area Required (A)
18,500/1.25 - 14,800 lb (yield)
F
p (yield)
Fcy
14,800
38000
= 0.39 in. 2
Rib tension is reacted in two adjacent panels as shear in the top and bottom skins. The
panel edge fittings may be considered to transfer the shear uniformly.
F
P
qult. - 2b
18500
61.4 - 150 lb/in. (ult. per skin)
qult.F (i)tf -
(reqd) s
F
s = 7400 psi min. for No. 143 Glass Cloth at Room Temperature (Ref, 3)
_150 Ii) (max. longitudinal)tf (reqd) 7400 = 0. 010 inch (load condition)
Panel in plane shear resulting from the maximum torsion condition about the thrust axis
varies between the outer and inner peripheries of the array disc. From Table 3-6 of
VC235FDI02, the torsion is:
T = 3.4 x 106 in.-lblimit = 4.25 x 106ult.
From geometry of the solar array disc
A (inner) _ (60.12) 2 = 11,400 sq in.
A (outer) - A inner + 226 (144)
- -2
= 44,200 sq in.
qi -
T 4.25 x 106
2Ai 2 (11. 400)
T 4.25 x 106
qo - 2Ao 2 (44,200)
Therefore :
_ q
tf (reqd) 2 Fs
187
2 (7400)
187 lb/in. (ult.)
- 48.1 lb/in. (ult.)
- 0. 0126 in.
12
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The cloth material satisfying the requirements for both critical load conditions consists of
the following possible combinations.
a. Three ply No. 1557 Glass Cloth t = 3 (0.0055) = 0. 017 in.
b. Two ply No. 143 Glass Cloth t = 2 (0.0085) = 0.017 in.
The combination selected as best for the solar cell mounting surface condition is the two
ply No. 143 epoxy impregnated glass cloth. Preliminary studies have shown the use of high
modulus (E --- 5 x 106 approx. ) glass cloth skins to be slightly more efficient weight wise than
aluminum skins (See Task A study). Consequently, the minimum margin of safety for the
skins may be expressed as:
F (2tf)
7400 (. 034)
MS - s - 1 = + - 1 = 0. 35 (minimum value)
q (ult) 187
Comparing the panel buckling stability for the selected design with a 1.6 lb/ft 3 aluminum
core 0. 625 inch deep, we have:
__Z 0.017
"_.625
"_0.017
Fscr = KEavg avg/
2
a
K = 6.4 for L- = 1.8
k]
avg
Edges simply supported
(Ref. 4, Figure 22)
b
avg
t
-eff
47.3 + 23.4
= I1_T_ 1/3 =
= 35 in.
19 v ._ ._v 1_-3_
\........... /
1/3
= 0. 348 in.
E
avg
F
s
cr
F
s
cr
x 106 = 3.5x 106 psi
= 6.4x3.5x 106
= 2213
(0__548/ 2
= 2213 psi for solid plate
= 22651 psi for equivalent honeycomb sandwich
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f = q_ave = 150
s 2tf 2 (. 017)
- 4500 psi (max. longitudinal load condition)
F
s
cr 22651
MS - f -1 - 4500 -1 = + 4.0_____0_0(not critical)
s
Circumferential tensile loads resulting from the radial rib components produce tensile
stresses across the panels similar to that shown in the sketch below. The principal load is
carried by the inner and outer aluminum flange members; however, secondary tensile strains
are experienced across the fiberglass panel members.
Preliminary analysis has shown these panel strains to be of minor nature and are dependent
on the interrelated stiffness between the edge members and the honeycomb panels. A more
careful examination of this loading effect will be conducted in Phase IB with energy analysis
methods to ensure compatibility of the panel design with the edge supports.
I_Fp _ Fp • Fp Fp= 18.5 K
Fp_ \_7 ' Fp ULT(PGII)
Fp Fp
Fp k_ I __-_ 22.5°TYP
!!. .... ./,/ -_ _,., ;, !!-J_Fp
I _J B I FT(NET)='---2"_
FT (NET}$ FT(NET} $ :47,oK(ULT}
7-2 Weights Analysis. All weights in this
section are based on the preferred design
characteristics (Figures 3-1 and 3-2) and
structural requirements outlined in Sec-
tion 7.1. Calculations are considered as
nominal with a realistic deviation expected
to be =L4% based on Ryan experience with
solar array fabrication. Table 7-1 pre-
sents the weight summaries of the solar
array structure including panel substrate,
support structure and solar cells.
7.3 Dynamic Analysis. This section presents the dynamic load and bending frequency analy-
sis of the preferred design. Critical load conditions occur during launch if the solar panel is
excited at its fundamental vibration frequency. All dynamic loadings are magnified by their
appropriate amplification factors and are treated as equivalent static loads in the analysis.
Ultimate and yield load factors as described in Section 7.1 are applied to these values. De-
sign considerations dictate that the panels and support structures have fundamental frequency
modes that are uncoupled from the basic Spacecraft fundamental modes. Therefore, for the
purposes of this preliminary study, a value in excess of 35 cps has been chosen as a mini-
mum desig]_ goal.
7.3.1 Panel Bending Mode Analysis. The panel is treated as a simply supported element
attached to the rib and edge member flange caps. This yields slightly conservative results
as the moment restraint over the rib caps will tend to reduce amplification factors and in-
crease natural frequency of the panel. The critically induced load occurs at launch, con-
sisting of a 2. lg (o-p) decaying sine wave longitudinally applied at the Spacecraft/Shroud
interface. It has been conservatively estimated that this results in an excitation level at
the solar array mounting points of 4.2g (o-p) at the fundamental frequency of the panel. A
14
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TABLE 7-1. SOLARARRAY STRUCTURE
WEIGHT SUMMARY
Effective Weight Per Solar Panel
PANEL GEOMETRY
AREA = 15.07 FT 2
NUMBER PANELS= 15
No. Item
Panel
Paint
Skins
Mesh (Exmet Corp)
Dielectric
Skin adhesive
}loneycomb
Dielectric adhesive
Mesh adhesive
Edge Support Members
Tip channel
Root channel
Edge channel
Panel Assembly (Figure 3-i)
(1 plus 2)
Rib Assembly (Figure 3-2)
ila rdwa re
Weh
Web angles
Lower rib cap
Upper rib cap
Attach ftg
Stiffners
Gussets
Solar cells
Total Weight 0b)
Weight Unit Wt
(lb) 0b/ft 2)
(7. 663) ( . 500)
0.241 0.016
4.380 0.201
0,376 0.025
0. 422 0. 028
0. 754 0. 050
I. 130 0.075
0. 180 0. 012
t), 180 0. 012
(2,2831 (0, 151)
0. 557 O. 037
0.276 0.018
1.450 0. 096
(9. 94_;) (0. 660)
(4.211) (0.280)
0. 355 0. 025
O. 507 0. 036
0. 148 O. 009
l. 866 0.123
0.673 0.045
0. 034 0. 002
0. 589 0. 038
0. 039 0. 002
4.64 0. 308
Panel Assembly = 15 (9. 946) : 149 2 (0.660 lb/ft 2)
Rib Assembly = 16 (4.211) - 67.4 (0.208 lb/ft 2)
Structure and Support .... 216.6 (0. 958 lb/ft 2)
Solar ceils 69.0 (0. 308 lb/ft2l
Total Array 286.2 lb 11.266 lb/ft 2)
further amplification factor of 16.7 has
been assumed for the panels based on ex-
perience gained from the Mariner C pro-
gram. It is recognized that this represents
a conservative value when applied to decay-
ing sinusoial vibrations, but is conserva-
tivo, ly chosen for this analysis to account
for superimposed effects of random vibra-
60 IN.
RIB GEOMETRY
NUMBER RIBS = 16
tion which have currently been neglected in this study. A more comprehensive treatment of
combined vibration environment effects will be conducted in the Phase IB design.
7.3• 1.1 Fundamental Frequency Analysis• For the analysis, assuming an equivalent
rectangular isotropic plate of the following characteristics:
IF; 0.017 F.G
, /' ,
.._._p : 1.6 Ib/FT
whoro [h*
tef f = (12 1)1/3
• t =0.348 in.
e
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then
and
where
¢D _D= +fn
2---_
\ 12p 2)/
E = average plate modulus (522)-- x 106 = 3.5 x 106 psi
D = effective mass density of the equivalent isotropic plate
(Ref. 5)
W -----
W
gte
0.82 lb/ft or (0.0057) I%
in.
0.0057 -5
= = 4.313 x 10
(386.4) (0.348)
where w is the unit weight of the panel substrate including solar cells.
(See items 1 and 5 of Table 7-1, Section 7 2 )
2
ib- sec
4
in.
it, = 0.25
Therefore:
• 3.5 x 106 (0. 348) 2 0.-_2 2 1
c_ ........... 7"/"• 2
(4.313 x 10-5 ) (35.33)
W = 312 rad/sec
2
(60.8)
and
¢_ 312
f - - - 50 cps
n 2f# 27
This value is sufficiently in excess of the desired 35 cps to preclude fundamental mode coup-
ling with the Spacecraft structure.
7.3.1.2 Panel Shear Load Analysis. Shear normal to the panel due to plate bending mode
vibration is calculated assuming no moment restraint at the panel edges. A simplified dis-
tribution of the load is used as shown in the following sketch.
_FULL EDGE RESTRAINT
\ SIMPLIFIED LOAD
NO EDGE \ wig F-DISTRIBUTION FOR
RESTRAINT\ __L_ I ANALYSIS
\ _lL_"f I -'W-"&_ DYNAMICLOAD
/'_/s T " _ I I '_-'_%_ DISTRIBUTION
-.'1 I I , l I PII A / EDGE SHEAR
lr" OR LiNGTH --,. _r
I_ PANEL'WlDTH "J_ llg ._ _ /REACTION
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This edge shear reaction is carried by the honeycomb core,
Edge 1
Shear 3
(avg)
1
3
_wg) (Planform Area)]
L-_a-_e_P---_he--r_y>J
[!O.O057x16.7x4.2x1.25)(15.07x144)](193.93)
= 1.95 lb/in, ult.
Core Shear 1.95
0.625 - 3.1psiult.
Core ShearAllow = 56 psi min. (Ref. 6)
MS - High
Shear in skin-core adhesive is calculated as:
Shear V (Q) 1.95 (.017 x 0.321)
= = -3 = 428 psi ult.
(I) (Shear Area) (3.5 x 10 ) (0.00711)
Adhesive shear allow = 4000 psi for FM-1000 (0.025 lb/ft 2) at Room Temperature
(Ref. 7)
MS-_ High
7.3.1.3 Plate Bending Analysis. Plate bending is reacted by the fiberglas skins. Maxi-
mum bending moment occurs in the transverse direction, if we consider the maximum
moment at the average span width,
Percent load reacted in transverse direc-
tion based on equivalent deflection:
2
wg
wg
TRANSVERtE__/"
_ I IN. WIDE LOAD
STRIP INCREMENTS
(1) wg(_ 1)
(2) wg(£2)
+ wg(£1) = wg
(gl)
= 21.9 wg(,_l )
wg(_2)
wg(£1) - 21.9
17
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Then,
wg(£2 )
wg( Z 2)
wg(_
2)
= wg 21.9
= 0.96 x (wg)
Bending Moment, m,
rn _--
m _--
(0.96) (wg) (Z2 = _"
12
51 in. - lb/in. (ult.)
2
96 (0.0057 x 16.7 x 4.2 x 1.25) (35.33)]12
w = 0.0057
M (allow)
F I
C
(h+__t)
2
c
[F =(2)c (_ - ._552)_ (0 ._5] Fyc
-3
27700 x 3.5 x 10
= 302 in. lb/in. (ult.)
M (allow)
0.625 + 0.017)2
(Ref. 8 for intercell buckling)
= 27700 psi (ult. allowable)
M 302
MS - -1 - 1 = High
m 51
7.3.2 Rib Analysis - Longitudinal Vibration Mode. The analysis presented in the Task A
study considered the cantilevered tapered rib under vibration loading conditions. Simple
beam support conditions now proposed are less severe and, therefore, no analysis is shown.
The rib will be re-designed during Phase IB to match revised moment and shear envelopes.
The following loading comparisons show that the present design loading will be approximately
25% less severe in shear and approximately three times less critical in bending as compared
with the cantilever analysis in Task A.
18
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Cantilevered Condition:
DYNAMIC LOAD
DISTRIBUTION
INBOARD I[ ____,] wg
Ir OUTBOARD
v--.ql URVE
I 2t-'-__ MOMENT CURVE
t.. -J
7.3.3 Humidity and Vapor Pressure Con-
siderations. Humidity and vapor pressure
must receive careful consideration when
selecting the facing adhesives for honey-
comb structure. It is possible that during
the Spacecraft injection phase and under
certain temperature and humidity condi-
tions an internal pressure could develop
as follows •
a. Temperature, 200 °F (earth
vicinity, shroud ejected)
b. Saturated vapor pressure (gage)
(11.53 + 14.7)
26.62 psi max.
The FM-1000 adhesive will meet the above
requirements with a margin of safety of
2.0.
Simple Beam Condition:
wg
M = _ wg'_ 2
DYNAMIC LOAD
DISTRIBUTION
SHEAR CURVE
MOMENT CURVE
7.4 Thermal Analysis. Figures 7-1 and
7-2 present best estimates of temperature
distributions and Mars sun occultation
transients for the selected configuration.
These figures assume the back of the panel
to have the radiative surface properties of
a selected white paint (0.9 emissivity). It
is noted that both surfaces and temperature
distributions presented are amenable to the
requirements of References 9 and 10. If
-180 °F is considered to be the minimum
allowable temperature, this temperature
is reached in 53 minutes of sun occultation
for the fixed panel.
8.0 SAFETY. No problems are expected
with safety aspects of the solar array
structure. The basic safety factor used
for analysis plus the qualification and
prooftesting will provide proof of struc-
tural integrity. Specific instruction per-
taining to handling and installation will be
provided to operating personnel in order
to preclude damage after fabrication.
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Figure 7-1. Solar Panel Temperature
Distribution
Figure 7-2. Mars Sun Occultation
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POWER SUBSYSTEM
1.0 SCOPE. This functional description pertains to the VOYAGER Spacecraft Power Sub-
system. In the Task A report the functional description was presented in CII VB236FD101
and selection rationale and alternates were discussed in VB236AA101. These two dis-
cussions are combined in this Task B report. Selection rationale and alternates only cover
those items not discussed in the earlier reports.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS.
VC220SR101
VC220FD101
VC220FD112
Design Characteristics
and Restraints
Standard Trajectories
Flight Sequence
VC220FD113
VC220FD103
VC235 FDll0
Layout and Configuration
Spacecraft Component
Design Parameters
Solar Panels
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION.
3.1 Requirements. The Power Subsystem supplies electrical power to the flight Spacecraft
from launch through all mission phases. It also supplies raw power to the flight capsule
during periods of solar array illumination up to the time of capsule separation. Load require-
ments for each mission phase are presented in the Flight Sequence, VC220FD112.
3.2 Preferred Subsystem Design
3.2.1 Power Flow. The power system block diagram is shown in Figure 3-1. Primary
power is derived from the solar array consisting of 15 fixed panels forming a fiat annular
ring about the spacecraft. Each panel contains four solar cell strings which are diode-
isolated and have their own zener regulators which limit maximum array output voltage to
62 volts. Array output is fed to the raw array/battery bus and each of three battery charge
regulators through an array enabling switch, SW-1, which is closed by the Launch Complex
Equipment prior to launch. Independent contacts on this switch also enable the three
batteries.
Power is distributed to the loads through seven busses:
a. Bus A - Supplies raw battery power at 32 to 50 Vdc corresponding to the extremes
of battery discharge and charge voltage for momentary peak loads. D-C power,
instead of a-c power, is distributed to these loads since their associated peak
power levels would require unnecessarily high ratings for A-C inverters. The
momentary power requirements of the solenoid valves, stepper motor, and thrust
vector control are short enough to minimize the effect of D-C currents on
magnetometer measurements. After an initial warm-up transient of possibly up to
180 watts the gyro and accelerometer heaters will level out to a steady-state power
of several watts and are, therefore, also considered to have a minimum effect on
magnetometer outputs. The batteries supplying this power are diode isolated.
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b.
C.
Batteries No. 1 and No. 2 are of the silver-cadmium type and each contains 33
cells in series. Battery No. 3 is a silver-zinc type and contains 24 cells in series.
This combination permits all three batteries to have approximately the same dis-
charge voltage.
The silver-zinc battery replaces the third silver-cadmium battery proposed in the
Task A report and results in a higher overall energy-to-weight ratio. This combina-
tion has been selected because the mission needs are characterized by a few, but
deep discharges up to the time of capsule separation for which the silver-zinc
battery is adequate; and thereafter by many, but shallow discharges during Martian
solar occultations. The installed capacity permits the full loss of any single battery
up to the time of capsule separation; subsequently a single battery is sufficient.
Bus B - Supplies raw array or battery power for the radio system, capsule and
main regulators at a voltage of 32 to 62 V de corresponding to battery discharge
voltage and upper array voltage limited by the zener regulators.
Busses C and D - Supplies 2.4-kc, single-phase, square wave power at 50 V rms
2(_ from either of two 2.4-kc inverters. The use of a dual bus permits the use of
redundant transformer-rectifiers (T/R's) at the loads and allows a failure of a
single regulator, inverter or T/R without interruption of power. The use of
redundant T/R's for many of the loads has not been resolved in all cases and would
be the subject of further study during Phase IB. The tradcoffs to be considered
are discussed in Section 3.3.
Under the normal operating conditions, each inverter receives input power of 30 V
dc+ 1% from a separate dc-to-dc regulator operating off bus B. These regulators
are of the series switching type which convert higher variable input voltages to a
lower regulated output level. A fault sensor is tentatively identified for each main
regulator and 2.4-kc inverter. With the switching arrangement shown in Figure 3-1,
failure of either an inverter or regulator will cause the fault sensors to transfer
power to the alternate units. In addition to switching out the faulty unit, the fault
sensors also provide a closing sig-nal to the switch of the alternate unit although
that switch may already be in a closed state. The reason for this is explained by
several possible modes of operation:
.
.
Sharing mode - Both regulators and inverters operate in tandem with switches
set as shown in the block diagram. With a failure in any regulator or inverter
the associated fault sensor transfers operation to the alternate unit with a
temporary power outage on bus C or D. As an example, failure of Inverter No.
1 will cause a short-time power outage of loads receiving power exclusively
from bus C, but no outage from those receiving power from C and D (redundant
T/R's), or D alone.
Standby mode - All 2.4-kc power is supplied by one regulator and inverter. For
example, Regulator No. 1 and Inverter No. 1 carry the power with the switches
of Regulator No. 2 and Inverter No. 2 preset by command in an open state.
Power is still distributed through both the C and D busses. With a fault in
Regulator No. 1 or Inverter No. 1 the fault sensor will transfer power by
2
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opening the faulty unit and will simultaneously provide the signal for closing the
switch of the standby unit. All 2.4-kc loads, with or without redundant T/R's,
will experience a temporary power outage.
do
e.
The standby mode is the preferred approach at this time for the following reasons:
(a) overall subsystem efficiency is slightly higher since regulator and inverter
efficiencies are higher at full load compared with half load (approximately 90
percent versus 88 percent); (b) since critical loads, i.e. those essential to partial
mission success, do not all contain redundant T/R's, it is possible that some
would experience a temporary power outage due to a unit failure, if the sharing
mode were used and, therefore, the sharing mode provides no advantage in this
regard. The implications in favor of the sharing mode, if redundant T/R's are
used for critical loads, are discussed in paragraph 3.3.
Busses E and F - Supplies 400-cps, three-phase, stepped square wave power at
26 V rms 4- 5% regulation to each of two sets of gyros. The two inverters receive
input power through diodes located at the output of the main regulators and are
energized through closure of relays K6 or K7 by means of external signals from
the Command, Computer and Sequencer, or Guidance and Control Subsystems.
Bus G - Supplies 400-cps, single-phase, square wave power at 28 V rms + 5%
regulation to the Science Subsystem. Two inverters are used with one on standby.
It is energized through command in the event of failure of the normally operating
inverter. The G bus is energized through closure of relay K8 by external signals
from the Command or Computer and Sequencer Subsystem (C&S).
3.2.2 Synchronization. A synchronizer and clock unit contained in the power subsystem
provides synchronization signals to telemetry (268.8 kc), the 2.4-kc and 400-cps inverters,
and the C&S subsystem (32 pps). Long term frequency accuracy is one part in one million
required to provide an accurate time base for the C &S. The synchronizer and clock is
energized through redundant T/R's operating from the free-run capability of the 2.4-kc
inverters which are set at a reduced frequency of about 5%. Once energized, the clock sync
signals override the free-run frequency. Backup to the clock, which itself is internally
redundant, is provided by a 2.4-kc oscillator with a frequency accuracy of 1%. Further
backup is provided by the free-run capability of the 2.4-kc inverters, themselves, which
can feedback their signals to the countdown chain of the synchronizer below 2.4-kc. In this
case, frequency is established by the inverter with the higher free-run frequency.
3.2.3 Battery Charging. The battery charge regulators are of the series-dissipative type
in which the regulator impedance is varied to limit battery charging voltage and current.
With all three charge regulators in operation, each regulator limits the charging current
into its associated battery to a nominal 1.25 ampere. This value is the highest recharge
requirement of the overall mission, which occurs during occulted Martian orbits. See
Appendix B to1" the specific calculations leading to this value. If faulty battery operation
is detected through telemetry information it is possible, by command, to remove charging
power to the particular battery. Under this condition, the current limit to the remaining
two batteries is increased by the same command by 50_,;[ to 1.88 amperes, thus maintaining
a total charging current of 3.75 amperes. Similarly, with two faulty batteries, the current
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limit is increased to 3.75 amperes on the one remaining battery with removal of charge
from the second regulator. By the above means it is possible to maintain the original load
profile, though greater depths of discharge are experienced with the use of fewer batteries.
The charge regulators also provide upper voltage limits for battery charging. One of three
limit levels may be selected by command for charge regulators Nos° 1 and 2, which charge
the silver-cadmium batteries:
Voltage Limit A:
Voltage Limit B:
Voltage Limit C:
50.4 volts
48.85 volts
47.30 volts
The three limit levels for charge regulator No. 3 for the silver-zinc battery are:
Voltage Limit A:
Voltage Limit B:
Voltage Limit C:
46.5 volts
44.6 volts
42.7 volts
This adjustability is included to accommodate the possibility of battery performance varia-
tion, such as partial cell shorting.
The information required for modifying the regulator setting is derived from battery
voltage, current and temperature telemetry information. Possible abnormal operating
conditions may be deduced from the following:
a.
Do
Co
Uneven sharing of the load during battery discharge cycles. The battery(s) with
partially or fully shorted cells will initially provide a small percentage of the load
current and assume a greater percentage at deep discharges of the remaining
good battery(s ).
Excessive battery temperature.
Discrepancy between the ampere-hours removed during discharge periods and
restored during recharge periods. The ampere-hour efficiency of silver-cadmium
and silver-zinc batteries is on the order of 98% over wide ranges of charge and
discharge rates and, therefore, the restored ampere-hour charge is slightly
greater than the removed ampere-hours. "'uuu_-" normal c'_,_,_.............. the regulator
voltage limit provides the means by which charging current is reduced to zero as
the battery approaches full charge. With shorted cells the voltage limit cannot
perform this function and the battery may be excessively charged. The accounting
of ampere-hours in and out of the battery is required as a function of the operational
support during flight in order to forestall the overcharge possibility.
A decrease in the voltage limit, by command, removes the potential danger of overcharge
although the condition described in (a) above will not necessarily be relieved. Unequal
battery sharing, per se, is not considered serious as long as end of discharge voltages are
above specified limits.
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3.2.4 Distribution. Power is distributed to the various loads through switching devices
located at the user subsystems or in the Power Switching and Logic (PS&L) Unit of the
Power System. Those located in the PS&L derive their switching signals externally to the
user subsystems, whereas those located at the user subsystems derive their signals from
internal logic. The functional block diagram, Figure 3-1, shows those switching elements
assigned to the PS&L along with the driving signal sources.
3.2.5 Fault Protection
a.
Do
Load Faults
The potential use of protective devices against load faults, such as circuit breakers
or fuses, are identified in Figure 3-1 and are ass,)ciated with loads whose loss are
not considered totally catastrophic to the mission. The actual use and selection of
these devices must be determined from further system studies considering such
factors as complexity, weight, and reliability. In many cases, it may be feasible
to combine an overcurrent sensor with an identified power control switching
function, a specific case being that of the capsule load. Where identified as part
of the power system, these devices are located within the PS&L unit.
Power System Faults
As indicated earlier, fault sensors have been identified for the main regulators
and 2.4-kc inverters. Similar devices are used for the 400-cps inverters. The
three-phase gyro inverters combine circuit breaker and power control functions
in a single double-pole switch since each inverter serves a separate set of gyros.
Redundancy is achieved by operating both gyro sets during critical maneuvers. A
single gyro set may be used for those phases where power outage due to an in-
verter failure is not catastrophic and backup capability is possible by switching
in the second inverter automatically or by ground command. To achieve overall
flexibilit)', a transfer switching function is incorporated in the G&C subsystem to
permit the operation of either gyro set from either inverter. The single-phase
invcrtcrs for Science are tentatively arranged as shown although arrangements
similar to that used for the three-phase inverters are possible. Further study and
more definitive interface information is required before a final arrangement can
be recommended.
3.2.6 Array/Battery Load Sharing. Several mission phases have been identified where
array power capability is marginal. During this condition an array/battery load sharing
mode is possible in which the battery voltage causes the solar array to furnish power at a
rate considerably less than its potential value. Several cases of the voltage-current re-
lationships of the solar array, battery, and load are shown in Figure 3-2 to illustrate this
condition. Figure 3-2(a) is representative of operation in near-earth conditions in which
solar array output is excessive and no load sharing mode occurs. Equilibrium conditions
between array output and load and zener regulator demand occur at point A with the battery
discharge diodes back-biased. Figure 2(b) shows the condition of operation with limited
array capability. If load I remains constant as array output increases to the limit shown,
upon emergence from solar occultation or reacquisition after a maneuver, the battery will
provide power in the sharing mode shown with equilibrium occurring at point C. To relieve
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Figure 3-2. Array/Battery Load Sharing Mode
this condition, it is necessary to reduce to load II with a resulting equilibrium at point A
and then to reapply load I with equilibrium at point B. The cases identified where this
condition can occur are during Mars orbit prior to capsule release and toward the end of
the mission after approximately six months in orbit.
The scheme used to avoid this difficulty is as follows: As shown in Figure 3-3, a voltage
comparison is made between solar array voltage, EA, and battery terminal voltage, E B. If
E A - E B < 0, this is an indication of battery discharge and power is withetd from specific
loads. Up to the time of capsule separation the specific load is the capsule itself and power
is withheld by gating a negative value of the voltage comparison signal to the off coil of
power control switch K1. If E A - E B > 0 a time delay is initiated which closes K1 after
approximately four minutes. An override and disable capability is provided for the C&S and
Command subsystems, the reasons for which are explained in the Operational Modes below.
A similar means of load control must be provided for specific loads toward the end of the
Mars orbital mission. The Science or Radio system loads have been tentatively identified
for this purpose.
3.2.7 Operational Modes. The principal modes of the power system are described below:
al Prelaunch - The sequence of events from hangar checkout to on-pad operations are:
1. The Overall Flight Spacecraft is transferred to the launch pad. The power
subsystem is inoperative, with all contacts of switch SW-1 open.
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Figure 3-3. Load Sharing Control Scheme
2. Subsequent to on-pad mating,
ground power is gradually
applied through the umbilical
disconnect and raised to a
level of 50 to 60 V dc. The
battery charge regulators are
turned off.
3. Switch SW-I is closed through
umbilical signal leads only
after proper ground power
voltages have been established.
This sequence prevents arcing
across the switch contacts by
eliminating the possibility of
large battery currents during
switch closure.
4. Battery charging is initiated,
to the degree required, by
selection, through the com-
mand link, of proper charge
regulator settings. Normal
on-pad checkout of the power
system may now proceed.
5. Subsequent to removal of the umbilical, just prior to launch, the batteries
supply all power at a discharge voltage in the range of 35 to 42 V dc.
b. Launch Phase - The batteries continue to supply power. Loads are supplied through
load control-switches receiving signal inputs external to the power system. The load
sharing control circuitry is disabled by C&S until "after Mars orbit insertion.
c. Acquisition - With solar acquisition, the solar array output is established and the
conditions of operation are shown in Figure 3-2(a). The excess array capability
in near-earth operation eliminates the possibility of an array-battery load
sharing mode. The battery discharge diodes are back-biased and charging com-
mences through the charge regulators at a current limit of 1.25 amperes. The
capsule load of 200 watts is introduced by the C&S and has the effect of shifting
the load characteristic line to the right. The higher demand is still significantly
less than the array capability and no danger of load sharing exists. The main re-
gulator receives input power at the array output voltage and converts it to 30 V
± 1% for further processing by the inverters. Raw battery power may be periodically
demanded by heater elements or solenoid valves. The charge regulators will supply
this power up to the limit of 3.75 amperes, which is far greater than the anticipated
heater and solenoid loads, and, therefore, no battery discharge is expected.
d. Cruise - Cruise operation is identical to that described above. The batteries will
have achieved full charge and charging current reduced to very small values by the
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action of the charge regulator voltage limit. During long periods without battery
use the charge regulator voltage limit will be reduced to its lowest setting to
minimize the effect of silver migration into the cell separator materials. Some
period prior to planned maneuvers the highest setting would be used to assure
maximum battery capability.
e. Mid-Course Maneuvers - Prior to the maneuver, capsule power is switched off by
C&S. During the maneuver the batteries supply full or partial power depending
on the degree of array orientation. Capsule power is switched on by C&S after the
maneuver is completed. Periods between maneuvers are sufficiently long to per-
mit battery recharge.
f. Mars Orbit Insertion to Capsule Separation - Prior to the insertion maneuver,
capsule power is switched off by C&S and reapplied after solar reacquisition in
Mars orbit along with enabling of the load sharing control circuitry. Subsequent
to this, up to the time of capsule separation, power demands are highest because
of added Science and Data Storage loads and the possible occurence of solar
occultations. Array power output is marginal and power must be carefully managed
by the adjustment of Capsule and Science duty cycles. Capsule power is removed
during solar occultations by the load sharing control circuitry. For slight oc-
cultation in which the spacecraft grazes through a penumbral region it is possible
that applying power to the capsule after the four-minute time delay will result in
the load sharing mode. This will turn capsule power off; (E A - EB) will become
positive because of the reduced load; this will initiate the four-minute time delay
and so on. For the orbit selected the longest grazing time in penumbra is estimated
to be 28 minutes and, therefore, the maximum number of switch recycles is seven.
Since the array would probably be incapable of supporting the basic spacecraft load
at some intermediate point in the penumbra the number of possible recycles is
further reduced. Prior to orbit adjust and capsule separation maneuvers, the C&S
disables the load sharing control circuitry and takes over the function of controlling
power to the capsule. This is done to avoid the time delay recycling condition
described above which could occur during the slow turnaway from the sun and
explains the reason for C&S control of capsule load prior to orbit insertion. Control
is returned to the load sharing control circuitry after completion of the specific
maneuvers.
g. Post Capsule Separation - With capsule separation the load sharing problem is
significantly relieved and the need for the load sharing control circuitry is
temporarily relieved. As array power is reduced with increasing sun-spacecraft
distance this need will reappear. At some arbitrary time, C&S transfers the load
sharing control circuitry to the science or radio system loads and operation pro-
ceeds as described earlier.
3.3 Subsystem Selection Rationale and Alternates
3.3. I Raw Power Conditioning. The recommended approach in the Task A report was to
condition raw power from the solar array and batteries through a series switching regulator
with the variable input voltage always higher than the regulated output voltage. The same
basic approach is still adopted with the need for several voltage level changes resulting from
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solar panel redesign. As described in paragraph 3.4. i, the number of series solar cells
is increased to 123comparedwith the original value of 106. The array voltage assuring
sufficient power for all mission phases is thereby increased to approximately 52 V as
analyzed in Appendix A andthe zener regulator voltage is increased to provide a non-
critical cutoff between52 to 62V. This results in the use of 33 series cells for each silver-
cadmium battery (i. 525V/cell during charge). Twenty-four series cells are used in the Ag-
Zn battery to match the discharge voltage of the silver-cadmium batteries. Under normal
loads the discharge voltage is approximately 35 V. Short duration peak loads required for
the thrust vector control during retropropulsion sequencemay depress the discharge level
by several volts. The regulated output level of the main regulator has beenset at 30 V to
tolerate this possible condition.
Further evaluation of alternate methods has beenpursued and are discussed below:
ao Boost Regulator Approach - The array and battery combination as designed can still
accept a boost regulator in place of the series switching type. The zener regulator
requirements are more stringent than for a series switching regulator in that they
must limit array voltage to no higher than 52 V for a boost regulator output of 50 V.
The boost regulator provides a failure mode advantage through the permissible use
of bypass diodes. In the event of a booster short or open, output power is still
within reasonable regulation as a result of the voltage limit imposed by the zener
regulators. This advantage is somewhat reduced for the following reasons:
i. During sequences when the battery provides power the boost regulator output
would be out of tolerance and recourse to a redundant regulator would be
necessary.
2. If the boost regulator failure occurred during a period of full solar illumination,
e. g., during cruise, the bypass diode feature would prevent fault sensors from
switching to a redundant unit since the output voltage would appear to be in
tolerance. When a maneuver sequence was initiated and power was demanded
from the batteries, the fault sensors would sense the consequent voltage
decrease and transfer to the redundant unit. The transferral results in a short
duration power outage at a time when this is least desireable and may have a
detrimental effect on C&S operation and measurement accuracies.
3. A potentially serious problem has been identified in connection with the im-
pingement on the solar array of radiant heat flux from the solid propellant
engine during the orbit insertion maneuver. Aside from the problem of exessive
array temperatures consideration must also be given to the conversion to
electrical energy of the radiant energy reaching the solar cells. The tempera-
ture within the rocket plume is estimated to be about 3000 ° F, and, therefore,
a high percentage of the energ_y will spectrally match the response of the
solar cells. Since the boost regulator approach requires the use of zener
regulators, they may be potentially overloaded electrically because of the
above condition. The series switching regulator can operate with much higher
input w)ltages and does not require zener regulators. They are used only to
limit the range of the raw de. Therefore, their removal would allow the
system to accept the additional radiant energy, but would increase the range of
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raw DC to be tolerated by the capsule and radio subsystem. A crude estimate
of this upper voltage is 75V, not causedby the rocket plume problem, but be-
cause the solar array may be extremely cold with solar reacquisition after a
maneuver sequence.
b. Regulating Inverter Approach - A cursory examination of this approach warrants
that it be considered for further study since it may potentially reduce circuit com-
plexity. In this concept, the raw dc is directly inverted to unregulated ac which is
further processed to generate regulated ac. The several circuit concepts examined
thus far have used pulse width modulation regulation schemes which would appear to
impose more difficult filtering problems for T/R's. Other methods may be available
which are more suitable and a broader study effort is required to establish its
applicability for VOYAGER.
The preferred approach, using a series s,._.4tcb/ng regulator, is recommended on the hasis of
the above considerations.
3.3.2 Redundancy for 2.4-KC Power Distribution. Several methods for providing redun-
dancy for the distribution of 2.4-kc power are shown in Figure 3-4 and are as follows:
Method A - Provide standby Main Regulator and Inverter units with fault sensing switch-
over capability. This method is characterized by the approach described in the Task A report.
Method B - Operate regulator and inverter units in tandem with fault sensing switchover
capability if required.
A listing of possible failures and effects for the 2.4-kc inverter are shown in Table 3-1 along
with possible actions that would be taken if Methods A or B, above, were employed. Method
A absolutely requires the use of fault sensing and switchover capability whereas Method B
permits several action options depending on the nature of transformer-rectifier redundancy
at the loads. Four possible cases may be considered:
Case I - No T/R redundancy is provided. Fault sensing is essential if either Methods A
or B are used. Using Method B in the standby mode described in Section 3.2.1 is
essentially equivalent to Method A except for the existence of the additional fault sensors
-- _N_ -_ -- _N_OR
|
t I
. 2TNO REGULATOR NO.tRAW 2 =1-gO
MAIN _NVERTER NO2
REGULATOR NO 2
RAW
DC
METHOD A - BLOCK REDUNDANCY
SENSOR F" --- SENSOR -- -- -]
I I
REGULATOR NO I . _ 2.4-KC
-- OUTPUT
2 4-KC
MAIN _ LNVERTER NO 2 OUTPUT
REGULATOR NO2
i I I | I
L---- 1 SENSORFAULT ____] L__ 1 SENSORFAULT r.... l
METHOD 8-HYBRID M_JLTi-CMANNEL REDUNDANCY
Figure 3-4. 2.4-KC Redundancy Methods
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TABLE 3-1. 2.4-KC INVERTER
FAILURE MODEAND EFFECTS
Failure
Transistor short
Transformer
short on primary
Op(,n lead m in-
put side
Trans fnr mtq-
shin1 on
sec<m(lary
Opq,n lead ill
,mqmt sMc
Effect
High input current
No output voltage
liigh input current
Momentaxy high
voltage-disappears
when transistor
Jails
/ligh input current
l,.w output w)ltagc
High inl,ut ('urr_'nt
I.,_% (mtput x,dtagc
N_* _mtl)ut
Action Options-
Method A
Transfer by fault
sensor
Trar_fcr by bruit
sensor
Transier by faclR
s('ns[)!
tl an_hl b:_ lauR
sens_u
Transler hy fault
scns,,t
Action ()plions-
Method B
Tral_sfer by fault
sensor
Blow ftme
Blow fust,- tr ass ft,i
hy corn m:md
Transfer by fault
sensor
[_]ow fust,
Blow [ us t,- t l';Uls f(,I-
by corn mand
'l'rar_sfcr by fatllt
sensor
Blow fusc
Bh,w fuN(,- [I'_8 f¢,l-
hy corn mlmd
I'lanuf(,i by fault
sen_or
IH,)w fuse
Blow fuse-tl'ans ft,r
by c omm_Jld
'['r,_-qsfer by fatHt
svns_Jr
l'rans fer h)
t ommand
I)o nothing
in the sharing mode described in Section 3.2.1.
used for Regulator No. 2 and Inverter
No. 2. However, these may be removed
if the standby mode is adopted and,
therefore, the circuit complexities are
eq uivalent.
Case II- Single T/R's are used for
certain loads and redundant T/R's are
used for other loads without any dis-
tinction regarding load criticality. In
this context load criticality applies to
those loads essential to partial or full
mission success. Since certain criti-
cal loads may only contain single
T/R's, fault sensing and switchover
capability are essential. The results
of Case I apply.
Case III- Single T/R's are used for
non-critical loads and redundant T/R's
for critical loads. Method B operates
Fault sensing with switchover capability
may be applied or in-line fuses may be used with or without switchover by command,
depending on the desirability for reactivating the non-critical loads affected.
Case IV - Redundant T/R's are used for all loads. In the event of failure, switchover by
fault sensors or command is only necessary to retain the advantage of redundant T/R's
and busses. Again, in-line fuses may be utilized.
From the assessment of T/R's used in the spacecraft loads, it is concluded that Case II best
reflects the present overall situation, law)ring the use of either Method A or the standby
mode of Method B. The latter is selected since it can potentially result in a multi-chamml
cooperative form of redundancy if T/R's are applied to result in a Case III or IV situation.
From a cursory study, it is estimated that 14 pounds would be required to provide the addi-
tional T/R's and harness. By combining T/R's which serve single subsystems, it is possi-
ble to reduce this weight penalty. This, along with the advantages of Case III or IV opera-
tion, must be traded against the disadvantages of slightly reduced efficiency, because of
sharing mode operation, and are the subject of further study during Phase IB.
In implementing this redundancy approach, Main Regulator No. 1 and Inverter No. 2 are lo-
cated in one electronic bay; Main Regulator No. 2 and Inverter No. 1 are located in another
bay. Since, in a Case III or IV situation there is no means for assuring load division between
the redundant sets, the above scheme assures approximately equal thermal loading in the two
bays because the thermal dissipation of a main regulator and its associated inverter are
approximately equal.
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3.4 Hardware Description
3.4.1 Solar Array. The solar array is similar to that proposed in the Task A study except
that 15 trapezoidal panels are used in place of 22. These panels occupy 15 of 16 sectors
forming an annular ring around the spacecraft. This change is based on a decision to use a
16 bay equipment ring in place of the 12 bay design originally proposed. By using an array
design based on 16 sectors, it is possible to maintain structural symmetry with least com-
plexity. Maintaining the Task A advantages of equal solar cell string characteristics and
balanced thermal conditions has necessitated a change in the number of elements in series.
This has been compensated by nominal voltage adjustments at various points in the system as
described in Section 3.3.1.
As shown on Figure 3-5, each panel contains four strings consisting of 2 x 2 centimeter cells
with 6 in parallel and 123 in series. Each haifpanei contains i2 rows where the inner three
rows and the outer three rows form one string and the middle six rows form a second string.
Each panel contains 2952 2 x 2 centimeter solar cells. The total array contains 44,270
solar cells.
Solar cell characteristics are as follows:
Type :
Dimension:
Effective cell area:
Contacts :
Bare cell efficiency:
N/P, silicon
2 x 2 centimeters, 13 mils thickness
95%
Sintered titanium - silver, solder-free, standard top and bottom
contact configuration.
11% at zero air-mass at mean earth-sun distance, cell temperature
28°C.
Protective solar cell cover windows are bonded to each solar cell. Characteristics are:
Material:
Filter:
Thickness :
Fused silica,Corning #7940
Blue, 0.41 micron cut-on frequency, deposited on solar cell side
of window, anti-reflectioncoating on opposite face.
10 mils
The window to cell bond is GE clear silicone rubber RTV-602. The solar cells are bonded to
the panel substrate using GE silicone rubber RTV-560.
The panel substrates consist of honeycomb with fiberglas face sheets. The details of this
construction are discussed in VC235FDl10. To minimize the generation of magnetic fields,
the return current path of each submodule row is through a 2-mil silver mesh imbedded
between layers of the top fiberglas face-sheets of the honeycomb. Figure 3-6 shows the
results of calculating the magnetic flux arising from current flow through an illuminated
half-panel for cases with and without return current paths.
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The contributing flux from eachloop is that which occurs at a point about 60 inches from the
panel edgelying on the plane of the solar array. This is presumed to be a reasonable location
for the magnetometer. The following formulas were used in making the determination:
0.2IA
H1 -
r 3
0. IIA
H 2 -
r3
where H 1 = magnetic field intensity at a point perpendicular to the plane of the
current loop
H 2 = magnetic field intensity at a point parallel to the plane of the current
loop
I = current, amps
2
A -- area of loop, cm
r = distance to point, cm
The results indicate a reduction in flux by a factor of approximately 6000 with the return path
approach. Although the approach without the return path would improve appreciably by taking
the contribution of adjacent panels into account, a failure of one of the rows by open circuit
would result in a flux change by the amount contributed by that row and could significantly
alter the magnetometer readings. For this reason, the return current approach has been
adopted.
The solar ceils are interconnected by means of 3-mil expandable strips. Silver plated
molybdenum is selected because of its non-magnetic properties, expansion characteristics
relative to silicon, and its high electrical conductivity. An interconnection strip being studied
presently is shown in Figure 3-7. The principal feature to be noted is that the top solder tab
is joined to only half of the top contact. This is done to facilitate repair procedure. The re-
placement submodule for a damaged submodule would contain a mirror image intereonnection
strip so that soldering to the adjacent submodule is performed on the untouched portion of the
top contact. This avoids repeated soldering to the same contact area which is known to affect
cell performance.
Tile use of an alternate cell configuration is also being investigaged under a GE-funded
program. This is :1 variation of the wrap-around contact cell configuration which is receiving
much attention throughout the industry. In this variation, the positive contact of an N/P cell
is wrapped around to expose both contacts on the top of the cell. The purpose of this is to
simplify fabrication, inspection, and testing since the soldered contacts are always in full
view.
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Figure 3-7. Cell Interconnection Strip
Figure 3-8 shows the contact configuration
of cells which have been procured and
assembled into a sample panel. The pro-
cedure is to bond the cells to the substrate
in a fashion similar to laying tile and then
solder the interconnection strips. A re-
sistance soldering technique has been de-
veloped for this purpose which avoids the
use of excess solder. The avoidance of
solder lumps on the underside of the cells
enhances reliability as well as the fact that
repairability is easily achieved. For this
latter process, a high-intensity lamp tech-
nique has been highly successful in remov-
ing cells without endangering adjacent
cells as shown on Figure3-9. The several
cell vendors who have cooperated in this
effort foresee no major difficulties in pro-
ducing this configuration. In some ways the
cell fabrication process is simpler in com-
parison with the normal wrap-around cells
since there is no need to wrap the thin
O
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Figure 3-8. Top Contact Cell and Sample Panel 
N-layer to the opposite side; only a small portion of the top surface N-layer needs to be re- 
moved to expose the bulk P material upon which the positive contact is deposited. The cover 
glasses m e  notched on diagonally opposite corners  to fit the cell contact configuration. No 
difficulty was encountered in procuring this shape from OCLI for the sampie panel showii. Iii 
fact this shape provides an advantage i n  that it is not possible to reverse  the position of the 
blue fi l ter  coating. 
3 .4 .2  Zener Regulator. The zener regulators are s imilar  to those used in the Task A design. 
A separate  zener regulator monoblock is used to limit the voltage of each string of the solar  
a r r a y  and, therefore, 60 monoblocks are required. Each monoblock contains 16 zener diodes 
and two isolation diodes arranged a s  shown in Figure 3 -10. Each diode is rated at 7 volts and 3 
watts. Taking into account the dependence of zener voltage with temperature,  the two strings 
a r e  capable of limiting a r ray  voltage at52 and 62 volts. The maximum power dissipation re- 
quirement per  regulator i s  that associated with a single solar  cell s t r ing estimated to be a 
maximum of30 watts in near-earth space. The monoblocks a r e  mounted on the webs of the 
radial t russes  supporting the solar array and provide the necessary heat dissipation capability, 
/ 
c 
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WORK S T A T I O N  
F A U L T Y  C E L L  R E M O V A L  T A B  S O L D E R I N G  
Figure 3-9. Cell Removal Technique 
3.4.3 Batteries. 
36 volts, but are charged independently, are used 
Three separate batteries which are discharged in parallel, nominally a t  
a .  One secondary silver-zinc battery consisting of twenty-four 50 ampere-hour cells 
in series. 
Two silver-cadmium batteries each consisting of thirty-three 20 ampere-hour cells 
in series. 
b. 
’ The s i lver  zinc battery weighs about 35 pounds and occupies about 0.30 cu ft of volume. 
cases are of plastic construction and each cell  is equipped with a 10-psi vent. 
Cell 
The battery 
I box is of magnesium construction, sealed, but equipped with a 20-psi safety valve. 
The silver-cadmium batteries each 
; volume. The cells are hermetically 
\ 
e weigh about 43 pounds and occupy about 0.32 cu ft of sealed in stainless steel cases ,  each with a positive 
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Figure 3-11. Battery Schematic
terminal isolated from the case by a
ceramic bushing. The case of the cell is
negative ground. The battery box is alumi-
num and of sufficientstrength to withstand
internal cell pressures of 200 psi. The
schematic for the batteries is shown in
Figure 3-11.
The nominal discharge voltage has been
selected at 36 volts. In order to ensure
that the silver-zinc battery is preferen-
tially discharged on all loads before capsule
separation its discharge voltage is set high-
er relative to the silver cadmium batteries.
After separation several alternates are
pos s ible:
a. Continue to operate the Ag-Zn
battery in a normal fashion. Be-
cause of its limited lifecapability
its performance may fade resulting
in gradual transfer of operation
to the Ag-Cd batteries.
b. Reduce the charge voltage limit on
the Ag-Zn battery thereby relieving
prolonged electro-chemical stress.
The battery would probably con-
tribute a smaller share of the total
energy.
c. Switch-out one or two cells of the
Ag-Zn battery, reducing its dis-
charge voltage below that of the
Ag-Cd cells. The added switch-
ing adds an undesirable feature.
d. Remove charging of the Ag-Zn
battery. This is also undesireable
because of loss of backup energy
capability.
The use of two battery types has both ad-
vantages and disadvantages from an imple-
mentation point of view. On the one hand
design and development costs are increased.
On the other hand, because of the long test
time required to prove battery design
19
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adequacy,a doubleprogram increases the assuranceof obtaining at least one satisfactory
design.
3.4.4 Battery Charge Regulator. The charge regulator consists of a dissipative, constant
current regulator which transforms to a voltage regulator mode at a selected high voltage
limit. It has the capability, through earth command, to change the charge current level and the
high voltage limit. During the voltage regulation, the charge current is varied to maintain the
battery voltage at a safe level assuring adequate overcharge. The circuit diagram of the
charge regulator is shown in Figure 3-12.
The circuits of Figure 3-13 in conjunction with the charge regulator shows how the voltage
level and current level change capability is implemented. The normal transistor state of each
flip-flop is shown for clarity. Three voltage levels are selected to allow for either one or
two cell failures. These levels for the Ag-Cd batteries are 50.4, 48.8, and 47.3 volts; and
for the Ag-Zn battery the voltage levels are 46.5, 44.6, and 42.7 volts. In the event of a
further battery failure the faulty battery no longer receives charge current (by earth command)
and all available charge current is transferred to the remaining batteries. The charge cur-
rent levels are 1.25 amps for each, 1.88 amps for the two remaining and 3.75 amps for the
single remaining battery.
3.4.5 Main Regulator. The main regulator transfers the unregulated voltage of the solar
array and battery to a regulated output voltage of 30 V, ±0.5%. The regulator is designed for
a nominal load of 400 watts and for transient overload capability of 600 watts.
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The regulator is a non-dissipative, pulse
width modulated type. The circuit dia-
gram is shown in Figure 3-14. The
regulator consists of: (a) input and out-
put filter to reduce input ripple current and
output ripple voltage to acceptable levels
for all load conditions; (b) series tran-
sistor switch, Q1, adequately rated for
transient loads; (c) oscillator operating
from a low power regulator for reasonable
frequency stability; (d) drive power amp-
lifier for the series transistor switch on
drive and off bias; and (e) sample circuit
and feedback amplifier to control the out-
put voltage. A magnetic feedback amplifier
is selected for its versatility of providing
nearly 100% control of duty cycle for such
periods as extreme overload at start for
the charging of C2 and load faults.
During battery discharge the series switch,
Q1, is closed nearly 100% of each duty
cycle providing the highest efficiency during
2O
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battery discharge. The oscillator frequency
will depend largely on tradeoff of weight and
efficiency and will probably be within the
range of 1000-2000 cps.
3.4.6 2.4-KC Inverter. The 2.4-kc in
verter transfers the 30 V regulated d-c volt-
age to 50 V ac square wave. The output voltage
is the main distribution for allpower users.
The regulation estimate is 2.5 to 3.5% for in-
put voltage variations and load variations
from half to full load. The efficiency through
this load range will be essentially constant
(_-2%) about the 90% figure. The inverter has
the capability of free-run operation at a lower
frequency (2.2-kc) and it is designed for a
nominal load of 350 watts with 150% overload
capability. The same sync frequency is ap-
plied to both inverters. In the event of a sync
failure, the inverter with the highest free-
run frequency will sync the other inverter.
Hence, both inverters free-run at the same
frequency. An input LC filter is used to
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Figure 3-14. Main Regulator
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reduce inverter high current switching transients from the dc regulated bus. The circuit
diagram is shown in Figure 3-15. The main sections are the sync input, buffer amplifier
providing feedback for free-run capability, and power amplifier.
3.4.7 400-cps, Three-Phase Inverter. The 400-cps, three-phase inverter transfers the
regulated 30V dc to a stepped square wave a-c voltage on each phase. Each phase consists of
a separate sync input and a power amplifier. The outputs are added to generate the output
stepped square wave. The 120-degree displacement between phases is controlled by the
synchronizer countdown chain from 2.4-kc to 400-cps three-phase sync. The inverter does
not have free-running capability; however, this disadvantage is offset through reliability
improvements of the three-phase input by digital techniques. The inverter is similar to the
Mariner C design. The circuit schematic is shown in Figure 3-16.
An alternate to the described approach is to sync with a single 400-cps signal and generate the
three-phase relationship through an RL phase shifter within the inverter. The outputs of
either system are identical except that the phase shift at the input is not as accurate as the
three-phase input system. However, the gyro performance is not seriously affected by the
expected change in phase displacement throughout the environment. In fact, operation with
SYNC
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Figure 3-15. 2.4-KC Inverter
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Figure 3-16. 400 CPS 3-Phase Inverter
two of the three phases is probable. The added advantage with a single-phase input is that
"l_'PDD--'Y°11"fl"fl"_tl(_" _qlt%'_l'_'_l"_f'tT "_0 _n_;l_r ;rnr_l_f_r] _,T;fh ,_ _nn'l_ o_r_n ;.r_,,f mh,,_ n f','_;1,,'_.', r._" +I-,^
sync input results in a lower frequency of operation which represents a small gyro deviation
of 4% in terms of random drift.
An alternate to the stepped square wave output is a square wave or sine wave. All wave forms
provide good gyro performance as long as harmonic content is constant. The stepped square
wave is the method which more closely approaches a sine wave (the lowest power consumption),
but without sacrificing the weight advantage of the lowest weight method, the square wave.
3.4.8 400-CPS, Single-Phase Inverter. The 400-cps, single-phase inverter configuration is
similar to the 2.4-kc inverter (Figure 3-15). This configuration is selected for the free-run
capability with minimum decrease in efficiency. The voltage regulation will be 2 to 3%. An
alternate is to use a unit similar to a single phase of the 400-cps, 3-phase inverter design.
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3.4.9 Clock and Synchronizer. The clock and synchronizer consists of a redundant master
clock and countdown chain. Figure 3-17 is a functional block diagram of the clock and
synchronizer.
The master clock operates in the 1-mc range for high stability to satisfy the accurate time
base requirements for a completely automatic spacecraft. The long term stability of 1-ppm
for six months (180 days) requires a temperature control range of about _0.1 ° C. Therefore,
each oscillator is contained in an isolated dual flask type proportional controlled oven. The
worse case drift in one direction is then 1 ppm in 200 days.
The countdown chain provides all the sync frequencies for TLM, C&S, and Power. The
countdown chain will be integrated micro-electronic devices with triplicate logic and single
majority voting gates for reliability improvement.
If the 3-phase sync signal were lost as a result of the loss of the 2.4-kc signal, the 3-phase,
400-cps inverter would not function and the 32 pps to C&S would cease. To satisfy the
requirement of free-run capability of the 400-cps, 3-phase inverter and 32 pps to C&S, a2.4-kc,
tuned LC oscillator is used, functioning within a frequency tolerance of 1% and stability of
0.25%. The proposed oscillator configuration is shown in Figure 3-18.
3.4.10 Power Switching and Logic. The Power and Switching Logic (PS&L) consists of all
power distribution components. The major components are power switches, enable switch,
capsule switch, load fault protection devices, and special TM circuits. Relays are oriented
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T2
for minimum magnetic field. The enable
switch is motor driven and contains contacts
(make before break} which smoothly trans-
fer from ground power to spacecraft power.
The capsule switch is also motor driven and
is selected for its low contact drop and
required standby power. Fault sensing is
easily incorporated as an integral part of
the switch similar to those already de-
veloped by Kinetics Corporation.
2.4-KC Backup Oscillator
Special TM circuits are those circuits
which monitor the performance of major
power subsystems such as battery or solar
1._ ..... ..1array. These circuits are u,_us_u in
Section 3.4.12 and are a part of PS& L unit.
Fault sensors are located with their related power conditioning components.
sensors to be used are discussed below.
3.4.11 Fault Sensors. Fault sensors are
used to automatically assess the per-
formance of a power conditioning com-
ponent for load faults and for internal faults.
The basic criteria for the fault sense system
is that internal faults result in transfer to
a redundant unit, and that load faults do
not result in transfer to a redundant unit.
The two fault
a. Main Regulator Fault Sensors. - The main regulator is subject to three major faults.
These are: (1) through short, (2) open, and (3) decrease in efficiency. The para-
meters which assess the performance are Ein , Iin , Eou t and Iout. The relationship
of these parameters to the major faults form the fault sense criteria.
1. Through Short - For the proposed regulator Ein is always greater than Eou t. If
' - • I .... +,_, *h_ -_,_g,ll_tlrm reqt]ire.ments_ theEou t rises auove a safe maximum xs ...................... ,
failure mode is considered a through short. The failure may be either a
shorted series transistor or a faulty feedback control system simulating a
shorted series transistor. Figure 3-19 (a) is a means of implementing this
sensor.
. Open - For the proposed regulator there is a ratio of Ein to Eou t which for any
load is greater than one. If Eou t is less than some minimum and the ratio
Ein/Eou t > 1.05 (1.05 is a reference number), the failure mode is considered
an open. The failure may be an open power line or a feedback control system
failure simulating an open. Figure 3-19 (b) shows a means of implementing
this sensor.
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, Efficiency Decrease - For the expected load range the efficiency (M) may be
considered constant at some safe minimum. Since Ein_> Eou t for a series
switching regulator, it may be deduced that Iin < Io/M. If the inverse is true,
i. e., Iin >> Io/M for Iin greater than Q, the minimum no load value, a failure
in efficiency has resulted. The failure is a fault to common resulting in a high
input current without the corresponding high output. Figure 3-19 (c) shows a
means of implementing this sensor.
All three sensors couple to a common transfer relay as shown in Figure 3-19 (d).
bo Inverter Fault Sensors. The inverter fault sensors are discussed primarily for the
2.4-kc inverter, but they are directly applicable to all the inverters. The para-
meters which assess the performance are Ein , Iin, Eou t and Iout. The major faults
are: (1) a decrease in efficiency, and (2) an open output.
. Efficiency Decrease - The fault criteria is similar to the fault criteria for the
main regulator. There is some ratio of Iin to Iout that is a minimum providing
Iin > Q, where Q is no load current. If Iin increases and Iout remains constant
the ratio increase signifies a decrease in efficiency. Failure may be a shorted
transistor, loss of base drive or faulty transformer. Figure 3-20 (a) shows a
means of implementing this sensor.
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. Open Output - This failure mode is considered even though it is remote. For
the proposed inverter, the ratio Ein to Eou t is a constant. If the ratio Ein/
Eou t increases when Iout is less than some maximum, the fault is considered
an open. The failure may be an open lead or loss of base drive. Figure 3-20
(b) shows a means of implementing this sensor.
3.4.12 Miscellaneous Circuit Elements. Some fault sense circuits and some telemetry
circuits require a-c drive voltage and special signal conditioning. An a-c square wave drive
voltage is required for the low power consumption d-c current measurements. The oscil-
_*_-1_ ,_,_,,._. .._ perfo..rming thi_......function is similar to the oscillator used in the main regulator.
The d-c current measuring circuit is shown in Figure 3-21. The a-c current measuring
circuit is similar to the a-c current sensor used in the inverter fault sensor, Figure 3-20 (a).
The a-c voltage sensor requires rectification and minimum filtering for TM monitoring or
fault sensing. The three-phase voltage TM monitor couples the voltage of each phase into a
single resistor such that with the absence of any one phase, the output TM voltage has a dis-
crete change signifying that corrective action is required on that three-phase inverter.
During critical maneuvers energy is supplied principally by the batteries and it is desireable
to know the number of ampere-hours extracted. Since the telemetry sampling rate is low,
discrete current measurements would provide limited information. A means for implementing
an ampere-second meter for this purpose is shown in Figure 3-22. Capacitor C has a given
charge time if Q1 is fully ON determined by RC. If Q1 ON time is determined by the battery
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current (I) through the d-c current monitor
(the magnetic amplifier), the charge voltage
on C is a function of I, and every 154
seconds (TLM sampling rate) a measure-
ment of the voltage on C is made, then an
ampere-second metering function is per-
formed. After measurement of the voltage,
C is discharged and the cycle is repeated.
Total energ_¢ from the battery is known from
the summation of the product of measured
voltage (assumed constant for 154-sec
period) and ampere-second for each 154-
sec period.
4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITION.
4.1 Telemetry Measurements. Telemetry
requirements for inflight evaluation of the
power system are listed on Table 4-1.
TABLE 4-1. POWER SYSTEM
TELEMETRY REQUIREMENTS
._ Errol _ngm*',q',ng
M(,_L_uvem('nt Sensor Output "ull Scale _ lTn_ts __
1.* Regulati)r Nt,. I Output \'oltg_e 0-3.2 V 5 2_ h)32 V
2. Regulator No. 1 ()utput ('Ullt.llt 0-:_. 2 V 5 0 to 15 A
3. Regulator N,). 2 ()utput V,dtage 0-3.2 V 5 2H to 32 V
:, 0 1o 15 A
4. Regulator N,,. 2 ()utpllt Current 0-3.2 V 5, -15:_., tot,, 55._n VA('v.X_
5. 2.4-kc lnvelh.r No. 1 Voltage 0-3.2 V
;) 45 to 55 VA(5. 2.4-kc Imvrter N,,. 2 V(,/t._gv 0 3.2 V
;_ 22 to 3O VA("7. 400-cps, 3_ In_ertel No. 1 0-3.2 V
VolU_e
% 4()0-('ps, :_(o Inx t*l'tL'l"No. 2 0 '3. 2 V
V,dtage
9. 4{)0-cps, 1 _ Imerter V.itagv
10. 4()()-¢'ps, Inw_rter Curt't.nt
11. Arra_. I{attt'tv |_us t ur,'_'nt i
12. Battt'tv arnpcrt.-h,_ur ,hscharg_'
l:l. Arra) \_,Itag_ _
14. Array Current
15. BatU, ry N,,. I V,,lt;_gl ¸ ('_,al_l ¸
16. Battery N,). l Volt:_g*' Fmv
17. Battery N,,. 1 Current
IX. Batt¢'ry N,,. 1 Temperature
19. Battery No. 1 Temperaturt'
20. Battery No. 2 V,,ltagt' ('oai'_e
21. Battery N,,. 2 Voltage Ftnu
22. Battery N,,. 2 Current
23. Battery N,). 2 Tt.mperatur('
24. Battery No. 2 Temperature
25. Battvry N(,. :_ V,>ltage C,,arst'
2(;. Battery N_. :_ Voltage Fine
27. Battery No. 3 Current
2_. Battery No. 3 Tcmperaturt'
29. Battery N(,. 3 Temperature
3O- Solar Array Temperatur*'
33
34- Solar Array Temperature
35
36- Cha.rge Regulat_,v No. i State
39
4[)- CharK(. I{egulator N_. 2 State
.13
44- Charge ltegulat(w No. 3 State
47
4_. Backup ()scillat,,I ¸ n/ u._t'
0-3.2 V
0-3.2 V
0 3.2 V
O-3.2 \"
0-3.2
O-3.2 V
O-3.2 V
0-:_. 2 \
0- 3.2 %'
0-100 mv
0-100 my
0-3.2 V
0-3.2 V
0-3.2 V
0-100 my
0-100 my
0-3.2 V
0-:}.2 V
0-3.2 V
0-:}.2 V
O-3.2 V
0-100 my
0-100 my
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
49. Batter b Ha_ Bus Vt,ltagv O-3.2 V
*Item N,,. relers to subscript shown _n Figure 3-1.
I
i
5 I o to 1.5 A
5 o t,, 13 A
:, 0 h) d amwhls.
3O t. 7O V
:, 0 to 25A
3O t,, 5,) V
, 45 t(, .,0 V
_, -7 to +27, A
:, 0 to, 130 ° F
5 0 to + 130 ° F
; 3O to 5O V
, 45 to 5o V
5 -7 h, .25 A
, 0 to, 130 ° 1_
5 0 to, 130 ° F
, 3O to 5O V
7, 45 to 50 V
F, -7 to + 25 A
5 0 to * 130" I,"
5 0 to + 130"
5 100 to + 250" F
5 -350 to + 1o0 ° V
3 3O t,, 55 V
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4.2 Command Requirments. External
stimuli for power system and load control
are required as shown in Table 4-2.
TABLE 4-2. COMMAND REQUIRMENTS
Item N,*. * I unction Signal Source
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
ll
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
Relay No.
KI
KI
K2
K2
K3
K3
K4
K4
K5
K5
K6
K6
K7
K7
Ku
KS
K9
K9
K10
K10
Kll
KII
Turn off Chaxge Regulator No. 1
Setting A ~ Chaa'ge Regulator No. l
Setting B - Charge Itegulator No. 1
Setting C - Charge ttcgulator No. l
Turn off Charge Regulator No. 2
Setting A Charge Regulator No. 2
Setting B - Charge Regulator No. 2
Setting C - Charge Regulator No). 2
Turn off - Charge Regulator No. 3
Setting A Charge Regulator No. :t
Setting B - Charge Itcgulator No. 3
Setting C - Charge Itegulator No. 3
Switch (m Main Regulator No. l
Switch off Main Regulator No. l
Switch _m Main Regulator No. 2
Switch off Main I{egulator No. 2
Switch on 2.4-kc inverter No. 1
Switch off 2.4-kc Inverter No. 1
Switch ,,n 2.4-kc Inverter No. 2
Switch off 2.4-kc Inverter No. 2
Enal)le array and batteries - switch SW 1
Disable array and batteries - switch SW l
Switch to 400-cps, 1 c_ Inverter No. 1
Switch to 400-eps, t ¢) Inverter No. 2
Enubtc load sharing control circuit
Disable Inad sharing control circuit
On - Power to Capsule
Off- Power to Capsule
On - Power to Science
Off - Power to Science
On - Power to Autopllot electronics
f)ff - Prover to Autopllot electromes
On - Power to Articulation
Off - Power to Articulation
On - Power to Relay
Oil - Power to Relay
On - Power to Gyro Set No. 1
Off - Power to Gyro Set No. 1
(In - Power to Gyro Set No. 2
Off - Power to Gyro Set No. 2
On Power to Science
Off - Power to Science
On - Power to Canopus Tracker No. l
Off - Power to Canopus Tracker No. t
On - Power to Canopus Tracker No. 2
Off- Power to Canopus Tracker No. 2
On - Power to Thrust Vector Control
Off - Power to Thrust Vector Control
CI)
CD
CI)
CI)
CI)
CD
Cl/
CD
CI)
C D
CD
CD
CI)
I'D
C I)
('I)
C D
CD
CD
CD
LC g
LC E
CD
CD
Cl), C&S
CD, C&S
CD, C&S
CD, C&S
CD, C&S
CD, C&S
CD, C&S
CD, C&_S
CD, C&S
CD. C&£
CD, C&S
CD, C&S
CD, C&S, G&C
CD, C&S, G&C
CD, C&S, G&C
CD, C&S, G&C
CD, C&8
CD. C&S
CD, C_, G&C
CD, C&S, G&C
CD. C&S
CD, C&S
CD, C&S
CD, C&S
*Item No. refers to command subscripts shown on Figure 3-1.
4.3 Umbilical Disconnect Requirements.
The Umbilical Disconnect Requirements
are shown in Table 4-3.
4.4 Direct Access Requirements. The
Direct Access Requirements are listed in
Table 4-4.
TABLE 4-3. UMBILICAL DISCONNECT
REQ UIREM E NT S
Item No, Function
5
6
7
8
9
l0
It
12
13
14
Array/Battery Bus Voltage
Array Enable Switch SW-I Monitor
Turn-on Enable Switch, SW-I
Turn-off Enable Switch, SW-I
Enable Switch, SW-I, return
External power, 40-60 vde, 15 amps
External power return
Battery No. i voltage
Battery No. 2 voltage
Battery No. 3 voltage
Battery No. l Temperature
Battery No. 2 Temperature
Battery No. 3 Temperature
Battery Temperature Sensor Return
TABLE 4-4. DIRECT ACCESS
REQ UIREM E NTS
Item No. Function
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
i0
11
t2
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
3o
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39-58
59-65
Regulator No. 1 Output Voltage
Regulator No. 1 Output Current
Regulator No. 2 Output Voltage
Regulator No. 2 Output Current
2.4-ke Inverter No. l Voltage
2.4-ke Inverter No. 2 Voltage
400 epe, l to Inverter Voltage
400 cpe Inverter Current
Array/Battery Btm Current
Battery ampere - hour dischaxge
Array Current
Battery No. I Current
Battery No. 2 Current
Rattery No. 3 Current
400-cps, 3_0 Inverter No. 1 - Phase A
400-cps, 30 Inverter No. i- Phase R
400-cps, 3 ¢_ Ir, verter No. 1 - Phase C
400-eps, :_ "-2Inverter N_. 2 - Phase A
400-eps, 30 Inverter No. 2 - Phase B
400-eps, 3 _ Inverter No. 2 - Phase C
Battery Raw Bus Voltage
Stimulate Fault Sensor - Main Regulator No, 1
Stimulate Fault Sensor - Main Regulator No, 2
Stimulate Fault Sensor- 2.4-kc Inverter No. 1
Stimulate Fault Sensor - 2.4-kc Inverter No. 2
268.8-ke Clock Signal
Stimulate Backup Oscillator
K1 Switch Monitor
K2 Switch Monitor
K3 Switch Monitor
K4 Switch Monitor
K5 Switch Monitor
K6 Switch Monitor
K7 Switch Monitor
K8 Switch Monitor
K9 Switch Monitor
K10 Switch Monitor
Kll Switch Monitor
Battery Cell Voltage Monitor (2 Ag-Cd batteries)
Cells 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30
Battery Cell Voltage Monitor (1 Ag-Zn battery}
Cells 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18_ 21
4.5 Special Access Requirements.
a. Battery. Special access to each inter-cell connection will be available for uniformly
discharging each cell. These access points will be located directly on a connector
at the battery case.
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4.6 Thermal Interface Requirements. Battery operating temperatures must be limited to
40 to 80 ° F.
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS.
5.1 Sizing Criteria. Table 5-1 shows the calculation procedures for determining the sizes
of the Power Subsystem components.
5.2 Solar Array Capability. Usable solar array power is shown in Figure 5-1 as a function
of mission time. Usable power is defined as the power availability at 52 volts or greater,
which is the minimum voltage required for battery charging. Appendix A presents a more
complete analysis. For comparison, the net solar array power requirements based on the
Energy Balance Table, Table 5-1, are also shown. The extent of the array-battery load
sharing problem is indicated by the array-battery load-sharing curve imposed on the power
demand profile. Load sharing is a potential problem during the early Mars orbiting phase
before capsule separation and late in the orbiting phase when the array power has decreased.
5.3 Battery Capability. The installed battery capacity is 3250 watt-hours. It is estimated
that aging and cycling will reduce the capacity by 30% to result in an end-of-life capacity of
2280 watt-hours.
Figure 5-2 shows the energy removed for different mission phases and the time required for
recharging. Details of the analysis are given in Appendix B. Figures 5-3 and 5-4 show
charge-discharge characteristics of both battery types used.
5.4 Regulation. Estimates of voltage source regulation are given in Table 5-2.
5.5 Limits of Capability. Approximate power magnitude limits for each voltage source are
listed in Table 5-2.
5.6 Reliability. The reliability of the Power Subsystem is estimated to be 0. 9791 up to one
month after Mars orbit insertion (see Appendix C).
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Mission Phase
2400-cp$ Inverter Loads:
Radio
Telemetry
Command
Data Storage
Guidance and Control
Articulation
Pyrotechnic
Computer and Sequencer
Science
Clock and Synchronizer
_--_ Environmental Control
Inverter Load Subtotal
H_rness Loss
Total Inverter Output
2400-cps Efficiency
Inverter Thermal Loss
_futal 2400-cps Inverter Input
400-cps, 3 _ Inverter Loads:
Guidance and Control (PF --0.35)
Inverter Load Subtotal
H _r hess Loss
-- Total Inverter Output
ps, Efficiency
__Th .... l Loss
_ -- Total 400-eps, 3 _ Inverter Input
400-cp8, 1 r_ Inverter Lo_ts:
Science
¢-- Inverter Load Subtotal
Harness Loss
( -- Total Inverter Output
_P--_,I Efficiency
_ Ther r_l L_8
Total 400-cps, I _ Inverter Input
400-cpa Inverter Input Subtotal
Diode Thermal Loss
atn Regulator Output
Efficiency
Thermal L_se
aln Regulator Input
Unregulated D-C Loads:
Cap6ule
Radio
Gyro Heaters
-- U_regulated D-C Load Subtotal
Harness Loss
I-- Total Unregulated D-C Load
, _ Unregulated Bus Power
Direct Battery Loads:
Ftmit _nnora
Thrust Vector Coatrol Engine (P1k)
(--
Direct Battery Load Subtotal
Harness Lo_s
Total Direct Battery Load
Battery Bus Power
Thermal Loss
Battery Power Output
Battery Energy Output (W-hr)
gy?pr t(_- hrL°) s
r Input
Charger Output
Thermal Loss
Charger Input
_ Array Bus Power
Haxneas Lo_s
_ Array Power Requirement
Array Power Available
TABLE 5-1.
Launch to
Acquisition Cruise
(Typical)
30 30
8 8
20 20
3S 3
20 12
3 3
2 2
50 50
29
9 9
178 166
1,8 1.7
179.8 167.7
0,87 0.87
26.5 25.8
206.3 193.5
9
9
0, I
9.1
0.55
7.0
16. i
16. I
0, i
222.5 199.5
0.87 0.86
32.2 30.6
254.7 2°,24.1
200
50 147
6
56 34V
0.8 3.5
56.6 350.9
311.3 574, 6
Z
2 2
2 2
313.3 2
3.2
316.5 2
532
• 86
2
I
3
577.6
5.8
583.4
817
ENERGY BALANCE TABLE
Midcourse
Maneuver
(Typical)
30
8
20
9
32
3
'2
50
29
9
192
1.9
193.9
0.88
27.3
221.2
9
0,1
9.1
0.56
7.0
16.1
16.1
0. I
237.4
0.88
33.0
270.4
147
6
153
1.5
164.5
424.9
2
2
42_.9
4.3
431.2
8_
118
Mars
Orbit
Insertion
(Typical)
30
8
20
9
40
3
2
50
29
9
200
2.0
292.0
0.88
27.7
229.7
18
18
0.2
18.2
0.58
14.0
32.2
32.2
0.2
262. I
0.98
34.4
29_.8
147
12
169
1.6
160.6
457.1
2
(875)
2
2
459. I
4.6
495.7
1593
126
Orbit with Capsule
SpacecraR Day
Full
Science Other
(2 hr Times
14 min)
30 30
8
20 20
25 9
21 21
3 3
2 2
50 50
96 11
9 8
264 163
2.7 1.6
266.7 164.6
0.90 0.86
31.3 25.6
298.0 190.2
9 9
9 9
0,1 0. l
9.1 9,1
0.56 0.56
7. O 7.0
16.1 16. 1
10 5
10 5
O.l 0. i
i0. I 5.1
0.80 0.73
2,5 1.9
12.6 7.0
28.7 23.1
0.2 0.2
326.9 213.5
O. 90 0.87
38.0 31.7
364.9 245.2
200 200
147 147
6 6
353 353
3,6 3.6
354L6 356,6
721.5 601.8
2 2
2 2
2 2
2 2
2 2
1.4 12.4
33 522
14.9 128.3
16.9 130.3
50.3/53 50.3/53
I.O 7,3
17.9 137,6
739.4 739.4
7.5 7.5
746.9 746.9
802 802
Eclipst
(41.8 rain)
30
8
20
9
21
3
2
50
ii
9
9
L72
1.7
173.7
O. s6
26. 1
200.8
9
0.1
9.1
0.56
7.0
16.1
5
0. i
5.1
O. 73
1.9
7.0
23. I
0.2
224.1
0.87
32.3
956, 4
147
6
153
1.5
154.5
410.9
2
2
412.9
4.2
417. I
290.7
114
Capsule
Separation
{Typical)
Orbit without Capsule
Spacecraft Day
Full
Science, Other
(2 hr Times
14 mint
30 30 30
8 8 8
20 20 20
9 25 9
21 21 21
3 3 3
2 2 2
50 50 50
11 125 40
9 9 9
163 293 t92
1.6 3.0 1.9
154.6 296.0 193.9
0.86 U.gU O._
25.6 32.9 27.3
190.2 32R.9 221.2
9 9 9
9 9 9
0.1 0.1 0.1
9,1 9.1 9.1
0.56 0.56 0.56
7.0 7.0 7.0
16,1 16.1 16.1
I0 5
1O 5
0.1 0.1
I0. i 5.1
O. 80 O. 73 I
i2.5 1.9
12.6 7.0 I
16.1 28.7 23.1
0,1 0.2 0.2
206.4 356.8 244.5
0.87 0.90 0.88
31.3 39.6 33.4
237.7 396.4 277.9
20O
147 147 147
6 6 6
353 153 153
3.6 1.5 1.5
356.6 154.5 154.5
594.3 550.9 432.4
2 2 ?
2 2 2
2 2 2
196.3 2 2
2.0
198.3 2 2
347
54 8,6 18.1
199 760
89. I 186.8
91. I 188.8
50.3/53 50.3/53
4.8 9.9
95.9 198.7
646.8 631, 1
6.5 6.4
653.3 637.5
400 721 721
Eclipse
(66 rain)
201
2.0
203.0
0.8_
27.8
230.
9
0. i
9.1
0.56
7.0
16.1
5
0.1
5.1
0.73
1.9
7.0
23.1
0.2
254.1
0.88
33.9
288.0
147
6
153
1.5
154.5
442.5
2
2
444.5
4.5
449.0
493, 9
122
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Figure 5-3. Charge-Discharge
Characteristics, Ag-Cd
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Figure 5-4. Charge-Discharge
Characteristics, Ag-Zn
TABLE 5-2. ESTIMATE OF POWER SYSTEM CAPABILITY
I
Bu_ Voltage i Frequency1A 32-50 DCB 32-ti2 DC
C 50 rms 2.4 KC, Io
squarewave*
D :_0 rms 2.4 KC, 1_
squarewave*
I': 26 rms 400 cp8, 3 CO
steppod
squarewavt,"
F 26 ires 400 eps, 3 CO
stepp(!d
squarewav(,*
t; 2_ rms 400 cp_, l
squar t_wav( ,*
* I,'ruqu(,n(,y r('guLati,)n-
N<)r in:d t 0.01',_
lZ_ll('kul) ()sclllator: i l'_
I"l'('t' run: -4 to =6'_
Reg_lataon
Ready-State Transient
(%) (';C)
_ _
:t2 _-5
22 _5
_f) _10
*5 _10
tfl _10
Max. Peak
Power,
(watt)
2000
2000
450,
C &D
combined
15
Max. Avg
Powvr,
(watt)
lo
05o
300,
C&D
combined
30
3O
Users
Misc. low duty
cycle loads
Radio, capsule
All other space-
craft loads
Gyros
Gyros
Science
Notes
Capsule roceives 200 w during solar illumination
periods only
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6• 0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
6.1 Solar Array. The principal physical characteristics are described below:
a. Form: 15 separate and identical honeycomb panels forming an annular ring about
the Spacecraft.
Panel configuration and layout: See Figure 3-5.be
c. Total array area: 226 sq. ft.
d. Effective solar cell area: 181.2 sq. ft.
e. Solar cell packing factor: 80%
f. Weight:
!. Solar Panels and support st_cture
2. Harness
3. Zener regulators
4.
oQn 2 1_
25.0 lb
8. O lb
The breakdown of weight per square foot based on total area is:
g•
h.
i.
Item
10-mil coverglass
Coverglass adhesive
Cells, solder-free, 12 mil
Ceil interconnection strips and solder
Cell-to-substrate bond, 5-mils
Terminals, diodes, wire, etc.
Panel substrate and support structure
Total lb/ft 2
Attachment: Screw fasteners.
Weight,
lb/ft 2
0. 092
0. 013
0. 032
0. 024
0. 030
0• 017
0. 958
I. 266
Electrical mating: Electrical connectors for operation and special access.
Zener regulators: Consist of 1/2 x 1 x 2-inch monoblocks mounted on the solar
panel spars. Four such monoblocks are required; one for each of four solar-cell
6.2 Electronic Assembly Equipment. Power subsystem equipment aside from the solar
array, is mounted in Electronic Assembly Bays i, 2, and 16. The allocation of equipment
for each bay is shown in Figures 6-1, 6-2, and 6-3.
Weight and volume characteristics for each bay are listed in Table 6-1•
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Figure 6-1. Bay No. 1 Equipment Figure 6-3. Bay No. 16 Equipment
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TABLE 6-1. POWER SYSTEM ELEC-
TRONICS ASSEMBLY EQUIPMENT
i WeightAssembly (lh}
-- J-
Bay No. 1
Battery N(_. 1 {Ag-Cd) 43
Charge Regulator No. 1 1.5
Main Regulator No. 1 11.5
Inverter, 2400 cps, No. 2 / 4.5
Inverter, 400cpe, 3_, No. i _ 3.5
Inverter, 400 cps, 1 ¢ , N(,. 1 ] 1.5
Total 65.5
Battery No. 2 (Ag-Cd)
Charge Regulator No. 2
Main Regulator No. 2
Inverter, 2400 cps, No. 1
Inverter, 400 cps, 3 $ , No. 2
Inverter, 400 cp_, 1 t0, No. 2
Total
Battery No. 3 (Ag-Zn)
Charge Regulator No. 3
Maater Clock and Synchr(mlzer
Pyrotechnic Controller* !
Power b'witching and Logic
. Total
*included in bay, but not part of I_ower nyBtvm
43
1.5
11.5
4.5
3.5
1.5
65.5
35
1.5
6.0
7.5
5.5
b5.5 Ib
[). ;_2
O. 03
0.22
(L O6
n. o3
o. 32
O. O3
O. 22
0.0 s
O. 0_i
O. O3
O, 3o
O. O3
O. 11
O. 1:1
O. 1o
Figure 6-2. Bay No. 2 Equipment
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APPENDIX A. SOLAR ARRAY ANALYSIS
A1.0 SOLAR ARRAY PERFORMANCE. A computer analysis was made to determine the
voltage-current characteristics of the VOYAGER solar array as a function of sun-spacecraft
distance, using the techniques described in the Task A Final Report in VB236FD101, Ap-
pendix I°
The array loss factors are the same as for Task A with the exception of the radiation degrada-
tion, and are listed below:
Short Circuit Current Degradation Factor - Contains following loss factors: 0. 690
Variations in solar intensity, which term is equal to (AU) -2
Filter transmission loss 0° 94
Micrometeoroid effects and random cell failures 0.95
Radiation Degradation effect on current 0. 879
Uncertainties, whose rms effect is 0. 9265
Mismatch and manufacturing 2%
Measurement uncertainties 5%
Ultraviolet effects 5%
Voltage degradation factor, due to radiation damage 0. 981
A2.0 SOLAR ARRAY POWER OUTPUT. The calculated solar array voltage-current char-
acteristics are shown in Figure A-l, and the voltage-power characteristics in Figure A-2.
The curves were calculated based on an array of 15 solar cell panels, each containing four
series strings consisting of 123 series and 6 parallel 2-cm x 2-cm solar cells.
The curves show that adequate array power is available at 52 volts for the entire range of
sun-spacecraft distances to be encountered during the 1971 flight. Even though the maximum
power voltage at 1. 636 AU is approximately 57 volts, power can be extracted at 52 volts with
less than a 2% penalty. Thus, the array may be treated as having nearly a constant range of
source voltage characteristics. Figure A-3 shows the array power output as a function of
sun-spacecraft distance. The curve marked '_Power Available at 52 Volts" is the power
which can be extracted from the solar array at 52 volts. To the left of the point of tangency
(approximately 1.4 AU), the Maximum Power can be extracted from the array only at volt-
ages uP less than 52 volts. Because a series switching regulator is to be used for voltage
regulation, the array power actually available will follow the 52-Volt curve to the left of the
point of tangency and the Maximum Power curve to the right.
A problem of some interest is the load-sharing condition, where both the array and the bat-
tery supply power to the load, and the array voltage is drawn down to the battery discharge
voltage. Under this condition, the array will produce less than its design power capability
and could possibly lock in this condition, permitting battery discharge when the array itself
is fully capable of supplying the required power. The power supply can be brought out of this
condition by a momentary interruption of the load to reduce the loads to less than the load-
sharing array power output; i. e., to turnoff the battery. A knowledge of the value of this
load-sharing array power will indicate the mission time and power levels at which the load-
sharing lock-in might become a problem, and the loads can be programmed to avoid the
condition.
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The predicted sun-spacecraft distance is shown in Figure A-4 as a function of time since
launch for the extremes in launch date. Factoring this time-distance data intothe distance-
power data in Figure A-3 yields, for the latestlaunch date, the array power output as a func-
tion of time in Figure 5-1. Superimposed on this is the power profile. The solid lines in
the power profile indicate the most likelypower requirements expected. When the dashed
line is below the solid line,this indicates the power requirements without battery charging.
The dashed line above the solid line indicates the additionalpower required for battery
charging when the requirement for charging power is intermittent, as for limited times after
maneuvers. Also shown in thisfigure is the load-sharing array power output, indicating that
the load-sharing problem exists at the beginning of the orbit phase before capsule separation,
and near the end of the orbit phase when the array power has decreased.
The power requirements shown for the post-separation orbit phase are nominal, since the
science duty cycle can be altered to utilize the array power available, in general, the power
requirements will decrease towards the end of the orbiting phase, as indicated approximately
in the figure, because of the expected decrease of the eclipse duration and resulting decrease
in battery charging power required. For the last 60 days, there are expected to be no
eclipses at all. The power availability profile shown is for the nominal Mars arrival time.
The second Spacecraft will arrive approximately ten days later than the first, resulting in an
array output reduced by approximately 5 watts.
A3.0 RADIATION DEGRADATION. The analysis of the radiation degradation of solar
cell output was presented in detail in the Task A Final Report, VB236FDI01, Appendix I.
The revised environmental specifications for Task B indicate the use of a Mars radiation
belt environment with the same relative spatial distribution as the geomagnetically
trapped radiation and an intensity 10 -5 as great. The resulting solar cell damage
estimates are shown in Figure A-5, as a function of front shield (fused silica) thickness.
The back shielding for the cells in all cases is assumed to be 0.2 g/cm 2, equivalent to
approximately 35 mils of aluminum. The degradation of the solar cells is almost
entirely due to the solar protons, and the presence of the trapped Martian radiation
belt can be virtually ignored.
Weight optimization of the solar array based on the tradeoff between radiation
degradation and cover glass thickness indicates ten mils to be the optimum glass
thickness. Thus, the radiation degradation factor will be 0.848. Separation of the
effects of damage on the solar cell short circuit current and open circuit voltage
shows the two terms to be Residual Isc = 0. 879 and Residual Voc = 0. 962.
O
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An examination of the effects of the reduction in short circuit current on open circuit voltages
shows that about half the open circuit voltage reduction due to radiation damage is due just to
the reduction in short circuit current. Thus, the reduction in cell voltage characteristics
due to radiation will be 0. 981, and the two radiation damage V-I coefficients are: Current
Coefficient = 0. 879, and Voltage Coefficient = 0. 981.
A4.0 THERMAL ANALYSIS. In designing a solar array, the array temperature and tempera-
ture distribution must be taken into account, since the temperature of a cell determines its
voltage characteristics. Thermal analysis of the solar array at one AU yielded the solar
panel nodal temperature profile shown in Figure A-6. The panel is not at a uniform tem-
perature, and it is n_cessary to balance the number of cells in each series string and select
their locations on the panel so that a reasonably uniform voltage characteristic is obtained
for all series strings. Since hvo series strings are to be placed on each half of a panel, the
three inboard rows of cells at the higher temperature and the three cooler outboard rows
will form one series string, and the six middle rows will form the other. The resultant
undegraded maximum power voltages for the two strings will be 44.6 and 44.8 volts at one
AU.
For predicting the power output of the solar array, an average solar panel temperature was
determined by weighing the temperature of each panel thermal node (cell row) by the number
of solar cells in that row. The weighted average solar panel temperature at one AU is
1 °48 F. The panel temperatures at other sun-spacecraft distances were determined using a
temperature-distance relationship of (Distance) 1/2, which assumes only solar heat input to
the panels.
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APPENDIX B. SIZING ANALYSIS
The solar array and battery size requirements are determined with the aid of the Energy
Balance Table, Table 5-1, where the electrical loads are summarized. The accounting of
the loads includes the various power subsystem losses and is extended to determine the
loads directly at the solar array and the battery.
The following loss and efficiency factors were used in the load analysis:
a. ttarness Loss. - The power loss in the power distribution harness was assumed to
be 1% for all loads, both ac and de.
b. 2400-cps Inverter Efficiency. - The main inverter was taken to be 90% efficient at
full load, and the no-load loss to be one-half the full load loss. The inverter ther-
real loss at intermediate power levels was assumed to vary linearly between the two
defined end points.
C. 400-cps Invertecs. - Both types of 400-cps inverters were taken to be 80cX) efficient
at full volt-ampere load, with part load efficiency varying in a manner similar to
that of the 2400-cps inverter.
C1d. Main Regulator Efficiency. - The full load efficiency was taken to be 90/,, with part
load efficiency varying as for the 2400-cps inverter.
eo
f.
g.
400 cps Inverter Input Diodes. - The inverter isolation diode drop was taken to be
0.35 volt (germanium diode-connected transistor), for an efficiency of 99.3_/_.
Battery Diodes. - The battery discharge diode drop was also taken to be 0.35 volt,
for an efficiency of 99.0(_.
Battery Charger. - The efficiency of the battery charger will be proportional to the
input/output voltage ratio, since the charger is a series-regulating voltage and cur-
rent limiter. In the Energy Balance Table the battew charger efficiency and ther-
mal loss are based on an unregulated bus voltage of 53 volts. For sizing purposes,
this corresponds to the worst ease, when the minimum array power is available at
53 volts. In actuality, the available array power will be greater than the minimum
required, and the charger input voltage will be higher, ranging up to a maximum
steady-state value of 40 watts. The worst ease for battery charging power occurs
near the middle of the orbiting phase, when the maximum eclipse time is experi-
enced.
The battery charging power was determined based on the following data and assumptions:
1. Mars orbit period is 7 hours.
'2. Maximum Mars orbit eclipse will be (/(i minutes.
:_. Eclipse will be 41.8 minutes at the start of the orbiting phase.
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. The effective watt-hour charging efficiency when the battery is new is 60%, based
on voltage ratio and allowing for some current tapering at the end of the charging
period.
5. The batteries will require approximately 15% current overcharge when old.
From the Energy Balance Table, the energy drawn from the battery during a 41.8-minute
eclipse, with the capsule on board, is 290.7 watt-hours. To this must be added energ_y for
the fault detectors during satellite day, since this energ-ypasses through the battery chargers.
The energy which must be returned to the battery is:
290.7 (1.15)
(o. 60) + 2(6.303) = 569w-hr
Accounting for the bnttery charger inefficiency yields:
569 _53"0_ = 599w-hr
 5o.31
The science payload will draw 119.7 watts more at the unregulated bus for the time when the
science is on (2 hr 14 min when the capsule is on board), and the charge power is reduced
for this period. The charge power is obtained from:
2.23 (P-119.7) +4.07 (P) = 699w-hr
The gross charging power is 137.5 w
Analysis for other times during the orbit phase is similar. The maximum recharge power
determined for a 66-minute eclipse and a full-science on-time of 4 hr 35 rain is about 171
watts, or 3.23 amperes. The nominal battery charge current limit has been set at 3.75
amperes.
The battery capacity is determined by the energy requirements at two times; during Mars
orbit insertion and during orbit eclipse. The maximum battery energy required at orbit
insertion is 1600 watt-hours, at approximately six months after launch, and that for orbit
eclipse 500 watt-hours, at times up to one year after launch. Thus, two cell t_-pes were pro-
vided: there are two silver-cadmium batteries totalling 1450 watt-hours capacity new (i000
watt-hours degraded) to supply the long-term repeating eclipse loads; and a silver-zinc bat-
tery of 1800 watt-hours capabity to bring the total capacity at launch to 3250 watt-hours.
Allowing for a full 30% degradation in capacity, the battery capacity of Mars orbit insertion
will be 2280 watt-hours, resulting in a depth of discharge of 70% for this one time only. The
battery energy required at capsule separation is expected to be only a few hundred watt-
hours, since the Spacecraft will point within 40 degrees of the sun, and about half the array
power capability will be available. The relation between battery energ_ capacity, eclipse
loads, and various maneuver loads is indicated in Figure 5-2.
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APPENDIX C. RELIABILITY ESTIMATE
TABLE C-1. POWERSUBSYSTEM
PROBABILITY OF SUCCESS
Ih'm
Bus A
Bus B
Bus ('
Bus I'
Bus (;
Bus A i I_ ' (O I))
, (l':m I ) ' (;
i'l oh:dHht% ¢)[ Sut'c'¢,ss
l). 999_
u. 97O7
n, _}707
O. 9m)2
Mndll
1.2
1.2.3.1.5
1-2.X 4 :,
I.Z.X. I 5.5
[.2.:1. ].:,.(I; ,,1 ¸ 7). _
The reliability estimate of the Power Sub-
system has been calculated in terms of the
probability of success of each of the various
buses as well as an overall number repre-
senting a nominal configuration. The proba-
bility of success, based on Figure C-1, is
shown in Table C-lo The time base for
calculation is 230 days (5520 hours) ex-
cept in the case of Buses E and F (400 cps,
3 _ to gyros - assumed loaded 45 days or
1080 hours) and Bus G (400 cps 1 _ to
science - assumed loaded 30 days or 720
hours).
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Figure C-1. Power Subsystem Reliability, Block Diagram
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VB237FD101
COMPUTER AND SEQUENCER SUBSYSTEM
1.0 SCOPE. This section describes the Computer and Sequencer Subsystem. In addition,
it provides a summary of the studies which were carried out in selecting the recommended
configuration.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS. The following Task A documents are applicable to this
section:
VB234 FD 107
VB234FD108
VB234AA107
VB234AA108
The following Task B Documents are applicable to this section:
VC260FD100
VC220FD112
3.0 COMPUTER AND SEQUENCER FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 Computer and Sequencer Design Characteristics and Requirements. The Computer and
Sequencer (C&S) is a cycled, special purpose, digital computer, which generates and dis-
tributes the on-board commands necessary for the Voyager Spacecraft to perform its mis-
sion automatically. Except for permission to separate the capsule, the C&S obviates the
need for any ground command provided that (1) the flight is nominal (all systems are func-
tioning as expected) and (2) trajectory corrections, trajectory bias, instrument calibration,
and updating of time dependent or trajectory dependent sequences are not required.
3.1.1 Time Sequenced Functions. The entire nominal flight sequence is pad loaded into the
C&S by the Launch Complex Equipment (LCE). The nominal flight sequence includes all of
the events in the initial stabilization, cruise, orbit injection, capsule separation, orbit,
and occultation modes. The sequencing of these events is carried out automatically by the
C&S. Prior to launch, the LCE can command the C&S to read out over hardwire all or part
of the information stored in memory. After launch, the command subsystem can command
the C&S to read out any part of stored information via telemetry.
All elements of contingency modes which can be identified prior to launch are pad loaded
into the C&S by the LCE. Contingency modes include trajectory adjust, orbit adjust, and
back-up modes. In the event the flight is not nominal, the Command Subsystem is used to
modify the sequences stored in the C&S. In the event that contingency modes are required,
the Command Subsystem is used to load the missing elements of the required sequence into
the C&S. Thereafter, the sequencing of the contingency mode is carried out automatically
by the C&S.
Certain events controlled by the C&S are based on functions other than time. Some ex-
amples are as follows.
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3.1.2 Planetary Science Sequencing and Canopus Occultation Sequencing. The sequencing
of these events is based on the argument of the spacecraft. Itis assumed here that the
Planetary Science Package (PSP) is articulated in a manner described in Task A. In that
arrangement, the outboard gimbal of the PSP rotates the PSP about the normal to the orbit
plane. The gimbal angle of the outboard gimbal is equivalent to the argument of the space-
craft and can be referenced to the morning terminator. A measure of this gimbal angle is
provided to the C&S by the PSP. The sequencing of the Planetary Science and Canopus
occultation are based on discrete values of this angle. A study of Canopus occultation during
the 1971 Mission indicates that such occultations occur late in the orbit phase and only when
the subsatellite point is on the sunlit side of Mars. The time of onset of the first expected
occultation will be known prior to launch. This time will be programmed into the C&S. The
range of PSP outboard gimbal over which occultation may occur will also be known prior to
launch and will be programmed into the C &S. At the time of occurrence of the first expected
occultation, the C&S will send an occultation command to the guidance and control subsystem.
An end of occultation, signal will be sent by the C&S when the appropriate value of PSP out-
board gimbal angle is encountered. Thereafter, the C&S will send a start and stop occulta-
tion mode signal to the G&C on each orbit. These signals will be based on PSP outboard
gimbal angle. For simplicity, they will cover a duration longer than the actual occultation
but, in all cases, less than 1 hour.
3.1.3 Limb Sensing. Limb sensing is also based on the output of the outboard PSP gimbal.
It is assumed here that this gimbal is controlled by means of a horizon sensor in the manner
described in Task A. This horizon sensor can be made to provide an indication of the planet
subtended half-angle. The spacecraft is at the morning limb when the outboard gimbal angle
is equal to the planet half-angle. When the complement of the outboard gimbal angle is equal
to the planet half-angle, the spacecraft is at the evening limb. Indications of these limb
passages are generated by the C&S and provided to the PSP.
3.1.4 AV Accumulation. AV accumulation is accomplished in a special register. This
register is set by the Command Subsystem to the complement of the desired AV. During
engine firing pulses from the pulse integrating accelerometer located in the G&C are used
to advance this register. When the register reaches its overflow state, the signal is sent
out from the C&S to turn off the mono-propellent engine.
3.1.5 Maneuver Attitude Verification. The C&S subsystem includes a 4 ¢r steradian digital
Solar Aspect Sensor which is used to track maneuver turns. The output of this sensor is
telemetered to the ground where it is used to confirm maneuver attitude.
3.1.6 Earth Occultation Sensor. The C&S subsystem includes an earth occultation sensor.
This sensor is mounted on the High Gain Antenna and has a field of view approximately the
same as the main lobe of the High Gain Antenna. The C&S uses this sensor to sense the
onset and termination of earth occultation. Based on the output of this sensor the C&S pro-
vides Earth occulation signals to the various using subsystems.
3.1.7 Antenna Control. Certain events in the mission are highly repetitive. The control of
the the high gain antenna orientation is an example. Another example might be the control of
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one or more gimbals in the PSP. The High Gain Antenna gimbals are corrected in steps of
1/4-degree when the accumulated error reached 1/8 of a degree. The program for control-
ling these angles is stored in the C&S. The gimbal angle time history is approximated by
means of connected straight line segments. The error in the approximation is less than 1/4
of a degree. The time between 1/4 degree changes in gimbal angle, appropriate to each line
segment, is stored in the C&S. The C&S increments the gimbal angle at the rate is changed
when a new line segment is encountered.
3.1.8 Critical Events. Certain C&S controlled events are highly critical to mission suc-
cess. Among these are maneuver turns, start solid propellant engine, start and stop
mono-propellant engine, and separate capsule. For these events, neither false commands
(command at the wrong time) nor false dismissals (no command at the right time) can be
tolerated. The C&S control of these events is organized so that the number of piece parts
involved in controlling each individual event is minimized and no single piece part failure
can cause either a false command or a false dismissal.
3.1.9 Semi-Critical Events. The remaining events that are controlled by the C&S have a
lesser degree of criticality. If such an event were to be falsely dismissed, there is suffi-
cient time in the sequence to back-up the C&S with the Command Subsystem. Therefore,
for the remaining events controlled by the C&S, the C&S is organized so that no single
piece part failure shall cause false commands.
3.1.10 Power Interruption. The implementation of the C&S is such that a temporary inter-
ruption of power will not cause a catastrophic loss of memory. The transformer-rectifier
in the C&S is designed to maintain its output voltage for a sufficient period of time to com-
plete a cycle in the C&S. Between cycles the states of all critical functions are maintained
in non-volatile devices. Thus, the consequence of a temporary power outage is that space-
craft time is interrupted for the duration of the outage.
3.1.11 C&S Time Base. The C&S receives a 32-cps synchronization signal from the power
subsystem. This signal is used by the C&S to generate all of its necessary timing functions.
3.1.12 C&S Enable. The C&S is enabled by the separation switch. C&S time starts at the
_nabling of this switch.
3.1.13 Flexibility. The C&S is designed to incorporate approximately 20% excess capacity
over and above that required to carry out the currently defined mission. This excess
capacity is in the form of 20% excess memory as well as 20% excess capacity in output
functions.
3.1.14 Test. The design of the C&S is such that the entire mission sequence can be cycled
out in 4 hours or less. This feature is included to facilitate C&S checkout and systems
cycling.
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3.2 Summary of Alternative C&S Implementations. Three alternative implementations
were considered. The salient differences between the three alternatives are listed in tabu-
lated form below. All of the figures given in the table are based on a simplex design; that
is to say, none of the designs at this phase in the study included redundancy. Redundancy
was added to the recommended system after the selection was made. It must also be noted
that other changes were made to the recommended system after it was selected. These
changes were the result of a more detailed design that was accomplished after the selection.
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Comparatively speaking, alternative No. 2 is undesirable becauseof its significantly low
reliability. This lower reliability stems almost entirely from the large memory size re-
quired to implement this alternative. The large memory requirement in turn stems from
the fact that this alternative does not implement straight line segmentapproximation for
gimbal angle control. Instead the time for each 1/4-degree changein gimbal angle is stored
as a separate word in the C&S. In view of this lower reliability expectation, alternative
No. 2 was dropped from further consideration. The tradeoffs betweenalternative number
one and alternative number three are not definitive. It is anticipated that these tradeoffs
will be examinedin greater depth during PhaseIB. However, for purposesof this study
alternative No. 3 was selected for analysis in greater depth.
3.3 Functional Description of Alternative No. 3 (Recommended System). The following is
the functional description of alternative design No. 3. This alternative was selected as the
recommended system. Fi___re 3-1 is a block diagram of this design.
The C&S consists of five units:
a. The Master Sequencer which receives from the LCE or Command Decoder, stores
and issues all quantitative commands and all non-critical discrete commands (ex-
cept Gimbal Articulation and PSP commands).
b. The Time-To-Go and &V Registers which receive command data from the C&S
Master Sequencer, LCE, or Command Decoder; store the data; and issue commands
to start and stop pitch, roll and yaw turns, start and stop mid-course engine burn,
start retro engine burn, and _,,_...... _o_,_t_...... r apsule.
c. The Gimbal Sequencer which receives quantitative commands from the C&S Master
Sequencer or the Command Decoder and generates discrete articulation commands
to High Gain Antenna gimbals and the PSP gimbals.
d. The PSP Control Logic which receives quantitative commands from the C&S Master
Sequencer or the Command Decoder and generates commands and control signals to
the Planetary Science Package.
e. The Telemetry Registers which are buffers for C&S digital telemetry data.
3.3.i Mastei _ .........c_H ...... r. The Master Sequencer stores command data words in time
sequential order of command execution° Command execution time is signalled by the over-
flow of a binary counter preset to the 2's complement of the time between previous command
and the next command. Counter preset numbers and stepping rates are specified by the
stored command data words.
The Master Sequencer has three modes of operation:
a.
b.
c.
The Update Mode is used when new command data are being written into the mag-
netic core memory.
The Readout Mode is used when the contents of memory addresses specified by
LCE or radio command are read out to the LCE or telemetry for verification.
The Normal Mode is used whenever a command is issued by the Master Sequencer.
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Figure 3-1. Block Diagram for TTG &AV Registers of C&S Alternative No. 3
Recommended System (Sheet 3 of 5)
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The Master Sequencerreceives commanddata from the CommandDecoder on two lines.
One line carries information bits; the other, synchronization pulses. Commanddata word
structure is as follows:
I I I I I I I I IIIll I I 1 I I I III I I I I I I Ill
BIT NO I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I IOI II 12 13 14 15-16 17 18 I 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26127
I I I I
INFO
MEMORY ADDRESS PARITY TIME TAG I FUNCTION I FLAG
t I I I
Bits 1 to 9 specify the memory location in which bits 10 to 27 are to be stored. Bit 10 is a
parity bit which is one if the number of l's in bits 11 to 27 is even, and zero if the number
of l's is odd. Bits 11 to 18 contain the 2's complement of the time to readout of the next
command data word from memory.
An exception is the all O's time tag, which indicates that the next command word is to be
read out of memory immediately after execution of the current command.
Bits 19 to 26 define the destination of the current command. Bit 27 is one if the next com-
mand in the Master Sequence is a quantitative command, and zero if the next command is a
discrete command.
A pulse appearing on the update Master Sequencer line followed by a pulse on the Master
Sequencer Alert line places the Master Sequencer in the Update Mode. The alert pulse is
followed by a 27-bit command data word which is shifted into the 18-stage and 9-stage shift
registers. Upon the receipt of an end-of-word signal, a single parallel clear-and-write
memory operation is initiated. The contents of the memory address specified by the word in
the 9-stage register are erased and replaced by the word in the 18-stage register. This
procedure is repeated each time a pulse appears on the alert line. If two successive alert
pulses do not occur within a fixed period (approximately two minutes), the Normal Mode is
automatically initiated by the Master Sequencer. Repetition of the pulse on the Update
Master Sequencer line is not required when more than one memory word is being updated if
*'-_,,__-__..._ h,_,,7,_,_n_....... s,mcessive alert pulses does not exceed two minutes.
The Readout Mode is initiated by the occurrence of an alert pulse not immediately preceded
by an update pulse when the Master Sequencer is in the Normal Mode. The alert pulse is
followed by a 27-bit command data word consisting of 9 memory address bits and 18 filler
bits, which are shifted into the 18-stage and 9-stage registers. An end-of-word pulse
initiates a single parallel read-and restore memory operation. The contents of the memory
address specified by the word in the 9-stage register are read out to the 18-stage register,
then rewritten in the same memory address. The contents of the 18-stage and 9-stage
registers are then shifted out of the registers to the Telemetry Registers unit. As in the
Update Mode, the procedure is repeated each time an alert pulse occurs. The Normal Mode
is automatically initiated if the time between successive alert pulses exceeds approximately
two minutes.
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The Normal Mode is essential to the issuance of any command from the Master Sequencer.
Update or readout operations must not be attempted when a command execution time is
imminent. However, the counting operation that leads to command execution continues in
all modes. Before launch a preset signal from the LCE places the 8-stage magnetic binary
counter and the 9-stage pseudo-noise generator (PNG) in known states (alll's, for example)
and selects a timing base of 1 pulse per second. At separation, incrementing of the binary
counter at the 1 pps rate is enabled. Overflow of the counter initiatesthe following sequence
of events.
a. The 9-stage magnetic PNG is shifted to its next state. At the same time the initial
state of the PNG is transferred to the 9-stage shift register.
b. The entire contents of the memory address defined by the number in the 9-stage
shift register are read out to the 18-stage shift register. The eight bits of time
tag are also read out to the 8-stage binary counter.
c. The word in the 18-stage register is examined. If an all O's time tag is detected,
a flip-flop is set which enables initiation of the next memory readout immediately
after issuance of the current command. If the entire 18 bits are O's, indicating
a vacant memory address, a parity check is forced by setting the parity flip-flop.
The all O's function is a dummy function.
d. The contents of the 18-stage and 9-stage registers are shifted at the rate of 32
shift pulses per second.
e. When 18 shift pulses have been counted and if odd parity has been detected, decoding
of the eight function bits now situated in the 9-stage shift register is enabled and a
discrete command is issued by the Master Sequencer. If the next command will be
quantitative, the discrete command notifies the quantitative user to accept the next
bits shifted out of the Master Sequencer.
f. The state of the flag bit which indicates whether the next command will be discrete
or quantitative and which is now situated in the input stage of the 9-stage register
is stored in a flip-flop. If an all O's time tag has been detected or if the next com-
mand is quantitative, readout of the next word from memory is initiated at this
time.
go If an all O's time tag has not been detected, readout of a memory word is initiated
by overflow of the 8-stage binary counter. This is the next word of the Master
Sequence if that word contains another discrete command. It is the next following
word of the sequence if the intervening word is a quantitative. That is, the dis-
crete command preceding a quantitative command defines the readout time of the
command that follows the quantitative command. Bits to the binary counter are
inhibited when a quantitative command is read out of memory.
The procedure outlined above is followed for all other discrete commands of the Master
Sequence. The procedure for quantitative commands differs only in the following respects.
No presetting of the binary counter occurs when a quantitative command word is read out of
memory. An end-of-word signal on a common line to all quantitative command users is
12
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issued instead of a discrete commandoutputwhen 18shift pulses have beencounted andif
odd parity has beendetected.
In the event that a discrete commandword fails the parity test, issuance of the commandis
inhibited but the time tag is used to define the time to next memory readout. If a quantitative
commandword fails the parity test, a no-parity signal instead of an end-of-word signal is
sent to all quantitative commandusers. In either case, a no-parity signal to telemetry is
maintained until reset by radio command. However, all commands succeedingan invalid
commandare executedif they pass the parity test.
At separation, incrementing of the 8-stage binary counter is initiated at a rate of 1 pps.
However, any of three time bases (1pps, 1 ppm, or 1pph) can be selected thereafter by
discrete commandfrom the decoding matrix.
Quantitative commanddata are relayed to the Master Sequencerby the CommandDecoder at
a maximum rate of 15bps. The Master Sequencercan be updatedby the LCE at muchhigher
rates. The memory is capable of storing data at a rate of at least 100,000words per sec-
ond. However, in order to read out specified addresses at above-normal rates, a higher-
frequency pulse train must be substituted for the 32-pps train normally used to shift data
out of the Master Sequencer. This is also necessary for accelerated operation of the Master
Sequencerduring subsystem and system testing. All lower frequencies used in the Master
Sequencerare derived from the 32-pps train.
The 9-stage magnetic PNG which controls the order of Master Sequencercommandexecution
is preset by the LCE to the memory address of the first commandword of the Master Se-
quencer. The PNG can be placed in this state or in anyof four other states by discrete
commandsfrom the decodingmatrix or the commandsubsystem. The other four states
are the initial memory addresses of four SpecialSequences(Trajectory Adjustment, Orbit
Adjustment, Orbit Insertion, and CapsuleSeparation). The discrete commandsthat effect
PNG presetting also define the operating mode of the memory. Master Sequencecommand
words are not rewritten after readout whereas SpecialSeq,'_encecommandwords are read
out and restored.
The Master Sequencerproceeds in time sequential order through the Master Sequenceuntil
it encounters a command (from memory or CD) to jump to a Special Seq-ence. It then
proceeds through the Special Sequenceuntil a command (the last of the sequence)to return
to Master Sequenceis encountered. The Master Sequencermoves rapidly through theempty
addresses representing previously issued commandsand takes up the Master Sequence
where it left off.
Redundancyis applied to the Master Sequencerto guard against issuance of a commandto
the wrong destination (false command)but not against failure to issue a command(false
dismissal). False dismissal of any Master Sequencercommandcan be tolerated becauseof
the back-up capability of the CommandDecoder. However, a false commandfrom the Master
Sequencercan, in some instances, hasa catastrophic effect on the mission.
13
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Each commandoutput switch is such that a single part failure can produce a permanent
switch openingbut two part failures are required for permanent switch closing. In the de-
coding matrix, eachAND gate can fail in the zero state as the result of one part failure
but at least two part failures are required for failure in the one state.
Within the memory, the decoding gates that provide address driver inputs have the same
fail-safe characteristics as those in the decoding matrix. The parity check prevents false
commandsresulting from single failure of driver, drive line, core, or stage of 1S-stage
shift register.
All logic circuits other than those included in the commandoutput switches, decodingmatrix,
memory, and iS-stage shift register are triplicated and majority voted at the interfaces with
the memory and the decodingmatrix.
Non-volatility of the Master Sequencerstate in the event of temporary power failure is main-
tained in the following ways. A magnetic PNGand a magnetic binary counter preserve the
memory address andtime to next memory readout. Memory drivers and control logic are
designed to provide no false outputs as a result of power outageor restoration. Magnetic
flip-flops (one-stageshift registers) preserve the timing base, special sequencestatus,
and next commandtype. Semiconductor flip-flops not controlled by magnetic logic are de-
signed to assumethe reset state automatically uponapplication of power.
3.3.2 TTG Registers. The C&S contains eight Time-To-Go (TTG) registers:
Register _urt e ot Data Command (_utput
'FT(;-1 CD -r I,CE Separate capsuh_
I'TG-2 CD or [.CI+: Start l'etro otl_lllC
'F'I'G-:I CDor I.CE Stop midcoursc engmc (backup}
TT(; I C&S, C+I), or I,CE Stop all other tur.s
Start neg:ltive/l_ositive pitch tklFIl
rr 1"(;-5 C&S.CI}, ,,,- ICE Stop all olh_'r hlrns
Start ne_:lTivP:l_iti':c }a;_ Luln
"['T(; i; C_kS, CI), _ll" 1,(:1£ Slop nil othor hll'tlN
']"l(] 7 (+I) t,t IC['i StltrI nlidt:tlt£r_e (qtglrll +
TTG _ (]&S,C]), or LCE Stop all tltht!l" tuFn_
Start ileglltlVt2 [_,,_Jtivi roll tutti
All TTG registers are triplicated and ma-
jority voted at the outputs.
A pulse appearing on its individual alert
line commands a TTG Register to accept
the next command data word (consisting of
information and synchronization [)its) ap-
pearing on lines shared with other C&S
units. At this time, the register functions
as a simple shift register. Upon receipt of
an end-of-word signal (also shared with
other C&S units), the register is closed to further command data not preceded by an alert
pulse and commences to function as a pseudo-noise generator (PNG). The PNG is shifted
once per second until the all l's state (or, in some instances, the state generated one min-
ute before the all l's state) is detected by an AND gate which then generates an output signal
to the appropriate user.
Ifthe state decoded is thatoccurring one minute before the all l's state, shiftingcontinues
until the all l's state is decoded and a second discrete output signal is generated. Upon de-
tection of the all l's statethe PNG is reset to the all O's state and thus inactivated.
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In TTG-4, -3 or -8, the state (specified by discrete command when the register is loaded) of
a magnetic flip-flop determines whether a positive or negative turn is initiated.
TTG-1 and TTG-2 are loaded by the LCE and begin their calculations of time to command
readout before launch. Each of the other registers is loaded with an all O's command word
by the LCE and thereby inactivated until meaningful data are loaded by the CD or the Master
Sequencer later in the mission.
Non-volatility of the states of the TTG Registers is maintained by the use of magnetic reg-
isters and magnetic turn polarity flip-flops. The flip-flops that enable PNG shifting and
issuance of the capsule separation command automatically assume the reset state upon
application of power.
3.3.3 AV Register. The AV register is a 25-stage magnetic PNG which generates the
command to stop the mid-course engine. Information from the CD is loaded into the reg-
ister by shift pulses which are also generated by the CDo The register must first receive
a AV alert from the CD in order to be loaded. An end-of-word signal from the CD closes
the register to additional information not preceded by an alert pulse. Issuance of the com-
mand to start the midcourse engine enables shifting of the PNG by pulses received from the
accelerometer. When the all l's state of the PNG is detected, a command output is
generated.
The AV register is triplicated and majority voted at the output. Non-volatility of the state
of the AV register is maintained by the use of a magnetic register and non-magnetic flip-
flops that automatically assume the reset state upon application of power.
3.3.4 Gimbai Sequencer. The C&S generates either a positive or a negative increment to
each of four gimbals, A, B, C, and D (_%vo gimbals of the High Gain Antenna and two
gimbals of the PSP). Each gimbal uses the same logic which is described below. The or-
ganization is such that the time to the next output pulse and the sign of the next output for
each gimbal are stored in counters. Until this information is changed by a quantitative
command, the outputs to any one gimbal will be generated at a constant rate. This rate is
usually different for each of the four gimbals. The four counters are loaded from a common
source, a 14-stage shift register.
The 14-stage shift register is loaded with a quantitative command from either the C&S or
the CDo The discrete which precedes the quantitative data sets a flip-flop which permits
read in of the quantitative data under control of either an external shift (if CD is used) or 32
pps (if C&S is used). When end of word occurs, further read in to the register is inhibited.
The data in the shift register consists of (1) 11 bits - time to next output in hours, (2) 2 bits
- gimbal designation and (3) i bit - direction of gimbal movement.
The 2-flag bits select one of the four gimbal sequencers. When end of word occurs, indi-
cating that a data word has been loaded in the shift register, the selected sequencer receives
15
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an enable which (1) resets a binary down counter, (2) selects the proper sign of the next out-
puts and (3) generates a delayed enable, which stores the 11data bits into a binary up counter.
The up counter contains the 2's complement of the time to the next output andthe down
counter contains zero. At this time, incrementing of both counters is started, at a 1pph
rate. When the up counter overflows, it generates the gimbal output, stores the contents of
the downcounter in itself, and resets the down counter. The cycle then repeats, with the up
counter again containing the 2's complementof the time to the next output and the down
counter containing zero. This process repeats until the contents of the up counter are
changedby quantitative data addressed to this gimbal sequencer.
Redundancyis utilized to protect against a runaway condition in the Gimbal Sequencer.Each
of the AND gates which conveydata to the up counters can fail into the zero state as the re-
sult of onepart failure but each requires at least two part failures for failure into the one
state. The Gimbal Sequenceris otherwise non-redundant.
Magnetic up anddown counters preserve the state of the Gimbal Sequencerduring power
outage.
3.3.5 PSP Turn On/Off. The C&S calculates PSP turn on and turn off time. Identical cir-
cuitry is used for each function and is described below.
A ten stage shift register is used to store a 10-bit turn on (off) reference angle. This reg-
ister is loaded with a quantitative word from either the C&S or the CD. The word represents
the 2's complement of the desired turn on angle with respect to gimbal E negative stop. The
discrete command which precedes the quantitative data sets a flip-flop which selects the
source of shift pulses for the incoming data. This source is either the CD or the C&S 32
PPS. The end of word signal stops the shifting in of the reference word and generates a re-
set to a 10-stage down counter, and enables an irrelevant transfer of its contents to a 10-
stage up counter. A delayed transfer of the 10-stage shift register to the 10-stage up counter
then occurs. Both counters are incremented by gimbal E pulses generated as desired in
Task A until the up counter overflows. This generates the PSP turn on, stops incrementing
both counters even though gimbal E pulses still occur, and resets the down counter which
results in its contents (specifically - the 2's complement of the desired gimbal E angle) being
transferred to the up counter. When gimbal E negative stop occurs, the gimbal pulses will
cause the process described to repeat.
The purpose of the magnetic counters is to provide a means of continuing the process de-
scribed after a power failure without requiring an update from the ground link.
Redundancy is utilized to protect against a runaway condition. Each of the AND gates which
convey data to the up counters can fail into the zero state as the result of one part failure but
require at least two part failures for failure into the one state. PSP Turn On/Off is other-
wise non-redundant.
3.3.5.1 Limb Crossing Computation. A 10-stage binary counter will accumulate gimbal E
pulses for the total angular excursion of the gimbal. The contents of the counter are con-
tinuously converted to a DC analog of the angular position.
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This voltage is addedto _, an analog signal proportionate to the planet half-angle, directly
and through an inverter. The resultant angleE - 0t is compared to a analog equivalent of a
0-degree reference in a differential detector and when the two are equal the transistional
output of the detector will indicate limb crossing. The equality of - (E + _ ) to a 180-degree
reference voltage in another detector will also indicate limb crossing. Several discrete
positions of the angle accumulator are decoded and returned to the PSP.
Limb-crossing-computation circuits are non-redundant. Their states are not preserved
during power outage.
3.3.6 Telemetry Registers. The C&S contains three 28-stage shift registers which supply
information to telemetry. These are: (1) memory word and address, (2) multiplexed TTG,
and (3) C&S status word.
3.3.6.1 Memory Word and Address TLM Register. When a memory initiate signal is
generated, this logic: supplies 32 pps to TLM for sync, shifts memory word and address
into the shift register at a 32 pps rate, counts 28 of the 32 pps pulses, shuts off the sync,
stops loading the register, and enables the serial readout of the register to TLM by external
shift.
3.3.6.2 Multiplexed TTG TLM Register. There are 24 TTG registers in the C&S, (eight
triple redundant registers). This TLM register: (1) reads the output of one TTG register in
to the TLM register at a 32 pps rate. After 28 shift pulses are counted, it enables read out
of the TLM register by external shift. After 28 external shift pulses are counted, it (2)
switches to the next TTG register, and repeats (1) after the 24th TTG register is read out,
it starts again with the 1st.
3.3.6.3 C&S Status Word TLM Register. T_2ien an external TLM gate is applied to the C&S,
this register samples 25 C&S data bits and, under control of an external shift, reads them out
to TLM. The data which is sampled and the number of register stages required for each is
as shown.
No. Bits
Stgr_ ....._ t,l,, i i
Sign Turn 2 1
Sign Turn 3 1
Memory Address 9
Memory Word TTG 8
No. Bits
C&S Time Base 2
C&S Mode 2
Parity 1
Total 25
3.3.7 Master Sequencer Memory. The key component of the Master Sequencer is a con-
ventional parallel read/write coindident-current, magnetic-core memory with a capacity of
512 eighteen-bit words. The memory has three modes of operation: clear/write, read/
restore and read only (no restore). Cycle time is less than 10 microseconds for a clear/
write or read/restore operation, less than 3 microseconds for a read only operation.
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The memory receives the following inputs:
(a) Nine parallel bits specifying one of 512 possible memory addresses.
(b) Eighteen parallel bits of information to be stored whenclear/write operation is
initiated.
(c) A si_ml on one of three lines specifying memory operating mode.
(d) Signal ononeline to initiate a memory operation.
Memory output is eighteenparallel bits of information whenread/restore or read only
operation is initiated.
The decodinggates that provide input signals to the address drivers are of fail-safe design.
Failure of a single part can cause gate failure into the zero state (that is, the state for
driver turn-off) ; failure of at least two parts is required for gate failure into the one state.
Memory contents are retained intact despite power interruption. That is, no false drive
currents are generatedto cause destruction of data whenpower goes off or comes on. No
initiate signal is issued to the memory if power cannot be maintained for the ten micro-
secondsrequired for one read/restore or clear/write operation.
3.3.8 Solar Aspect Sensor. The C&S Subsystem contains a Solar Aspect Sensor which pro-
vides telemetered data for use in maneuver confirmation.
The sensor consists of eight 2-axisheads. Each head is located such that it has an un-
obstructed field of view of 120 degrees x 120 degrees. The five heads combined provide a
spherical, unambig_aous, 2-axis indication of solar aspect relative to the spacecraft coordi-
nate system. The output of each head consists of 14 parallel digital signals (7 in each of
two axes) which represents a gray coded indication of solar aspect as seen by that head. In
addition, each head provides an analog signal which is proportional to the incident solar
flux. The associated electronics selects the head with the highest incidence flux. It pro-
vides three parallel digitalbits indicating which head was selected, and 14 paralled digital
bits indicating the solar aspect as seen by the selected head. These 17 bits are provided as
inputs to the telemetry subsystem.
3.3.9 Earth Occultation Sensor. C&S Subsystem contains an earth occultation sensor. The
sensor is mounted on the High Gain Antenna. It has two fields of view, each of which is ap-
proximately the same size as the main lobe of the high gain antenna. The primary field of
view is directed parallel to the antenna axis. The secondary field of view is directed into
space. The sensor consists of an infrared radiometric balance device and associated elec-
tronics. The electronics is designed such that if any part of the Mars planetary disc enters
the primary field of view of the sensor, a signal indicating occultation is provided. The
sensor is designed so as to be undamaged if the sun enters any part of its field of view.
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3.3.10 Unresolved Problems. The following problem areas in the recommended system are
not fully resolved. These problems will be examined in greater detail during Phase IB.
a
b
e
Sensing of the onset of spacecraft power outage is necessary in order to inhibit
memory operation and initiate orderly shutdown of the C&S.
The procedure to follow when a memory word fails the parity test is a problem
requiring further study in Phase IB.
In the Master Sequencer, not all bits of a word read out of the memory when the
Master Sequencer is operating in the Normal Mode are available to telemetry.
Logic changes required to make all bits available will be devised in Phase IB.
3.4 Functional Description of Alternative No. 1. The following is a functional description
of Alternative No. 1. This alternative was not selected as the recommended implementa-
tion. Therefore, the design was carried only to the point necessary to make the selection.
Figure 3-2 is the block diagram for Alternative No. 1.
The primary feature which distinguishes this alternative from the other two alternatives
considered is the memory organization. The memory is 512 words, 27 bits per word,
coincident current serial organization.
The memory loading is completely random, i.e., the 512 words can be read into the memo-
ry in any order. Read out of these words is determined by the data contained in each word
and any word can be read out at any time.
Most of the remaining differences between this system and the other alternative systems
result from this difference in memory organization. When the selection of a prime system
was made, design changes on the other two systems were stopped, so some functional
differences also exist.
3.4.1 Memory. There are two types of words which can be stored in the memory. The
first is the most common, i.e., a command word. The format for command words is as
follows and the numbers in parentheses are the number of bits required for each of the
particuiaI .... *"I HIi_ l.lon_.
Parity (I) ] Function (8) ] Time Label (14) Flag (4)
B |
Four flag bits are used, which permits the separation of words in the memory into 16
different families. Only 12 of these are actually used, permitting some additional families
without the addition of any more flag bits. These 12 families are:
a. Initialize sequence
b. Three different midcourse sequences
c. Four different orbit trim sequences
d. One cruise sequence
e. Quantitative data
f. Orbit injection sequence
g. Capsule separation sequence
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The flag bits are discussed in a later section. It is sufficient at this time to say only that,
as the words in memory are scanned, one at a time, the flag bits are inspected to determine
if that particular word belongs in the sequence which is being executed and, if so, which of
two possible clocks should be used to compare against it.
The second word type which can be stored in the memory is the quantitative word. A
quantitative word must always be preceded in the memory by a command which, in effect,
says that the following word is a quantitative word and should be read out of the C&S as
such. The format of quantitative words is as follows.
1 Parity(I) 1 Quantitative Data (22) Flag (4)
Whenever the flag for quantitative data is recognized, the word with this flag is handled
differently from a command word. This is also discussed in a later section.
Fourteen time-label bits are used in command words. These represent the time (in seconds
or hours after a start signal) at which it is desired to generate a 100 millisecond pulse on
one of 256 possible C&S output lines. The time labels are in binary form, least significant
bit first, with no sign bit.
Eight function bits are used. These bits are decoded to select which of 256 possible C&S
outputs is to present a 100 millisecond pulse to the using subsystem.
One parity bit (odd) is used. It is not checked when the memory is loaded, but it is checked
when a word is read out.
The Memory Address Register (MAR) is a nine-stage, pseudo-noise generator which se-
lects the word to be loaded and also the word to be read out.
The address of the word to be loaded is shifted into the MAR from either the Command
Decoder (CD) or the Launch Complex Equipment (LCE). The 27-bit word which occurs on
the memory input line is then stored in the location in memory specified by MAR. The
sequence is as follows:
An external alert signal is presented to the C&S. The signal prepares the C&S to load the
memory with one 27-bit word in the address which is next loaded in the MAR. When alert
occurs, any memory scan which is in process is permitted to finish. Then, after the last
memory address has been scanned, the MAR is presented with the desired 9-bit address
simultaneously with 9 shift pulses which shift it into MAR. An external address end of word
pulse occurs indicating that the address has been selected. The MAR now selects the ad-
dress, and the 27 data bits at the memory input are shifted into that address, by 27 external
shift pulses. An external data "end of word" pulse occurs indicating the data has been
loaded.
A memory scan is then started and, when scan is complete, the same process could be
repeated to read in another word. Ifanother alert had been presented to the C&S precisely
when the firstread in was complete, the scan would not have occurred but a second word
would have been read in.
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In addition to being loaded from the LCE and CD, the MAR has the capability of being in-
cremented by one count to the next address. This increment signal is supplied by (1)
either the LCE or CD for use in loading a long sequence of words into the C&S or (2) the
C&S internal control logic which supplies one increment for each address until the entire
memory is scanned. When the last address occurs, incrementing stops until the start of
the next memory scan. Memory scan starts either once per hour or once per second,
depending on which clock is being used and in either case, requires less than one second to
complete. Note that, when using the master (once per hour) clock, no scans are made for
approximately 59 minutes, 59 seconds.
The memory details are described below. The core matrix contains 512 27 bit words.
Each of 512 word lines threads 27 cores and each of 27 bit lines threads 512 cores. One
sense amplifier winding threads all cores. The bit counter, which consists of 5 flip flops
and appropriate input logic, generates twenty-seventiming outputs which are used both to
drive the bit select input gates and to supply timing signals to the rest of the C&S.
A particular bit in a word is selected by the bit counter. A particular word is selected by
decoding the MAR. The MAR decoding is done in two stages. Five bits are decoded to
select one of 32 possible word select switches. The remaining four bits are decoded to
select one of 16 possible word select switches. The two groups of switches are combined
using a diode matrix to permit the addressing of 16 x 32 = 512 different words.
The cores are addressed serially. A one is written into a core by supplying a half select
write current in each of the two inputs windings to that core, that is, one word and one bit
line. A zero is written into a core by supplying a half select write current in only one of
thc two input windings.
A core is read out by supplying half select read currents in each of the Lwo input windings.
When a core is read, it is left in the zero state and its data must be rewritten, if it is not to
be lost.
When the memory is being loaded (update), the sense amplifier output is inhibited. The
memory output flip flop is then set by ones (and shift pulses) in the input information and this
data is written into the proper bits by the bit select input gates and the bit read/write
switches. The flip flop is reset by the write pulse.
When the memory is being scanned (update =0), the sense amplifier output is used to set the
memory output flip flop. When a gimbal output is generated, the adder output instead of the
memory output is written into the memory.
3.4.2 Clocks. There are several countdown chains which divide the frequency of the input
clock down to the frequencies required by the various outputs. The input clock frequency is
19.2 kc, which is used to supply basic timing for the memory. This is counted down to one
pulse per second, which is the frequency required to increment the sequence clock and time
to go (TTG) registers. The one pps is counted down to 1 pulse per hour, which is the fre-
quency used to increment the master clock during all but test sequences. Because all
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internal timing signals are obtained by counting downthe 19.2 kc clock, no phasing and
frequency drift problems have to be accountedfor. Timing outputs are also supplied to the
LCE to facilitate checkout.
The master clock is a14stagebinary counter which increments by one count every hour (one
count every 1.5 secondsduring special test sequences). The output of the master clock is
in serial form, least significant bit first. The master clock can be reset to all zeros,
stopped, and started, all by external control. It can also be speededup so that a command
which would normally read out at 10,000 hours, canbe read out after slightly over four
hours, for test purposes.
The sequenceclock is also a 14-stage binary counter but this increments by one count every
second. The output of the sequenceclock is in serial form, least significant bit first. It
is reset to zero and started by anoutput of the TTG register.
3.4.3 Time and Flag Comparison. Table 3-2 shows the coding of the four flag bits which
identify the 12 families of commands.
TABLE 3-2. CODING OF FOUR
F LAG BITS
Family
Initialize:
Mid-course 1
Mid-ctmrsc 2
Mtd-c(mrst' 3
Orbit trim 1
Orbit trim 2
Orbit trim 3
Orbit trim 4
Cl'uisc
Orbit Injection
(" apsuh, S(,par:ltion
Spar(,
Spare
Spar(,
Spart,
Quantitativt' I)ata
o
t
0
1
I
ql
1
0
1
0
l
Flag
0
0
1
1
0
0
]
1
0
3 Flag 2
O
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
1 I 0
0
0
1
1
Flag 1
o
0
o
0
0
o
0
0
1
1
l
1
1
1
1
1
Mode
0
1
2
S
4
5
6
7
9
10
11
12
13
The mode status logic identifies which one
of the 12 families of stored commands the
C&S is to scan for time coincidence with
the proper clock. It consists of four bits,
as does the flag. Mode 1 through 10 are
controlled by the outputs of the C&S. When
one of the modes is commanded, the others
are reset. Mode 0 is commanded by the
separation switch. When mode 0 (initialize)
occurs, the sequence clock is selected and
initialize commands are read out. The last
command in the initialize sequence is
"initialize end", which selects the master
clock and the cruise family. The memory
will be scanned for cruise commands until
the mode is changed by one of the TTG
outputs. The memory will then be scanned
for a different family of commands, and so
on.
The comparison with the memory output is made as follows: At the start of a memory read-
out, the compare flip flop is set, which indicates "match. " Then if flag 1 through 4, stored
in the flag register, do not agree exactly with mode outputs 1 through 4, or if the time label
does not agree bit by bit with the selected clock output, the flip flop is reset. Thus, the
fact that the flip flop is in the "match" state after the last time label bit is read out indicates
that the command is in the sequence currently being executed and that the time label matches
the clock. The memory word should now have its parity checked, preparatory to read out
of that command.
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One more point must be made relative to memory comparison. If only one word in the
memory has a particular time label and flag, it will be compared as explained and a 100-
millisecond output pulse generated. For the duration of this pulse, memory scan is in-
hibited. When the pulse ends, scan continues until the last address occurs. If, however,
there is more than one word in the memory with the same time label and flag, which is a
proper condition, the second word will not be compared until the first output ends, the third
word will not be compared until the second output ends, and so on. This means that, inthis
case, a complete memory scan could take as long as one second plus 0.1 second for every
command which has that time label and flag.
3.4.4 Parity Check and Execute. As a word is read out of memory, it is scanned by the
parity flip flop, which is reset at the start of the read out. The flip flop changes state with
every "1" in the word and therefore, if parity is correct, the flip flop will be in the set
state when readout is complete. When a time match occurs and parity is correct, the
trailing edge of the next 1 pps clock triggers a flip flop which triggers a one shot. This is
the execute signal (XEC) which is 0.1 second in width. The XEC pulse is sent to the proper
output by the function decode.
3.4.5 Function Storage and Decode. When a time match occurs, the eight-function bits of
the memory word are shifted into the function storage register. The contents of the regis-
ter are decoded by three levels of logic which select one of 256 output drivers. XEC is
applied to the first level of logic which generates the appropriate 0.1-second output pulse.
The trailing edge of the execute pulse resets the storage register so that it can accept the
function of the next word which has a time match.
3.4.6 Quantitative Outputs. A quantitative alert is stored as part of a family. As such, it
has a flag appropriate to that family. When this alert is executed, the appropriate output
line is energized. The next word stored in memory must be the quantitative data with a
1111 flag. This flag resets the comparator and opens a gate which sends memory bits 5-26
to all using subsystems. Note that all 1111 flags will be read out as quantitative data. They
must be preceded by quantitative alert if the proper subsystem is to be notified. If the
parity of the quantitative word is correct, an end of word pulse is sent to all using subsys-
tems. Twenty-two sync pulses which occur during the 22 quantitative data bits are also
sent to all using subsystems.
There are five registers internal to the C&S which can be loaded with quantitative data.
Their operation is as follows: they all receive the data, sync, and end of word pulses. They
receive different alert commands, however, which enable only one of the registers per
quantitative read out. The register which receives the alert command generates a delayed
command which starts just before the sync pulses start. This delayed command opens gates
which shift the data into the register. If an end of word pulse is not received at the proper
time (which is one bit after the last data bit is received), an erase one shot is triggered
which erases the data that was just loaded.
3.4.7 Start Search. This logic generates incrementing pulses which cause the MAR to
scan all addresses. The scan starts once per hour in the cruise mode and once per second
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in sequence modes. Each scan ends when the last address is reached. When a command is
being read out (XEC=I), memory address incrementing is disabled until the read out stops.
3.4.8 Gimbal Update. There are eight computed outputs of the C&S which step each of
four gimbals either + or - as functions of time. The C&S approximates the desired output
responses by series of connected straight line segments. When an output pulse is gener-
ated, an increment is added to the time label which generated that output, to make a new,
larger, time label. When the new time label matches the clock, another output pulse is
generated, another increment is added, and so on. The value of the increment as well as
the polarity of the output may be changed at any time by program control.
The details are as follows: Each gimbal output has associated with it a reference register
which stores (a) the time increment which must be added to the present time label to make
the next time label and (b) the fact that the polarity of the next output should be changed or
not. When a gimbal output occurs, memory scan is stopped. With the start of the execute,
the contents of the appropriate reference register are added to the contents of the same
memory location which generated the output. When the execute ends, the memory scan is
continued starting with the next address after the one which generated the output.
These reference registers are loaded by quantitative commands. The time increments and/
or polarity changes may be modified at any time by loading one of these commands in the
program.
3.4.9 AV Counter. The AV counter is a 20-bit PNG which is loaded from either the CD
or the LCE. It is enabled by the same command that starts the monopropellent engine.
Once started, it counts every AV pulse received from G&C and, when it overflows, it
generates an output to stop the monopropellent engine.
3.4.10 TTG Registers. There are six TTG registers in the C&S. They are: (a) capsule
separate maneuver, (b) retrofire (orbit insert), (c} mideourse maneuver, (d) start first
turn, (e) stop first turn and start second turn, and (f} stop second turn.
They are all 26-bit PNGs which are loaded from either the CD or the LCE. They are
started with either cruise commands or signals from the CD. Once started, a TTG register
counts once per second until overflow.
The overflows from TTG registers (a), (b), (e), and (f) are C&S outputs. The overflows
from (c) resets and starts the sequence clock. All TTG outputs are used to change the mode
select logic to indicate which family of commands in memory should be checked for time
coincidence with the clock.
3.4.11 PSP Turn On/Off. The C&S computes turn on and turn off time of the planet sci-
ence package in the following manner: A 10-bit accumulator is reset to 0 by gimbal E (the
outboard PSP gimbal) stop. It then counts every AE increment which is applied and is
again reset to zero by gimbal E stop (this occurs after the evening terminator when PSP
shall be of D. Associated with the accumulator is a 20-bit reference register which is
loaded with quantitative data. Ten bits o1 this register are the turn on PSP reference angle
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in binary form and ten bits are the turn off PSP reference angle. Once per second the
accumulated E is compared with both stored reference numbers. When E = reference i,
the PSP is turned on and when E = reference 2, the PSP is turned off. Since the accumu-
lator starts from zero and increments by the least significant bit, it must equal at some
times both the turn on and turn off references. Turn on or turn off, therefore, can never be
missed because the accumulated E does not precisely match the stored data.
3.4.12 Telemetry Registers. Associated with each TTG, each clock, the memory address
register, and the memory is a telemetry register with the same number of bits as the sig-
nal it stores. The purpose of the TLM registers is to permit the read out of C&S
data at rates slow enough for telemetry handling. These registers are all loaded serially
with the data they are to transmit, each using a separate, external clock. One use for the
timing outputs supplied by the C&S is as a reference for the generation of these clocks, so
the TLM registers are not loaded when data is changing. Once a TLM register has been
loaded, the data can be shifted out, at any time desired, using the same external clock,
but at a much slower rate. For clarity, only one telemetry register is shown on the block
diagram.
3.5 Functional Description of Alternative No. 2. The following is a functional description
of Alternative No. 2. This alternative was not selected as the recommended system;
therefore, the design is carried only to the point necessary to make the selection. The
block diagram for this alternative is shown in Figure 3-3.
In this alternative, sequence events are stored in real time order, and the memory is
operating only when being loaded or when a function is being read out. The commands
required to increment the High Gain Antenna and the PSP are stored in 'fable lookup"
fashion with an appropriate time label, rather than the processing techniques described for
the selected C&S organization.
The "out-of-line" functions, specifically_V accumulation and the PSP turn on and turn off
commands, are processed in a manner similar to the other two schemes studied.
This particular method of C&S organization resulted in C&S with good flexibility (due
mainly to the total storage available for updating in later portions of the flight), and slightly
lower power relative to the other schemes (due mainly to Lira method of ............. '--
memory). However, the reliability assessment relative to the other schemes was signifi-
cantly lower due primarily to the large number of discrete diodes required in the memory
diode matrix.
3.5.1 General Description and Word Format. The flow of information in this C&S is
primarily serial except for the parallel decoding of an output furiction. The input word re-
quires no 'lag" other than the memory address. The format for a discrete function word is
as follows :
I
14-Bit Time Label I 8-Bit Function
23 Bits Stored
Parity I ll-Bit Memory Address I
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A quantitative command consists of a discrete command followed in the next sequential
memory location by the quantitative value. The format for the quantitative value is as
follows :
I
22-Bits Quantitative Parity l ll-Bit Memory Address
23 Bits Stored
When not being loaded from the Command Subsystem, the C&S normal status is the 'WIaster
Sequence Mode" with the address of the next word stored in the non-volatile address PNG.
The word at that specific location will be read out of memory and recirculated every time
the Master Timer is stepped. A bit-by-bit comparison is made on the time label portion of
the stored word. If no time label match occurs, the C&S will be inactive for the next hour.
If a time label match occurs and a parity check is satisfied, the 8 function bits assembled
in the output register are decoded and executed. The address PNG is incremented and
another memory word cycle is initiated.
The special sequences are handled similar to master sequence except that the time labels
are truncated time in seconds relative to the start of the sequence, and the comparison
reference is the one second timer.
3.5.2 Memory Loading and Sequence Functions. An alert from the Command Subsystem
or a parallel path from the LCE will cause the C&S to switch to the memory load mode. A
6-stage bit counter will cause the first 11 bits of the input word to be shifted into the mem-
ory address register and the following 23 bits to be written into memory. Gating is pro-
vided by the Memory Address Time Flip-Flop and the Memory Word Time Flip-Flop. In
order to eliminate the need for an input word buffer, the memory bit rate during an input
operation will be determined by the Command Decoder Synch rate.
The last CD - End of Word pulse or equivalent from LCE will return the C&S to the Memory
Sequence Mode, allowing operation of a master sequence. The I indicated on the Memory
Mode Flip-Flop reset OR and other control flip-flops represents a prelaunch or a "power
on sequence" initialize.
The Magnetic Address PNG normally contains the address of the next function to be exe-
cuted either in Master Sequence Mode or a special sequence mode. Assuming a Master
Sequence Mode, a one-hour pulse will initiate a memory word cycle and a serial com-
parison will be made on the time label portion of the word stored at the address currently
contained in the Magnetic Address PNG. As the serial word is being read out of memory,
a parity check is performed on the entire word. The word is then assembled in the 22-bit
Output Register (the parity bit will overflow the register.) Also, as the word is read out,
it will be recirculated into the same address in memory. The 8 function bits of the word
are presented to the Output Decode gates and, if a time lab'el match has occurred along the
other necessary conditioning, an execute pulse will strobe the output decoder on 1 of 256
discrete output lines. All but three of these lines are distributed to other subsystems. The
remaining lines are used for internal control in the C&S.
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If an execute signal has been generatedthe Address PNG is incremented and another mem-
ory word cycle is initiated. If an executehas not beengenerated, the current address will
be retained and the next memory word cycle initiated by the following one-hour pulse. If a
parity error has beendetected, an error bit and the address of the word which was in error
will be provided to telemetry continuouslyuntil the C&S is returned to Memory Load Mode
by the CommandDecoder. The alternative for the ground equipment in an error situation is
to force the Address PNG to the next address and perform the function of the word which
was in error with a real time command.
A quantitative alert function generatesa discrete commandto the appropriate user. In
addition, it is recognized at the output of the commandmatrix by the Quantitative flip-flop.
The address PNG will be incremented anda memory word cycle initiated. A parity check
will be performed as the word is assembledin the output register, however, the time label
comparison is inhibited. Whenthe word assembly is complete and no parity error is in-
dicated the word will be shifted out on a commonbus line and the shift pulses on another
common bus line to all the quantitative command users.
The "Time-To-Go" registers shown in the block diagram can be loaded from the Command
Decoder or from the LCE. After separation, the TTG's will increment at a 1 pps rate if a
value other than all zero's has been loaded in the specific TTG. A fixed decode gate, such
as all l's, will accommodate any total time interval since the register can be loaded with
any value from the CD or the LCE. When a TTG has timed out, a special sequence entry
routine will start. The Address Register will be preset to an address dedicated to store
"exit address" of the master sequence, that is the address currently contained in the
Address PNG. A memory write cycle will be initiated and the contents of the Address PNG
will be stored in the first 11 bits of the dedicated storage address. When the memory word
cycle is complete the one second timer will be reset, the Address PNG will be reset and
then preset to one of four initial addresses dcpcnding on which TTG has timed out. The
sequence mode flip-flop will be set to one-second mode which now transfers the information
path to the 14-bit comparator shift register from the master timer to the one-second timer.
The sequence operation then proceeds the same as that previously described for the master
sequence. At the end of a specific one-second sequence, two special words are stored which
will control the return to master sequence mode. The first word will normally contain the
next sequential time label following the last funcUon ................... " ..........
will be executed normally but will be recognized by the C&S as a jump command and will set
the jump flip-flop. The second word will normally contain the address of the location con-
taining the master sequence exit address in the first 11 bits. These bits will be routed into
the Address PNG and another memory word cycle initiated by the jump control logic. The
first 11 bits will again be routed into the Address PNG which results in the C&S again being
in the Master Sequence mode withthe correct next word addresses in the Address PNG.
The inclusion of this method of returning to Master Sequence adds versatility to the C&S
organization. For example, the jump can be to any address which makes it possible to
perform other sequences before returning to Master Sequence or to add contingency se-
quences as memory space represented by executed events become available.
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3.5.3 Memory Organization. The core memory and associated circuits required to imple-
ment this C&S alternative consists of 1536 words of 23 bits each. It is random word access
and bit sequential. The core threading is a 3-wire scheme. A word is selected by turning
on one of 32 read or write drivers and one of 48 read/write switches which causes 1/2 core
switching current to flow through 23 cores that represent one of 1536 words. Under control
of the Bit Counter one-half core switch, current will flow in all the cores that represent a
given bit position of all the words, the resultant full switching current in one specific core
of the selected address will cause an output in the common sense line if a one had been
stored. A practical memory operating in this fashion would probably break the common
sense line into three or four parallel paths each with a separate sense amplifier in order to
attain a reasonable signal to noise ratio in the memory hardware. The memory which is
essentially word organized serial, requires an isolation diode matrix between the drivers
and the core stack with an isolated node for each address or a total of 3072 diodes.
4.0 INTERFACES BETWEEN THE C&S AND OTHER SUBSYSTEMS
4.1 Mechanical Interfaces
4. I.I Structure. The C&S electronics is mounted to the structure in Electronic Assembly
No. 14. The solar aspect sensor of the C&S subsystem is mounted on the periphery of the
solar array. Five sensor elements are used. Each sensor is mounted such that it has
an unobstructed field of view of 120 degrees by 120 degrees. The combined fields of view of
the five sensors covers 4 17 steradians. The earth occultation sensor of the C&S subsystem is
mounted on the high-gain antennas. This sensor has two fields of view. One is parallel to the
main lobe of the antenna, the other is directed into space. Each field of view is approximately
the same in size as the main lobe of the antenna. Alignment and mounting surfaces are pro-
vided by the Structural and Mechanical subsystem.
4.1.2 Thermal. The C&S electronics dissipates 50 watts in Electronic Assembly No. 14.
4.2 Electrical Interfaces
4.2.1 Power. The C&S receives 2.4 kc power from the power subsystem. The power is
provided on two separate pairs of lines. The combined C&S load on these lines is 50 watts.
In addition, the power subsystem provides a 32-cps synchronizing signal to the C&S.
4.2.2 Telemetry. The C&S provides the following outputs to telemetry:
a. A 28-bit digital word which consists of the sampled state of 24 time to go registers.
Subcommutation between the 24 TTG registers is carried out within the C&S.
b. A 28-bit digital word which consists of the word last executed by the C&S, the
address of that word, and the number of time increments to go to the next word.
c. A 25-bit digital word which consists of one bit indicating parity error, two bits in-
dicating C&S operating mode, two bits indicating C&S time base, three bits indicating
signs stored in the turn registers, nine bits indicating the address of the word last
executed, and eight bits indicating the number of time increments to the next word.
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do A 21 bit digital word indicating the output of the solar aspect sensor. The above
outputs to telemetry are stored in buffer registers by the C&S and scanned out
serially by the telemetry subsystem. The telemetry subsystem provides a gating
signal indicating that a word is being scanned out, as well as the pulses necessary
to scan out the word.
In addition to the above outputs to telemetry, the C&S also provides indications of four
power supply voltages. These outputs are conditioned to fit within the zero to 3-1/2-volt
telemetry format.
4.2.3 Output to Users. The C&S provides discrete outputs to various other subsystems as
shown in Section "Sequence of Events. "
In addition to the above discrete outputs, the C&S provides the PSP with discrete outputs
indicating limb crossings, terminator crossings, turn on/off commands, and other discrete
events based on the argument of the spacecraft (as derived from the outboard gimbal of the
PSP). Discrete outputs from the C&S are mechanized as normally open, DC isolated,
semi-conductor switches. The output event is indicated by a 60 (_:i0) ms closure of the
switch.
The C&S provides quantitative commands to the capsule and to the Science subsystems.
These quantitative commands consist of 16-bit binary coded words. The output is in the
form of a DC isolated normally open semiconductor switch. Logical l's are indicated by
a 30-ms switch closure, logical zero's are indicated by the open state of the switch. The
output of this semi conductor switch is provided in common to all quantitative command
users. Another output line is also provided to quantitative command users. This line pro-
vides continuous synchronizing pulses. The pulse repetition frequency is 32 cps. The logical
l's of the quantitative output are coincident with the synchronizing pulses. The synchroniza-
tion output is through an isolation transformer.
Each user of quantitative commands is also provided a discrete command line. The first
command on this line is the alert which is used to signify that the subsequent quantitative
word is intended for that user. After 16 bits of quantitative data have been sent out, an end
of word pulse is provided in common to all quantitative command users.
The C&S provides 1 pps synchronization pulses to the articulation subsystem. These pulses
are used to synchronize the slewing of gimbals.
4.2.4 Separation Switch. The separation switch provides the C&S with an enable signal.
Prior to separation, the switch is in a closed state. After separation, the switch is in an
open state. The open state of the switch permits the C&S to carry out the sequence of
events.
4.2.5 Guidance and Control. The guidance and control subsystem provides the C&S with
inputs from a pulse integrating accelerometer. Each pulse from the accelerometer signifies
an increment of _V. The C&S accumulates these inputs in a register. When the register
overflows the C&S provides an output signal to the G&C and the propulsion subsystem to
turn off the mono-propellant engine.
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4.2.6 Planetary Science Package. It is assumed here that the PSP articulation is imple-
mented as described in the Task A report. In that arrangement the outboard gimbal of the
science package rotates the package about the normal to the orbit plane. A gimbal pick-off
is provided. This pick-off generates a pair of pulses for every I/4-degree change in
gimbal angle. The order of the pulse pair signifies the direction of rotation. These pulses
are provided to the C&S by the PSP subsystem. When the gimbal reaches negative gimbal
stop, a gimbal stop sensor produces apulse. This pulse is also provided tothe C&S by the PSP
subsystem. The gimbal is controlled closed loop within the PSP subsystem. One of the
components of that closed loop control is a horizon sensor which, it is assumed, can be made
to provide an indication of the planet half-angle. An analog signal proportional to planet
half angle is provided to the C&S. The C&S uses the outputs from the PSP subsystem to
generate various control signals indicating the following events: limb crossings, termin-
aotr crossings, onset and termination of Canopus occultation and other events based on the
argument of the spacecraft.
4.2.7 Command Subsystem and Launch Complex Equipment. The C&S receives discrete
and quantitative commands from the Command Subsystem and the launch complex equip-
ment. Discrete commands are signified by the closure of a DC isolated semi-conductor
switch. The discrete command for each unique function is received on a separate line.
Quantitative commands consist of a discrete command alert, a binary coded quantity,
synchronization pulses and end-of-word pulses. The end-of-word pulse is similar in
format to the discrete commands except that it is received on a common line. The quantity
consists of a binary coded sequence of l's and O's on another common line. l's are signi-
fied by the closure of a normally open, DC isolated semi-conductor switch. O's are
signified by the open state of the switch. These l's and 0's are synchronous with the
synchronization pulses which are received on another common line from a DC isolated
source. The following quantitative commands are received from either the CD or the LCE:
Function Bits Function Bits
Gimbal angle A slope
Gimbal angle B slope
Gimbal angle C slope
Gimbal angle D slope
Modify or scan word in
memory sequence
TTG 1 update
TTG 2 update
TTG 3 update
14
14
14
14
27
25
25
25
TTG 4 update
TTG 5 update
TTG 6 update
TTG 7 update
TTG 8 update
A V register update
PSP Turn on Threshold
PSP Turn off Threshold
16
16
16
25
16
25
I0
I0
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The following discrete commandsare received from the CD or LCE:
Positive Pitch Turn
Negative Pitch Turn
Positive Yaw Turn
Negative Yaw Turn
Positive Roll Turn
Negative Roll Turn
UpdateMaster Sequence
Start Special Sequence1
Start Special Sequence2
Start Special Sequence3
Start Special Sequence4
Start Master Sequence
Set Time Base to 1 second
Set Time Base to 1 minute
Set Time Base to 1 hour
In addition to the above, the LCE provides a commandto preset the word time to go register.
5.0 PERFORMANCE nA_ A_m_D_i" 2"k J._. rJki¥1 .t_ _._ _ t k)
5.1 C&S Subsystem. The following are key performance parameters of the C&S subsystem.
5.1.1 Timing Accuracy. The C&S derives its timing from a 32-cps synchronization signal
provided by the power subsystem. This synchronization signal is counted down to one pulse
per second, one pulse per minute, and one pulse per hour. These signals are then used in
the clocking and execution of various commands. The C&S is designed such that no single
piece part failure can cause a change in the pulse repetition frequency.
5.1.2 Gimbal Angle Approximation Accuracy. A study was conducted to examine the feasi-
bility of approximating the gimbal angle time history by means of connected straight line
segments. The analysis was based on a May 3, 1971 launch and a Nov. 1, 1971 arrival. It
is assumed here that, in addition to controlling the high gain antenna, the C&S will also be
required to provide control signals to the inboard and intermediate gimbals of the PSP.
Further, it is assumed that the PSI) gimbal arrangement is the same as that described in
Task A. Table 5-1 summarizes the results of the study.
Each line segment requires a quantitative word stored in the C&S memory.
Each quantitative word stored in the C&S memory must be preceded by a discrete word
which is used to alert the appropriate user that the next quantitative is intended for him.
Therefore, each line segment implies two words in C&S memory. If the approximation
technique were not used the number of words required in C&S memory corresponds to the
number of commands required to command each 1/4-degree step. It is seen from the table
that by using an approximation technique there is a substantial reduction in the number of
words required in C&S memory. The trade-off of approximation accuracy versus number of
line segments is less pronounced. The reduction in number of line segments required in
going from 1/4-degree to 1-degree accuracy is not sufficiently large to make a noticeable
impact on the C&S. However, the impact on the operation of the High Gain Antenna and on
the Science Package would be significant. Therefore, it is reasonable to say that the
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TABLE 5-1. SUMMARYOF GIMBAL ANGLE
APPROXIMATION STUDY
Number of Commands
required to command
each 1/4-degree step
Number of line seg-
menis required to
achieve 1/4-degree
appr:lxi mation accuracy
Number of lint, segments
required to achieve l/2
degree approximation
accuracy
Number cff line segmenus
required to achieve 1 -
degree approximation
i
High Gain Antenna Gimbal
A B
192 424
8 7
5 5
5 3
PSP GimbaIs
C I D
100 I 96
8 I 5
7 I 4
4 L 3
slope of gimbal angle as a function of time.
0. 142, 0. 188, 0. 129 and 0. 129 degrees for A,
approximate error should be no greater
than 1/4-degree. Based on the error bud-
get for the High Gain antenna and for the
PSD (see Section 4.2.6), it is concluded
that 1/4-degree approximation accuracy
is a reasonable operating requirement.
The control of these gimbal angles is
based on 1/4-degree increment commands
which can be issued only on the hour.
Therefore, there is a time quantization
error that can be attributed to the C&S.
This error is directly proportional to the
The worst case time quantization errors are
B, C, and D, respectively.
5.1.3 Planetary Science Turn On/Off. A study was conducted to examine two alternative
techniques for controlling planetary science turn on/off. The assumptions used in this study
are as follows:
a. The orbital characteristics are as described in Task A.
b. The planetary science package gimbal arrangement is as specified in Task A.
Both the 1971 and 1973 missions must be accomplished with the same equipment. Both
techniques that were examined are based on measuring PSP gimbal angles. In one of these
techniques, both the outboard and intermediate PSP gimbal angles are used to generate the
turn on/off signal. By using both of these angles it is possible to derive a signal in which
there is no approximate error (i.e., except for equipment error or noise, etc., turn on/
off signals occur precisely 10 degrees from the terminator). In the alternative techniques,
only the outboard gimbal angle is used. This results in some approximation error. The
approximation error was determined for the 1971 and 1973 missions. For the former, it
was a maximum of 0.3 degree - for the latter it was a maximum of 2-1/2 degrees.
If both the outboard and intermediate gimbal angles were to be used to generate the turn on/
off signal, it would be necessary to generate the sine of the outboard gimbal angle and the
cosine of the intermediate gimbal angle. The product of the two quantities would then be
measured against the threshold. The resulting complexity would be undesirable. If, on the
other hand, the approximation were used, it is merely necessary to measure the outboard
gimbal angle against a threshold. In view of this and in view of the relatively small error
in the approximation it is recommended that the approximation technique be used for genera-
ting planetary science turn on/off.
5.1.4 Solar Aspect Sensor Accuracy. The solar aspect sensor used in the C&S subsystem
consists of 5 units each with a field of view of 120 degrees x 120 degrees arranged such that
the 5 units combined provide spherical coverage. Each unit is a two axis digital sun sensor.
The digital quantizations is 1 degree. All other error mechanisms in the solar aspect sen-
sor are small as compared to the digital quantization error.
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5.1.5 Number of Discrete Output Functions. The C&S is capable of providing 256 discrete
output functions; however, 16 of these functions are reserved for internal controls in the
C&S, such as changes of time base, changes of gimbal angle slope, etc. The remaining 240
output functions are available for use throughout the system.
5.1.6 C&S Memory Capacity. The total memory capacity of the C&S master sequence is
512 words.
5.1.7 Quantitative Commands. The quantitative commands generated by the C&S consist of
16 binary coded bits.
5. i. 8 C&S Error Rate. Table 5-2 provides a summary of the error properties of various
outputs of the C&S per 5500 hours of operation. The errors are subdivided into two classes -
false commands and false dismissals. A false command is a command that is issued at the
wrong time. A false dismissal is the error which results when a required command is not
issued at the right time. It will be noted from Table 5-2 that commands are subdivided into
two categories: critical and semi-critical. The critical commands consist of start retro
engine, separate capsule, start mono-propellant engine, stop mono-propellant engine (on
accumulated AV), stop mono-propellant engine back up (based on time), and the commands
involved in executing turns during maneuvers. All other commands that are issued by the
TABLE 5-2. C&S PROBABILITY OF ERROR
Command (or Function)
Start Solid Engine
S(,parate C apsulc
Start Mono-Propellant Engine
Stop Mono Propellant Engine
(on A V with time back up)
Start Pitch Turn
5tart H_II rurn
Start Yaw Turn
Stop Turn
Probability ul
False Command
0.00017
0.00021
O. O0017
0,00033
0.00022
o. o0oZZ
0.00022
0.00009
False Dismissal
0.00017
0.00021
0.00017
0.O000l
0.00001
U. O0o0i
0.00001
0.00009
M _ster Sequencer
Each I, traction 0. 00065 0. 043
All Functions Combined 0. 00088 0.22
PSP All functions Combine<l
G i tubal Angle Control
Each 0. 0091
All Combined [ 0.03_4
0. 024 0. 024
Probability of Errol
F_qemetry guifers O,04B
Solar Aspect S¢,nsor 0. 092
0,009 l
0, 0364
master sequence are classed as semi-
critical. The remaining commands (gim-
hal angle update, PSP turn on/off, and
other commands based on the argument of
the spacecraft) have special implementa-
tions. Therefore, their probabilities of
error are listed separately. The imple-
mentation of critical commands is such
that no single piece part failure can cause
either a false command or a false dismissal.
The implementation of the remaining com-
mands is such that a single piece part fail-
ure can not cause a false command; however,
it can cause false dismissal. This condi-
(,loll ...... ' '- view Lzt_UI £_L bll_:Lb
the C&S can be backed up by the command
subsystem in the issuing of these semi-
critical commands.
5.1.9 Failure Modes and Effects. The effect on system performance of failures associated
with the various C&S components is shown in Table 5-3. The methods of redundancy em-
ployed to combat the probability of these failures are shown in the remarks section.
5.2 Key Component Performance Parameters. The following are performance parameters
for key components of the recommended system.
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TABLE 5-3. COMPONENT FAILURE MODESAND EFFECTS
Item Failure Description Back Up Problem Remarks
1. Transformer
Rectifier
2. TTG No. I
3. TTG No. 2
4. TTG No. 4
5. TTG No. 5
6. TTG No. 6
7. TTG No. 7
8. TTG No. 8
9. AV Register
10. Gimbal Se( t.
ll. PSP .sequencer
12. Telemetry Sequence
13. Master Sequencer
14. Solar Aspect Sensor
15. SAS Control Lo_nc
5.2.1 Memory:
Single failure
Dual failure
Single line
Two/Three lines
Two/Three Lines
Two/Three lines
Two/Three lines
Two/Three lines
Two/Three lines
Two/Three lines
Redundant Unit
None
Other two lines
Emergency capsule abort
None
TTG No. 5 and No. 8 in series
TTG No. 4 and No. 8 in series
None
None
TTG No. 4 and No. 5 in series
None
Loss of C&S power
None
Inability to properly release capsule
Failure to fire Retro
DegTaded PITCH control
De,traded YAW control
Turn will be executed until all gas
is expended
Midcourse engine will not start.
Degraded ROLL control
Dual Parallel Redundancy
Triplicate Majority
Logic (TML)
TML
TML
TML
TML
TML
TML
Two/Three Lines
One line
One line
One line
Two/Three lines in the controls,
or memory or decoding
One/Several sensors
Complete
TTG No. 3
Command Decoder
Command Decoder
None
Command Decoder
Other sensors or high gain
antenna
High gain antenna
Capacity: 512 18-bit words
Degraded M/C engine burn time
All gimbal angle changes will come
directly from the CD.
All PSP turn-on, turn-off, signals
would come directly from the CD.
Lack of knowledge ol C&S behavior
pattern. If no problems exist,
this will not degrade the mission.
This would place the load on ground
command and the Command Decoder.
Degraded attitude information
Degraded Attitude Information
TML
No single material
course
Same as above
None
Triplica_ Majority
Logic except in
Memory and Decoding
None
TML
Cycle Time for parallel read/restore or clear/write operation:
less than 10 microseconds
5.2.2 Power Supply. Maintains output voltages within operating limits of C&S logic and
memory circuits for at least 10 microseconds after start of spacecraft power fail-off.
5.2.3 C&S Timing Accuracy. C&S event initiation is subject to the basic timing tolerance
of the Electrical Power Subsystem.
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS. The total weight of the C&S subsystem is 35 pounds.
The subsystem requires 50 watts at 2.4 kc. The volume of the subsystem is approximately
1200 cubic inches. Figure 6-1 indicates the layout of the CDS in bay No. 14.
7.0 COMPUTER AND SEQUENCER EQUIPMENT AND PERSONNEL SAFETY HAZARD.
The function of the C&S is to generate the necessary onboard commands to make the Voyager
spacecraft automatic. Therefore, many of the C&S commands would constitute a safety
hazard if they were generated at an inappropriate time. Some examples are as follows:
a. Enable the Guidance and Control Subsystem. If this command were issued prior to
separation, the Guidance and Control would dissipate its supply of cold gas in a
futile attempt to control the attitude of the flight vehicle.
b. Trajectory Adjust Sequence. If this sequence were issued while the system is still
on the pad, it would constitute a serious hazard to personnel and equipment. If the
sequence were issued after separation but at an inappropriate time, it would result
in a serious hazard to the mission.
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Figure 6-1. Bay 14 Layout
c. Orbit Injection Sequence. If this command were issued while the system is on the
pad, it would constitute a serious hazard to equipment and personnel. If this se-
quence were issued after separation, but at an inappropriate time, it would prob-
ably result in abort of the mission.
d. Capsule Separation Se_aence. _ this sequence were issued while the system is on
the pad, it would result in a serious hazard to equipment and personnel. If the
sequence were issued at an inappropriate time after separation, it would result in
the aborting of the planetary lander portion of the mission.
e. Deployment of the High Gain Antenna. If this sequence were issued prior to jet-
tisoning of the shroud, it would constitute a hazard to equipment.
f. Deployment of the PSP. If this sequence were generated prior to orbit injection,
it would result in a serious hazard to the equipment.
Necessary precautions taken to reduce the probability of such untimely commands to an ac-
ceptable minimum are as follows:
ao
Do
During prelaunch, up to the time that pyrotechnics are armed, the hazard is es-
sentially nil.
While the flight vehicle is mated to the launch vehicle, the C&S is effectively dis-
abled by the separation switch. During this time, the pyrotechnics may be safely
armed. Thus, up to actual separation of the flight vehicle, hazards attributable to
the C&S are minimized.
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C. After separation, the C&S is enabled. In the enabled mode, the hazard is minimized
by the following design features of the C&S:
°
.
The C&S will issue no false commands due to the failure of any single piece
part. A false command is one which is issued at an inappropriate time.
The number of piece parts involved in generating critical commands such as
those listed above has been reduced to a minimum. Thus, the probability of
two piece part failures causing a false command has been minimized.
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MIDCOURSE AND ORBIT ADJUST PROPULSION
SUBSYSTEM FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
1.0 SCOPE. This section describes the preferred Midcourse and Orbit Adjust (MC/OA)
Propulsion Subsystem for the VOYAGER Spacecraft. The subsystem provides for midcourse
velocity increments of 200 meters per second and orbit adjust velocity increments of 100
meters per second. Fuel not used for midcourse corrections may be utilized for orbit adjust
maneuvers.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTATION. Applicable documents include:
VC211SR101
VC220SR101
VC220FD103
Mission Objectives and
Design Criteria
Design Characteristics
and Restraints
Component Design
Parameters
VC220FD111
VC234FD105
VC235FD103
VC238FDI02
Accuracy Allocations
Autopilot
Structural Design Criteria
Retro-Propulsion
Subsystem Functional
Description
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION. The preferred propulsion system for the VOYAGER
Spacecraft is a monopropellant hydrazine system. It has four fixed-thrust, thrust chambers,
with jet vanes for thrust vector control about the pitch, yaw, and roll axes. The pressuriza-
tion and propellant supplies are isolated with squib valves during periods of inactivity, and
the four-thrust-chamber arrangement incorporates "pair out" capability in the event of thrust
chamber failure.
3.1 Subsystem Description. A schematic of the VOYAGER MC/OA Propulsion Subsystem is
presented in Figure 3-1. It is a regulated-gas-pressure-fed system utilizing anhydrous hy-
drazine (N2H4) as the monopropellant. Helium gas, stored at 3600 psia, is used as the pres-
surant. The four thrust chamber assemblies are designed to operate at I00 pounds thrust
each. Squib valves isolate the propellant and pressurant supplies until the first midcourse
correction, at which time the system is activated. After the second midcourse correction,
the normally open (N/O) squib valves are used to again isolate the propellant and pressurant
tanks. The system is reactivated prior to encounter to permit final midcourse adjustments
and initial orbit adjust maneuvers. After final orbit adjust the system is again deactivated.
A .......... /r_ _._ .... lh, ,_ln_d (N/C) valves is provided for contingencies.LiillUset of i_i_ .. ........... j .........
Insofar as possible, components are grouped together and connections are welded to eliminate
external leakage. Different functional groups are joined by field brazed joints where welding
is not practical. Squib valves are used, where feasible, to eliminate solenoid-operated valves
and thus assure high system reliability. Each of the major functional groups (pressurization,
propellant feed and thrust chambers) is described in the following paragraphs.
3.1.1 Pressurization System. The helium gas is stored in two 19-inch diameter titanium
tanks which are joined to a bank of squib operated gas pressurization and shutoff valves.
This bank of valves has three parallel legs, each with a series pair of normally open valves,
which in turn are in series with a parallel pair of normally closed valves. Between these
valves and the tanks is a manually operated fill valve.
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Immediately downstream of the squib
valves is a filter to remove particles which
might be generated by the squib valve ac-
tuation. A two-position, squib-operated
valve below the filter feeds high pressure
gas through a normally open port to the
primary regulator. This regulator pro-
vides regulated gas at a pressure of 320
psia directly to the four propellant storage
tanks. To protect the propellant tanks
from over-pressurization, a burst-disc-
and-relief-valve unit is installed down-
stream of the regulator. Because of the
long-life operational requirements, a re-
dundant filter and regulator leg is provided
in the event of failure of the primary regu-
lator. A malfunction signal to the two-
position squib valve causes a switchover to
the second regulator.
The final component is a pressure switch
downstream of the burst disc to sense pri-
mary regulator failure in a high pressure
mode and to actuate the two position squib
valve. All of the pressurization compon-
ents, except the tanks, are tray mounted as
a single all-welded unit.
3.1.2 Propellant Feed System. All four propellant tanks are identical. They are fabricated
from titanium alloy and contain butyl-rubber bladders which collapse, wheg pressurized,
around a standpipe to assure positive expulsion. All tank discharge lines feed to a common
squib valve manifold. A manually operated fill and drain valve is located in the common line.
The bank of squib valves is similar to the pressurization system in that parallel start and
series shutoff is provided. Downstream of the squib valves is a filter to trap particles gen-
erated by squib valve action. A burst-disc-and-relief-valve assembly is provided between
the squib valves and thrust chamber assemblies since liquid will be trapped in the lines sub-
sequent to the first midcourse correction. All of these valves and the filter are tray-mounted
and welded together to minimize leakage.
3.1.3 Thrust Chamber Assemblies. The four thrust chambers are identical units. Each
chamber operates at a chamber pressure of 150 psia and at a thrust of 100 pounds. Decom-
position of the hydrazine is accomplished in a catalyst bed made from Shell 405 catalyst.
Decomposed hydrazine at a temperature of approximately 1800 ° F discharges through the 100-
to-1 expansion ratio nozzle to provide the desired thrust. The torque-motor-operated jet
vane in each exhaust jet provides pitch, yaw, and roll control during MC/OA maneuvers.
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Thrust chamber operation is initiated andterminated by quad-redundant solenoid valves
mounted directly on each chamber. Immediately upstream of each quad-redundantvalve is
a cavitating venturi to restrict and balanceflow rates during start transients and to maintain
equal flow rates to each chamber in the event that dynamic pressure changesoccur in the
quad-redundantvalve or decomposition chamber. Normally opensquib operatedvalves are
installed upstream of eachcavitating venturi to permit isolation of a pair of diametrically
opposeddecomposers shoulda malfunction of a thrust chamber assembly be detected.
The method of detecting a malfunction in a single thrust chamber and shutting off the appro-
priate pair has not been completely resolved. At present, two methods are under considera-
tion. The first is a unit within the Guidanceand Control Subsystemthat would sense a con-
tinuous, uncorrectable overturning torque and act uponit to terminate operation of the
malfunctioning pair. The secondis a system that would bebased directly on chamber oper-
ations, e.g., chamber pressure. The pressures of all chambers would be sensedand com-
pared to each other. Any pressure that deviates from a preselected "-'Lu_lan_ band would
cause termination of the malfunctioning pair. Selections of the preferred approach will re-
sult from vehicle system tradeoff studies conducted on detailed designs of each approach.
The VOYAGER propulsion system utilizes, where possible, materials and manufacturing
methods that have demonstrated successful performance on other space programs with mis-
sion and duty cycles comparable to those assigned to VOYAGER. Components with previously
acquired qualification records were selected to assure adequacy and maximum confidence to
meet mission functional and schedule requirements.
3.1.4 Pressurant Tank. The use of a pressure-regulated propellant feed system requires
a high pressure gas source. The midcourse propulsion system is pressure fed from two
3600 psi pressure spheres. Each tank is 19 inches in diameter and is designed to hold 4.75
pounds of helium at 3600 psi and 70 ° F. Proof and burst pressures are 5400 and 8000 psig
respectively. The demonstrated leakage rate will be less than 10-5 scc/sec of helium at the
operating pressure. The tanks are fabricated from 6A1-4V titanium alloy. Each tank is
made of two die-formed hemispheres. Each unit is machined to the required thickness
(±0. 002 inch maximum tolerance) and the hemispheres are joined by fusion welding. Final
heat treatment and finish machining are performed to bring the tank to desired dimensional
limits and to a fully annealed condition. Filling and discharge requirements of the tank are
,..t. .... *_'_,._ w,_lrt,_¢t tn th_ t_nk shell. Fabrication of tanks of this configu-faciliLated by a I,uu,_ ,_^,,......................
ration is withinthe present state-of-the-art, having been proven in many space applications.
Airite Corporation is currently active in fabrication of tanks that satisfy VOYAGER needs.
3.1.5 Propellant Tanks. Because of the requirement that the propulsion system function in
a zero gravity state, positive expulsion propellant tanks are required. The tanks and the ex-
pulsion system must provide storage for anhydrous hydrazine for a minimum 13-month
period, and deliver gas-free propellant to the engines during midcourse and orbit adjust
maneuver functions.
The selected propellant tank assembly consists of four tanks, each with 27-inch diameter
hemispherical end caps, joined with a 5.55-inch cylindrical section. The tanks contain 1788
pounds of hydrazine contained in butyl expulsion bladders, which collapse about perforated
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standpipes. The tanks are fabricated from 6A1-4V Titanium with a wall thickness of approxi-
mately 0. 030 inch for the caps and 0o060inch for the cylindrical section. The tanks will
have local thickening in the weld joint regions andwill be finish machined to requirements.
Nominal working pressure is 320 psia, andproof andburst pressures will be 1.5 and 2.2
times working pressure, respectively.
The expulsion bladders are made from butyl rubber with a wall thickness of 0. 040 inch.
Bladder outlet wall thickness is increased to 0.1 inch and formed to provide bladder retention
and a seal integral with the propellant tank. This type of bladder was used successfully on
the Rangerand Mariner programs. Other spaceprograms have usedbladders in the pro-
pellant tank, and the combinedtechnology will have direct applicability to the midcourse pro-
pulsion system. The standpipe (perforated tube) is integral with the discharge port assembly
andis bolted to the tank assembly. The tank assembly is proof- and leak-tested as an inte-
gral unit. Leakage shall be less than 10-5 scc/sec of helium at operating pressure. Airite
Corporation has manufactured tanks of this configuration for other space programs.
3.1.6 Fill and Vent Valves and Test Ports. Valves of the same basic design are used
throughout the system to provide access for leak checking and flow testing of the various
functional groups. The selected design is a manually operated poppet valve which provides
redundant seals in the poppet stem and inlet assemblies for positive sealing against propel-
lant or gas leakage. The valve inlet will contain a built-in 10-micron wire-cloth filter ele-
ment to provide final filtering between spacecraft and OSE equipment. The proposed fill and
drain valves have been successfully used in Rocketdyne propulsion systems for various space
applications, the latest being the SE5 program. Valve operating characteristics are as shown
in Table 3-1.
TABLE 3-1. VALVE OPERATING
CHARACTERISTICS
F
pe,',lt*ng P ru_:_ urr
Leakage
Inlet and {)uth't Si;,e
Lib'
Seals
• I
10 5 _('c/sec
1/4 imh gas, 1/2 inch liquid
lO0_l rvpeat_,d (,pen and t l:_sc r3,1c_
Tefhm
with a parallel pair of normally closed valves.
3.1.7 Squib-Actuated Isolation Valves.
Isolation valves are used in the pressuriza-
tion and propellant control modules for
system lockup during various propulsion
system eo,qst periods. Each module con-
tains six normally closed and six normally
open valves, manifolded together in a
welded unit. The control modules provide
three parallel flow paths, each containing
a pair of normally open valves in series
The individual normally open and closed
valves are explosively actuated shear seal design valves to provide positive sealing of the
propellant and pressurization feed systems. A single squib cartridge with dual bridgewires
is provided for each valve. The squib provides the force to drive a plunger to shear the end
caps to open a normally closed valve. Normally open valves are closed by a plunger that
shears the flow tube and blocks the flow path. This type of valve would also be used to iso-
late a pair of decomposers in the engine-out concept. Captive cavities are provided within
the body of the valves to contain the sheared fragments. Both Pyronetics Corporation and
Conax Corporation are currently producing these valves.
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3.1.8 Relief Valves. To protect the propellant tanks from possible overpressurization, a
relief valve is used in t>e regulated pressure line of the propellant pressurization system.
Since this valve is not r_¢,rmally required to operate, the prime design consideration is long
term storage.
The selected valve incorporates an inverted seal design to maintain narrow limits between
cracking, reset and full flow pressure, thus ensuring superior sealing capabilities and valve
seal life. The inverted valve design allows the seat and poppet assembly to move against
the spring force until the desired relief pressure is attained. At this preset position, the
poppet is stopped by a retainer. Additional pressure separates the seat from the poppet al-
lowing relief of the system. For minimum leak considerations during long storage periods,
a burst disc and a filter screen are provided between the valve and the pressurized gas.
Valves of this configuration are available from Marotta Valve Corporation. They are similar
to relief valves qualified for use in the Gemini, Transtage and Saturn space programs.
3.1.9 Regulator. Pressure regulation of the propellant tanks is accomplished through re-
dundant regulators. The pressure regulators are connected in parallel with the primary
regulator open to the pressure loop. Activation of the secondary regulator is accomplished
automatically by a pressure switch which fires a two-position explosive valve to seal off the
primary regulator and supply pressure to the secondary unit. The pressure switch will
activate the secondary regulator when the regulated pressure exceeds 400 psi and breaks
the burst diaphragm. Since leakage and failure in the open position {which cause overpres-
s,,._e) n__re the primary failure modes for the regulators, underpressure will not be sensed.
The selected regulator is constructed of annealed stainless steel and is satisfactory for 4500
psi operation. A single stage, dome-loaded, spring-referenced, pilot-operated regulating
principle was selected to provide simple, reliable operation. The regulator flmetions from
a discharge pressure sensor which positions a diaphragm-actuated, flow-balanced throttle
valve. The position of the throttle valve regulates the pressure drop across the valve to
maintain the desired propellant system working pressure as the supply pressure decays.
A filter is provided ups cream of the valve to minimize failure due to contamination. Hard-
ware design will feature metallic hard seats, metallic bellows sensing element, low stress
reference spring, bellows contained reference spring assembly, and welded inlet and outlet
stems. Regulator operating parameters are as shown in Table 3-2.
TABLE 3-2. REGULATOR OPERATING
PARAMFFERS
[- - I
Inlet Pressure 4500 psi max.
Regulated Pressure 320 _ 7 psi
lnterrml Leakage I00 sec/hr max.
Proof Pressure
Inlet 6750 psig
Outlet 660
! E ..... 1 Leakage / 105 'see....Temperature Range +120F to 200 F
I Flow R.ate | .I0 SCFM nominal
[ Mln. Differential Pressure • 200 _i
A regulator for VOYAGER requirements
will require only minimum development,
since the basic design concepts have ex-
tensive background and significant reliabil-
ity data has been accumulated. The Na-
tional Water Lift Company has qualified
similar regulators on the Rocketdyne SE6
program.
3.1.10 Two-Position Squib Valve. A two-
position squib-actuated valve is located
upstream from the redundant pressure regulators to switch flow from the primary to the
secondary regulator. The valve is connected electrically to apressure switch. Inthe normal
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position, the openflow path is to the primary regulator. Shoulda regulator failure occur,
the pressure switch will provide the electrical signal to ignite the squib of the two-position
valve to changethe flow path to the secondary regulator.
The two-position valve selected is a patenteddesignby SieBelAir Incorporated. The valve
selects the flow path bypositioning a spool that isolates the primary flow path while uncover-
ing the secondary flow path in a single motion. Tight seals are provided by using a spool
with an interference fit to the valve body (ballizing principal). This design appears suitable
for VOYAGERapplication. Since thesevalves have not beenqualified on previous space
programs, a thorough developmentprogram will be required.
3.1.11 Filters. Filters are utilized throughout the pressurization and propellant feed sys-
tems. They are located at strategic points to minimize contamination caused by actuation of
squib valves, and contamination occurring in filling and draining of the propellant and pres-
surization system. The selected filters will be of the inline type with a woven metal screen
of a nominal 10 micron filtration rating. The filters will fall into two categories: (a) High
pressure gas (b) Low pressure gas and liquid. The high pressure gas filters will be designed
to function at 4500 psi. The internal screen assembly will be structurally supported to pre-
vent collapse upon sudden pressure surges. The filter body will be constructed from an-
nealed stainless steel with monel wire cloth screens. Total _P at operating flow rates will
not exceed 10 psi. Filters of this type are available from Wintec Corporation.
Low pressure gas and liquid filters are designed for operation to 500 psi. The design is
similar to the high pressure filters. The material used is compatible with both helium and
anhydrous hydrazine. Sizes are selected to provide a _P of less than 10 psi during full flow
conditions.
3.1.12 Quad-Redundant Solenoid Valves. A quad-redundant solenoid actuated propellant
valve is used to control the initiation and termination of propellant flow to each engine in the
monopropellant system. The valve package is bolted directly to each of the thrust chamber
injector assemblies. The quad-redundant solenoid valves are arranged to provide a series-
parallel flow path to the engine. The parallel valve arrangement provides redundancy in the
engine startup mode, while the series arrangement provides redundancy in the engine shut-
down mode. The quad-redundant valve assembly is a completely welded unit consisting of
four solenoid valves internally manifolded to provide a parallel pair of series-redundant
valves. Each valve consists of a normally closed single coil solenoid valve utilizing a direct
acting poppet. A Teflon insert contained in the end of the poppet is semi-edged loaded by a
metal seat on the valve body to provide a seal-on closure. The valve incorporates a fail-
safe design (fail in the closed position) by providing a compression spring acting on the back
of the plunger (poppet) to close the valve on power failure. The valve is fabricated from 304
stainless steel, with the exception of the solenoid and poppet assembly. The solenoids are
designed to have low current drain and to maintain the lines of magnetic flux within the
solenoid for magnetic cleanliness. Additional shielding can be added if necessary to meet
mission magnetic goals.
Valves of this configuration are currently being manufactured by the Valcor Corporation
for use in the S-IV B attitude control system. Minor changes would be required to the Valcor
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hermetically sealedunit employing redundant switching elements. Linear motion is trans-
mitted by a piston into a latching spring bellows. The latching allows the piston to activate
the electrical contacts which provides the power to the two-position valve.
The switch will be set to actuate at 100psia ±5%. It will be constructed of 316 stainless steel
and welded into the regulated pressure module.
3.1.16 Jet Vanes. The jet vanes are identical to existing Ranger jet vanes. Jet vane ac-
tuators are discussed in the Autopilot section.
3.1.17 Cavitating Venturi. Cavitating venturis are used in the propellant lines to control
the downstream pressure dynamics. This control has significance in two areas: (a) during
the start transient when the pressure drop across the decomposer is high, the venturi holds
flow constant insuring greater uniformity and repeatability of starts; (b) in the event that a
malfunction occurs in one of the valves in the quad solenoid package, thereby changing _P,
the thrust will nevertheless remain constant. Thus the possibility of differential thrust be-
tween decomposers has been minimized.
3.2 Subsystem Operation (Flight). Following launch and prior to the first operational cycle,
the thrust chamber quad-redundant valves will be opened and closed to permit venting of air
trapped in the propellant lines. Timing for this operation is not critical. It may be accom-
plished hours or days before the first maneuvering operation. The Monopropellant Propul-
sion Subsystem is prepared for the first midcourse maneuvering operation by simultaneously
supplying power to two of the normally closed valves in beth the pressurization system and
the propellant feed system (see Figure 3-1). This will allow high pressure gas to flow
through the filter, the two-position squib valve and the primary regulator up to each of the
main propellant tanks. Fluid pressure will force propellant through the propellant line filter
up to each of the quad-redundant main propellant valves.
Again, the timing for this operation is not critical. It may be made several hours or several
days prior to execution of the anticipated maneuver. One advantage of preparing the system
well in advance of the actual maneuvering time is to permit verification of system readiness
through telemetry indications. Further, it is also not critical if the pressurant and propel-
lant valves are activated simultaneously.
All tank temperatures (two pressurant and four propellant), pressurant tank pressure, pro-
pellant tank outlet pressure, thrust chamber temperature and pressure, and thrust chamber
feed line pressure will be monitored on a periodic basis. All squib valves will have an event
indication circuit which will verify firing of the squib. With this information, readiness of
the system for making a maneuver may be verified prior to the command for execution.
Upon the maneuver command (with the spacecraft properly oriented), the four quad-redundant
valves open, permitting propellant flow to the thrust chambers. Thrust vectoring is accom-
plished by modulation of the jet vane position.
Upon signal to terminate thrust, the four quad-redundant valves will close, shutting off pro-
pellant flow to the chambers. The system may now be maintained in the ready condition for
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valve to handle VOYAGERflow requirements and mounting configuration. Valve operating
characteristics are shownin Table 3-3.
TABLE 3-3. VALVE OPERATING
CHARACTERISTICS
Operating Voltage [ :to to 44 V
Current at 26 VDC 1.3 amps initial, (I. 13 holding
Response Time
Clost' to ( Ipen O. 022
Open to Close 0.011
Interrml I_ak;lgt, ll Ol sc'(,lhl at 3lJO l}_i
External Le:tkage 10 -5 scc/se_ helium :it 3OO psi
Pressure drop ] 7 _ 1 I)_i at rated l]ow
Weight 1 U, Ib A
3.1.13 Thrust Chambers. The thrust
chambers for the VOYAGER Monopropel-
lant Propulsion Subsystem are based upon
the proven Ranger and Mariner 50 pound
thrust hydrazine units. Modifications will
include the elimination of the Ranger ni-
trogen tetroxide injection port, change in
thrust to 100 pounds, and the change of the
catalyst bed to use Shell 405 spontaneous
catalyst. The optimum bed configuration
must be determined experimentally. Oper-
ational margins of the chamber, quad-redundant solenoid valves and the cavitating venturi
combination will be ascertained to assure that subsystem requirements can be met.
Verification of the Shell 405 catalyst operation under space vacuum conditions will be re-
quired before it can be flown on the VOYAGER spacecraft. It is anticipated that programs
already underway at Rocket Research will provide this information in ample time.
3.1.14 Tubing and Fittings. The Monopropellant Propulsion Subsystem will utilize pack-
aging of hardware groups into functional modules. The functional modules are:
a. Pressurant tank module
b. Pressure control module
c. Propellant tank modules
d. Propellant control modules
e. Engine (thrust chamber) modules
The pressurization and propellant feed and manifolding lines of the individual hardware com-
ponents of each functional group are welded together to form a module. This modular con-
cept facilitates assembly, disassembly, and testing of the propulsion systems. Each module
is connected to its appropriate functional module within the spacecraft by brazed joints to
form the entire propulsion subsystem.
Welded and brazed joints were selected due to their demonstrated capability to maintain a
leak-tight system on the Mariner program. The braze fittings selected are of sleeve design
manufactured by Aeroquip Corporation (Aeroquip Spacecraft Fittings). Each sleeve fitting
contains the brazing material within the sleeve. Joints are made by inserting the tube into
the fitting, and then heating the fitting with an induction heater tool until bonding is complete.
This type of joint has advantages of ease of installation, fewer magnetic prone parts, low
temperature fusion and ease of maintenance, over the mechanical or welded joints. The
brazing material will be a nickel gold alloy. Tubing selected to interconnect and manifold
the hardware elements will be fabricated from 321 or 347 stainless steel. Quarter-inch
tubing will be used in the gas system and 3/8-inch for the liquid systems.
3.1.15 Pressure Switch. A pressure switch is located in the propellant tank pressurization
circuit to detect out-of-tolerance propellant tank pressurization. The selected switch is a
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an indefinite period. If another maneuver is anticipated within a few days or even a few
weeks, the system will be ready at all times for the maneuvercommand. If no further man-
euvers are anticipated until the Mars encounterphase (six months later), the system will be
sealed off by firing the normally opensquib valves in the active legs of the pressurant and
propellant supply lines. While this doesnot necessarily relieve pressures throughout the
system, it will prevent catastrophic losses due to small leaks in tank pressurizing line joints
or through the main quad-redundantpropellant valves.
Position indicators (openand closed) will be incorporated in eachquad-redundant valve.
Thesewill serve for diagnostic purposesonly and will not be used for failure sensing. Fail-
ure of the monopropellant system could be sensedby the guidanceand control system, with
shutdownof the system initiated only whenthrust vector control of the spacecraft cannotbe
maintained.
With four engines firing during all maneuvers,pitch, yaw or roii moments may be introduced
due to variations in thrust vector magnitude or alignment. The jet vanes in each chamber
(operating in parallel) will correct for anymoments so induced. Position sensors on each
jet vane actuator will permit the telemetry dataon vane position to be examinedfor indica-
tions of system readiness or for post-maneuver diagnosis as required.
Becauseof the extendedperiod over which the monopropellant system must operate, a second
gas regulator is provided. The failure mode of the primary regulator is assumedto beleak-
_n_ _._....w___ht _......r_g_Jlatorseat to give_excesspropellant tank pressure. If this occurs, the
burst disc downstream of the regulator will fail at 400psi. A pressure switch, which may be
set at a relatively low pressure (100psi), will be actuatedand will fire the two-position
solenoid to divert high pressure gas to the secondarypressure regulator. Failure of the
primary regulator to openwill be sensedby ground diagnosis and a ground commandwill be
required to actuate the two-position valve. Difficulties in detecting and evaluating low pres-
sure indications, and the lesser likelihood of this failure mode; favor ground diagnosis over
on-board logic.
Subsequentmaneuverswill follow the sameoperating sequencerequired for the first mid-
course maneuvers. The system is placed in readiness, checkedand operated. In the Mars
encounter phasethere may be one or two course corrections. Provision hasbeenmade to
reseal the system by squib valve actuation at this point. The additional leg in the squib valve
banks is provided for orbit adjust maneuvers if they are predicted for some long time in the
future or as redundancyfor earlier maneuvers.
Since all pressurant and propellant tanks of the monopropellant system are mountedsymme-
trically aboutthe roll axis, lateral center of gravity shift should, in theory, be zero during
maneuvers. The only shift would be along the roll or thrust axis. Minor differences in
fabrication, line pressure drops, or characteristics of the individual bladders could affect
discharge from the individual tanks andgive small lateral cg variations. However, in a
worst case calculation, where it was assumedthat the lander was deployedandthat 1000
pounds of propellant was in two adjacent tanks and zero poundsin the remaining two tanks,
the cg shift resulted in only a 3.5-degree thrust vectoring requirement, which is well within
the 7-degree capability of the jet vanes. Sloshingof fuel in the hydrazine tanks will be
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TABLE 4-1. MECHANICAL INTERFACES
FORMIDCOURSE/ORBITADJUST
PROPULSIONSUBSYSTEM
Subsystem
Spacecraft Bus
Environmental Control
Operational ,%ervicc Equipment
. I
Interface
a. Attachment points between MC/OA
Propulsion Subsystem and bus
structure.
b Electrical harness connectors to
bus connectors.
a propellant tank heaters and ther-
mootatie controlm
b. Irmulation and radiation shieldir_
for maintaining MC/OA Subsys-
tem temperature b_,tween *40_F
and +M0 ° F.
a. prx,ville hardpoinU_ for support and
handling fixtures.
b prt)vtde adjustment f_r aligning
thrust vect_)rs relative to Plan(.-
tary V(_hicle cg.
c. provide fill, drain and test ports.
minimized by using a standpipe (inside its
bladder) anchored to both ends of the tank.
This will restrain motion of the bladder
and tend to damp out any oscillatory mo-
tions.
4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITION. Following
are the interfaces between the NC/OA Pro-
pulsion Subsystem and the indicated sub-
systems.
4.1 Electrical Interfaces. These inter-
faces are shown schematically in Figure
4-1, which lists the telemetry outputs be-
low each propulsion block.
4.2 Mechanical Interfaces. The mechan-
ical interfaces are described in Table 4-1.
TEMPERTUR E"R'_
He TANK PRESS
He TANK TEMPERATURE
(2)
PROPELLANT TANK
TEMPERATURE (4)
PROPELLANT TANK
PRESSURE
CHAMBER PRESSURE(4)
TCA INLET PRESSURE
TCATEMPERATURE (4)
Figure 4-1.
FIRE COMMANDS START/STOP COMMANDS
I ol ,,,
I
I _15 ol :;==1.>1_
m
PRESSURE NO VALVE POSITION VANE POSITION
(3 SETS OF 2) (16) (16)
PRESSURE NC
(3 SETS OF 2)
TWO-POSITION
PROPELLANT NO
(3 SETS OF 2)
PROPELLANT NC
(3 SETS OF 2)
TCA ISOLATION NO(4)
Electrical Interfaces for Midcourse/Orbit Adjust Propulsion Subsystem
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5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS. The performance parameters for the MC/OA Subsys-
tem are listed in Table 5-1.
TABLE 5-1. MIDCOURSE/ORBIT ADJUST
PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM PER-
FORMANCE PARAMETERS
MONIDPROPELLANT SUBSYSTEM (4 thrust chambers)
Delivered Specific Impulse, see 240
Thrust, (per chamber}, lb 100
Chamber Pressure, psia 150
Total Deliverable Impulse, lb-sec 408,800
As discussed in CII VC238F102, the re-
tropropulsion subsystem is sized to pro-
vide a retro velocity of 2.2 kmps when
the MC/OA subsystem has used a weight
of fuel equivalent to 200 mps. In the
event that the midcourse requirements
are less, two other conditions exist. First,
the effective payload for the retro is
greater, decreasing retro _V, and second,
the orbit adjust capability is greater due
to increased propellants on board.
The curve shown in Figure 5-1 represents the _V available for orbit adjust maneuvers (VOA)
and the net orbit adjust velocity (VNET) versus the midcourse velocity increment used.
VOA is defined as the total AV available from burning all propellants remaining in the MC/
OA system after the retro maneuver. VOA thus depends upon the amount of fuel used during
midcourse maneuvers. VNET is the _ V available for orbit adjust maneuver after a portion
of the excess fuel has been used to make the total retro velocity 2.2 kmps. The AV
600 . , i i I I
\_(ntu400 \_
n-
200
IO0
deficiency of the Retro Subsystem, due to
increased payload weight, is the arithme-
tic difference between the two curves. For
example, assume that 100 mps were used
for maneuvers during midcourse. Figure
5-1 then shows that there will be a total of
310 mps available for maneuvering after
retro. It also shows that 176 mps will be
available for orbit adjusts and that 134
mps (VOA-VNET) are required as a sup-
plement to the retro maneuvers to make
the total retro _V = 2.2 kmps.
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND
CONSTRAINTS. Major characteristics of
the MC/OA Subsystem are presented in
Table 6-1.
Constraints placed upon the propulsion
system are:
0 40 80 120 160 200
MIDCOURSE VELOCITY (METER/SEC)
Figure 5-1. Orbit Adjust Capability
versus Midcourse Maneuver Used
a. The MC/OA subsystem shall be de-
signed to be installed and removed
as a unit from the spacecraft.
b. The MC/OA subsystem when
loaded with propellant and with
11
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TABLE 6-1. MIDCOURSE/ORBIT
ADJUST PROPULSION SUB-
SYSTEM CHARA CTERISTICS
MONOPROPE LLANT SUBSYSTEM
GeneralPropellant N2H 4
Pressurant Helium
Gross Weight, lb 2178
Burnout Weight, Ib .177
Dry Weight, lh 3_2
Thrust Chambers(q)
Type
Catalyst
Expnnsion Art,:t FLtti,,
Thrtmt A rea, in. 2
Thrcmt Diameter, ill.
Exit l)iamt.ter, in.
l_c__pe l la n t System
'l'ot;tl l_mlled pr_Jp,,lhmt Weight, lh 1788
Usable pim_pellant Wt.ighl, lb 1703
propellant Tank Pl-(,SSUl't,, llsi:l :t20
Pressumlnt System
Pressu_nt Weight, [h 9.5
Initial Storage Pressure, psi:l :11_00
Reli:_bill tv
probability of Mtssilm Suce(,sr, . 11!1194
P*_idia tirely coo h,(l
Shell 405
I00
0.290
0. 607
ft. O7
the pressurant tanks charged to
3600 psia shall be safe for person-
nel to work around at temperatures
up to 80°F.
e. The MC/OA subsystem shall not
require the use of liquid or gas
umbilicals.
d. The effective thrust vectors for
all MC/OA thrust chambers shall
be predictable to within ±0.25 °
and ±0. 060 inch measured at the
mounting plane of the chamber.
e. The MC/OA thrust chambers shall
provide adjustments for aligning
the thrust vectors with the space-
craft axes and shall be capable of
an angular adjustment of ±2 ° and
a position adjustment of +0.25
inch from the nominal.
f. The MC/OA Propulsion Subsys-
tem must be capable of imparting
a total impulse of 408, 800 lb-sec to the spacecraft in a total of three planned peri-
ods (max).
g. The MC/OA shall be capable of imparting a minimum midcourse correction velocity
increment of 0.1 ±0. 007 meter/sec.
h. The MC/OA must igniteand operate in a vacuum environment.
i. The MC/OA must ignitein a zero-g environment.
j. The MC/OA Subsystem temperature limits from the time of loading propellants
through termination of the flightshall be +40°F to +80 °F.
k. The MC/OA Subsystem must be capable of vacuum environment storage in excess of
13 months without detrimental effects on ignition or performance.
I. Thrust vector control during both midcourse and orbit adjust shall be achieved by
utilizingthe jet vane assemblies on the four MC/OA thrust chambers, as required,
to provide control in the pitch, yaw, and rollplanes.
m. The volume within the spacecraft available to the propulsion subsystem shall be a
torus 120 inches in major diameter, and 56 inches in minor diameter, by 50 inches
high. Local increases in length are permitted.
n. The MC/OA Subsystem shall be capable of being secured after finaloperation so
that itwill not contribute to the probability of contamination of the planet by the
year 202 i.
12
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7.0 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS. In formulating operational procedures for the propulsion
subsystem, the following factors will be considered:
a. Transfer and storage of high pressure gases.
b. Toxicity of hydrazine.
c. Fire hazards of hydrazine and its vapors in air.
d. Decontamination of propellant spills.
e. Unloading procedures and disposal of propellants.
f. Conformity of design limits with AFETR requirements.
Safety and operational considerations for squibs are discussed in CII VC235FD104,
Pyrotechnics Subsystem.
8.0 FAILURE MODE AND EFFECTS. A failure Mode and Effects chart for the MC/OA
Subsystem is presented as Table 8-1.
13
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TABLE 8-1. FAILURE MODE AND EFFECTS - MONOPROPELLANT
MIDCOURSE CORRECTION SYSTEM
Component
1. lie Tank
2. Transducers
Temp. & Press.
3 I. Iligh Pressure
Lines & Fittings
4. Fuel & Prea-
surant Fill valves
5. Explosive Vatvea,
NO and NC
6. Filters
7. Explosive Valve
8. Pneumatic
Regulator
9. Burst Di,_phragm
I0. Pressure
Switch
11. Low Pressure
Lines and
FiRings
12. Fuel Tank
13. Solenoid Valve
14. Thrust Chamber
15. Jet Vane
Function
Store pressurant
Diagnostic Is-
formation
Transmit pressurant
Loading system on
ground
Seal off and pres-
surize
Remove foreign
matter to protect
parts
Switch pressurant
from one regulator
to back up regulator
Reduce lie pressure
to fuel bladders
Isolates pressure
switch and relief
valve during nor-
real operation
Sense malfunction
of regulator
Transmit pressurant
Fuel storage
Controls flow of fuel
to thrust chamber
Ignites fuel, con-
rains and directs
hot gas
Directs hot gas out-
put of thrust
chamber
Duty Cycle
Continuous
Continuous
Con_nuous
At least one
cycle in pre-
launch
AIr are one-
shot devices
During engine
operation
One-shot device
in event ofregu-
later failure
During engine
operation
One-shot device
used in event of
regulator failure
Only in event of
regulator failure
During engine
operation
ConUnuous
During engine
operation
During engine
operation
During engine
operation
Failure Mode
a. Leakage
b. Rupture
No signal or signal
in error
a. Leakage
b. Rupture
Leakage
Failure to explode,
or operate
Blockage by foreign
matter
Failure to explode
or operate
Open and over-
pressurization
Premature buret
No signal or sig-
nal in error
Leakage
Leak or rupture
in bladder or
outer tank [
Failure to open or
close, leakage
Failure to decompose
or delayed decomposi-
tion with severe over-
pressure, rupture or
puncture of chamber
Broken vane or servo
motor failure
Failure Cause
a. Diffusion through
walls and im-
perfections
b. Excessive
stress
Several
a. Diffusion through
wails, joints and
imperfections
b. Excessive
stress
Opening at valve
seat
Squib failure or
valve jam
Foreign matter
in systhmsnd
valve chip gen-
eraUon
Squib failure or
valve jam
Poppet sticking
in open position
Fatigue of poor
quality disk
Broken elements
distortion of
elements
Diffusion through
wails, joints and
fittings
Overpressure or
overstress
Stuck or frozen
shaft, had seat,
failed coil
Contaminated
catalyst, over-
pressurization
Overstress,
winding or bear-
ing failure
Failure Effect
a. Ranges from
none to mis-
sion failure
b. Mission
failure
Loss of failure
analysis data
a. P_nges from
none to mis-
sion failure
b. Mission failure
Ranges from none
to mission failure
Loea o(redundeucy
to loss of mission
Rangea frem none
temissionfailure
Mission degrada-
tion or failure
but only when corn-
bined with regulator
failure
Mission degraded
to mission failure
Preas_re applied
to switch and re-
lief valve, no
degradation
Mission degraded
or failed but only
when combined
with regulator
failure
Ranges from neae
to mission failure
Ranges from none
to mission failure
Negligible pair out
capability
Negligible; pair
out capability
Negligible
Compensating Provisions or Backup
a. 25% excess gas carried, leakage
beyond this degrades or aborts
mission.
b. Conservative design and test
Failure has no effect on prime
mission
a. 25_ e_cess gas carried; leakage
beyond this degrades or aborts
mission
b. Conservative design and cheekout
Valves capped off after filling
Dua| bridge wires,
valves, stand-bybankofvalves
Control of system, pressurant and
fuel cleanness
Dual bridge wires
Standby regulator provision plus
sensing and switching to cut out had
regulator and cut in good regulator
This feature provided to minimize
eakage failure, degrades miss on
only when switch or relief valve are
had
Not required u_ess regulator fails
Excess gas carried
Conservative design and test
Quad-redundancy protects from all
3 modes
Redundancy: one pair of engitws
alone can complete mission
Redundancy: two jet vanes used in
each axis, only one required
O
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RETROPROPULSION SUBSYSTEM FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
1.0 SCOPE. This section describes the preferred Retropropulsion Subsystem for the
VOYAGER Spacecraft. The subsystem provides for an orbit insertion maneuver velocity
increment of 2.2 kilometers/second.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTATION
VC211SR101
VC220SR101
VC220FD103
VC220FD111
VC 234FD105
VC 235FD103
VC238FD101
Mission Objectives and Design Criteria
Design Characteristics and Restraints
Component Design Parameters
Accuracy Allocations
Autopilot
Structural Design Criteria
Midcourse and Orbit Adjust Propulsion Subsystem Functional Description
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 Subsystem Description. The solid propellant retropropulsion subsystem selected for
orbit-injection of the VOYAGER Spacecraft is a modified Stage II, Wing VI Minuteman Motor
and is shown in Figure 3-1. Major components include a carboxy-terminated polybutadiene
propellant, a finocyl grain configuration, a titanium chamber, a silica-loaded nitrile rubber
internal insulation, a single submerged contoured nozzle, a liquid injection thrust vector
control subsystem, and a propellant igniter with a safety and arming device. This section
of the report presents, in detail, the description of those components.
3.1.1 Propellant and Liner. The primary requirements guiding the selection of a propellant
for the VOYAGER Mars orbit-injection solid-rocket motor are (1) high performance,
(2) high reliability, (3) a burning rate of 0.25 in./sec at 500 psia, (4) the capability of storage
and operation over the temperature range of -10 to +100°F, and (5) storage in a vacuum en-
vironment. Propellant ANB-3066, currently in production for the second-stage Minuteman
Wing VI motor, satisfies the high performance, high reliability , operating temperature and
storage requirements. The burning rate can be achieved by the well established technique of
adjustment of oxidizer particle size. Vacuum stripping of the CTPB prepolymer and poly-
butene plasticizer used in ANB-3066 provides a propellant with excellent vacuum _turage
stability. All processing techniques have been established for ANB-3066 and will be utilized.
The adequacy of these techniques is demonstrated by the fact that over 99% of all ANB-3066
production batches prepared have been accepted for use. The mechanical properties are
well controlled by processing techniques and exceed, by a large margin, the strain levels
calculated for the proposed motor.
The propellant composition is discussed in Note 1 of the Classified Supplement. The proper-
ties of the propellant are summarized in Table 3-1 of the Classified Supplement.
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3.1.1.1 Propellant Properties
ao
be
ce
Specific Impulse* -- The average specific impulse data for ANB-3066 propellant at
flight conditions for the orbit-injection motor is presented in Table 3-2 and NOTE 2
of the Classified Supplement.
Burning Rate -- The desired propellant burning rate of 0.25 in./sec at 500 psia is
obtained by using an oxidizer blend that has the proper particle sizes. The effectof
variation of oxidizer particle sizes on the burning rate of ANB-3066 propellant at
500 psia is summarized in Figure 3-2. As indicated, the required burning rate of
0.25 in./sec is obtained by using a 68/32 wt % blend of +48 mesh and microatomized
ammonium perchlorate.
Thermodynamic Properties -- The propellant flame temperature is calculated to be
5836°F and the exhaust flame temperature is calculated to be 3434°F.
d. Density -- The measured density of the cured propellant is 0. 0640 Ib/cu in.
3.1.1.2 Safety Characteristics. The explosive hazard characteristics of ANB-3066 propel-
lant have been completely defined. The propellant is rated as a Class 2 explosive hazard.
The comparable I.C.C. classification of B is also well established. Table 3-3 summarizes
the results of some of the pertinent tests.
0.31
,_ 029
_-5o.2-r
<=oo.2,
___o,9
Z.,,_
(z 0.17
rn
" 15
0 SPHERICAL OXIDIZER PARTICLES .--./4
//a NON-SPHERICAL OXIDIZER IIPARTICLES +48 MEAH
I I //
90/10 80 /20 70/50 60/40
OXIDIZER BLEND,+48/MICROATOMIZED WT% RATIO
Figure 3-2. Effect of Oxidizer Blend and
Solids Loading on the Burning Rate of
ANB-3066 Propellant
3.1.1.3 Processing Experience. Aerojet
experience in the production of propellant
is presented in NOTE 3 of the Classified
Supplement.
TABLE 3-3. SAFETY CHARACTERISTICS
OF ANB-3066 PROPELLANT
Bureau of Mines Impact Sensitivit_
cm/kg, 50% fire point
Bureau of Explosives Impact Sensitivity
3 3/4 in.
lO-in.
Autoignition Temperature. "F
Wood Blc'Jk Attenuation
No Attenuation
Thermal Stabilit_
48 hr at 167 180°F
Detonability
tCC, 2 in. cube, No. 8 Blasting Cap
Cubica] Diameter Teat (C-4 I_nor Charge)
8 in. dia x 32 in. long steel pipe
No Fire 0
Fire 10
Nn Ftre 0
Fire 10
550
Negative
No Change
Negative
Negative
*460/0 psia, contoured nozzle, 24.8:1 expansion ratio
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3.1.1.4 Reproducibility. The high reproducibility of propellant properties that has been
experienced is attributable to the processing controls established. All raw materials used
in carboxy-terminated polybutadiene propellants are qualified prior to use in full-scale pro-
pellant batches.
The demonstrated effect of these processing controls on the reproducibility of ANB-3066 pro-
pellant properties is shown in Tables 3-4, 3-5, and 3-6. Table 3-4 shows the mean and
standard deviation values for mechanical properties over the temperature range of -75 ° to
180°F for 20 full-scale batches. Tables 3-5 and 3-6 show the reproducibility of liquid strand
and 3KS-500-size motor burning rates for 29 full-scale batches.
In the established qualification procedure, lots or blends of the raw materials are reserved
in sufficient quantities to enable preparation of up to 600, 000 pounds of propellant. The opti-
mum combining ratio of polymer and curing agent is normally determined empirically
through the preparation of three full-scale propellant batches and the specific formulation for
a given combination of raw material lots is selected on the basis of the resultant mechanical
properties (Figure 3-3). All propellant batches from the lot combination are then prepared
at this optimum combining ratio for the binder raw materials.
At least two completely interchangeable sources have been established for each raw material
to ensure adequate supplies for all development and production programs in which carboxy-
terminated polybutadiene propellants are used. The acceptability of each of these raw ma-
terial sources has been demonstrated by extensive static and flight tests of motors and by
verification of propellant burning rates, mechanical properties, storage stability, and bond-
ing properties.
3.1.1.5 Propellant Storage and Operating Temperatures. Based on a comparison of the
motor structural requirements with the propellant and propellant bond capabilities, shown on
Figures 3-4 and 3-5, the lowest acceptable use temperature is -25°F. This is the tempera-
ture at which the propellant-bond capability equals the motor structural requirement for
storage conditions. Therefore, the motor can be stored and fired at temperatures of -25°F.
The properties which delineate the propellant storage and operating temperature capability
are derived from laboratory tests using methods which simulate the conditions of stress and
strain in the motor during use. The criteria generated are intentionally conservative to en-
sure satisfactory performance. Furthermore, the criteria include an accounting for the
statistical variation in material properties and for a degree of uncertainty in the approach
being used.
The critical motor use conditions were analyzed for long-term storage and firing. Allowable
strains for low temperature exposure are dependent on the order of application of strains and
temperature changes. For example, if a propellant specimen were strained and then cooled,
one result would be obtained. If it were cooled and then strained, a different result would be
obtained. Furthermore, if the specimen were cooled and strained simultaneously, an inter-
mediate result would be obtained. When no path-dependent data are available, the conserva-
tive approach is to use the parameter, Snm/E, obtained at slow strain rates as an estimate of
the propellant constant strain capability. The allowable strains for storage, based on this
parameter, are compared with the calculated requirements in Figure 3-4.
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TABLE 3-4. REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
OF ANB-3066PROPELLANT
Test
Temperature
('F)
180
150
110
77
40
0
-40
-75
35
33
36
38
30
25
19
I0
2.0
2,6
2.9
5.0
2.5
2.1
2.3
0,7
")'b, %
Mechanical Properties
x
35 4.6
34 3.3
39 4.6
49 8.0
35 6,1
30 5.4
26 6.3
11 0.6
- Strain at maximum stress
- Strain at break
- Maximum nominal stress
Snm, psi
X
57
01
74
88
122
192
365
884
Snb, psi
¢/ x
7.0
8.4
7.1
9.0
8.3
14.0
37.0
24.0
36 6.9
61 8.4
73 6.0
84 9.6
119 7.0
184 13.0
346 43.0
677 24.0
Tm Snb - Stress at break
_b E ° - Initial modulus
S
am x - Average value
a - Standard deviation
E@, psi
235
275
291
392
650
1338
3448
10005
37
69
49
67
73
121
550
1180
TABLE 3-5. REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE LIQUID STRAND BURNING RATE
OF ANB-3066 PROPELLANT
Batch No.
17 DK-
323 M1
323 M1
325 M1
Range -
400psig
x
0.253 0.001
0.253 0.002
0.251 0.002
0. 252 0. 002
0. 002 0. 001[
Liquid Strand Burning Rate in./sec at 80"F
500 psig 700 pstg I000 psig 1500 psig
x _ x _ x _ x
0.281 0,002 0.325 0.002 0.377 0.001 0.443 0.001
0.281 0,002 0,330 0.005 0,379 0,002 0.452 0.003
0,277 0.004 0.318 0.001 0.371 0.003 0.435 0.002
i
0.280 0.003 0.324 0.003 0.376 0.002 0.443 I 0.002
0.004 0.002 0.012 0.004 0.008 0.002 0.017 i 0.002
[
I
0.487
0.493
0.474
I
0.484
0.019
2000 plig
0.003
0.004
0.003
0.003
0.001
TABLE 3-6. REPRODUCIBILITY OF
BURNING RATE FOR ANB-3066
PROPELLANT
(FULL SCALE BATCHES)*
Liquid Strand 3KS 500 Size Motor
Parameter BurningRate at Burning Rate at
700 psig and 80°F 500 psig and 80°F
in./sec in./sec
x 0.331 0.320
0.0016 0.0033
Range 0.007 0.013
n 30 20
* American Potash Blend 5152, 69 _} 185_ and 31_ 15_
Allowable strains for firing are normally
based on results of high-rate tensile tests
with superimposed pressure at the tempera-
ture of interest, using specimens which
have been .......................
_tlDJeUL_U LU Lilt2 _'tpi.JI.U.Ul i_b_
strain-temperature history as described
above. Because data of this type for ANB-
3066 propellant at low temperatures have
not been required on the Minuteman Pro-
gram, a conservative estimate of the allow-
able strains was obtained by a time-tempera-
ture shift of data taken at 77 °F. Figure 3-4
shows a comparison of these allowable
strains and calculated requirements for firing.
Allowable bond stresses during storage are obtained from constant-load tests of appropriately
designed bond specimens. The data are plotted in the form, log of applied stress vs log of
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Figure 3-4. Propellant Strain vs
Temperature Modified Minuteman Design
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Figure 3-5. Propellant Bond Stress vs Temper-
ature for Storage-Modified Minuteman Design
time to failure, and the data at the storage
time of interest are obtained by extrapo-
lation. Data obtained at ambient tempera-
ture can be shifted to other temperatures
by application of the appropriate shift
factors. Allowable tensile stresses forANB-
3066 propellant/liner SD-851-2 are com-
pared with calculated strains in Figure 3-5.
Allowable bond shear stresses for storage
are obtained in the same manner described
above and are also shown in Figure 3-5.
On the high temperature side of the oper-
ating range shown on Figures 3-4 and 3-5,
the propellant and propellant-bond capa-
bilities greatly exceed the structural re-
quirements of the motors. Therefore, a
conservative upper temperature limit for
operation and long-term storage is ll0°F.
3.1.1.6 Ambient Storage Stability. Based
on extrapolation of an Arrhenius plot, the
storage life of ANB-3066 propellant at 77°F
exceeds 10 years. This type of plot, based
on aging data at elevated and ambient
temperatures and extensively used for esti-
mating propellant life, has been validated
by long-term storage tests. Figure 3-6
presents an Arrhenius plot using the Minute-
man Wing VI motor minimum allowable
elongation as a measure of failure for ANB-
3066 propellant and a 50% loss in elongation
as a criteria for the Polaris propellant,
ANP-2639. The use of 50% decrease in
elongation as a figure of merit for ANP-
2639 propellant has been proven to be a sat-
isfactory criteria for useful life of that pro-
pellant formulation. A long-term aging
program to determine the lifetime of the
Minuteman Wing VI, Stage II motor is
currently underway at Aerojet. To date
propellant samples have been stored for up
to two years at temperatures of 80 ° and
ll0°F. In addition, accelerated aging tests
on propellant samples at temperatures of
150 °, 180 ° , and 220°F have been conducted.
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Figure 3-6. Comparison of Aging
Stability of ANB-3066 and ANP-
2639 Propellants
All samples tested have been within the
specification limits of the ANB-3066 pro-
duction propellant.
Static test firings have been made on motors
aged for 29 months and 22 months, and a
motor aged for 16 months has been flight
tested. All these tests have been success-
ful; in fact, no failures of any kind have
been experienced during the aging program.
Based on extrapolation of the above tests,
the propellant storage life exceeds 10years.
The only observable effect on the ANB-3066
propellant due to aging has been a minor
post cure surface hardening of exposed
propellant surfaces. This is attributed to
oxidation from the atmosphere, and is a
surface effect only.
This minor post cure has no effect on the
propellant grain, ballistic, or mechanical
properties. In vacuum, this effect will
not occur because there is no free oxygen
available to enter into the reaction.
3.1.1.7 Vacuum Storage Capability. The vacuum storage capability of ANB-3066 propellant
has been investigated as part of an Independent Research and Development (IR&D) Program
conducted at Aerojet-General. The information obtained from this program indicates that
ANB-3066 propellant undergoes only a small change in mechanical properties when subjected
to high vacuum storage for 60 days. Vacuum stripping of the CTPB prepolyrner and poly-
butadiene plasticizer to remove low molecular weight species prior to mixing and curing
provides a propellant with outstanding vacuum storage characteristics. Mechanical proper-
ties are unaffected by 60 days storage under high vacuum. Burning rates of the standard ANB-
,,,,,_ _,_ vacuun-_ _pp_u _,_-ouoo _-_ un_Lec_ea by vacuum storage for 60 days. These
vacuum storage tests are continuing at Aerojet-General so that prior to initiation of the
Voyager propulsion program, data will be available for at least three months vacuum storage.
Aerojet also has five 8-inch diameter ovaloid motors loaded with ANB-3066 currently in
storage, for a minimum of three months, at General Electric's vacuum storage facility.
3.1.1.8 Liner. SD-864 liner (an improved SD-851-2 liner currently used on Minuteman
Wing VI) is based on a carboxy-terminated polybutadiene polymer cured with poly-functional
imines. This improvement of the SD-851-2 liner has been selected for use in the VOYAGER
motor because of its improved processing characteristics. It was developed during the
Minuteman program and exhibits high bond strength to ANB-3066 and bond stability under
vacuum storage. Comparison of bond characteristics of SD-864 and SD-851-2 (Table 3-7)
shows that the two liners possess equivalent bond strengths. Vacuum storage stability of
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TABLE 3-7. BONDSTRENGTHOF SD-851-2
AND SD-864LINERS TO ANB-3066
PROPELLANT
Liner
SD-851-2
x
ff
n
SI) - 864
Tensile
Strength
(psi)
77
7
24
78
BOnd Strer th at 77_F
Shear Strength
(psi)
63
9
5
72
Peel Strength
(lb/in.)
18.7
2,6
78
24
the bond of SD-864 liner to vacuum stripped
ANB-3066 propellant has been determined
for vacuum storage periods up to 30 days.
Bond strengths were not affected by the
vacuum storage. Testing of bond strength
after longer storage periods is in progress.
3.1.1.9 Propellant Grain. The proposed
propellant grain design has the same con-
figuration as the grain in the second-stage
Minuteman Wing VI motor. The grain has
a cylindrical bore and six equally-spaced
radial fin-shaped slots in the forward end
as shown in Figure 3-1. The aft portion of the grain is shaped to accept the single submerged
nozzle and to enable the propellant surface around the nozzle to be a part of the initial pro-
pellant burning surface. The fins and the aft portion of the Minuteman grain are designed to
offset the progressive burning characteristics of the cylindrical bore and produce a neutral
performance curve. The actual grain dimensions of the proposed motors are different from
those of the Minuteman grain to provide the desired amount of propellant and a regressive
performance curve that is necessary to maintain acceleration at a minimum level throughout
the action time.
To reduce propellant weights to the required amounts, the motor cylindrical length is short-
ened resulting in less propellant in the cylindrical-bore portion of the grain. This change
also produces a regressive performance curve; the amount of regression being proportional
to the amount of propellant removed, The ideal performance curve for the Mars orbit-
injection application is a curve that is regressive to the degree that a constant payload accel-
eration results throughout the firing. Minimum and essentially constant acceleration will be
imparted to the payload by a motor with proper regressive characteristics.
If the motor leng%h were simply shortened to contain the required propellant weight an overly
regressive pressure-time curve would result. Therefore, the fins in the proposed grain are
smaller than the Minuteman fins. These smaller fins and the shorter grain length result in
the performance curve shown in Figure 3-7 of the Classified Supplement and provide nearly
constant payload acceleration. In addition, the regressive pressure vs time performance
condition provides constantly increasing margins of safety for the chamber, nozzle shell and
other pressure restraining components and assemblies throughout the firing.
To further reduce the payload acceleration, the propellant burning rate has been reduced, as
previously discussed, increasing the burning duration to 90 seconds.
3.1.2 Chamber. The chamber design for the proposed motor is identical to the present
second-stage Minuteman Wing VI motor chamber design except for the difference in the cham-
ber cylindricallength. The general chamber configuration is shown in Figlare 3-1.
The chamber is fabricated of forged and machined titanium components that are joined by
girth welds. Modification of the chamber length is accomplished by reducing the length of the
cylindrical forging. This shorter chamber can be built with the use of present tooling.
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The chamber material is 6A1-4V titanium alloy, heat-treated to 165,000psi minimum ulti-
mate tensile strength and 155,000psi minimum yield strength at a 0.2% offset. The motor is
designed so that both the maximum expectedoperating pressure (MEOP) andthe chamber
hydrotest pressure (570 and627 psi, respectively) are the same as the pressures in the
Minuteman program. This eliminates anychange in wall thickness and allows full advantage
to be taken of the demonstrated successful Minutemanchamber design, fabrication technique,
available tooling, andto realize the cost advantagesthat canbe achievedby using identical
forgings.
An analysis was conductedto determine if the forward skirt alone is capable of supporting
the motor in the spacecraft during launchand flight. The most severe skirt-loading condition
is during launch whenthe motor and spacecraft may be subjected to a 2g lateral acceleration.
This acceleration will impose abending momentof 800,000 in. -lb on the forward skirt. This
is well within the capability of the present Minuteman design. Since the forward skirt of the
VOYAGERmotor will be subjected to a tension load during launch, the allowable bending
moment is calculated to be 7.95 x 106in.-lb.
Based on this stress analysis, the motor canbe attachedto the spacecraft either by the for-
ward skirt alone or by both fore andaft skirts, whichever provides the best interface.
3.1.3 Insulation. The internal insulation in the motor is the General Tire and Rubber Com-
pany's Gen-Gard V-45 material, a silica-loaded nitrile rubber. This is the same material
that is used in the second-stage Minuteman Wing VI motor. The only change to the Minute-
man insulation design will be an increase in the thicknesses to provide additional protection
during the 90-second burn. The insulation thicknesses were increased to ensure a chamber-
temperature rise during firing no greater than that of the present Minuteman design. The
calculated chamber external surface temperatures during firing and after motor postfire heat
soak are shown on Figure 3-8. As shown, the maximum chamber surface temperature will
be less than 400°F and will occur approximately 4.5 minutes after motor ignition.
The internal insulation components are fabricated by the matched metal die molding technique
and are received from vendors as fully cured components. A set of components consist of a
forward insulator, a forward sidewall insulator, a sidewall insulator, an aft sidewall insula-
tor, an aft insulator, a forward boot, and an aft boot. These components are bonded to the
_1.._1-. ....... I...1 ..... .'_-t. _l_.b_-;,.., ,",,41.,,-,_-;,Tr.,_--,
3.1.4 Nozzle. The nozzle design for the proposed motor, shown in Figure 3-1, is similar
to the present second-stage Minuteman Wing VI nozzle. Only dimensional changes in the
throat assembly and entrance cap are required to achieve the proper throat area. An exten-
sion to the exit cone provides the desired 70:1 expansion ratio. The nozzle housing, includ-
ing the four fluid injection bosses for the TVC system, is identical to the Minuteman nozzle
housing. A reinforced phenolic plastic exit cone that provides a 70:1 expansion ratio is used
instead of the Minuteman exit cone (24.8:1).
The entrance cap is molded graphite fabric-phenolic resin which has high erosion resistance.
The maximum erosion rate experienced during more than 20 full-scall firings of Minuteman
motors is 0. 015 in./sec. A nozzle material sketch is presented in Figure 3-9.
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The Gen-Gard V-44 rubber material that is used to insulate the submerged portion of the
nozzle is 0.70-inch thick. A maximum erosion rate of 0. 005 in./sec has been demonstrated
for this material in this area during Minuteman test firings.
The configuration of the forged and machined tungsten throat insert is shown in Figure 3-9.
Inserts of this configuration are resistant to ejection, as demonstrated by Minuteman motor
firings. The erosion of the tungsten throat insert during firings is negligible.
A graphite heat sink is used behind the tungsten insert because of its capacity to withstand
extreme heat and its high resistance to erosion. The tungsten insert is fitted to the graphite
heat sink with a minimum contact area of 95% to ensure satisfactory cooling of the tungsten.
The outside diameter of the graphite is coated with a 0. 130-inch thick layer of zirconium
oxide. Zirconium oxide is an excellent high temperature insulator, having a high melting
point and great compressive strength at high temperatures.
The surface exposed to the motor exhaust gases aft of the nozzle throat consists of two ATJ
graphite rings separated by a silicone rubber washer to allow for thermal expansion. A
molded silica fabric-phenolic resin ring around the graphite rings functions as an insulator
for the stainless steel nozzle housing extension that supports the throat and entrance cap
assemblies. The two graphite rings and the graphite throat support have a maximum erosion
rate of 0. 010 in./sec, which occurs at the interface between the forward graphite ring and
the aft end of the throat backup.
A conical forged molybdenum throat support prevents tensile cracking and ejection of the
graphite heat sink. A uniform preload in the graphite heat sink is produced when the molyb-
denum ring is shrink fitted over the zirconium oxide coated graphite. An asbestos felt-
phenolic ring around the molybdenum ring has grooves to position the five silicone rubber
O-rings around the throat assembly. The O-rings function as spacers in the gap between the
throat assembly and the entrance cap. This gap provides adequate space for thermal expan-
sion of the throat assembly. The structural support between the throat support and the noz-
zle housing is a Class 416 stainless steel cone.
The nozzle housing is made of an annealed forging of 6A1-4V titanium alloy with a minimum
ultimate tensile strength of 130,000 psi. This material is used because of its high strength-
bolts (0. 375-inch-diameter). The housing temperature will not change significantly during
firing (a temperature rise of approximately IO°F has been measured on the Minuteman noz-
zle housing). The TVC fluid injection bosses on the titanium housing are the same configura-
tion as those on the Minuteman nozzle housing.
The nozzle housing internal insulation is a tape-wrapped, reinforced-plastic structure. The
inner layer is graphite fabric-phenolic resin tape for maximum erosion resistance. The
outer layer is silica fabric-phenolic resin tape to prevent heat transfer to the titanium hous-
ing. Both layers are fabricated by wrapping the tape in an attitude parallel to the nozzle
centerline. This composite structure is cured as a unit and is then bonded to the nozzle
housing with a flexible, high-strength, epoxy adhesive. The graphite/phenolic liner has a
maximum erosion rate of 0. 003 in./sec at the forward end. The erosion rate is continually
less at points aft of the forward end and is essentially zero at the aft end.
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The exit cone extension is bolted to the aft end of the titanium nozzle housing. It is made of
two layers of silica fabric-phenolic resin fabricated by the same technique used to fabricate
the Minuteman exit cone extension.
The inner layer is wrapped with the tape parallel to the nozzle centerline. The outer layer
is wrapped in the same manner at the forward end and then at an angle to the nozzle center-
line to effect sufficient over-lap of tape to provide the necessary longitudinal strength. The
calculated exit cone external surface temperatures during firing and after motor postfire
heat soak are shown on Figure 3-8. As shown, the maximum exit cone surface temperature
will be approximately 800°F and will occur approximately three minutes after motor ignition.
This temperature can be reduced to approximately 400°F by the addition of 36 pounds of as-
bestos insulation to the outside of the exit cone.
Shown on Figure 3-10 is a plot of the exhaust plume temperature and pressure profiles as a
function of distance from the motor centerline and from the end of the exit cone. The shaded
area indicates the region of the exhaust
plume containing the aluminum content of
the propellant products of combustion.
Shown on Figure 3-11 is a plot of particle
T--)49OR and gas temperature of the exhaust plume
P:_3,,O-_PS,A along the motor center line versus distance
aft of the nozzle exit cone.
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3.1.5 Thrust Vector Control
3.1.5.1 System Configuration. The liquid injection thrust vector control (LITVC) system
selected for the VOYAGER is a modified Wing VI, Stage II Minuteman LITVC System using
Freon 114B2 as the injectant. This system meets all the requirements for the VOYAGER
application, is fully developed and has demonstrated its reliability in many static and flight
tests. The LITVC system consists of a pressurization subsystem, an injectant fluid sub-
system, the servoinjector valves, and the power and control unit.
3.1.5.2 Pressurization Subsystem. The pressurization subsystem differs from the Wing VI
Minuteman System in that the solid propellant warm gas generator will be replaced by a high-
pressure, stored nitrogen system. The greater weight (approximately 10 pounds) of the
simpler stored gas system is justified by its increased reliability. The nitrogen will be
stored at 3500 psi and will be confined by a metal diaphragm which is ruptured by a squib at
• ,,u_u_ ._,.._ul,. .1,_ luL_u_ w.., be _._uuc_u Lu 750 psi in the Freon tank by a pressure
regulator.
3.1.5.3 Injectant Fluid Subsystem. The Freon will be stored in a toroidal tank that is sup-
ported from the aft skirt of the motor and is contained in a Viton bladder that ensures positive
expulsion. The tank and bladder are identical to those of the Wing VI Minuteman except the
tank is shortened to reduce its capacity and weight, but the major diameter will remain the
same. This permits the nitrogen tank to be stored in the same plane as the Freon tank.
Rupture discs, which rupture at 110 psi, are installed between the pressure regulator and
the Freon tank and in each of the four lines to the servoinjector valves. All the joints in this
system are either welded or of the bolted flange type sealed by Viton O-rings. The diaphram
sealing the nitrogen tank is also soldered to provide a redundant seal.
3.1.5.4 Servo Injector valves. The servo injector valves are a tri-pintle, constant pres-
sure, variable area, hydraulically-driven, modulating valve with an integrally mounted servo
valve. There are four injector valves, one in each quadrant to provide thrust vector control
in the pitch and yaw planes as well as combinations thereof.
The present minuteman injector valves are somewhat oversized, but the weight penalty in-
curred is small. The pintles are of the two slope type which achieve greater sensitivity in
the low flow range while still permitting the high flow rates required for Minuteman without
excessive pintle motion. A maximum deflection of four degrees is required for the Minute-
man which is twice the level required for VOYAGER. Hence, the valves will operate entirely
on the low flow slope and not as two slope valves. (See Figure 3-12.)
Each injector valve is driven by a two-stage servo valve. A schematic diagram is presented
in Figure 3-13. The electrical control signals supplied to the servo valves are converted to
hydraulic flow, which is transmitted to the injector valve. Characteristics of the servo valve
are presented in Table 3-8.
The identical nozzle shell of the Minuteman may be used for VOYAGER even though this shifts
the injection point to a higher expansion ratio (approximately 16:1). This is acceptable since
the overall nozzle expansion ratio, 70, is also greater than the present Minuteman, _ = 24.8.
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TABLE 3-8. SERVO-VALVE CHARAC-
TERISTICS FOR MINUTEMAN
INJEC TOR
Servo Injector
Full flow: 60.5 Ih/sec at 500 psi
Str(_ke: 0. 272 ±U. 005 in.
C_i! resistar_ce: l_O0 ._, _!0'{
Ser_o irlput ct_rrer_t at full flow: * 8 ma
_*r_t* flo_ gain: O.55 in.3/sec/ma
Tlme t(_ full t_pen: 0.0_70.1S1 sec
Position transducers:
Input 44. I x_lts/ln, at 52V P-P 5 kc
Square wave excitation.
Outt)ut: 12V/0.272 In. stroke
Pressure t ra)mducers
tylx': strain gage bridge
excitation: 20V (it
i'al_gl,: 0 70(} psi
output: 5O my ,a 7OO psi
Predicted system performance is presented
in Figures 3-14, 3-15, and 3-16. Figure
3-14 is a plot of side force vs side mass
flow rate for the VOYAGER motor and was
derived from the motor performance pa-
rameters and Figure 3-15. Figure 3-16 is
a plot of the predicted axial thrust augmen-
tation due to secondary injection.
A fluid dump system may be required to
minimize the burnout weight during motor
firing, thereby maximizing velocity incre-
ment. If this is so, the excess fluid will be
dumped through diametrically opposed in-
jector valves. The current Wing VI Minute-
mand LITVC system includes a programmed
dump of fluid. A dump comparator is in-
cluded in the LITVC system electronics
which compares fluid remaining to fluid required for the remainder of motor duration under
worst conditions. Excess fluid thus determined is dumped simultaneously from all four injec-
tor valves. Fluid consumed is determined from injector valve pintle position alone, since
injection pressure is closely regulated.
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The outlet ports of the injector valves are
closed by light burst discs that will prevent
any possible cold welding of the valve com-
ponents during the long term vacuum stor-
age in space. The pressure in the valve
can be easily maintained above the level at
which cold welding might occur by placing
a small amount of material with a suitable
vapor pressure behind each burst disc.
Butyl rubber would be a suitable material
since it has a vapor pressure of about
10-5mm Hg at 25°C.
3.1.5.5 Power and Control Unit. The
Power and Control unit is the existing P-90
unit used on the Wing VI Minuteman. Two
P-90 units are required, mounted diametri-
cally opposed and spaced between injector
valves. Each unit is hydraulically independ-
ent and contains a closed hydraulic system
driven by a battery powered pump and a
squib actuated battery. Each unit powers
the two adjacent injector valves with 450 psi
0.02
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J
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Figure 3-16. Axial Thrust Increment
Due to Secondary Injection
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hydraulic pressure. Characteristics of the 1)-90unit are presented in Table 3-9. The 1)-90
unit will be somewhatmodified in that the battery will be removed and the electrical power
will come from the spacecraft electrical power system.
In the Minuteman system, the servo-amplifiers and summation networks for the 1)-90 units
are contained in a separateunit along with a stage selector. The VOYAGERsystem will have
these electronics in the autopilot system. A block diagram of the Minuteman system is
shownon Figure 3-17. The VOYAGERautopilot system will interface with the TVC system
at the servo valve andfeedbacktransducer. The system frequency response and phaselag
are presented in Figure 3-18.
3.1.6 Ignition System. The ignition system for the proposed motor is a fully qualified unit
currently being used in the second-stage Minuteman Wing VI motor. This system has been
qualified environmentally and functionally and has an observed reliability of 100% throughout
the Minuteman program.
At present, the igniter adapter, chamber, and aft closure are fabricated of cadmium-plated
heat-treated steel. These components will be fabricated from a non-magnetic stainless steel
for the proposed motor. All major com-
TABLE 3-9. CHARACTERISTICS OF
AUTONETICS ATTITUDE CONTROL
GROUP 1)90A1
Weight - 68 lb
No. Required - 2
Siz_...ee - 14 in. long x 6 in. wide x 8 in, high with two integral arms 10 in. long.
Power Consumption
APS: 840 Watts
Electronics: 32 Watte
Transfer Function - from vector control command to injector valve pintle
position
(1.07143) (8.609722+108)
2
6c (S÷35) (S*I12.359) (S ÷449.7225+218934)
Auxiliary Power Suppl_
Motor built in rf noise filter
input: 28V dc ÷ 2, -4
I max: 27 ampa @ 24V dc
Pump - Variable displacement with relief valve
output: 0.24 to 0.95 gpm (¢ 450 psi _l,P
regulation: 400 to 450 pal
Reservoir - spring loaded
diaplaceable Vol: 6.0 in. 3 rain
storage presto: 1 to 7 psi
Pressure Transclucer - Bourdon tube drivon 200 ohm potentlometer.
excitation: 5V dc
output: 7 my/psi
Preesure Switch Bourdon tube driven contacts
open : 0 340 psig
closed: 340 515 paig
reopen: 515 pmg
Thermistor rostatance tnveraely proportional to tomperature
Reaiatsnce: 900 ohms at maximum safe temperature
ponents have O-ring sealed interfaces to
ensure pressure integrity. The initiator
housing is fabricated of 7075-T6 aluminum.
The aft closure of the igniter is insulated
internally with a carbon phenolic insulator
which prevents erosion of the nozzle throat
section during the igniter action time. The
aft closure is fitted with six equally-spaced
ports, containing 300 psi burst discs for
environmental sealing. The igniter aft
closure ports are indexed to the main pro-
pellant grain fins to enable the igniter gases
to exhaust intothe fins. This provides the
most efficientignitioncharacteristics by
exposing the maximum propellant surface
to the gases.
The igniter pyrotechnic train consists of
two squibs contained within a Bulova KR
80000-07 safety-arming device, an initiator
containing 40 grams of BPN 2-A pellets,
and a main charge of 3.4 pounds of ANB-
3066 propellant, the same propellant used
in the motor. The igniter operating pres-
sure is nominally 1100 psi with a duration
of 275 milliseconds.
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The redundant squibs are initiated on com-
mand by a nominal firing current of 4.5
amp in each circuit and the squib gases
penetrate two metal aperatures which sepa-
rate the squibs from the pellet charge
which ignites the initiator. The initiator in
sequence ignites the main charge which
provides sufficient energy to ignite the pro-
pellant.
The demonstrated second-stage Minuteman
Wing VI motor ignition parameters are
shown below. The limits of each parameter
(Table 3-10) have a demonstrated reliability
of 0. 9977 at a 90% confidence level.
The Bulova KR 80000-07 safety-arming
device, located at the center of the forward
head, is a command-actuated remotely-
controlled unit. Contained within the her-
metically sealed housing is an electric drive
unit, a toggle mechanism, a set of rotary
switches, a mechanical safing mechanism,
and the two redundant squibs. The housing
is capable of withstanding igniter and mo-
tor operating temperatures and pressures.
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TABLE 3-10. PARAMETER LIMITS
Parameter
Time from igniter fireswitch to slope intercept
of motor pressure rise with zero pressure line,
m illiseconds.
Time from fireswitch to 90_ initial pressure,
milliseconds.
Limit
43 to 9_
69 to 165
Arming procedure for the KR 80000-07
unit consists of (a) manually removing a
mechanical interlock pin, and (b) rotating
the squibs to the armed position by remote
electrical actuation. Circuits are provided
to indicate if the unit is in the safe or arm
position. Remote arming cannot be done
until the mechanical interlock pin is re-
moved manually.
In the safe position, the initiating squibs are shorted and isolated from the firing circuits.
However, should the squibs become initiated in the safe position, the gases from the squibs
are directed to a cavity in the device and are contained within the housing.
In the armed position, the squibs are directed toward a portion of the housing that is reduced
in thickness so that hot gases from the squibs can penetrate the housing and propagate to the
next element in the pyrotechnic train.
The power requirements for the motor to the safety-arming device are 1.4 amp at 30 V de.
The electromechanical functioning time is 0. 250 seconds maximum. Minimum power re-
quirements to fire the squibs are 4.4 amp per firing circuit at 18 - 30 V de. Functioning
time with 4.5 amp applied is 6 milliseconds, maximum. Maximum no fire current for the
squibs is 1 amp dc for 15 seconds.
Manual removal of the interlock pin on the Minuteman motor is accomplished without provid-
ing a crawl-hole into the missile interstage. A special tool is provided which is inserted
from outside the missile to mate with and remove the pin. The same technique can be used
for the VOYAGER.
The Minuteman motors are currently shipped from Sacramento by normal rail and truck
routing with the complete ignition train installed and the safe/arm mechanically locked in the
safe position. All missile assembly operations are conducted with the igniter in this config-
uration.
The specific requirements of the VOYAGER ignition system, and how the Minuteman ignition
system meets these requirements are presented in Table 3-11.
3.1.7 Chamber Pressure Monitoring. To meet the requirement for monitoring chamber
pressure during firing, a hole is provided through the igniter adapter. Two pressure trans-
ducers will be installed on fittings connected to this hole to provide redundant pressure moni-
toring capability.
3.1.8 Magnetic Materials. The motor will be free of magnetic materials except for the
magnetic materials required for the functioning of the safe and arm device motor, the hydrau-
lic motor pumps contained in the P-90 pods, and the torque motor contained within the TVC
injector valves. Magnetic components contained within the present Wing VI Stage II Minute-
man motor include the ignitor adapter and a retaining ring in the nozzle assembly. Those
components will be fabricated from non-magnetic materials for the VOYAGER orbit injection
motor.
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TABLE 3-11. VOYAGERIGNITION SYSTEMSUMMARY
Item Requirement Compliance to Requirement
l. Ignition transient
2. Safe and Arm
3. Squibs
I. Redundant firing
circuits
5. Premature Ignition
6. Ignition circuit access
The motor shall reach 907_ of nominal pressure within 200
mill(see after fires,_itch. Chamber pressure during igni
tion shall not exceed ll0'_ of MEOP.
The Safe and Arm device must clearly indicate whether it
is in the safe or arm position.
The Safe and Arm device shall conform to AFETR M-
127 1.
The ignition system shall utilize squibs which will not fire
if one-amp/one watt is applied to each of the two bridge
circuits simultaneously.
All squibs shall be capable of withstanding static dis-
charge of 25 KV from a 500 pic_*farad capacitor applied
between pins or between pins and case at all atmospheric
pressures,
All squibs shall contain two redundant bridge wires.
The ignition system initiator shall utilize connector-type
squibs rather than pigtails. The connector receptacles
shall be an integral part of the squib body.
Exploding bridgewire IEBW) devices shall not be utilized.
Redundant firing circuitry shall be utilized.
No signal or common failure mode (including procedural
deviation) shall both arm and command the ignition
system,
Access to ignition circuit connectors shatl be provided
such that continuity and voltage status can be verified
hy tests conducted during _he final field installatinn.
The time from fireswitch to 90'7_ of initial pressure ia 69 to 165 millia=-c f3r the
Minuteman motor. This time interval will be similar for the pror, c_eo VOY,',;9_'<R
motor. Chamber pressure during ignition of the Minut man motor do_s mot ex_,erd
90_ of nominal max. operating pressure. These values are !ypical cf the g!litl_._
performance of the proposed motor.
The Rulova KRS0000 07 unit proposed contains a v!sua} ,ndicat_e!_ of whet e_ H.c
S&A is in the safe or arm position. In addition, electrical rot, niter(rig ctreu'_ _w,'
provided to indicate if the unit is in the safe or arm p_sition.
The existing Minuteman Safe and Arm device does meet the _'couire'nec, ts of
AFETR-M-127-1: however, the present squibs do not. Mincer mo_liicativns to the
MINUTEMAN S&A device will have to be made to accept the ne_ _q,a v5 de,:_:r bed
in VC235FD104 Pyrotechnic Subsystem.
The present squibs are designed to not fire ff one-atop/one-watt is appti_d f,.,: ;-
seconds to each of the two bridge circuits simultaneously Squibs cap_ ble
meeting the one amp one-watt no fire requir_.ment can }>e provided, bt!twill re
quire a requalificatii>n program.
The present Minuteman squibs are capable of withstanding a static discharge el
300V from a 0.005 microfarad capacitor applied between plns or between plns and
case at at| atmospheric pressures. Squibs capable of _Jtbstanding a static dis-
charge of 25 KV from a 500 picefarad capacitor can _ provided, but ',:HI rcqu:r-,
a requalification program.
Eacb of the present squibs contained within the Bulova KR _00_30 Or 5_:;A L:zve a
single bridgewire. This unit has a record of 10ff_ reliability. !t,_v, ew:r, if it ,_
desired to utilize dual hridgewlre squibs, it will require a req_ a}if_ca _ _
program.
The interface connection for the squib circuits is a connects: iastene_ to the 5_A
body requiring a Bendix P006P-45 mating connector. The twc_ aquiba, loealvg
within the hermetically sealed S&A body, have pigtail connections and are fa_t,
ened internally to the interface connector.
The Minuteman ignition system does not use EBW devices.
Redundant firing circuitry is utilized. Each of the two redundant squibs is capa-
ble of igniting the motor.
It is impossible for a common failure mode to both arm and command the ignition
system since the axm and command circuits are completely independent of each
other.
The S&A device Incorporates circuitry allowing continuity and voltage checks to
be, made during final field installation.
3.2 Subsystem Operation (Flight). The retropropulsion subsystem may be armed for opera-
tion at any time prior to firing command. Preferably this should be done on the launch pad
prior to launch to permit verification that the motor is armed. To arm the retropropu/sion
subsystem, an electrical command will physically align the igniter squibs with the igniter
motor ignition train. Verification of the armed condition may now be made through the elec-
trical ground umbilical by monitoring of the safe and arm device.
Twenty seconds prior to motor ignition, electrical power to the hydraulic pumps in the l'V
system's P-90 unit is applied. This allows hydraulic pressure to be supplied to the injector
valves and permits valve operation. A closing command is also sent to the injector valves
to prevent inadvertent leakage of Freon prior to motor ignition.
Ten seconds prior to motor ignition, the squib valve in the TVC pressurization system is
fired which ruptures the diaphragm at the outlet of the high pressure nitrogen tank. Nitrogen
gas flows through the pressure regulator, ruptures the burst disc at the inlet to the toroidal
tank and pressurizes the tank to the system operating pressures. As the tank pressure pas-
ses 110 psi, the Freon outlet burst discs rupture and allow Freon to flow through the four
flexible hoses to each of the four injector valves mounted on the motor nozzle.
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Uponfiring command to the retropropulsion subsystem, the redundant squibs in the igniter
safe and arm device are fired andthe squib gases penetrate two metal apertures (the aper-
tures separate the squibs from the pellet charge) which ignites the initiator. The initiator,
in sequence, ignites the main chargewhich provides sufficient energy to ignite the pro-
pellant in the motor. The retropropulsion motor will reach 90%of nominal thrust within 200
milliseconds from firing command. The motor will perform as presented in paragraph 3.2
for the duration of the maneuver.
During motor operation, when a thrust vector deflection is required, the appropriate in-
jector valve is signalled to openand release Freon to obtain the required side force. As the
injectant in the tank is used, the Viton bladder will collapse and thereby maintain system
pressure on the injectant. The injectant used will be determined by pintle position measure-
ments and compared to the fluid required for the remainder of motor duration under the
worst conditions. Excess injectant may be dumpedoverboard through diametrically opposed
injectors if reduction of the inert weights of the motor during the retro maneuver is required.
Shutdownof the retropropulsion subsystemwill occur when all propellant has been exhausted.
At approximately 180 secondsafter motor ignition, maximum temperatures on the outside
caseand nozzle walls will be reached.
4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITION. Following are the interfaces between the Retropropulsion
Subsystem and the indicated subsystems:
. Spacecraft Bus Subsystem
a. Mechanical Interface
-Attachment points between Retropropulsion Subsystem structure and bus
structure.
b. Mechanical Interface
-Electrical harness connectors to bus connectors.
2. Temperature Control Subsystem
a. Mechanical Interface
-Insulation and Radiation shielding for maintaining the temperature of the
Retropropulsion Subsystem between +40 and + 80°F.
3. Pyrotechnic Subsystem
a. Electrical Interface
-Prepare system - 1 squib valve
-Start maneuver - 2 squibs
2O
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4. Controller and SequencerSubsystem
.
.
a. Electrical Interface
-Prepare system
o
- arm igniter
- start hydraulic pumps
- close injector valves
-Start Maneuver - remove signal to injector valves
-Finish of Maneuver - stop hydraulic pumps.
Autopilot Subsystem
a. Electrical Interface
-Commands to 4 injector valves
-Feedback signal from 4 injector valves
Telemetry Subsystem
a. Electrical Interface
(1) Retropropulsion Subsystem sends signals from:
-6 pressure transducers
-4 injector valve position indicators
-1 safe and arm position indicator
-3 event indicators (Squibs)
Operational Support Equipment
a. Mechanical Interface
-Provide hardpoints for support and handling fixtures
b. Mechanical Interface
-Provide optical aligning points for aligning
the thrust axis relative to vehicle cg
c. Mechanical Interface
(1) Provide fill and drain points as follows :
-Nitrogen tank fill
-Freon tank fill
-2 Hydraulic reservoir fills
d. Electrical-Mechanical Interface
-Harness for connecting subsystem valves to checkout and monitoring
equipment.
e. Mechanical Interface
-Provide access points to subsystem piping for leak check requirements (to
be established during final design).
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5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS. The performance parameters for the Retropropulsion
Subsystem are listed in Table 5-1.
Performance curves of pressure, thrust,TABLE 5-1. RETROPROPULSION SUB-
and acceleration versus time for the se-SYSTEM PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
lected, modified Minuteman motor, are
shown in Figure 3-7 of the Classified Sup-
29_ plement. This motor is capable of impart-
ing a velocity increment of 2.2 km/sec to a
40_ 6280-pound payload. The motor perform-
8,_ ,__0_F ance characteristics and weight data are
tabulated in Table 5-2 of the Classified
1.89M
- Supplement.
*See Table 5-2 of the classified suppiernent for the asterisked values.
Propellant weight required is 8172 and
total motor weight is 9513 pounds. Maxi-
mum acceleration imparted to the spacecraft is 2.73g. Plots of motor weight, center of
gravity and moment of inertia versus time are shown on Figures 5-1, 5-2, and 5-3.
Delivered Effective Specific Impulse Vacuum (see)
*Average Thrust, pounds
Aver_Lgc Chamber Pressure (pSia)
*Total Deliverable Impulse (lb-sec)
Burn Time (see)
*Prt)pellant Specific lmpuls( , Vacuum (rsec)
Thrust CCmfficient, Vacuum
5.1 Center of Gravity and Nozzle Misalignment Uncertainties. The 3-sigma center of
gravity variation for 82 samples (based on Minuteman production motor experience) is 0. 151
inch longitudinally and 0. 030 inch radially. The experienced 3-sigma angular variation for
nozzle misalignment is 0.039 degree from a mean value of 0.02 degree, although the Minute-
man specification misalignment requirement is 0.17 degree. The experienced 3-sigma lateral
variation for nozzle misalignment is 0.018 inch from a mean value of 0. 009 inch.
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Figure 5-1. Motor Weight versus Time -
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5.2 Total Impulse and Velocity Variability.
The accuracy or repeatability of motor
total impulse, or of the velocity increment
imparted to a payload is a function of the
variations in propellant ballistic proper-
ties, propellant weight, and in the case of
velocity increment repeatability, a function
also of the inert weight.
5.2.1 Total Impulse. An analytical study
has been made of the basic factors contri-
buting to total impulse variability, based
in part on a detailed study made by Aero-
jet-General for NASA under Contract NAS
8-11033. The NASA study established a
mathematical model which allowed a sta-
tistical analysis defining the limits of
variability attainable with current tech-
niques and equipment.
Figure 5-3. Moment of Inertia versus This statistical model was evaluated using
Time - Modified Minuteman Motor data obtained from the Minuteman motor,
which was selected because of its similarity
to the proposed design. Applicable Alcor
IA and Polaris data were also used. The calculated true product motor total impulse vari-
ability can be maintained to within _0.14% at three standard deviations for the VOYAGER
orbit injection motor, and is equivalent to approximately 3513 lb-sec (3 or).
Demonstration of variability with static test firings will introduce measurement inaccuracies
ir_,erent in all data acquisition and reduction systems. An observed variability, which in-
cludes both true product variability and measurement inaccuracy for static test firings on a
highly accurate Aeroscience or Ormond test fixture, has been estimated to be 40.34% (3(_),
which is equivalent to 8360 lb-sec (3 _).
contribute to the true product (motor) impulse variability and observed (test) impulse vari-
ability. Of the factors influencing true product variability, some are individually determin-
ant, while others must be considered as a group. In this analysis the following factors were
considered of primary importance in their effect on true product total impulse: propellant
energy content, aging, temperature propellant weight, manufacturing tolerances, nozzle
imperfections, and ignition and tailoff transients.
5.2.2 Velocity Increment. The end requirement of the motor is highly repeatable velocity
gain for a given payload; therefore, the effects of motor inert weight and payload variability
warrant consideration as well as the effects of specific impulse.
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Using the statistical dataobtained from Minuteman motor firings, the variation in specific
impulse was estimated to be±0. 338%(3g). It was estimated that the propellant and inert
weight variations could be held to limits approaching the current Aerojet-General weighing
systems accuracy of ±0.05%(3o'). Assuming no variation in payload, this resulted in a
velocity increment variation of ±0.34% (3g), or the equivalent of ±24.5 ft/sec (0. 0075kilo-
meter per second). Variations in expendedinert weight and impulse due to the expended
inerts were shownto havenegligible effects, and thus were disregarded. To account for
expectedvariations in payload weight, a curve (Figure 5-4) was plotted showing the total
deviation in velocity increment due to the calculated variance in payload. This curve also
takes into account the expectedvariation in specific impulse, propellant weight, and inert
weight.
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS. Major characteristics of the
Retropropulsion Subsystem are presented in Table 6-1. Constraints placed upon the Retro-
propulsion Subsystem shall be as follows:
a. The retropropulsion subsystem shall be designed to be installed and removed as a
unit from the spacecraft.
b. The retropropulsion subsystem when loaded with propellant shall be safe for per-
sonnel to work around at temperatures up to 80 °F.
c. The retropropulsion subsystem shall not require the use of liquid or gas umbilicals.
d. The retropropulsion sybsystem thrust misalignment shall not exceed ±0.20 degree.
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Figure 5-4. Payload Variance versus
Velocity Increment Variance
e. The retropropulsion subsystem
shall be capable of imparting a
velocity increment of 2.2 kilom-
eters/second to a 6280-pound
spacecraft plus the retropropul-
sion subsystem weight.
f. The retropropuision subsystem
must ignite and operate in a
vacuum environment.
g. The retropropulsion subsystem
temperature limits from the time
of loading propellants through
termination of the flight shall be
+40 °F to +80 °F.
h. The retropropulsion subsystem
must be capable of vacuum en-
vironment storage in excess of 13
months without detrimental effects
on ignition or performance.
i. Thrust vector control during
retropropulsion subsystem opera-
tion shall be achieved by liquid
secondary injection.
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TABLE 6-1. RETROPROPULSIONSUBSYSTEMCHARACTERISTICS
General
Maximum Acceleration, g
V_lumetric loading, %
Mass fraction, initial
Mass fraction, effective
Grain C_m figu r'ation
Total Motor Weight, Ibm
Burnout Weight, ibm
propellant
Type
Predicted Isp (_ 1000 psi,
Burning Rate (_ 500 psi, in/see
Burning rate exponent
Mass flow coefficient, lbm/lbf-sec
Densit v ibm/in 3
P repellant Weight, lbrn
Case
Type
Mate rtal
Weight, Ibm
Marx. Expected Operating
Pressure, psi
Ins_lation
Weight, Ibm
Nozzle
2.73 Type Fixed submerged
89.4 Configuration Contoured
0. 859 Material Ablative pi:mtic except for tungsten tht_)at
O. 890 Weight. Ibm 392
Finocyl Throat diameter, in. 6.78
9513 Throat Area, in 2 36.50
1040 Exit diameter, in, 57, 0
Expansion Ratio 70:1
Aerojet ANB-3066 (88% solids, 15% A1)
0.25
0.27 Thrust Vector Contrt)l
* Type Liquid injection
0. 0639 hajectant Fluid F reon 114B2
8172 Pressurization Gaseous Nitrogen _a 3500 psi initial
Operating Pressure, psi 750
Valve type Tri-pintle, con.st pressure, variable area
Cylindrloal with elliptical ends
Max deflectbm capability + 2 deg
6AL-4V titanium alloy
Weight, Ibm 440
283
Fluid Weight, Ibm 240
570
Igniter
Gen-Gard V-45 (General Tire and Rubber
Co. ) Type propellant
202 Weight, lb 27
* See Table 5-2 of the Classified Supplement for the asterisked value
j. The volume within the spacecraft available to the retropropulsion subsystem shall
be a cylinder 100 inches in diameter by 208 inches high.
k. The loads imposed by the retropropulsion subsystem on the spacecraft shall not
exceed 3g with lower values desirable.
7.0 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS. In formulating operational procedures for the retropropul-
sion subsystem, the following factors will be _un_lu_,........... _u'_-.
a. Explosive and firehazards associated with solid propellant rocket motors.
b. Transfer and storage of high pressure gases.
c. Conformity of design limits with AFETR requirements.
Safety and operational considerations for squibs are discussed in VC235FD104, Pyrotechnics
Subsystem.
8.0 FAILURE MODE AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS. The failure mode and effects analysis for
the retropropulsion subsystem is presented in Table 8-1.
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TABLE 8-1. FAILURE MODE AND EFFECTS - MODIFIED
MINUTEMAN SOLID PROPELLANT MOTOR
Component
1. Chamber
2. Internal insulation
3. Propellant
4. Igniter
5. Nozzle approach
6. Nozzle throat
7. Graphite heat sink
8. Nozzle exit cone
9 TVt" pr_ssl1_ tank
10. High pressure lines
and fittings
ft. Explosive valve
12. Regulator pneumatic
13. Frvon tank
14. Valve actuator
15. Hydraulic valve
16. Hydraulic pump
17. Hydraulic lines &
fRtmp
18. Fr_oa waive
Compensating pro-
FunCtion Duty Cycle Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effect visions or Backup include
Degree of Degradation
During motor Rupture of tank or Stress level Mission failure Conservative design and
firing buckling of skirt exceeds strength test
Retain propellant
and gases during
burn. Transmit
motor thrust tu
vehicle
Keeps walls of
chamber from
over heating
Engine fuel
_ltlates engine
firing
Keeps thro_ from
over heating, pro-
vides channel for
flow convergence
Orifice for hot
gases to leave
chamber & enter
exit cone (S()nic
velocities)
Supports throat in-
sert & keep it from
over heating
Directs exiting gases.
Receives & transmits
Daring motor
fl ring
During motor
firing
One shot to
fire motor
During motor
firing
During motor
fi rtrig
During motor
firing
During motor
firing
Ablation completed
before burning ends
a. Grain crack
causes increased
burning area
b. Propellant not bonded
to chamber wall causes
increased buring area
a. Failure to inRutte
b. Failure to ignite
propellant
a. Ablation rate too
rapid
b. Cracks due to ten-
sion and compression
loads
a. Ejection of tungsten
insert
b. Erosion of throat by
hot gases
Cracks due to tension
load
Rupture
Thin areas in in-
sulation & poor
bonding to wall
of chamber
a. Hoop stress
level exceeds
strength. E o too
high, propellant
too hard
b. Poor processing
a. Squib Misfire
b. Explosive ele-
ments fall to provide
pressure & tempera-
ature required
a, Poor q'mttty of
material
b. Throat insert
diffe reatial expan-
sions
a. Force of gases
due to A!p
b. Contact by hot
high velocity gas
Expansion due to
heat
Hoop stress f_)m
g_
reaction force from
, gas.
store pressurant
Transmit press ura_qt
Pressurize system
Reduce N 2 pressure
Freon storage
Moves vaJve in
hydraulic line
Directs hydraulic
fluid to Freon valve
Energizes hydraulic
fluid
Transmit hydraulic
fluid
Injects Freon into
exit cone
C,)nt lnug,a8
Continuo_
One shot
device
During motor
operation
During motor
operation
During opera-
tics of TVC
During opera-
tion of TVC
During opc ra-
tion of TVC
During ope t:_-
thm of TVC
During TVC
operation
a. Leakage
b. Rupture
Leakage
Failure to actuate
Open & overpressure
Leak or rupture
()pen or shorted coil
Sticking
Motor failure
Leakage
Sticking
a. SeM failure
b. Excessive
stress
Imperfections in
materials or fab-
rication
Squib failure
Poppet sticking in
open position
Over pressure or
over stress
Excessive stress
Foreign matter
Bearing failure,
shorted winding
Lmpe rfections in
materials or fab-
rication
Foreign matter
Wall burn through
& mission failure
a. Chamber burst &
mission failure
b. Chamber burst &
mission failure
a. Mission failure
b. Mission failure
a. May result in
nozzle ejection and
possible mission
failure
h. Same
a. Degradation
Mission
b. IN,gradation
Degradation
M ISS ion degr_dat ion
a. Misoiun failure
b. Mtssion failure
Mission
Mission failure
Deg radat ion
Frx_m none to
mission fail u r_,
Mission failure
Mission failure
Mission failure
Mission failure
Mission failure
Safety factor in thickness
and X-Ray inspection
afte r bonding
a. Continuous check &
control of propellant prop-
erties during manufac-
turing
b. X-Ray inspection
are r fabricat Ion
a. Dual squibs used
b. Conservative design
& QC of explosive
elements
a. QC of material
b. Deformable rubber
O-rings in gap between
nozzle approach & thma
insert
a. Lip provided on insert
which eRgages graphite
heat sink
b. Use of tungsten as
throat material
c. Correct balancing of
thermal stresses
Heat sink supplied with
outer shrink fit moly. ho.p.
protection from heat and
conservative design and
test
a. Excess gas gall Lt*d
b. Conservative design
and test
Excess gas carried
Dual bridge wires & dual
squibs
Conservative design and
test
Conservative design and
test
Conservative design and
test
Line filters
Conservative design &
test
Conservative design and
test
Line filters
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
I. 0 INTRODUCTION. The VOYAGER Spacecraft System Implementation Plan has been
developed in conformance with JPL requirements. The plan incorporates General Electric's
"lessons learned" from development and flight in space of nearly 300 vehicle systems over
the past ten years, and from participation in JPL's Mars Program as a study and in-
residence support contractor. Also represented are the hardware experiences of Motorola
and Texas Instruments from their Mariner and Ranger Project participation.
A major controlling function in the development of this implementation plan is the General
Electric Missile and Space Division Spacecraft System design approach. How this approach
dictates implementation plans and, more importantly, influences the accomplishment of
project goals, is shown in Figure 1-1.
If the spacecraft system design approach is predicated primarily on new development items,
these items require longer and more intense design efforts to explore and define parameters,
and to demonstrate feasibility. In the case where the spacecraft system design approach is
based on the selective modifications of flight proven components, the resulting implementa-
tion plan requires the shortest design times. With a fixed launch opportunity, as is the case
for VOYAGER, the available ground test phase time varies inversely with design phase time.
Longer test time has particular value to the VOYAGER Project because it provides more
test time prior to launch to uncover and eliminate workmanship defects and long life failure
modes rather than demonstrating design feasibility. Also, in real program time, earlier
SYSTEM
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Figure 1-1. Influence of the Spacecraft
System Design Approach on the
Implementation Plan
tests mean higher assurances when flight
hardware commitments must be made.
While "downstream" flight hardware prob-
lems cannot be avoided in complex programs,
maximum ground test phase efforts will re-
duce them to a minimum possible level.
General Electric's approach in the Space-
craft System design is characterized as
"maximum use of proven art and proven
hardware". The extent to which this is
achieved has been measured by a components-
count appraisal, which for the recommended
spacecraft design currently shows 60% flight
proven hardware applied, 33% proven state-
of-the-art, and only 7% new design. This
low new-design figure makes possible one
additional plan feature, that of high resource
emphasis and redundant approaches on the
7%, without unreasonable cost implications
or excessive design time requirements.
The use of proven art and, particularly,
Ranger and Mariner technology, makes it
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possible to work with JPL at maximum rate from the outset of Phase IB. This will increase
the depth and quality of definition of the Spacecraft System and Project, and provide for an
effective start-up in PhaseIf.
Three levels of schedulehave beenestablished - Project (Level I), Phase (Level 2), and
Supporting (Level 3). This three-tier technique was employed to enable analysis of schedule
validity at the depth required by Project Management, "Cog" Engineer, andDesign engineer
levels. Actual developmentof the scheduleresulted from several iterations in the reverse
order, basedonprogressively more detailed interaction betweenthe design andthe schedule.
Two major project reviews beyondthose specified in the Configuration ManagementManual
have been factored into the schedule at appropriate times in the Phase IB and Phase II de-
sign activities as a result of previous studies and recognition of the needfor timely progress
checkpoints. The purposeof these reviews is to establish baselines for continuing effort
subsequentto the three month residence period at JPL (the Systems Design Review), and
again, prior to releases for fabrication of developmenthardware (the Hard Design Review).
The VOYAGERSpacecraft System schedulemakes maximum use of available time in each
phasethrough selective direction of effort. In areas where there is design certainty, work
elements can proceed in parallel at a considerable saving in time. Where there is un-
certainty, backups andmanagementemphasis are highlighted to assure a timely completion.
In no case is the schedulelimited or pacedby facilities, andall schedules specifically ac-
commodatethe full implementation of the managementplans that have been prepared by
General Electric in reply to the NASA/JPL Phase IB RFP.
The implementation plan proposedhere will be applied by General Electric in a separate
andvertical project department. This tailored-to-VOYAGER approachwill assure that key
strengths of this plan are effectively realized throughout the duration of the VOYAGER
Project.
2.0 REQUIREMENTS/APPROACH
2.1 Requirements. The Implementation Plan requirements have been established at three
fundamental levels to satisfy the VOYAGER Project requirements. First, a baseline sched-
ule that is properly phased, balanced and controlled to meet the broad project objectives;
second, phase schedules that adequately account for all areas which pace achievement of the
project objectives for each of the six phases* of the project; and third, that the pacing
items identified during each phase have been subjected to sufficient detail analysis to assure
schedule validity. Overlaying all of these levels, is the prime requirement for meeting the
flight date with reliable hardware at minimum cost within a schedule that provides the maxi-
mum probability of success. The basic schedule requirements that form a foundation for
meeting thesc criteria are presented below, consistent with the three levels of concern.
*Six VOYAGER Project phases - Phase IB, Phase H Design, Ground Test, Flight Hardware,
Launch, and Space Flight Operations.
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2.1.1
2.1.2
Project Level Requirements (Level 1)
a. Identification of discreet and measureable major project phases.
b. Clearly established measurement and control points which define the overall limits
and outputs of each phase.
c. Clearly established measurement points for control of key outputs within each
phase.
d. Phase time-cycles consistent with management's depth of experience in the system
approach selected, and their confidence in meeting the objectives of each phase.
Phase Level Requirements (Level 2)
a. Maximum use of proven concepts, designs and techniques, particularly those
gained by experience with the Ranger and Mariner Projects.
b. Lead times that incorporate the effects of all improvements, modifications or ad-
ditional developments that may be required to utilize these proven concepts, de-
signs and techniques, as derived from GE and subcontractor experience.
c. Hardware availability that will make maximum use of the time allotted for achieving
the objectives of each phase, such as continuity of development tests on progres-
sively improved structural and thermal models.
d. Additional hardware which permits development tests of components and sub-
systems in parallel, rather than in series, where cost and schedule trade-offs
result in the most effective use of personnel and facilities.
e. Alternate design approaches pursued for critical items which require additional
development, until feasibility of one is established through analysis or selective
development tests.
f. Removal of the maximum number of problems in the ground test phase, with partic-
ular emphasis in the development test portion of that phase.
g. Prevention, rather than correction, of downstream problems by identification
*_....._"+ th_ sched,,1_nf key progress checkpoints, and planning for possible
alternate or corrective actions at those points. Anticipate that the bulk of this
activitywill occur in the ground test phase.
h. Account for allmajor interfaces within and among all phases, including outputs of
preceeding phases and inputs for subsequent phases. Include OSE, and other sys-
tems of the project to be integrated by GE, and interfaces with the JPL Project
Office.
i. Plan for fullimplementation ofreliability,test,quality workmanship, and manage-
ment activitiesas defined in the Management Plans.
j. Integrate all planning with existing GE and subcontractor facilitiescapability and
availability,identifyingany additionalcapabilityrequired to implement an optimum
schedule. Plan to have all facilitiesin place when needed.
3
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2.1.3 Phase Support Level Requirements (Level 3). Select appropriate systems, sub-
systems, hardware and interface flow cycles which, through previous experience and critical
path analysis, have been identified as pacing items. Expand the schedule for each of these
items through design, breadboard testing, fabrication and test of all development, type
approval and flight hardware. Include significant internal and external interfaces and areas
where previous experience has influenced schedule integrity, identifying problems of a
schedule limiting nature.
2.2 Approach. GE's approach to satisfying these requirements is twofold. First, is the
development of a spacecraft system design which is predicated on existing hardware and
technologies applicable to the VOYAGER mission. Figure 2-1, lists by major subsystem,
significant elements of the Spacecraft, and their previous project application. Of these,
93% are based on modifications to existing flight hardware or state-of-the-art design ap-
proaches. The remaining items, consisting of the power amplifier, tape recorders and
batteries, are in themselves based on existing technologies and hardware, and are signifi-
cant only in that they require an extension of their current capabilities.
Use of this approach will permit: (1) the joint JPL/GEVSSD early resolution of the Space-
craft System definition during Phase IB; (2) proceeding immediately with the hard design
through parallel, complimentary efforts based on existing knowledge of key element par-
ameters; (3) minimum application of costs and resources to alternate design approaches;
(4) a correspondingly longer ground test phase for problem identification and removal;
(5) longer life test cycles through earliest possible definition and validation of flight hard-
ware design; and (6) quality workmanship through application of previous experience.
GE has applied the bottom-up technique to assure progressive development of a high integ-
rity schedule. The pacing item schedules (Level 3) were developed first at the design
engineering level, to establish preliminary baselines and key input-output interfaces with
interdependent events. The pacing schedules were then integrated at the "Cog" Engineer
level into phase level schedules (Level 2). Tradeoffs were made within this level to assure
meeting all objectives of each phase as determined by major JPL/GE reviews. Each of the
phase schedules were further aligned at the "Cog" Engineer, Section Manager, and Project
Manager level into a top level baseline schedule (Level 1). Further tradeoffs were made
in the baseline schedule to assure proper balance of phases consistent with the design ap-
proach selected and correlation of key management milestone events. This procedure was
subjected to several iterations as the design evolved, to factor design effects into the sched-
ule, and schedule effects into the design. A prime approach to scheduling at all levels was
that all facility capability required to fully implement planning will be in place when needed.
Facility studies have been completed which verify this approach. The details of the facility
study will be submitted in response to the Phase IB part 2 RFP.
To satisfy the requirements for management visibility at project and subordinate levels, the
schedules and rationale have been segregated and presented herein in the reverse order of
development; i.e., Baseline Schedule - Level 1; Phase Schedules - Level 2; and Supporting
Schedules - Level 3.
4
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ItemSubsystem
Telecommunications
Propulsion
Guidance and Control
Electrical Power
Temperature Control
Transponder
Power Amplifier (50W)
Tape Recorders
Data Encoder Subsystem
Command Detector
Command Decoder
Primary Low Gain Antenna
Secondary Low Gain
Antenna
Relay Antenna
High Gain Antenna
Medium Gain Antenna
Retropropulsion
Propellant
Chamber
Nozzle
TVC
Igniter
Midcourse Propulsion
Thrust Chamber
Propellant Tank
Pressurization Tank
Jet Vane and Actuator
Regulator
Valves
Sun Sensors
Canopus Star Sensor
Integrating Gyros
Accelcrometer
Attitude Control Electronics
Autopilot Electronics
Cold Gas Jet Subsystem
Antenna Actuators
Batteries
Main Buck Regulator
Charge Regulator
400- Cycle Inverter
2400- Cycle Inverter
Synchronizer
Power Switching Logic
Solar Panels
Thermal Shutters
Thermal Shutter Controls
Contingency Heaters
Insulation
Previous
Application
Mariner C
Apollo (20W)
JPL Transport (10 8 )
Integrated Circuits
GGTS
Mariner C
Integrated Circuits
GGTS
Mariner C
Mariner C
Wing VI Stage II
Minuteman, Alcor
Wing VI Stage II
Minuteman, Alcor
Wing VI Stage II
Minuteman,
Wing VI Stage II
Minuteman
Wing V1 Stage II
Minuteman
Mariner C
OAO
Mariner C
Mariner C, OAO
Classified AF Satellites
LEM, Minuteman
Mariner C, OAO
Surveyor
Mariner C,
Surveyor
Nimbus, Mariner C,
Surveyor
Mariner C, Gemini
Mariner C
Mariner C
Mariner C
Coatings
Computer and Sequencer Computer and Sequencer
Pyrotechnic Pyrotechnic Controller _Mariner C
Explosive Devices Classified AF
Satellites Mariner C
Nimbus
Re-entry Vehicles
Mariner C, Nimbus
Nimbus
Classified AF Satellites
Mariner C
Nimbus,C lassified AF
Satellites Mariner C
Nimbus, Classilied AF
Satellites
Modification of Flight-
Proven Ilardware
State-of-the-Art
Design Approach New Developnlent
Figure 2-1. Development Status Chart
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3.0 VOYAGER SPACECRAFT SYSTEM BASELINE SCHEDULE - LEVEL 1. Figure 3-1 is
the VOYAGER Spacecraft System Baseline Schedule resulting from the above approach.
Each of the six phases shown has been programmed for the outputs, measurement points,
and control points, all of which are shown in Figure 3-2 and discussed separately, below.
3.1 Phase IB. Based on a go-ahead of 1 June 1966, GE assisted by Motorola, Texas In-
struments and other subcontractors will conduct a seven-month systems definition effort in
accordance with JPL guidelines, to be completed by 31 December 1966. Due to GE's Space-
craft System design, approach as discussed above, it is anticipated that system design activ-
ity, during the first three-month period, will permit the JPL Ranger and Mariner experience
to influence the depth and quality of definition, rather than major iterations of a Spacecraft
System concept that is based on new development.
Figure 3-2 includes two project level reviews not specified by JPL which GE feels, as a
result of previous studies, are required to establish baselines for continuing effort. The
first of these is a System Design Review (SDR) to be scheduled at the end of the three-month
period at JPL. This SDR is considered necessary to establish a definition baseline for
continued activity at GE. The second additional review occurs in Phase II Design, and will
be discussed there.
In parallel with the system definition and breadboard activities, GE will prepare and submit
a Phase II proposal per JPL requirements. The technical baselines for Phase II will be
established in a Preliminary Design Review (PDR) extending from 1 November through
15 December. Phase IB will culminate with approval of management plans and contract
negotiations for Phase II.
3.2 Phase II Design. Approximately nine months are required for completion of initial
hardware design, and for achieving all other objectives listed in Figure 3-2 under Hard
Design Review (HDR). As discussed above in Phase IB, this is the second of two additional
project level reviews that GE feels is required to establish baselines for continuing activity.
In this phase, the HDR will establish a firm agreement between JPL and GE for engineering
model hardware, which in turn are the predecessors to type approval and Proof List Model
(PTM) hardware, and provides a critical prog_:ess checkpoint approximately midway in a
21-month period between Preliminary Design Review (PDR) and Critical Design Review
(CDR). During this phase, breadboard tests will be conducted to establish the hard design.
The nine months allotted to Spacecraft and OSE design conforms with GE's experience on
Nimbus, OAO, Apollo OSE and Classified Military Programs of comparable complexity, and
with Motorola and Texas Instruments experience on the Mariner and Ranger Projects.
3.3 Ground Tests. This phase is considered by GE and its subcontractors as the most
critical phase in the project for demonstrating hardware reliability prior to launch. The
Implementation Plan has been directed at removing the maximum number of problems
through extensive use of development hardware prior to type approval and PTM testing.
GE's approach, which requires a minimum of new design definition and fabrication techniques,
permits a correspondingly longer ground test period for such testing within the confines of
the schedule. The development test portion of this phase provides for several discreet
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periods of analysis, updating and retest of Spacecraft and OSE development and model hard-
ware, supported by concurrent design effort, to provide type approval and PTM hardware
close to flight hardware configurations.
This activity, except for continuing life tests of the System Engineering Model to launch, will
terminate with completion of the CDR, the objectives of which are presented in Figure 3-2.
Upon completion of type approval testing (except for the PTM), selected items will continue
on life test to launch for reliability demonstration. First Article Configuration Inspection
will be conducted on the PTM at the completion of the critical environmental tests, and prior
to system compatibility testing, to permit incorporation of First Article Configuration Inspec-
tion results into the flight hardware at the earliest possible time. The PTM will be available
for compatibility checks at the Deep Space Instrumentation Facility and Space Flight Opera-
tions Facility upon completion of all tests. This conservative approach to maximizing the
grotmd tcst phase by _lotting the major portion of the available schedule for: development
testing; analysis, updating and retesting; type approval tests; and, continuous life testing is
one of the most significant results of all "lessions learned" by GE, Motorola and Texas In-
struments in establishing and demonstrating product reliability on long life projects such
as Nimbus, OAO, Ranger and Mariner.
3.4 Flight Hardware. GE will assign individual teams to each Flight Spacecraft in accord-
ance with JPL guidelines, and will assure adequate training of these teams through progres-
sive experience on the System Engincering Model and type approval and PTM hardware.
Consistent with the JPL requirement that all spares be subjected to testing at the system
level, the back-up Spacecraft will be processed first for such use. Upon completion of the
Mission Acceptance Review for all Spacecraft, as shown in Figure 3-2, the back-up Space-
craft and its OSE will be immediately shipped to Kennedy Space Center for field walk-
through and shakedown tests.
3.5 Prelaunch and Launch Operations. Activities for this phase will be conducted in ac-
cordance with JPL guidelines. The schedule shown is consistent and comparable with GE
experience on Nimbus and Classified Military Programs of similar complexity, without
consideration that the back-up Spacecraft will have resolved many interface and procedural
problems prior to Flight Spacecraft processing. The approach to this schedule has, never-
theless, been conservative in providing for periods of retest, interface resolution and pro-
cedure verification for each Flight _pacecraft.
3.6 Mission Operations Phase. This phase covers the operational activities from launch
until completion of the 1971 Mission. Tasks included are launch, interplanetary flight, Mars
orbit and exploration experiment, flight path analysis and spacecraft performance analysis.
Scheduling for these tasks extends into the second quarter of 1792. Activity in preparation
for the Mission Operations Phase will start approximately three years before launch and
includes the formation and training of a Spacecraft Performance Analysis Team and a Flight
Path Analysis Team.
4.0 PHASE SCHEDULES - LEVEL 2. Figures 4-1 through 4-5 depict the summary sched-
ules of each project phase in bar chart format. Related expository discussion has been
included in the following figures.
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Figure 4-1
Figure 4-2
Figure 4-3
Phase IB
Phase II Design
GroundTest
Figare 4-4
Figure 4-5
71 Flight Hardware
Prelaunch and Launch
Operations
Six major JPL/GE project reviews have been scheduledthroughout the VOYAGERProject as
shown in Figure 3-2. Each review will begin as soon as the first documentsand/or items of
hardware are available andwill continueuntil the top level documents or hardware have
been approved.
5.0 SUPPORTING SCHEDULES - LEVEL 3. Figures 5-1 through 5-4 are considered typical
of the pacing items, and, with Figures 5-5, through 5-7, are presented in support of the Level
2 schedules :
Figure 5-1 Propulsion Phase IB Effort Figure 5-5
Figure 5-2 Canopus Tracker D&D Figure 5-6
Figxtre 5-3 Power Amplifier D&D
(Motorola) Figure 5-7
PTM Assembly and TestFigure 5-4
Interfaces
Spacecraft and OSE
Hardware Utilization
Facilities
Figxtre 5-1 depicts the propulsion subsystem activity during Phase IB only. This schedule
is presented in both flow and bar chart format. Pertinent discussion is also included.
Figures 5-2 and 5-3 depict Phase II design and development activity. Figure 5-2, the
Canopus Tracker, is typical of the design modification of a flight proven article. Figure 5-3,
the Power Amplifier, is typical of a new development item. These design and development
cycles span across the Phase II Design and the Development Testing portion of the Ground
Test Phase. The activity begins at the Phase II start and extends to the Critical Design Re-
view for the item. Each of these supporting schedules is presented in both flow and bar
chart format. Pertinent discussion is also included. Figure 5-4 depicts the PTM Assembly
and Test cycle. This schedule is presented in both flow and bar chart format and shows
integrated Spacecraft, OSE and GFE activity. Pertinent discussion is included. Figure 5-5
is a schedule of major contract inerface activity with other systems of the project and the
JPL Project Office. The major interface activity areas are those elements defined in the
JPL guidelines. In addition, the launch operations interface milestones which are of signifi-
cance are presented. A time flow chart format has been used with the milestones labeled to
permit ready identification.
Fig_tre 5-6 depicts the flow of all end items including breadboards, models, spacecraft hard-
ware and OSE, and interfaces with the major facilities required. Figure 5-7 depicts the
Planning, design, procurement and availability of major facilities.
6.0 SUMMARY PERT NETWORKS. GE will employ a PERT System as described in the
Project Control Plan for management planning, integration and as a tool for controlling the
schedule on the VOYAGER Spacecraft System Project during Phase IB and II. This PERT
planning will be consistent with the NASA-PERT and Companion Cost Handbook dated 20
October 1962. A basic element of this control system is a project summary network. Figure
6-1 is the summary network of our planned Phase I B effort. Figure 6-2 is a summary net-
work depicting our current Phase II planning. These networks have been computerized
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PHASF IB - DISCUSSION
Tile seven mollths specified b> JPL for Phase IB is requir_,d to
develop a Sllacccr:fft System Specification and l)ct:li] Spcciticaticlns
(through P:u*t I) for each Contract End kern :rod Critical Component.
In addition to tilt, above specifications, the Phase II proposal ',x i]1 Ix,
prepared _lil¢] submitted aft(,l" l'eceipt of th(_ [tI:P, ;tlld ).IanaKcm__,l/L
Plans subnlitlcd with the Pha,_e IB proposal will 1_: updat¢_l. The
Phase II iilOl_)Stt.1 _ilI be suhn]itt¢_-I h) I5 No\(,nllxq' ] (J(_( . all_//in,_
sLx weeks for contract negotiation.
"itm first three months of Systems Desigll will he conduct(_l a,_ a
joint JPi, t; E team effort at J I'L. During this tlu'ee-month t_,riod,
the experience alia technology developed on ]lttl/geF and MarineF
will be iransierrod to (;E Ltrld its subcontractors to permit lll:LXi-
........ _ illi,:il im ,,,, -_-r-_-Ac:i., _ i> ,_ ,;,, ,,-, l, _ .i= nnc{ _,d, ,_,,1
1)readboarding activity approved by JPL tit the System Design lie-
view (SDR} will commence at GE. Such tests are consistent with
the length ot tilt! development cycles required for those systcnls
which incorporate these items. In the propulsion area, basic tle-
monstration tests will be required on specific elements of the Mid-
Course Orbit Adjust system, such as the tlu'ust chamber, jet vanes,
control valves, and reg_alators. For the ltetropropulsion system,
comparabh! tests will be required on tanks, reg_llators, squib xai_c5,
and the Thrust Vector Control (TVC) pressm'ization system, in
addition to tests to determine vacuum storage eliects on materials
and pl'opcll:lllts. (kltside el pr/lptllsion, similal" testin_ will 1_, re-
quired for power amplifiers, lal)e recorders. :rod nonmagnetic.
long-life c}'clo batteries.
A Preliminary IX, sign Review (PI)I/) will ex_tend from 1 November
1966. through 15 December 1966. This will allow a sequential
approval of specifications and establishment of the Design rt_quirt!-
ments haseline for Phase II.
Fig-ure 4-1. Phase IB (System Definition)
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GROUND TEST C
Ground tests start in the last quarter of 1967 and extend into the
second quarter of 1970, with the bulk of the development test ac-
tivity during 1968. It has been GE's experience, verified on other
spacecraft programs such as Nimbus, OAO, and classified mili-
tary programs, that long-life reliability of flight hardware is
achieved by utilizing three generations of test hardware. The first
generation consists of component and subsystem breadboards util-
ized in Phase II design. The second generation consists of devel-
opment components, development subsystems, a Structural Test
Model (STM), a Thermal Control Model (TCM), and a system
engineering model. These will be employed in the first part of the
Ground Test Phase prior to the Critical Design Review (CDR), as
defined in Figure 3-2. The third generation includes the T/A and
PTM hardware.
Upon completion of development component testing, these units
will be incorporated into the subsystem breadboard equipment
which will be subjected to continuous update and life test to launch.
The subsystem dcvelopment equipment will be retained after com-
pletion of development testing to support the system Engineering
Model tests. The STM is employed to determine and verify mode
shapes, demonstrate dynamic and static structural integrity, Space-
craft - AHSE anu compatibility and verify separation functions. The
TCM will be used to evaluate all aspects of Thermal Control per-
formance under simulated nominal and worst case conditions. The
System Enginc_.ring Model will be used to demonstrate Spacecraft-
OSE compatibility, Spacecraft electrical pertormanuc, compaLibil-
ity tests and Spacecraft Life Tests. Intersubsystem Compatibility
will be demonstrated on the system Engineering Model prior to
assembly of the PTM.
Consideration of all influencing factors has led to the planning of
this Ground Test Phase in a manner which allows extensive develop-
ment testing, and periods of redesign, and retest prior to the re-
lease of final flight configuration design and fabrication of T/A and
PTM hardware. Adequate time for re-testing has been factored
into the T/A and PTM schedules to insure completion of FACI on
all CEI's before 1971 Flight Hardware final assembly and test.
Type approval testing will be conducted on at least one of each
Contract End Item. For selected critical CEI's, two of each will
be T/A tested. As T/A testing of each CEI is completed, a FACI
will be conducted as defined in Figure 3-2. Subsequent to each
FACI, life testing will be initiated for all CEI's which are critical
to meeting mission life requirements. Approximately two years of
life testing on T/A hardware will be conducted before launch.
A time critical area is the cycling u,: the Proof Test Model. The
PTM is scheduled for in-house tests at General Electric, shipment
to Marshall Space Flight Center for acoustic noise tests, tran-
shipment to Arnold Engrg Development Center for static firing tests
and return to GE for FACI and combined System testing. Upon com-
pletion of the PTM cycle, it will be available for DSIF and SFOF
compatibility tests. Should schedule difficulties occur, the System
Engineering Model will be available for these tests. An alternate
approach is the use of a telemetry test set for DSIF compatibility.
checkout.
Figure 4-3. Ground Tests Summary
r. Schedule (Level 2)
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FLIGHT HARDWARE
All 1971 Flight Spacecraft have been scheduled to allow FACI of
all CEI's prior to completion of assembly and before start of
testing. In addition, critical environmental and intersubsystem
compatibility testing on the PTM will have been completed prior
to start of assembly.
Each flight spacecraft will have its own set of system test complex
equipment (STC). Subsystem OSE will be progressively combined
to form a complete STC for each vehicle. Since one set of Launch
Complex Equipment (LCE) will be capable ot testing two Flisht
Spacecraft simultaneously, only two prime sets of LCE are re-
quired.
Release for procurement of long lead items of flight hardware
will be initiated after CDR as determined by specific lead times.
By delaying procurement and fabrication actions on the major
portion of the hardware as late as practical commensurate with
lead times and fabrication spans, hardware modifications will be
reduced through additional development test experience.
Individual teams will be assigned to each Flight Spacecraft. As-
sembly and test is scheduled to start in November of 1969, with
apprn×imately 10-1/2 months being allntted to each Spacecraft.
This span allows for reasonable recovery capability to deal with
contingencies, based on GE's experience on Nimbus and Classified
Military Programs of comparable complexity. Some specific com-
parisons follow: Nimbus Vibration testing at sine and random
frequencies in all three axes was scheduled for six days and was
performed on schedule. VOYAGER is scheduled to be vibrated
at random frequencies in one axis only over s two-week period.
Nimbus weight, Center of Gravity, moments and products of
inertia, and all alignments were performed in two days. VOYAGER
is scheduled for a week and a half for weight, CG, and alignment
only. Nimbus free mode test without solar simulation took a week.
VOYAGER is scheduled for three weeks for dummy countdown and
free mode.
Due to the requirement that all spares be subjected to testing at
the system level prior to use on a Flight Spacecraft, GE will
process the Backup Spacecraft first to permit its use as a test bed
for spares, should they be required on the two Flight Spacecraft.
The Backup Spacecraft _ill be retained in house until all Flight
Spacecraft have been approved through the Mission Acceptance
Review (MAR) process as defined in Figure 3.2.
The srh_d ed shiooin_ time of one month is based on the worst
case of shipment by barge. Availability of a suitable aircraft in
the latter part of 1970 would provide additional contingency in our
schedule.
IIIm
Figure 4-4. 1971 Flight Hardware Summary Schedule (Level 2)
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Figure 5-1. Propulsion Subsystem Phase IB Flow Diagram and Schedule (Level 3)
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PRELAUNCH AND LAUNCH OPEHATIONS
Schedule, rationale for this phase followed a conservative ap-
proach. Approximately two and one halt months are provided
for a shakedown of the personnel, facilities, and procedures at
KSC utilizing the gacknap Spacecraft prior to actual Prelaunch and
Launch activity. GE's past experience with similar shakedox_n
pll_ccsses has revealed interface and proced_lra[ problems that
could have delayed launch, ltad they not been discovered prior to
actual Prelaunch and Launch activity.
Joint Flight Acceptance Composite Testing (J Vact) is planned by
using dummy ordBallCe prior to linal processing adl(I cOl.llltdo_,i1 _ith
li_e propellant. The four months scheduled for the prelaunch and
Launch processing is calculated on a reg_llar _\ork week basis,
with the exception of certain continuous operations such as leak
Lcst, b. Thi_ _pat_ is based on GE's prc_ious exptrience of nearly
300 launches and is consi_ter, t _i}!!: ?Jarin,'r field processing No
modgications or alterations to the Flight Spacecratl, _x_pt _'
spares replace mellt 1l't)l?l the Backup Spacecraft are planned at the
launch site. This procedure is consistent with JPL requirements
anti GE exp{/t'it:llce.
Figure 4-5. Prelaunch and Launch
Operations Summary Schedule (Level 2)
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DISCUSSION
Extension of state of the art, as represented T)y 2O _att Aix)llo i_er :lmplili('rs. Js
required to maximize set/nee, payoff. In addition tu high(,r po_(,r tu_x, dr, sign, I_,tt(,r
amplifier and power supply ( ffmiency are ne(nl(,d, and thermal ,h'sign ell amplifP,r aml
spacecl-aft bay must be closely integr:ated.
Both traveling wave tube (TWT) and ('lectrostati{ ally foeus(,d klystron (ESFK) haxe
demonstrated 50 watt capability ill IAtb versions. A NASA 20-w:lt( TWT with required
overall (,fficiency has been dev( loped. Motorola will imtmt(, pamlhq dcv('h_pment (q
both types of amplifier recommended. This approach minimizt,s the probability of
failing to achieve the goal. as well as the lx)t('ntial serimls impact on Uu' scheduh' ii a
weakness in one type is not found until late m th(, program.
Selection of vendors for each type woukl be rnadc ill Phase IB aRer the r(_lmrt,m('nts
are firmed and approved by JPL. Parallel studms would be startl,d to (h'sign the amph
tiers and poxw, r supplies and to plan the Phase 1I pr()gr:lm in detail.
First review of both approaches to determine if s_,leetP)n of a single typ,' cliuhl 1_,
made with ctJnfidene_ wouhl be made at the ('lid of Phast' IlL
Prototype and Engineeritlg models would be ordered _ithin tx_o motlths after Phase II
go-ahead for comi_nt,nt performance (,valuation. thermal test, and life test. The
models will also be tested with file cotnplete brt,adboard radio subsystem. ['2arly demon
stration of compatd)ility with a I)SIF receiver is tllltnllell. The paralh'l _tpproach('s will
Ix' continuously reviewed to determine when a stifle type can he selected.
Figetre 5-3. 50-Watt Power Amplifier Design m_d Development
Flow Diagram and Schedule (Level 3)
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CANOprjs T[L-kCKER DISCUSSION
as Tracker performed successfully on the Mariner flight, use of the
;or design insures high confidence in reliably meeting V(JY_\GI':R re-
me modifications will be required, hinderer, because of the require-
_matie Spacecraft and the even higher reliability reqmrements.
lis development program, one Ullit substantially identical to the
*'ill be' ordered _hile simulumeously breadboarding the design modi-
]thoard attachment. This _ill permit fxmctional testing.
idification of an existing design is proposed here, it is assumed that
ndor screening can Ix. accomplished m Phase 1B so that capable vend,_rs
}re allotted for fahrication of a Mariner-type unit. _i::_ _ realistic,
iions is sho_n on the :;ame three-month schedule, since its completion
_" prmr to that of the Mariner=type tracker.
allotted [or the simultaneous gd)_qcation of three prototype comFonents.
asonable, based on prelirmnary w, ndor estimates and past e×penenee
i of similar eompk, xity for other programs.
_!t-month dev( iopl_, i_: :'<! t_riod is Ntsed on past cxperwnce with
k equipment. Time ll,_;=:_'_ _hown for otntt _Li;!_< _11 follo_ as a
_elice of the limiting schedules descmlx, d.
hat Mamn_r t)SE equipment from JPL or similar equipment will Im used,
_mt time will be neeessatw fun OSE 5ahrieation.
Figure 5-2. Canopus Tracker Design and
Development Flow Diagram and Schedule
(Level 3)
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DISCUSS]ON
M is to sere as standard for Flight Spacec_afts relative to design, manufacturing,
_,'mbly, tpst. compatibihty and pruc(durcs. The PTM will further sere as the
It bed for nil design changes ,,rid tr,_,lhlcsh_ting required on flight hardware.test prog_m will verify and backup analytical data.
['st Article Configuration lnsl_,ction (FACI) is programmed for PTM at completion
Critical environment tests.
I_edulc will p_vide for:
• Accomplishment of Major hlsk_ beh)r/, assembly of flight spacecraRs.
• Accomplishment of all Lxsks _el[ in advance of MAR.
st sequences show self, rate Vibration and Acoustic Noise tests. Studies are under-
y to determine the feasibility and practicality of combining beth tests at a modified
:filly at VFSTC.
ansportation of PT_I to out of house test sites:
• Scheduled fo_'worse-casecondition.
• Inw)lves [mrtiaI di_s_mbly for g_und transportation.
_'. :H ',n u-,c_ to w.rifv design for transportation and handling environments.
Availability of VI_G aircraft, eL _u_' _nt, _[l] _atly _duce
transportation time and spacecrafl disassembly will not _ ,vquirv_.
Spaceel'aft will not be di_a_scmbled for transportation from Wylie Labs,
Huntsville, Ala. to AEDC, Tulahuma, Tenn.
_I I _1 I i
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Figure 5-4. PTM Assembly and Test
Flow Diagram and Schedule (Level 3)
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Figure 6-2. Phase H PERT Summary Network
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using the NASA-PERT C Computer Program (NPC 101-2A dated September 1964). A portion
of the Phase 113 computer printout depicting the most critical path is also presented in
Table 6-1. GE will submit fragnets for each subsystem (subtask) for the Phase IB effort
as part of the Phase IB Implementation Plan. GE's PERT System will be exercised while
monitoring Phase IB against these fragnets. In addition, during Phase IB, detailed fragnets
for Phase II will be prepared. These parallel Phase IB activities, will assure a completely
operational PERT system and firm contract End Item Phase II fragnets at the start of
Phase H.
Based on GE experience on long-life complex spacecraft, we estimate that, over the five
years of the VOYAGER Project, from 35,000 to 50,000 schedule events at the project level
will be required to adequately monitor activity. It is also GE's experience that a computer-
ized PERT network of over 8000 to 10,000 events is unmanageable from a pure mechanics
standpoint. Therefore, we plan approximately 120 fragnets of about 50 to 60 events each
for a project total of 5000 to 7000 computerized events. The remaining milestones will be
detail milestones in support of the project constraining milestones included on the fragnets.
TABLE 6-1. PHASE IB COMPUTER PRINTOUT DEPICTING MOST CRITICAL PATH
f
RUN 1
BY PATHS OF" CRIT%CALITY
NETWORK 1B VOYAGER PROPOSAL PHASE 1B RUN 3 121865
_&rE OF THIS REPORT |S 06"01*6b
EVENT ACTIV, DATE DATE HE-
PRE; SUE, ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION TIRE EXPECTED ALLOWED SDHU/ACT, SLACK bOURGE
1000"000 1114-005 Gn AHEAD SOURCE _OC AVAIL 05-27-06 A06-01-66 ° ,7
7114-005 7114-040 pMA_E 2 R_P REO0 FROM JPL 20.0 10"19-66 10"1¢-66 10-1_'66 - ,? _U°O
7114-040 7115-095 FINALIZE _ORKSTSTEMENT FOR PHASE 2 .0 10"19-6_ 10-1A-6_ ,7 _U,O
7115-095 7115-150 C_$T _STI_AT_N_ I_$TR ISSUED 1.0 10-26-66 10-21"ob ? 21.U
7115-150 7115-170 pHASE 2 S_NEUULE$ * _OSY ESTIMATES 3,0 11-16-66 11°1_-66 ,_ _*,0
7115°170 7115°215 PkASE 2 PROPOSAL M_MT REVIEW ,0 11-16-66 11"11"_ ,? _4.0
7115"_15 7114"070 P_AS_ 2 PROPOSAL SURMITTED 1,Q 11-23-66 21-18°_6 11-1_-06 ° ,7 2b.V
7114"00 _ 7114"100 P_EL[ _ DE_I_N REVIEw 24_n l_-15-66 11°12*bb ,6 24,U
7!!4-_11_ 7114-105 P_Et.[ M r_ESI_N REVlE_ 6,0 12-_8-65 12-24=bb !2-_'bb - ,6 30,0
_114-10_ 1114°075 p_Ab_ 1_ _E_HRICAL REPORT SUBMITTED 1,0 0_*04-67 1_°31-6_ 1_-31°56 ,6 31=_
7114°075 7114"200 PHA$_ 1_ PROGR_ COM_LET_ ,0 01°04-_7 12-31-66 1_-31-66 ,6 3_,0
7114-005 7114-015 SUSMI_ P_ASF 1_ PROORA_ PLANS 5,0 07°05-66 07°05-_ ,_ _,U
7114-025 71_4°0_5 _ONTHLy STATUS REPORT 2,0 07-20*66 07°_0-56 ,O /,U
7114-0_ 7114-030 _NTMLy STATUS REPORT 5,0 08°_4-66 08-24°66 ,0 1_,_
7114-00_ 7111-1_5 SELECTED ANTENNA LOCATION AND LOD_ ANGLES t3,0 08°_-65 08-31°56 *0 1_,0
7114-_30 7114-045 MONTHLy STAYU_ REPORT 5,0 09°_-66 09-2_-66 ,0 tT,0
7114-005 7113-0_0 $/C ROCKU p DESIGN 18.0 10-05-60 10°0_-66 ,_ lU,O
71_4-045 7114°0_0 NORTHLY STATUE REPU_T 5,0 11-02-60 11-0_-06 ,n ?_,0
7113-0_0 7113-075 S/C MOCKUP COMPL 5.0 12-09°66 11-09-66 ,0 _3,_
/1_-_0 72!4-_60 N_NT_Ly STATUS _EPU_T _,0 1_°07-66 _2°07°56 ,0 2/,0
711A-060 7114°065 M_NIH_T STATUS DEPORT 4,0 0_-04-67 0_-04°07 ,0 3_,0
7114-_65 7114°400 NONTMLy ST$TUS REPORT _0 02-01-67 02°01*57 ,n 3_,U
7114-005 71_5-005 VOYAGER P_oJECT _RGANILATIGN IN PLACE .0 06°01-66 05-03-56 ._ .fl
7115-005 7115-015 U_AT_ PHASE 2 PRO_ PLANS 1,0 06-OB-6b 06*10-56 ,3 1,0
7115o015 711_*08_ REV N_JOR SU_CONT _A PLAN 1,0 _6-_5°66 _6-17-6_ .3 _,0
71_5-085 7115-100 REV FOR APP _AJ SUrCOaT _INAL DA PLaN 21,0 11-09-66 11*1_-66 ._ _,0
7115°100 7115-145 FINAL OA PLAN ,0 11-09-66 21°11-56 .3 23,0
71_4-040 7115-155 FINAL INCENTIVE PLAN 3,0 1_°09-66 11-11-66 .3 23,U
71_5°145 711_°210 P_A_E 2 P_OGHAN PLANS ,0 11°0g-66 11°11°56 .3 23,0
7115-1_ 711_°_1_ P_ASb _ PROPOSAL MGMT REVIE_ ,0 11-09-65 11°11-66 .3 _3,0
7115-210 7115-_15 P_ASE _ PROPOSAL M_T REVIE_ ,0 11-09-65 11-11-66 ,3 23,0
7114-_05 711m-ogn RECEIVE U_OATED MISSION S_EC ,0 06-01-65 06°04-56 ,4 .0
7114-090 7111-01_ P_ELIMINA_Y _E_uENCE OF EVENT_ |SSU_ED 3,0 05-2_-56 06-25-66 ,4 3.0
7151-010 7111-025 P_EP STS _PFC SEE 3,4 T_RU 3,1_ L_$S 3,6*3 9,0 08-_4-60 08°27-65 ,4 _°0
7111-055 7111-02_ PREP bvS bPEC SEE 3,4 T_U 3,1_ L_SS 3,6*3 ,0 08-24-60 U_-27-06 ,4 I_,U
7111-07n 1111°0_5 PRE_ _Y$ SpED SEE 3,4 T_R_ 3,_ L_SS 3,b.3 ,0 0_-_4-60 U8-21-56 ,4 1_,0
7111*_75 7111-_5 PREP _YS _PFC SED 3,4 T_H_ 3,12 LESS 3,6._ ,0 08-_4-6_ _8-_?°b_ ,4 1_,_
7111-_o0 7111°02_ PREP _yS 5PEC SFC 3,4 T_ 3._ LE$_ 3,_+3 ,_ 08-24-66 _-27-65 ,4 I_,U
7111-n85 7111-_2_ P_E_ _TS _PFC SEE 3,4 T_U 3,12 L_SS 3,b*_ ,0 08*_4-66 _8-27-56 ,4 I_,0
7111°n90 711_-0_5 P_EP _YS _PFC SEE 3,4 T_ 3,1_ LESS _,b*3 ,0 08-_4-65 U_°_7-65 ,4 1Z,_
71_1-_95 1111-0_5 PREP _yS NP_C SEE 3,4 T_ 3.1_ L_$S _,_.3 ,0 _8-2_-66 0_-27-eb ,4 I_,U
7114-00_ 7111-055 CAPSULE $_AHATIo_m _A_L_VEH 12,0 _-_4°60 Ufi-27-bb .4 1_.0
711A-00_ 1111-07_ TEmPErATUrE _F_UI_EME_T_ 12,0 0_°_4-60 08-_7°00 ,_ 1_,0
711¢-00_ 711_-075 GUIdAnCE ACCURACY _,0 08-_4-6_ 0_*27-66 ,4 ]_,J
TlHb
gE_, UEPT
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7.0 PLANNING FOR MISSIONS BEYOND 1971. This 1971 Implementation Plan permits a
progressive integration of facilities and experienced personnel into the 1973 Mission activity.
For this mission, it is expected that the 1971 Spacecraft will require updating only as a re-
sult of flight data and mission peculiar (scientific) requirements. It is further expected
that procurement, fabrication, assembly and test cycle times will be reduced as a result of
the 1971 experience. This reduction will allow a significant portion of the 1971 flight
experience to be factored into the 1973 Spacecraft. Based on these assumptions, the follow-
ing parallels can be drawn: (1) procurement would not start until three months after the
1971 launch; (2) fabrication of flight hardware would not start until Mars encounter; and
(3) assembly and checkout would not start until near the end of the Mars orbit. Assuming
that the same sequence of project activity is required for the 1973 Mission, the availability
of 1971 facilities and personnel will be in phase with the requirements.
In addition to flight data, better than three and one-half years of life test experience can be
obtained on subsystem breadboard hardware by the time 1973 flight hardware fabrication
must start. GE can provide continuous life testing of the type approval hardware beyond
the 1971 launch. At the system level, two years of life data can be accumulated on the
Engineering Model prior to assembly of the 1973 Spacecraft.
GE will make maximum utilization of 1971 hardware for the 1973 opportunity. The type
approval units and the PTM can be updated and retested as required by life tests, 1971 flight
results and mission peculiar changes. The 1971 Backup Spacecraft that will be used for
anomaly checking during the 1971 flight can be updated as the Backup Spacecraft for the
1973 Mission, providing it has not been flight acceptance tested more than twice previously.
All the 1971 OSE and the flight spare units can be updated for use in 1973. The net result
of the above is that the only additional new hardware that may be required for the 1973
Mission will be two Flight Spacecraft and their mission-peculiar equipment.
Due to the increased Capsule and Spacecraft Bus weight, and the mission peculiar require-
ments for 1975 and 1977, the spacecraft design will require extensive update. It is assumed
that the same sequence of activities will be required as for the 1971 Mission, and that com-
plete desig_ definition will be needed by the latter part of 1972 in order to have the Space-
craft available for the 1975 launch period.
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. The effective watt-hour charging efficiency when the battery is new is 60%, based
on voltage ratio and allowing for some current tapering at the end of the charging
period.
5. The batteries will require approximately 15% current overcharge when old.
From the Energy Balance Table, the energy drawn from the battery during a 41.8-minute
eclipse, with the capsule on board, is 290.7 watt-hours. To this must be added energy for
the fault detectors during satellite day, since this energy passes through the battery chargers.
The energy which must be returned to the battery is:
290.7 (1.15)
(o. 60) + 2(6.303) = 569w-hr
Accounting for the battery charger inefficiency yields:
569 \50.3/ = 599 w-hr
The science payload will draw 119.7 watts more at the unreg_alated bus for the time when the
science is on (2 hr 14 rain when the capsule is on board), and the charge power is reduced
for this period. The charge power is obtained from:
2.23 (P-119.7) +4.07 (P) = 699w-hr
The gross charging power is 137.5 w
Analysis for other times during the orbit phase is similar. The maximum recharge power
determined for a 66-minute eclipse and a full-science on-time of 4 hr 35 min is about 171
watts, or 3.23 amperes. The nominal battery charge current limit has been set at 3.75
amperes.
The battery capacity is determined by the energy requirements at two times; during Mars
orbit insertion and during orbit eclipse. The maximum battery energy required at orbit
insertion is 1600 watt-hours, at approximately six months after launch, and that for orbit
eclipse 500 watt-hours, at times up to one year after launch. Thus, two cell types were pro-
vided: there are two silver-cadmium batteries totalling 1450 watt-hours capacity new (1000
watt-hours degraded) to supply the long-term repeating eclipse loads; and a silver-zinc bat-
tery of 1800 watt-hours capabity to bring the total capacity at launch to 3250 watt-hours.
Allowing for a full 30% degradation in capacity, the battery capacity of Mars orbit insertion
will be 2280 watt-hours, resulting in a depth of discharge of 70% for this one time only. The
battery energy required at capsule separation is expected to be only a few hundred watt-
hours, since the Spacecraft will point within 40 degrees of the sun, and about half the array
power capability will be available. The relation between battery energy capacity, eclipse
loads, and various maneuver loads is indicated in Figure 5-2.
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APPENDIX C. RELIABILITY ESTIMATE
TABLE C-1. POWER SUBSYSTEM
PROBABILITY OF SUCCESS
T:
Item Probability of Success Model
Bus A
Bus B
Bus C
Bus D
Bus E
BUS F
BUS G
BusA+ B+ (C,D)
+ (EorF) + G
0.9998,.
0.999_
0.9B0_
0.9_09
0o9_07
0.9707
0.9H02
0.9791
1.2 '_
1-2
1.2.3.4.5
I-2,3.4,_
1-2.3.4.5,6
I._3.4.5.7
1.2.3.4.5.8
1"2'3"4"5'(6 or 7)._
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The reliability estimate of the Power Sub-
system has been calculated in terms of the
probability of success of each of the various
buses as well as an overall number repre-
senting a nominal configuration. The proba-
bility of success, based on Figure C-1, is
shown in Table C-I. The time base for
calculation is 230 days (5520 hours) ex-
cept in the case of Buses E and F (400 cps,
3 _ to gyros - assumed loaded 45 days or
1080 hours) and Bus G (400 cps 1 _ to
science - assumed loaded 30 days or 720
hours).
,4
BATTERY PACKAGE REGULATOR PACKAGE
og.B 0992,
L ........ L ..................
NOTE S
I _ x___ NUMBER IN THIS LOCATION CORRESPONDS TO U_E tN
MODEL SHOWN IN TABLE C-I
2 ANY TWO OF THREE BATTERY + CHARGER COMBINATIONS
REQUIRED FOR SUCCESS
3 REGULATOR NO 2 tN STANDBY
4 2 4 KC INVERTER NO 2 IN STANDBY
S BUSES E AND F INTERFACE WITH G B C SUOSYBTEM IN WHICM
OR LOGIC IS PROVIDED FOR GYRO POWER BOTH OPERATE
U_OER L_O _'_E_ Gv'_oB ON (A_SU_EO _OBO ROUm_-!
B BUS G TO SCIENCE; ASSUMED LOADED 720 HOURS
F
SYNCHROmZER
-- -- AND
CLOCK
0 9958
INVERTER PACKAGE
........2 :oy_.......
F.................]
BUS E) I
I _ INVERTER PACKAGE }
I 0 9896
L .............. 27.1
BUS F
3_ INVERTER PACKAGE I0 9896
C ....................... 7
400 CPB I_ I
_,NVERTER, _
0 9950
BUS G
t2_222_J _
I I
I I
I I_ INVERTER PACKAGE I
J 09993 [-_L ...........
Figure C-I. Power Subsystem Reliability, Block Diagram
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